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INTRODUCTION

AIM AND SCOPE

The aim of this work is to study the concept of choice in the Sahîh al-Bukhdrl.

The question of choice is very intimately linked with the problematic of predesti-

nation and free will, which is one of the most fundamental discussions in early

Islamic theology. It is debatable, however, whether the concept of free will is

relevant in Muslim discourse or whether we should rather speak about our power

to act and make independent choices in our lives, about the relationship of God's

divine power and human power. But, then, we should also not speak about predes-

tination, but the power of God to determine everything that happens in this world

and the hereafter, the relationship of God's absolute sovereignty and human

responsibility. The Islamic concept of qadør, which is usually translated as pre-

destination or destiny, is central to Islamic discourse. Perhaps it is even more

central than the concept of ikhtiyãr, choice or free will. But does it mean predesti-

nation?

The focus of this book is on the concept of choice in hadith literature, and

especially in the collection of al-BukhãrÏ. My aim is to discuss ikhtiyar in al-

Bukhâri as such. I am not interested in looking at different possible tendencies in

the collection. It might be that by comparing various transmitters by going

through the available biographical material of each of them, comparing isnads,

and the possible common links in them and the overall distribution and develop-

ment of the texts, we might be able to determine certain trends in the development

of the collection. However, this is not the aim of my study. I read hadiths as

pieces of reality, not as statements about reality. My starting point is the collection

of texts as it exists now in its normative, established form; I am not going to

evaluate the hadith reports in any comparative way. The isnads are not the focus

of attention, either with the purpose of determining which of the transmitters are

the most or the less inclined to determinism, or to argue anything about the

validity of the transmission or the authenticity of the text. Since the historical

accuracy ofthe texts is not relevant in this analysis, it is left aside'

I have a special interest in gender studies, and my original concern when I

started to do research for this work was to find out different images of women in

the hadiths and the ways the concept of female is constituted in the texts.

Gradually, the concept of choice became more important in my analysis, and, in
I

I

I

i
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2 SYLVIA AKAR

the end, is has become the main focus of this study. Nevertheless, gender has

much to do with choice; one might assume that the choices men and women do

and did have in their lives were quite different, and one might also assume that

these differences would be present and distinguishable in hadith literature. This is

one of the questions I shall deal with.
In order to have theoretical tools to base my reading on I studied the

methodology of rhetorical analysis. My aim was to develop rhetorical analysis as

a tool in the study of Islamic texts and I have made use of some of the termino-

logy developed by the pioneers of rhetorical analysis, such as sensitisation and

audience, inner texture and intertexture.

To give the reader who is not familiar with'ilm al-þadîth, the science of
tradition, the necessary background about al-Bukhärï and hadith literature I shall

sketch out the life and work of the author and I shall provide a short history of the

development of hadith literature during the early history of Islam. A short outline

of the development of the concept of sunna and its identification with the Prophet

Muhammad will be presented and I shall briefly discuss the collection and classi-

fication of hadiths and present a sketch of the geographical area where the most

important collectors and compilators of the hadith collections lived and worked.

As already mentioned, the historicity of the texts is not evaluated, but I will
shortly examine the discussion about the general criteria of selecting hadiths and

the personal criteria al-BukhãrÎ used while determining which of the hadiths he

knew fulfilled the conditions, shurÌi¡, of a sound or saþtþ transmission.

TERMINOLOGY AND TRANSLITERATION

I shall explain most of the A¡abic terminology used in the text when individual

terms first occur, but a vocabulary of Arabic technical terms is also given at the

end ofthe book. The vocabulary has been collected during the years ofmy study

from various sources, but I have also checked most of the terms from Mu'jam

'uläm al-þodith al-nabswl by'Abd al-Raþmãn al-KhamÎsÏ.l Some terms that are

not used in the text are included in the vocabulary for the sake ofconsistency and

clarity.
I have used the words Qur'an, hadith, sunna, imam, and mufti as if they were

English words. Words like'ulamã'have been used in their commonest form,

which in this case is the Arabic plural, but I have often chosen to use the Arabic

singular with the English inflexion, such as kitabs for kutub or bãbs for abwãb.

The name of the Prophet is written Muhammad, but the names of all other

Muþammads are given with full transliteration. The term Prophet with a capital P,

I Jidd" 2ooo.



BUT ]F YOU DES|RE GOD,4ND HIS MESSENGER

when used by itself, refers to Muhammad, in contrast to the same word with a

lower case p, which refers to other prophets. I use the blessing formulas2 after the

names of prophets in direct citations, but not in my own text. For the English

translations of the Qur'an I have on most occasions chosen to use A. J' Arberry's

The Koran Interpreted (1955).

THE SOURCES

My main source and research material, the Saþlþ al-Bukhãr\, was written in the

middle of the 9th century ¡.o. The compiler3 of this work, Muþammad ibn Ism¿ítt

al-Bukhãrl,was born in Bukhãrã in the year l94l8l0 and he died in Khartank near

Samarqand in256/870. $aþiþ øl-Bukhãr| is a compilation of hadiths, reports about

the acts, words or silent approval of the Prophet Muhammad (d. 632) or his

closest companions. It is not a holy book in the same sense as the Qur'an, yet it is

one of the most significant collections of Islamic texts in Sunni Islam. Some say

that it is next only to the Qur'an in sanctity. It has, along with the collection of

Muslim, during the centuries of development of Sunni Islamic doctrine, become

the second most important basis of Islamic faith, practice and law'

sahlþ al-Bukhãr| is a muçannaf type collection of hadiths, which means that

the material is roughly arranged according to legal matters. The work is divided

into 97 books (kitãb/kutub) and 3,450 Chapters (bdb/abwdöl. According to James

Robson, there are 7,397 hadiths in the collection, but only 2,762 ff tepetitions are

excluded.4 If the fragmentary hadiths that are used in the chapter headings without

isnãds arc counted, the total is 9,082.5 Muhammad Abdul Rauf agrees with

Robson about the total number of 7,397 hadiths, but estimates the number of
repetitions to be 4,000,6 whereas Muhammad Zubayt $iddiqÏ claims that there are

7,275 hadiths in the collection, of which 1,725 are of the mu'alløq, suspended,

type or conoborative, which means that they are of secondary impofance.T

I use the Dãr al-salãm editions of $altil.t ql-Bukhãrl from the yeat 1997 in

which both the chapters and individual hadiths are numbered and the numbering

, (r) for salla Allãhu ,alayhi wa-sallam and (r) for ra(iya Allãhu 'anhu, and in English

translations (pbuh) for peace be upon him, but may God be pleased with him without

abbreviation.
3 About the meaning and importance of authorship, see Motzki 2003.

4 Robron, "al-Bukhari" E/2'
5 Guillau-r 1924:28.
6 ¡.bdul Rauf 1983: 275.
7 

$i¿¿¡qi 1993: 5Ç57.
8 Th" collection was copied and recopied innumerable times and undoubtedly underwent

changes and revisions in the process. After the death of al-Bukhãrî there were different

3

I
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4 SYLYIA AKAR

corresponds to that of Wensinck's Concordance. When I speak of the entire

chapter I give only the number of the chapter in question, but when I speak of a

specific hadith I give both the number of the chapter and the hadith.

The most important commentator on al-Bukhãri is lbn flaiar al:Asqalãnl

(Shihãb al-D1n AbÌi l-Fath Aþmad ibn Nùr al-Dîn'Alî ibn Muhammad al-Kinãnî

at-Shãffl, d. Saturday 28th Dhú l-þijia 852122nd February 1449).He was born in

Cairo and he also died there. He was a lecturer, professor and head of college,

judge and mufti. Ibn Hajar wrote more than 150 books - most of them in the field

of science of tradition - though he was mainly admired for his work on al-Bukhãrl

He was in his early thirties when he published a work on the isnãds of Sa|tfh al-

Bukhãrî entitled Ta,líq a4aclîq,but his most important work is the introduction

Hady al-sãr|: Muqaddimatfatþ al-bãrl bi-sharþ Saþlþ al-Bukhãrl.The work is, as

the title inclicates, an introduction to his commentary on al-BukhãrI's collection.

The introduction was completed in 813/141G-l l, and the commentary itself came

into being gradually based on lecture courses extending from 817-8421141448.e

In this work I have used the edition printed in Cairo in 1987.

Ibn $ajar seems to appreciate al-Bukhãrï more than any other compiler, and

he clearly prefers al-BukhãrI to Muslim. He does not tell us much of particular

importance about the relation of these two sheikhs. It is not even sure whether

they ever as much as met, since the accounts of their encounters appear to be

invented.

Ibn $ajar defended the al-BukhãrI collection down to the last hadith report

and he does not miss an occasion to put admiring words into the mouths of the

other muþaddilås. According to Ibn $ajar, Muslim acknowledged the excellence

of al-BukhãrI:

The lmam of Imams Abä Bakr Muþammad ibn Isþãq ibn Khuzayma said that there is

no one under the sky who knows more about hadiths than Muþammad ibn Ismã'il al-

BukhãrL Abü 'Isa al-Tirmidhi said: "Muhammad ibn lsmã'Il al-Bukhãrl knows more

than anybody about defects in hadiths, 'ilal, and chains of transmis.sion, asãn'íd."

Muslim said io him: "I testify that there is no one like you in this world."l0

Al-BukhãrÏ went to Nishapur in the year 250/864 and stayed there for a while

collecting hadiths, and, apparently, teaching. Ibn $ajar narrates Muslim ibn al-

flajjáj's report of his arrival and the people's admiration of him.

versions circulating in the Muslim world. According to A. Mingana the earliest existing

manuscript, which unfortunately is incomplete, is Mingana Arab. Isl. 225. On palæo-

graphical grounds it cannot be later than 1000 ¡.o. and Mingana's approximation is that it is
even earlier. See Mingana 1936 and Quiring-Zoche 1998. In my work I have not taken into

consideration the differences between editions.
9 Rosenthal, "Ibn $a(lar al-'Askalãnf', E'12.

lo Ibnflajar:509.
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He (Muslim) said: "I have never seen people respect another scholar the way they

respected al-Bukhãri. They went to receive him from two or three day's journey out of
the town. Many members of the'ulamã' were with those people."' '

Ibn Hajar, being the commentator on and devotee of al-Bukhãrl, always por-

trays al-BukharÎ as the superior muþaddith when he and Muslim disagree about a

hadith. ln his Hady al-sdrl he reports .Abdallãh ibn 'Abd al-Raþmãn al-DãrimÏ

saying that he met scholars from Mecca, Medina and the Hijaz, in Damascus and

Iraq, but he "never met anyone more perfect than Muhammad ibn Ismã'il (al-

BukhãrI). He is the most disceming, the most knowing and hard working of us in

his quest for knowledge."l2

AL-BUKHÃRÏ: MAN AND MUHADDITH

Who was al-BukhãrÎ, the man? We know very little about the historical person

who wrote the $aþ1þ al-Bukhãrl. There is a biography of al-Bukhãri at the end of
Ibn gajar's Hady al-sõrî.l3 The work gives a clear picture of the admiration Ibn

tlajar felt for al-Bukhãrl and, without a doubt the text resembles more a hagio-

gaphy than a biography of a scholar. Indeed, the biography follows the same

pattem as hadith literature. It contains eyewitness reports about the incidents in al-

BukhãrI's life and nanations about the excellence ofhis character and capabilities.

In the edition of Hady al-sãr|I have used (al-Qãhira 1987) the biography

extends from page 501 to the end of the volume, page 5l8.la Since I use the work

of Ibn $ajar as my main medieval comm€ntary to al-BukhãrÎ I shall keep to the

brief biography of Ibn flajar only. Besides, other biographies would add little if
anything substantially new to the life history or characteristics of al-Bukhãrl.

Furthermore, my aim is to highlight the attitude of Ibn $ajar and later Muslim

hadith experts towards al-Bukhãrl and to achieve this goal the hagiographical type

oflife story is very convenient.

The complete name of al-BukhãrI is Abä .Abdallãh Muþammad ibn Ismã'il

ibn lbrãhïm ibn al-Mughr-ra ibn Bardizba (Abü'Abdallãh) al-Ju'fi. He was born

after the Friday prayer on the thirteenth of Shawwãl in the year 194/810 in

Bukhãrã, which nowadays is situated in the independent Republic of Uzbekistan.

I I Ibn flajar: 514.
12 Ibn flajar: 509. Ibn Hajar continues: They asked al-Dãrimi about a hadith and told him that

al-Bukhãrl had rectified it but he said: "Muþammad ibn lsmã'Il (al-Bukhãr-t) is more

disceming than I am. He is the smartest of God's creatures, he explains God's orders and

prohibitions, His book and the words ofthe Prophet"'
l3 Later collections ofbiographies like the one by Ibn Khaltikãn (Wafayãt al-a'yãn, vol' IV no'

569 p. 188-190) contain no further information about the life of al-Bukhar¡'

14 Numbers in square brackets refer to these pages in Ibn $ajar's flady al-sãrî.

5



6 SyLyIA AKAR

Ibn flajar titles the first chapter of his biography "His name, birth and forma-

tion and the beginning of his studies of hadith", but the information we get from

his childhood is limited. Ibn $ajar lets us know that the family converted to Islam

three generations before Muþammad ibn Ismã'ïl was bom. Al-BukhãrI's great-

great-grandfather, Bardizba, professed the Persian religion,l5 but Bardizba's son

Mughlra was converted to Islam by al-Yamän al-Ju'fli- Al-Mughïra came to

Bukhãrã and he was called al-Ju(fì according to aþYamãn al-Ju'fl¡ whose protect-

ed client, mawld, he became afler his conversion.

We do not know much about the father of Muþammad ibn Ismã'Il al-Bukhãn-,

but it is said that he was a righteous man. He died when al-Bukhãn- was still a boy

and young Muhammad grew up with his mother. [50]-5021
It seems that al-Bukhãrr's father was a wealthy man. Ibn $ajar writes that the

copyist of al-Bukhãrî reported on the authority of Muþammad ibn Khirãsh and

AþTd ibn flafg: "I went to meet Ismã'rl, the father of Abü 'Abdallâh when he was

dying and he said: 'Not even one dirham of my wealth have I got with forbidden

or doubtful ways."'Al-Bukhãrl inherited a significant property from his father but

he lost it in a shared partnership, mudãraba. As a consequence of this, one would

suppose, Ibn flajar reports al-BukhãrI saying that he never bought or sold

anything himself but ordered someone else to make his purchases. When he was

asked the reason why, he said: "Since there is always surplus, and shortcoming,

and confusion." [503-504]
Ibn flajar narrates one specific miracle which occurred in the childhood of

Muþammad ibn Ismã'Il: Ghunjãrl6 writes in his Tãrfth Bukhãrã and al-Lãlakã'Il7
in his commentary of the sunna that Muhammad ibn Ismã'Il became blind when

he was small. His mother saw Abraham, Ibrãhlm, the friend of God, in her dream

and he said to her: "God has given back to your son his eye-sight because ofthe
abundance of your prayers." And so it happened. [502]

The beginning of his interest in hadiths

Al-BukhãrÎ seems to have been a very precocious boy, who started to study and

memorise hadiths when he was still very young. Ibn $ajar relates al-Firabrí's

words when he said that he heard the coplst of al-Bukhã{ Muþammad ibn Abî

$ãtim, say that al-BukhãrI had told him that he was motivated to memorise

hadiths when he was in Qur'an school. A direct question-and-answer sequence is

l5 llta-kãna Bardizba firisiyyan'ald díni qawm¡åi. He was probably Zoroashian.

Ghunjãr was the nickname of Muþammad ibn Aþmad ibn Muþammad ibn Sulaymãn al-
Bukhãri @. 412/1021), the writer of Tãrikh Bukhãrã. See $ãjji lftalTfa (d. 106711657\,

Kashf al-7unun <an asãmi al-kutub wal-funun, II, p. I I 7.

Hibatallãh ibn Hasan ibn Mançär al-Jabari al-Rãzî al-Lálakã'i, díed 418/1027.

l6

l7
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typically inserted into the text: "Qultu: kom ata'alayka idh dhoka?"Fø-qdla:

fushr sinln aw aqall.I said: How old were you then? He said: Ten years or less.

[s02]
On finishing the school he started to visit al-Dãkhilil8 among others. Young

al-BukhãrÎ demonstrated not only an excellent memory but also great courage in

his interaction with al-Dãkhilï, who was his teacher: One day while reading to

people al-DãkhilÏ related a hadith with the isnãd Sufy-an from Abü Zubayr from

Ibrãhim. so al-Bukhãn- said: "Abä Zubayr did not report from Ibrãhl-m!" Al-

Dãkhih scolded al-Bukhaf but he retorted to him: "Go and check in the original

should you have it (i.e. the original book)." Al-DâkhilÏ went in (to his house) to

check his information and when he came back he said: "How does it go then,

lad?" Al-Bukhãn- said that it was Zubayr and Ibn 'Adi from lbrãhÎm. Al-Dãkhill

took a pen, corrected what he had written, and admitted that al-BukhãrÏ was right.

Again, a direct question of al-BukhãrÍ's age is inserted to emphasise his youth:

"How old were you when you opposed him?" "I was eleven years old." And al-

Bukhãri continues: "When I was sixteen I knew the books of Ibn al-Mubãraklg

and WakÍ20 by heart and I was familiar with the discussion of asþãb al-ra'y."

Is02]
The memory of al-Bukhãn- was excellent throughout his life. $ãshid ibn

Ismã.Il said: When al-Bukhãri was still a boy he used to visit the scholars of Basra

with us. He did not write anlhing down. After sixteen days we blamed him for

that and he said: "That's enough! Why don't you show me what you have written"?

We showed him and it was more than 25,000 hadiths. But he knew them all by

heart so that we started to check our writings against his memory. [502]
Abü Bakr ibn AbÍ'Ayyãsh al-A'yan said: We wrote from (the memory of)

Mutrammad ibn lbrãhIm and Muþammad ibn al-Azhar al-SijistãnÏ told that he was

in the mosque with al-Bukhãri and some other people. Al-Bukhãrî listened (to

hadiths being reported there) but he did not write anything down. Thus one of his

companions was asked: "What's the matter with him? Why is he not making any

notes?" He answered: "He will go back to Bukhãrã and write everything down

from his memory!" [502]

His literarywork

When al-Bukhãn- was eighteen years old he wrote a book QaQãyã al-;aþaba wal-

tãbic\n,'Legal Cases of the Companions and the Followers'. Then he wrote Al-

7

The identity ofthe person called al-DãkhilÎ is not known.

.Abdallãh ibn al-Mubãrak (ll8/73Ç1811797) was a renowned KhurasãnÎ hadith scholar

Probably Wakf ibn al-Janãh (d.197/812.)

l8

l9

20



8 SYLYIÀ AKAR

Tõrîkh al-kabir, which comprises biographies of narrators and Al-Tdrlkh al-çaghrr

in Medina by the grave of the Prophet on moonlit nights. According to Ibn $ajar,
al-Bukhãrl said that he would have had stories to tell about each of the names in
his History, but he did not want to make the book too long. [502]

According to the legend written by Ibn flajaç the memory of al-Bukhãrî was

flawless. But his wish to avoid error, inaccuracy, and misunderstanding w¿ìs even

greater than the excellence of his memory. His copyist reports that when they

were in Firabr,2l working on the book of tafsîr, he saw al-Buk{hãri lying down to

rest. The editing22 had exhausted him that day. The copyist reminded al-Bukhãn-

that once he had heard him say: "I didn't accomplish anything \¡/ithout knowledge.

So what is the use of lying down?" He answered: "I got tired today and since this

is a border town, thaghr,I was afraid that the enemy might be up to something, so

I preferred to rest a while to regain my alertness so that if the enemy suddenly

attacked I would be ready!" [504]
Al-BukhãrT is described as a considerate master who did not want to demand

too much of his companions. The copyist of al-Bukhãn- reported that when he was

travelling with Abü'Abdallãh they stayed in the same house. "I saw him stand up

each night fifieen to twenty times. He took a flint, struck fire with his hand, lit a
lamp and worked on hadiths. Then he lay his head down and I said to him: You

undergo all that alone and do not wake me up! He answered: You are still young

and I do not want to disturb your sleep." [505] On the other hand, the episode

illustrates the need to contrast the extreme piety and hard-working character of al-

BukhãrÎ to the other's normal way of life.

Al-Bukhãri was very cautious and precise when he spoke about other people

so that he would not insult anyone. Al-Bukhãri said: "I hope that when I meet God

nobody will hold me responsible for slander against anyone." [504-505]
But there was a hint of anogance in the behaviour of young al-Bukhãn-, as

well. According to an anecdote from Yùsuf ibn Müsã he was in a mosque in Basra

when he heard the caller, munddi, announce: "Attention scholars, Muþammad ibn

Ismã'Íl al-Bukhãrl has arrived!" The narrator goes on: We all went to him and I
saw a young man who had no grey hair yet in his beard. He prayed behind the

columns and when he finished people surrounded him and asked him to read to

them. The caller got up again and announced: "Attention scholars, Muþammad

ibn Ismã'Il al-Bukhãri has arrived and we asked him to read to us and he answered

2l Firabr is a town on the road to Bukhãrã, a parasang north of the Oxus (Amu Darya) opposite
,4mul.

22 lla-kãna afaba nafsahu ji dhùtik al-yawm /i l-takhrîj. The term takhríj used here means,

according to Lane's dictionary $ub khanaja),'resolving, explaining or rendering a saying'.

Here it probably means making the final version of the text or adding the text parts, which
had been omitted or conecting possible mistakes in the text. I would like to thank Professor

Claude Gilliot for clarifying this term for me.
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that he will give us a lesson tomorrow." The next day thousands of scholars of

hadith and Qur'an, experts of fiqh and other spectators were present. Before he

started Abü 'Abdallâh said: '?eople of Basra, I am a young man and you asked

me to relate hadiths to you. I will relate to you hadiths from people of your own

country. It will be useful to you." The narrator explains that by this al-Bukhärî

meant that the Basran people did not know these hadiths, ya(nl laysat <indakum.

People were astonished with his words but he started to read. [511]

Al-Bukhãri and rryomen

Ibn gajar tells us nothing about the relationship or attitude of al-BukhãrÎ towards

\ryomen. Nothing is mentioned about his family, we do not even know whether he

was married or not. Ibn $ajar relates only one incident between al-BukhãrI and a

woman. It is an episode between al-Bukhârï and his female slave.

.Abdallãh ibn Muhammad al-$ayãrifÌ said: I was visiting Muþammad ibn Ismã'Il when

his female slave wanted to enter the house. She stumbled over an inkwell that was in

front of him. He said to her: "Why do you walk around in this fashion?" She answered:

"Ifthere is no way, how can I walk?" Qãla la-ha kayfa tamshîna qdlat idhd lam yakun

lariq kayfa amshî.He spread out his hands and said: "Go, I give you your freedom'"

Someone said to al-BukhãrÍ: "Did she make you angry!" He answe¡ed: "(Yes' but) I
pleased myself with what I did, arSaytu nafsl bimafa'ahu"' [50a]

This tradition might be interpreted in two ways. It might be understood as a

demonstration of the self-control of al-BukhãrÏ and his ability to keep down his

anger: al-BukhãrT got angry at his servant's clumsiness and dismissed her. But the

incident might also be interpreted as illustrating the ability of al-Bukhãrl to

appreciate the wittiness of his servant's answer, which he rewarded by giving her

her freedom.

The overall impression of the attitude of al-Bukhãri towards women is rather

negative. The $aþrþ includes numerous misogynist hadiths and they certainly

exceed in number the texts that might be considered women-friendly'

Barbara stowasser, in her groundbreaking Ú\omen in the Qur'an, Trqditions,

and Interpretation (1994) introduces the concept of "typology ofpettiness": the

theme of the women's - the wives of the Prophet in this case - pettiness was

employed or abused to account for incidents that could not be explained otherwise.

Stowasser observes that the bulk of hadiths which describe the Prophet's wives as

"'ordinary women' possessed by and motivated by petty jealousies", is

noteworthy.23 This may have been fatal to the development of the status of

women in the formative period of Islam, or, on the other hand it might only reflect

9

23 Stowasser 1994:107
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the process of the ongoing deterioration of women's legal status. Whatever the

case may be, the image of the Prophet's wives transmitted by the hadiths was

crucial to the institutionalisation of women's societal position, because the Pro-

phet's wives were the best of all women. They were the Mothers of the Believers,

who were supposed to be examples of virtue and models for all other Muslim

women.

Barbara Stowasser further claims that although contradictory hadiths abound

both in the collection of Muslim and al-BukhãrÏ, and often both sides of an

argument are given, there is a noteworthy lack of hadiths on some women's issues;

especially regarding the social status and rights of women only one side of the

argument is documented, and it is without exception the restrictive side.2a

One of the most important and critical experts in hadith research, and

especially isnãd analysis, G. H. A. Juynboll, takes up the very famous hadith

report about the deficiency of women's religion. He makes the conclusion that al-

Bukhãrr included only the misogynist version of the hadith, which advises women

to give alms because the Prophet had seen in a dream that the majority of people

in hellfire were women.2s This hadith seems to be one of the favourites of al-

Bukhärï since it is repeated at least in Kiñb al-þayQ Chapter 6, no. 304 and Kitãb

al-zakãt Chapter 44,no.1462citingthewhole matn,inKitãbal-sawm Chapter4l,
no. l95l pointing to the fact that women do not fast during their menses, in Kitãb

al-shahãdãt Chapter 12 no. 2658, claiming that the testimony of a woman is

worth half of that of a man, and, finally, iî Kirab al-zakãt Chapter 44 al-zqkãt'ala
l-aqãrib,26 no. 1462 he uses the same story to legitimise giving alms to your own

family or, in this case, to your husband and son:

Nanated Abi¡ Sa'ld al-KhudrT: Once God's Messenger went out to lhe mugalla (to offer
the prayer) of id al-adhã or'id al-Jì¡r. He passed by the women and said: "Women!
Give alms, as I have seen that the majority of the dwellers of hellfire were you
(women)." They asked: "Why is it so, God's Messenger?" He replied: "You curse

frequently and are ungrateful to your husbands. I have not seen anyone more deficient
in intelligence and religion than you. A cautious sensible man could be led astray by
some of you." The women asked: "God's Messenger, what is deficient in our
intelligence and religion?" He said: "Is not the evidence of two women equal to the

witness of one man?" They replied in the affirmative. He said: "This is the defìciency

in her intelligence. Is it not it true that a woûran can neither pray nor fast during her

menses?" The women replied in the affirmative. He said: "This is the deficiency in her
religion."

Stowasser 1994: 105.

al-Qanfara 1989: 343-384.

Book of Zakat, Chapter abott zakat given to the relatives.
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On the other hand, in a slightly earlier text, which Wensinck2T dates to the

tum of the 8th and 9th centuries, Abü HanÏfa claims that

works are distinct from faith and faith is distinct from works, as is proved by the fact

that often the faithful is exempted from works, whereas it is not possible to sây that

they are exempted from faith. Thus the menstrua and the puerpera are exempted from

the salat according to the word ofAllah, whereas it is not possible to say that they are

exempted from faith on account of the word of Allah, or that Allah has enjoined them

to abandon faith. The tawgiver says to them: Give up fasting and make up for it
afterwards. It is possible to say: The poor man is exempted from zakat, whereas it is
inpossible to say: The poor man is exempted from faith.

It is possible that al-BukhãrÏ was not familiar with this line of reasoning,

although the Hanafr school spread early to the East, including Khurasan. Or, more

probably, he did not wish to follow the reasoning of Abü Fanffa and presented

hadiths which contradicted his ideas for the obvious reason that the views of the

two scholars diverge on so many points. A third, but not likely, possibility is that

al-BukhãrT worked on his material, trusted his informants and included this hadith

with no consideration of its ideological consequences.

However, al-BukhãrI has documented a great number of hadiths which stress

the idea that a woman, although she is ritually impure, is not to be avoided during

her menstruation. There is a whole book, Kitãb al-þayd, dedicated to menstruation

in the collection. In several hadiths it is reported that the Prophet used to read the

Qur'an and lean on one of his wives, most often.Ã'isha, even though she had her

period. According to other hadiths he used to pray in the presence of a menstru-

ating wife or let her comb his hair or serve him in spite of her ritual impurity.

Al-BukhãrÏ also includes a hadith transmitted by 'Ã'isha, which seems to

affirm that according to .Ã'isha's judgement, the Prophet thought more highly of
women than some of his contemporaries:

Kitãb ql-salãf, Chapter 105 man qdla: Ld yaqlac al-Çaldt shay',no. 514.28

(Ã'isha reported that people were talking in her presence about things that break prayer,

and they mentioned a dog, a donkey and a woman. "You associate us with donkeys and

dogs" she said, "but, by God, I have seen the Prophet in prayer while I was lying down

on the bed between him and the qibla. And when I needed to get up and I didn't want

to disturb the Prophet, I glided smoothly out ofthe bed'

27 For the translation and commentary of this text, which is ascribed to Abä $anTfa, see

Wensinck 1965: 125-187.
28 Book ofPrayer, Chapter 105 about the one who said: Nothing interrupts prayer.
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His life, characteristics, frugality and virtues

A major part of Ibn flajar's narration about al-BukhãrÎ's life is stories that

highlight the special characteristics of al-Bukhãrf. They are stories about his re-

markable ability to concentrate in prayer, about his excellent memory and virtuous

way of life.

One day when alBukhãrÎ was praying, a homet stung him seventeen times. When he

finished his prayer he said: "What was it that üied to call my attention during my
prayer?" We saw that the hornet had stung him in seventeen spots," but he did not

intemrpt his prayer. [505]

We were in the mosque of Abä 'Abdallãh al-Bukhãrî. A man took a speck out of his

beard and threw it on the floor. Muhammad ibn Ismã'il looked at it and the people

present, and when they didn't do anything he picked the speck up from the floor and

put it into his sleeve. When he left the mosque I saw him tluow it away. He took care

ofthe mosque as one takes care ofone's beard. [505]

Muþammad ibn Abf flãtim, the copyist of al-Bukhãri, narated that they were

in Firabr and Abü 'Abdallãh was building a hospice, ribã¡, not far away from

Bukhãrã. Many of people gathered there to help him with the work. He carried

bricks with his own hands and Muþammad ibn AbI $ãtim kept saying to him:

"Abü'Abdallâh, you need not do that!" But he replied: "This is useful to me." He

slaughtered a cow to feed the people and when the cooking pots were ready he

called for people to come and eat. There were a hundred people with him or more.

We had taken bread with us f¡om Firabr for three dirhams. Bread was then five

^onnr30 
for a dirham. We gave it to them and everybody ate and untouched loaves of

bread were left over. [505]

This story is evidently a variant of the Islamic version of the Christian

miracle of five loaves and two fïshes. Al-Bukhãrl had a cow and about twelve

29 It is typical that the exact number of stings is reported. Accuracy in details is a common

device fo¡ confirming the alleged historicity of a hadith report. The same method is used by
Ibn flajar in his biography.

30 O¡e mann (pl. amnan) is equal to two røf&. Both ra¡l and mann are quite problematic units

ofweight, because their value has varied so much historically and geographically. We do not

know either ifthe units ofweight used in Ibn llajar's text refer to ninth century Bukhãrã or
to the Egypt of the l5th century when lbn $ajar wrote his Hady al-sarî. But this time we can

estimate quite easily the value of one mann. According to Walter Hinz (1955: 6, 18) the

canonical mann werght (l mann :2 ra¡ls : about 5/6 kg) was used in Iran until the middle of
the l4th century. In that case 15 manns would have represented 12.5 kg of bread in al-
BukhãrT's time. But if we suppose that Ibn $ajar used units of weight, which were

comprehensible to people of his own time we will, fortunately, end up with quite a similar
amount ofbread. In l5th-century Egypt one mann was equal to 812.5 g, so that 15 manns

wouldamountto 12.l kg. (Hinz 1955: 16, l8)
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kilos of bread to offer the one hundred or more workers. The fact that the narrator

mentions the exact amount of food they had and stresses that complete loaves of
bread were left ove¡ wa-fadalat aghrtfa ;ãliþa, is an indication that the narration

had been influenced by the Christian miracle.

However, the Christian miracle had been Islamised earlier.3l The narration is

similar to the reports of miracles performed by the Prophet. The Qur'an is silent

about any prophetic miracles performed by Muhammad and, indeed, reports the

people's eagemess to see miracles: Why has no sigrr been sent down upon him

from his Irord? (6:37) to which God advises Muhammad to say that .. ' God is

able to send down a sign, but most of them know it not' (6:37)

In contradiction to the Qur'an, hadith literature reports several miracles

performed by the Prophet, e.g., the production of water to drink or to perform

ablutions,32 making rain to revive the dry lands,33 and splitting the moon.3  Kitãb

3l About Christian and Jewish informants of Muhammad, see Gilliot 1998.

Kitab al-maghãzi Chapter 46 Ghazwat al-fludaybiya, hadiths numbers 4150, 4151, and

4152 relate an incident during the military expedition in fludaybiya. There was not enough

water and the Prophet's companions were thirsty. The Prophet made water flow so that it
was sufficient for all of them to drink, to make ablutions and to water their animals. No.

4152 Jãbir said: .,on the day of al-fludaybiya the people were thirsty. God's Messenger had

a pot ofwater in front ofhim and he had performed ablution from it when people approached

him. God's Messenger said: "What houbles you?" The people said: "God's Messenger, we

haven't got any water to perform ablution with or to drink, except what you have in your

pot." The Prophet put his hand in the pot and water started to flow out between his fingers

just like from a spring. we drank and performed ablution." I said to Jãbir: "How many were

you on that day?" He replied: "Even if we had been a hundred thousand that water would

have been sufficient for us. Anyhow, we were 1500." In hadiths 4150 and 415l' the Prophet

asks for a bucketful of water from a well, which had run dry. The Prophet spits in the bucket

or makes his ablutions in it, says a prayer, and tells his followers to pour the water back into

the welt and to wait for a moment. After a while there is enough water both for the men and

the animals.

There is an entire book in al-Bukhãri calle d Kitab al-istisqã' or Book ofPraying for Rain and

the Prophet seems to be able to make rain and also to make the rain stop at will. Kitãb al-

Jum'a,Book of Friday, Bab al-istisqa'fi l-khu¡ba yawm al-jum'a, or Book of Praying for

Rain in the Friday Sermon, Chapter 45, number 944, is a story of a Bedouin who tells about

the drought in his lands and asks the Prophet to invoke God for rain. The Prophet raised his

hands and before he had put them down again it started raining and it went on raining until, a

week later, a Bedouin asks the Prophet to stop the rain as the houses began to collapse and

the animals drowned because of the heavy shower. The Prophet lifted his hands and said:

"Allãhumma, þawãlaynã walã'alaynãt" ('God, (let it rain) around us, not on us!') It
immediatety ceased to rain in Medina. An identical hadith is reported in Kitãb manãqib,

Chapter 25:'Alãmãt al-nubuwwa fi l-is/ám, number 4582. This is one of the longest, if not

the longest chapter in the collection; it contains 63 hadiths. A similar hadith can be found in

Kitãb at-atlab, Chapter no. 68: Bãb al-tabassum wa-l-(aþik (Chapter on smiling and

laughter) hadith no. 6093.

Reports describing the Prophet's power to make rain are numerous, but there is also a

hadith which reports an incident when the Prophet used his powers to inflict drought on un-

believers. Kítãb al-istisqã', Chapter 2,1007, reports that the Prophet cursed the disbelieving

people by saying: "Alløhumma sab'an ka-sab'i Yiistrf" (God' give them seven as the seven

32

33
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al-manãqib Chapter 25 no.4578, Kitãb al-afima Chapters 6 and 48, and Kitãb al-

aymãn wa-l-nudhiir Chapter 22 relate hadiths about a Prophetic miracle of multi-
plying the amount of food and giving people to eat. But, interestingly, al-BukhärÏ

does not seem to be particularly interested in the miraculous aspects of these

reports. On the contrary, the chapter headings tend to stress quite commonplace

things, like the amount of food that is appropriate to consume or the way people

should be seated. The chapter heading of Kilãb al-manaqib Chapter 25 refers to

sigrrs of prophethood in Islam, Kitãb al-afima Chapter 6 is titled "About the one

who eats his fiII". It contains three hadiths, two almost identical ones and one that

seems to contradict these two. Chapter 48 in Kitãb al-af ima stresses the matter

that the Prophet made his companions go to the table in groups of ten.

The chapter heading of Kitãb al-aymãn wa-l-nudhur Chapter 22: lf a person

has swom not to eat anything with his bread, but, nevertheless, eats dates with his

bread, has elements of the following paragraph in Ibn $ajar's text:

Al-BukhãrÏ fell ill and his urine was shown to doctors, 'ara{ü mã'ahu (alã l-
alibbã'. They said that this urine looks like the urine of some Christian bishops

who do not eat, lã ya'tadimunø, anything but bread. Muþammad ibn Ismã'Il said

that they were right: "I have not eaten anything but bread for forty years." They

asked about his treatment and the doctors answered that his treatment was to eat

something with bread. But he refused until the sheikhs and men of knowledge

implored him. In order to please them al-Bukhãrï agreed to eat a piece of sugar

with his bread,fa-ajãbahum ilã an ya'kula ma'a l-khubzi sukkara.

Legends about the capacity of his memory and intellect

Legends about the memory of al-Bukhãri abound in Ibn $ajar's book. Their

function seems to be to legitimise the claim that he indeed was able to collect,

memorise and analyse such a supposedly huge number of hadith reports. It all

(years of famine) of Joseph). An arduous drought was inflicted on the people instanta-

neously.
Kitab tawþid, Chapter 4, hadith tto.7379, seenrs to restore the theological control of

these events: The Prophet said: The keys to the hidden a¡e five and ño one else knows them

but God. God only knows what is in the womb, God only knows what will happen tomor-

row, God only knows when it will rain, no-one knows where he will die, but God, and only
God knows when the last hour will come.

34 Kiñb tafslr al-Qur'an sùrat iqtarabat al-sda (súrat al-qamar) Chapter l, ll'a-nshaqqa al-
qamar wa-in yaraw ãyatan yu'ri(û consists of five almost identical hadiths. No. 4861:

During the lifetime of God's Messenger the moon was split into two parts; one part (re-

mained) over the mountain and the other part (went) beyond the mountain. God's Messenger

said: "Witness this." No. 4867 pictures the Meccans asking for a miracle: The people of
Mecca asked for a sign, aya, andthe Prophet showed them the moon split in tv/o parts.
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builds up the legend of the great man who gave the contemporary Muslims an

accurate depiction oftheir Prophet and the kind oflslam he purportedly advocated

According to these legends some of the scholars in the field of hadith wanted

to challenge the knowledge and memory of al-BukirãrÍ. Ibn flajar narrates an

anecdote about his exceptional memory and the way some of his colleagues tested

him:

Abú Aþmad ibn 'Adi al-flafiZ said: I heard many sheikhs in Baghdad say that

Muhammad ibn Ismã'rl al-Bukhãri went to Baghdad and listened to a¡þãb al-þadlth

there. They wanted to put his memory to a test, so they took a hundred hadiths, tumed

over the matns and the isnãds, and fixed the matn of one hadith to the r's¿ãrl of another

and the isnãd of one hadith to the mah ofanother one. Then they presented these to ten

men, ten hadiths each, and asked them to narrate them to al-BukhãrÎ next time when

they met him in the mosque.

They made an appointment in the mosque. There was a group of foreigners from

Khurasan and elsewhere, as well as people from Baghdad. \'lVhen the mosque was quiet,

one ofthe ten was ready to ask al-Bukhãri about one ofthose hadiths. Al-Bukhãrï said:

"I don't know that one." He narrated them all to him one after the other but al-Bukhãri
went on saying: "I don't know that one."

The scholars who were in the mosque turned to each other and said: "The man

understood." But whoever was not aware of the plot would have accused al-BukhãrI of
incapacity, ignorance, and bad memory. Then another ofthe ten asked him about those

hadiths which were turned over, but he said: "l don't know that one." And he asked

about another. He said: "I don't know that one." Then the third and fourth asked him

until all ten had presented their hadiths but al-Bukhãri said nothing more than "I don't
know that one".

rühen they had finished al-BukhãrI turned towards the first one and said: "Concern-

ing the fìrst hadith, you said this but what you should have said is this, your second

hadith was like this but it should have been like this." He corrected all of his hadiths

and put every matn back to its isnõd and every isnãd back to its maln, and he did the

same to all the hadiths of the ten men. People praised his memory. However, the

miracle was not the fact that he was able to correct the mistakes, but that he also

remembered the false hadiths in their correct order after having heard them once only.

[s ro]35

A similar event took place in Samarqand where four hundred transmitters of
hadith were present and they tried to cheat Muþammad ibn Ismã-il. They replaced

an Iraqi isndd by a Syrian isnãd, a Syrian isnãd by an Iraqi isnãd, and a Yemeni

isnõd by a Meccan isnãd, buf even they were not able to trick him. [5 I I ]

His way of working

Like all the most famous hadith scholars, al-Bukhãri travelled widely in search of
hadiths. According to Ibn $ajar, al-Bukhãri visited Damascus, Cairo and al-Ja7¡tra

35 This anecdote seems to have been very well known and important, since lbn Khallikãn
quotes it in his short article about al-Bukhãrl inhis ll/afayãt al-a'yãn'
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(Northwest Mesopotamia) twice and Basra four times. He stayed in Hijaz for six

years and visited Kufa and Baghdad countless times. [502]
Muhammad ibn Ismã'ÎI himself asserted the he never transmitted a hadith

from the companions or the followers of the Prophet, unless he knew "their birth

and their death and the place where they lived". And he will not transmit a hadith

from the companions or the followers of the Prophet, which means a discontinued

hadith, unless he knows the origin of it in the Qur'an and the sunna of the

Prophet.36

Al-Bukhãrl said that he knows a hundred thousand sound hadiths and a

hundred thousand hadiths which are not sound. His copyist heard him say one day:

"I did not sleep last night until I had counted how many hadiths I have compiled

and they were a hundred thousand."

Al-Bukhari said: 'I stayed in Medina after my pilgrimage for a year to write down

hadiths. I stayed in Basra five years. I had my books with me and I worked on them. I
made a pilgrimage and came back from Mecca to Bas¡a and I asked God to bless

Muslims with these literary works. I did not accept a hadith until I distinguished a

conect one from a bad one and I even checked in the books of ahl al-ra'y. I did not add

a hadith to my $aþîþ without ñrst performing my ablutions and praying two ral(as' I
compiled the book out of ó00,000 hadiths in sixteen years and I made it a proof

concerning what is between God and me, wa-ja'altuhu þuijatan frmã baynt wa-bayn

Auãh." [5131

Ibn flajar quotes al-Bukhãrï saying: "I wrote my book in the Holy Mosque

and I did not add a hadith without asking God for guidance, praying two raVas

and assuring myself of its truthfulness." Ibn tlajar synchronises this statement by

al-Bukhãri with another of his statements by explaining that the truth must be that

he started the compilation, arrangement and classification of the material in the

Holy Mosque but, later, he worked on the hadiths in his own country and else-

where. "This is confirmed by the fact that he said that the work took him sixteen

years, but he did not stay that long in Mecca." It was, further, said that al-Bukhãri

transcribed his chapter headings between the grave of the Prophet and his minbar,

and for every heading he prayed two raVas. This does not contradict what

happened, because it is possible that he first wrote only a draft and then he made a

fair copy. [513-514]
Ibn $ajar relates a dream in which the Prophet not only gives his acceptance

to al-Bukhãrî's collection, but also calls it kitãbí, my book. The Prophet appears to

Abu-Zayd al-MarwazI in a dream. He says: "I was sleeping and I saw the Prophet

(pbuh) in my dream. He asked me how long would I study the book of al-Shãfi'Î

36 This, again, emphasises the importance of consensus. Al-Bukhari while writing his $aþlh,
took part in the creation and development of the largely accepted, or canonical, sunna of the

Prophet, but at the same time he studied the existing sunna to evaluate his hadith reports.
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and not his (the Prophet's) book. I asked him what his book was and he said that it
was the Jãmi'ofMtfiammad ibn Ismã'íI."

In this way the Prophet legitimises the book, not directly, but in way typical

of the Islamic tradition. The words afe not put into his mouth in real life, but in a

dream. Of course, the Prophet died 178 years before the birth of al- BukhãrI, so

that he could not have known about the book and a legitimisation in a dream was

the only possibility.3T However, dreams do have quite a significant value in the

theology of Islam. The $aþ1b of al-BukhãrI includes a book entitled The Book of
Interpretation of Dreams, Kitãb al-ta'bÚ. This book begins by stating, in the

awã'il-1orm,38 that the beginning of the Divine Inspiration to the Messenger was

in the form of true dreams. The dreams of the Prophet always came true. But the

Prophet was interested in the dreams of his companions, too. According to

Chapter 48 no. 7047 the Prophet used to ask his companions if any of them

dreamt of anything at night, and the companions would tell him about their

dreams.

Chapter no. 10 in Kitãb al-ta'bî is subtitled Man ra'ã al-nabl (;) fi l-manam,

the one who sees the Prophet in a dream. It contains five hadiths, all of which

repof the Prophet saying that whoever sees the Prophet in a dream sees him in

reality. In other words, seeing the Prophet in a dream has the same value as seeing

him in real life.3e

The dispute about created and uncreated acts

Al-BukhãrT went to Nishapur in the year 2501864 and stayed there for a while. He

was constantly collecting hadiths. Muslim ibn al-$ajjãj said: "I have never seen

people respect another scholar the way they respected al-BukhãrÌ. They travelled a

two- or three-day joumey from the town to receive him. Many members of the
culamã' were with those people, and Muhammad ibn Yahyãa0 encouraged people

to go and listen to him teaching".

37 Th"r. are, though, a number ofhadiths which deal with future events, such as hadiths that

describe the last hour.
38 Curiosity about the beginnings and origins of things engendered a minor branch of Muslim

lite¡ature called awa'il (sg. awwal,'first'). They are reports about the first inventors ofthings
or things invented or done first. Each report always follows the same formula: awwal man

farala ... or in a shorter version: awwal ... The oldest known representative of awã'il
literature originates from the beginning ofthe 3rd/9th century.

39 
Quite an interesting hadith is a report in Kiñb a4a'bît Chapter 45 no. 7043: The Messenger

of God said: "The worst lie is that a person claims to have seen a dream which he has not

seen."
40 Muþammad ibn Yaþyã al-DhuhlT.
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Once Muþammad ibn Ismãïl came to Khürãsãn and people crowded to him

so that the house and the roofs were full of people. On the second or third day a

man got up and asked about the recitation of the Qur'an. Muþammad ibn Ismã'Ïl

said: "Our acts are created and recitation is one of our acts." A dispute stafed bet-

ween people. Some of them claimed that he said that the recitation of the Qur'an

is created; others insisted that he did not say so, and they started to fight about the

issue until they were thrown out of the house.4l

Many sheikhs have told that when Muþammad ibn Ismã'il came to Nishapur

and lots of people gathered to him, a certain contemporary sheikh was jealous of
him and he said to hadith specialists that Muþammad ibn Ismã'Il claims that his

recitation of the Qur'an is created. When the council was assembled a man said:

"Abä.Abdallãh, what do you say about the recitation of the Qur'an, is it created

or not created?" Al-Bukhãn- said: "The Qur'an is the word of God and not created,

but the acts of human beings are created." But the man provoked discord and said:

"He said that his recitation of the Qur'an is created."

Some of the opponents of al-Bukhãrl twisted his words and spread the

rumour that al-BukhãrI had said that the recitation of the Qur'an is created. But al-

Bukhãri denied saying so on many occasions and insisted on having said that the

acts of people are created, but the Qur'an is the word of God and not created.

"The movements, voices, learning, and the writings of human beings are created.

But the Qur'an, clearly established in the copies of the book, and kept in people's

hearts, is the word of God and not created." Although he was explicit about the

uncreated nature of the Qur'an and the created nature of human acts, Al-Bukhãr|

clearly did not want to state explicitly his view about the nature of the recitation

of the Qur'an.42

4l There was animosity between al-Bukhãrl and the scholars of al-Rayy. l¡ 2501864 al-Bukhãrl

visited the city and some time after that the rumour about his opinion on the ¡ecitation of the

Qur'an started to spread. The scholars in al-Rayy could not accept this and rejected the work

of al-BukhãrÎ totally. (Dickinson 2001: 29)
42 This episode in the life of al-Bukhãrî refers to the discussion of the created or uncreated

nature of the Qur'an, which reached its climax in the lifetime of al-Bukhãrl, more precisely

between 2181833 and 234/849. One of the attributes of God was speech, kalam. Since the

Qur'an was considered the word ofGod, kalam Allãh, it acquired an independent position

beside God as uncreated and eternal. The Qur'an was a divine attribute of God and the

attributes of God are part of his eternal being and, thus, uncreated. But - according to most

sources - from the end of the eighth century the Mu(tazilites started to oppose this view,

which, they considered, challenged the notion of the uniqueness of God. Various other sects

shared this view with the Mu.tazila, but Westem scholars often identify this theory with them

only. The Qur'an had to be a creation of God since according to the principle of tawþfu|, only

God had existed from eternity and nothing, not even his divine word, could be equally

eternal. The Mu.tazilite theory became the official dogma and it was enforced to the point

that the caliph al-Ma'mtin established an Inquisition, miþna, in a letter written in Rabf I
218/April 833. All persons in offrcial positions, i.e. judges, teachers, those who recited the

call for prayers, and hadith specialists had to affirm publicly that they believed that the
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The discord about the nature of the recitation of the Qur'an resulted in the

breaking off of relations between al-Bukhãrï and al-Dhuhll and almost the whole

community of the al-Dhuhlï mosque. Al-Bukhärî left Nishapur and went to

Bukhãrã. When al-Bukhãn- returned to Bukhãrâ tents were pitched a parasang43

from the city so that people could wait for him. The people of the city welcomed

him and showered dirhams and dinars on him. [517]
Everything seemed to be in order, until there was some discord between the

amlr,Y'hãlid ibn Ahmad al-Dhuhll, and al-Bukhãrî. Ghunjãr writes in his History:

The amlr Khãlid ibn Aþmad al-Dhuhlï sent a messenger to Muhammad ibn

Ismãïl to ask him to take all his books to the amlr's house and teach him. But

Muþammad ibn Ismã'ïl answered to his messenger: "Tell him that I do not de-

grade knowledge and bring it to sultans' doors. If he needs to know something he

is welcome to come to my mosque or to my house. If he is not pleased with this

he is the sultan and may prohibit my meetings, but I will be excused on the day of
resurrection because I did not hide knowledge." The amr-r expelled al-BukhãrÏ

from Bukhãrã and he left for Baykand (faykand¡.44 [518]
According to another version by Abti Bakr ibn AbI'Amr the reason for the

depafure of al-Bukhärî from the town was that Khãlid ibn Aþmad asked him to

come to his house and read his History and his Jãmi( to his children. But he

refused to do so and said: "I cannot make a distinction between people'" Khãlid

made use of $urayth ibn Abf al-Warqâ' and other people of Bukhãrã who started

spreading rumours about his madhhab, and al-Bukhãri was expelled from the

community. Al-BukhãrÏ invoked God against them, their families and their

children. Khalid did not send for him before at least a month had gone by. Then

he sent a man on a donkey to fetch al-Bukhãrï, but al-Bukhãn- sent him away and

thus Khãlid's order resulted in shame. As to $urayth ibn AbÎ al-Warqã', he and

his family suffered more than can be described. [5 ] 8]

Qur'an was the created word of God. As we can see, in the heat of the debate in the ninth

century, theological disputes about the created or uncreated nature ofthe Qur'an went on to

include even lafg, the recitation of the text. The successors of al-Ma'mtin, his brother al-

Mu,taçim and the latter's son al-Wãthiq, prosecuted the miþna with different degrees of
vigour and success. Al-Mutawakkil, al-Wãthiq's brother and successor as caliph, put an end

to the miþna in Jumadã I-II 234lJanuary-February 849 by prohibiting conhoversy about the

Qur'an. The Mu.tazilite theory was overthrown and the theory of the uncreated, eternal

Qur'an became the official doctrine. Martin Hinds, however, specifies that it was not until
2371851-852 that the miþna was completely annulled. According to Hinds and Melchert, the

principal consequences ofthe miþna were the consolidation ofthe importance ofthe'ulamd'
at the expense ofthe caliphal power and the growing importance ofthe Prophetic hadith as

the basis of classical Islam. (See Paret 1983: 216; Watt 1970: 170-172; Hinds in his article

"Mihna" in E/2; Melchert 1997:234-253.)
43 One parasang (farsakh) is equal to about 6 km. (Hinz 1955:62)
44 Baykand is a small town near Bukhãrã.
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The death ofa-Bukhãri

Al-Bukhãrî went to Khartank, one of the villages in Samarqand. He had relatives

there and he stayed with them. One night he was finishing his nightly prayer and

he invoked God to take him, and before the month had passed al-BukhãrÏ died.

The coplst of al-Bukhãrí reports the words of al-Bukhãrî's host in Khartank,

Ghãlib ibn Jibn-I, safng that al-Bukhãñ fell ill a few days after his arrival at his

house. A messenger from Samarqand came to see him and asked him to come

back. Al-Bukhãri started to prepare his mount for the voyage and put on his shoes

and his turban. But he was only able to take less than twenty steps with Ghãlib

holding his arm. "Let me go, I feel weak", he said. He said a prayer' lay down,

and died. [518]
The death of al-BukhãrI has some obvious saintly aspects, especially the

miraculous or supematural events after, and during, the burial, for afler his death

al-Bukhãri perspired a lot. He had said earlier that after his death he should be

wrapped in three burial garments with no shirt and no turban, and that is what

happened. "We wrapped him in his shroud, prayed for him and put him in his

grave. The dirt of his grave diffused a pleasant aroma, just like musk, and it lasted

for days." Muþammad ibn Ismã'ÎI died on the night of id al-fitr, i.e., Saturday lst

Shawwãl 256llst September 870. He lived for 62 lunar years,45 minus 23 days.

[sl8]
The life history of al-BukhãrI is clearly more a hagiography than a biography.

Al-BukhãrÎ is presented as a remarkable boy, who, at a very early age, knew more

about hadiths than his teachers. He is portrayed as a talented man, who is at the

same time cautious and precise. He had a remarkable ability to concentrate, he did

not fear hard work, he took good care of his people and his mosque, and he was

unpretentious and modest. But most of all, his memory is portrayed as exceptional,

his intellect sharp and his morality and reputation stainless. He travelled widely in

search of hadiths, and rather went into exile than comrpted his principles.

Ibn flajar's account of al-Bukhãrî's life is composed of eye-witness reports

and question-and-answer sequences. The logic of persuasion is the same as in

hadith literature: by reporting numerous details and repeating the same incidents

and information several times on the authority of different witnesses, an illusion

of historicity is created. Yet, it should not be forgotten that Ibn flajar was born in

1372, more than five hundred years after the death of al'BukhãrÎ, and his sources,

even though they go back several centuries, are not contemporary with al-Bukhãr].

45 6o solar years.
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PART I

THE CONCEPT OF SUNNA

It has become a current set phrase in Sunni ideolog/6 that the two main sources

of Islam are the Qur'an and the sunna.47 The Qur'an is the holy book of Islam. It
is considered to be the V/ord of God, uncredted,a8 inimitable, comprising the

knowledge of everythig, a text which God revealeã piecemeal to Prophet

Muhammad through the Angel Gabriel. The text was first kept and memorised in

46 The Imãm¡- Shfite tradition does not recognise Sunni hadith collections as authoritative. \)Vith

regard specifically to al-BukhãrÎ's collection Imãmf Shfites have not considered it as

anything special in the way tbât Sunnis have. They do not presume that whatever has been

accepted by al-Bukhãrf is always true. However, the¡e are many hadiths that have been

recogpised by all Muslims, though there might be differences in rendering and details. The

Shfites might agree that al-Bukharr includes haditions that they accep! but they would not
acknowledge al-Bukhãri as one who has particular authority in communicating hadiths. For
the Shfites, the hadiths preferably come ftom their imams. In contast to Sunni Islam the

Shfite hadition accepts not only the Prophet as the source of sunna, but also his daughter

Fãtima and the twelve lrnams. They possess 'rþma, an exalted spiritual position, and are

protected from commiting sins. In his "(Abd Allãh b. 'Abbãs and Shi(ite Law" (1998) W.
Madelung discusses the importance of the practice of imam (Alî in Shfite dochine and

comes to the conclusion that the imams of the family of the Prophet had no authority to
change or add to the law. Their authority rested on their knowledge ofthe Qur'an and the

sunna of the Prophet. This would explain the modest attention paid to the actual practice of
.Ali by ShÍite law. According to Madelung imam Muþammad al-Bãqir explained the dis-
crepancy between (Ah's practice and Shf ite law by a kind of taqiyya forced on (Ali: he was
unwilling to be accused ofdisregarding the practice ofhis predecessors. (Madelung 1998:

24) This argument would be in accord with those researchers who claim that the practice of
the early caliphs was more impodant than the sunna of çhe Prophet.

47 Burton differentiates between Sunna - the content or theory of hadition - and sunna - the

usage described in a tadition, and, accordingly, IJadlth - hadition literature - and hadlth -
an individual tradition. (Burton 1994: ix) I believe that the context makes the meaning clear

enough even if we use the term sunna to cover both the connotations of the word Budon
mentions, and I have chosen to speak about hadith literature and hadith reports instead of
Iladfth and þadÎth. I intentionally avoid using the word "t¡adition" while speaking of hadith or
sunn¿ because I feel that the concept'tadition" has a different sense in the English language

ûom what is referred to by hadith in Arabic. As Marshall Hodgson argues in his wo¡k The

Venture of Islam (1974, vol. l), badition ùrplies not only a conüast to anything written, but
alsq anonymity and inprecision. However, hadiths are not a matter of vague custom but of
explicit æxts, always naming both the tansmitters and the alleged source. Hodgson proposed

that we speak of hadiths and hadith reporters oÍ trunsmitters instead of Traditions and

Traditianßß and a hadith corpus instead of Islamic Tradition , and I ñrlly agree with him.
48 

See note 42.
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oral form49 and only later collected and written down by the scribes of the Prophet,

and it exists today as a standardised basis for the Islamic faith.sO Thus, there is

only one generally accepted text that is called the Qur'an and it can easily be

verified whether a verse is a part of the Qur'an or not.

When we speak of the sunna, we do not speak about a text or even a

collection of texts. Sunna means the normative Islamic way of acting, being, and

talking. For contemporary Muslims the right way is the way prophet Muhammad

used to act. The Prophet's sunna is the ideal way of living for all Muslims. This is
even in accord with the Qur'anic text which exhorts Muslims to obey God and his

Messenger,sl although the Qur'anic text is explicit in its picturing the Prophet as a

human being and not as a divine, Godly figure, he is the best of all men and hence

a good example for all mankind.s2

49 For how long the Qur'anic verses were kept in oral form only is a question which remains

still mainly unanswered. The orality ofthe sun¡ra has been, and still is, a very central concept
in Islamic tradition. See notes 88 and 196.

50 This is the religiously accepted Islamic version of the origin of the holy book of Islam. For
scientific monographs on the subject, see Th. Nöldeke: Geschichte des Qorãns, Leipzig:
Dieterich'schen Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1909-37 l. Teil: Über den Ursprung des Qorans; 2.

Teil : Die Sammlung des Qorans; 3. Teil: Die Geschichte des Korantexts; R. Bell; Intro-
duction to the Qur'ãn, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 1953, completely revised and

enlarged by W. Montgomery Watt, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1977; J.

Wansbrough: Quranic Studies: Sources and Methotls of Scriptural Interpretation, Oxford:
Oxford University Press 1977; l. Burton: The Collection of the Qur'ãn, Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1977;P. Crone and M. Cook: Hagarism, The Making of the Islamic
l{orld, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977; N. Robinson: Discovering the

Qur'an, a Contemporary Approach to a Veiled ?exl, London: SCM Press Ltd, 1996. The
controversial work by Christoph Luxenberg: Die syro-aramäische Lesart des Koran. Ein
Beitrag zur Entschlüsselung der Koransprache, Berlin: Das Arabische Buch, 2000 has been
a new starting point to re-examine the traditional views of the origin and history of the

Qur'an. Rejected totally by some, greeted as revolutionary by others, it ertainly is thought
provoking.

5l h24:52 the obeisance to God and His Messenger is expressed as an attitude which results in
a reward, and 58:20 states the conhary for those who oppose the commands ofthese two. In
33:21 the Prophet is described as a good example for those who look forward to meeting
God on the Last Day. In 3:164 the Prophet is called a great favour to people because he

instructs them in scripture and in wisdom. Obeisance to the Prophet is likewise instructed in
4:64 a¡d 4:69. On the other hand,48:10 declares that a pledge ofallegiance to the Prophet is,
in fact, a pledge of allegiance to God. This reminds us of the very basic Islamic principle that
even though the Prophet was sent by God as a favour to mankind, as an example to be
obeyed and followed, he is only a man and a prophet, and God is always above him, God is
always unique. God and Muhammad are to be obeyed (3:132, 4:59,64,69,80, 5:92,8:20,
46,47:33,64:12), but Muhammad is no more than a messenger (3:144).

52 We will see later on how the idea of Muhammad as the "good example for mankind" was a

late development. It seems that even the Qur'anic verses exhorting the obeisance to, and
good example of, Muhammad were not interpreted as referring to sunnat al-nabí until the
middle ofthe 9th century. Juynboll bases his argument on the interpretation ofa verse {/a-
qad kana lakum fi rasuli llãhi uswatun þasanatunl (33:21) in the Muwa¡ta' of Mãlik (d.
795) and the Musnad oflbn $anbal (d. 855). According to the interpretation ofJuynboll the
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During the years of early Islam the concept of sunna was an ambiguous

one.53It was not at all clear whose acts constituted the sunna and whether the

sunna was absolutely to be followed, and in what contexts it became binding. His-

torians of Islamic doctrine seem to agree that it was al-Shãfi'I who first introduced

the concept "sunna ofthe Prophet".54

Muþammad ibn Idris al-Shãfiï (150-204/767-819/20) is believed to have

been a native of Medina. Schacht, who is credited with being the first to have paid

attention to the role of al-Shãfi'T in the development of sunna, is of the opinion

that the whole concept of "sunna of the Prophet" as well as the concept of Medina

as the "true home of the sunna" had strong political motivations behind them. In

his Introduction to Islamic Law, Schacht states that sunna "originally had a politi-
cal rather than a legal connotation; it referred to the policy and administration of
the caliph".ss And in his article "Sur I'expression << sunna du Prophète )" he

summarises that in the year 76/695s6 the concept st¡nna of the Prophet was not yet

an independent norm on the same level as the Qur'an. To follow the Prophet's

sunna meant to follow the Qur'an just as the Prophet had done. If there was an

independent norm other than the Qur'an, it was not the sunna of the Prophet but

the sunna of Abü Bakr and 'Umar.57 Thus, the notion of sunna, as we understand

it nowadays, was an early Islamic third century development.5s

Wansbrough inhis Quranic Studies (1977) considers sunna to be the primary

instrument by which the Qur'anic revelation was linked with the historical fìgure

of an Arabian prophet.sg The development of prophetic sunna formulated the

history of HijazT Arabs. The portrait of Muhammad emerged gradually and in

response to the needs of the religious community. Wansbrough's assessment of
the emergence of sunna a.s sunnat al-nabl mirrors the same scepticism as can be

seen in the writing of Schacht and, later, Crone and Hinds (1986). "The tendency

identification of this verse with the Prophet's sunna took place after the turn of the century.
(Juynboll 1987: l0l-108.)
For a survey of some early Islamic and pre-Islamic basic concepts see M. M. Bravmarm, ?"åe

Spiritual Background ofEarly Islam. Studies in Ancient Arab Concepts,Leiden,1972.

The term sunna appears sixteen times in the Qur'an, never in the meaning of sunnat al'nabî
or sunnat rasúl Allah. It is used in association with the divine sunna, sunnat Allah (33t38,

40:85,48:23) oÍ sunnat al-awwalln (15:13, l8:55) However, the idea of Muhammad as the

source ofsunna is present, see note 33.

schacht 1964:17.

The year is signifìcant, since the earliest authentic evidence ofthe usage ofthe term "sunna

of the Prophet" is a letter addressed to the Umayyad caliph 'Abd al-Malik (685-705) by the

Khãriji leader (Abdallãh ibn lbâ{. For the letter see Schacht 1963:362.

Schacht 1963:364.

Schacht 1949: 144-145; 1967: 3 ff. This view of the development of sunna became quite

common later.

Wansbrough 1977:52.

53

54

55

56

57

58

59
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to subsume as much as possible of juridical precedent under the heading sunnat

al-nabl was clear at the end of the second/eighth century,"60 and the "[f]ormu-
lation of the sunna as embodiment of prophetical practice/judgement cannot be

dated before the beginning of the third/ninth century"6l Wansbrough writes.

Nevertheless, the general view of Muslim 'ulamã' after al-Shãfi'I has been

that the Prophet's sunna, sunnat al-nab|, has been accepted by the Muslim
community as normative already during the time of the Prophet. According to this

view people were aware of other sunnas besides the Prophet's but all the other

sunnas were short-lived. The concept of sunna is pre-Islamic, there were other

sunnas besides the sunnat øl-nabí, but very soon afler the death of the Prophet

sunnat al-nabí overshadowed all the other sunnas.

Juynboll, for his part, continues the discussion about the chronology of the

development of the concept of sunna. He has searched through a great deal of
early Islamic material, and maintains that the concept of sunna was, after the

death of the Prophet, closely associated with the first caliphs and their authority

was held in great esteem besides the authority of the Qur'an and the Prophet.62

After the period of the Rightly Guided Caliphs, during the Umayyad era, sunna

was still applied to people and institutions other than the Prophet. The emphasis

on the Prophet's sunna was increasing but is still far from being the only accepted

sunna. The concept of sunna meant the sunna of the Prophet and the normative

way of the early community as a whole. As an example Juynboll takes up an early

text by lbn al-Muqaffa', which was probably written in the 750s. This text uses

the term sunna in the formula al-kitab v,ta-l-sunna, in which sunna means anything

Islamic apart from the Qur'an.
Crone and Hinds, in their God's Caliph (1986), elaborate on the concept of

sunna from another point of view. They allocate a whole chapter of the book to
the examination of the concept of the title khalf t Allãh. They assert that the title
khalífa, which was used of the head of state, stood for khalffø Alldh, not for
khalfat rasûl Allãh, and, thus, the Umayyads and early 'Abbãsids regarded the

caliph as the deputy of God on earth. But Crone and Hinds develop the idea even

60

6t

62

Wansbrough 1977 78.

Wansbrough 1977:52.

Juynboll 1987: 98. l¡ Muslim Tradition (1983) Juynboll elaborates on the role of the first
caliphs as üansmitters of Prophetic sunna and, on the other hand, creators of their own
sunna. Abú Bakr, in Juynboll's words, "cannot be identified with þadíth in any extensive
way. This may show that during his reign examples set by the prophet of his followers did
not play a decisive role in AbÍi Bak's decision making," (p. 25); .Umar "was not in favour
ofaþãdlth concerning the prophet being spread... In all there arejust a few reports in which

'Umar referred to a decision of the prophet or where he explicitly followed his example". (p.

26); "...(Uthmãn seems to have relied solely on his own judgement" (p. 28); and "(Alî's
position seems to have been similar to his predecessors" (p. 28).
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further. They claim that if the caliph was khalîfat Allãh, God's deputy, God would

manifest his will through caliphs and this would leave no room either for the

'ulamã' or for the sunnat al-nabí.63 On the other hand, Madelung, who relies

totally on the traditional dating of material and ignores the criticism of Westem

scholars entirely, claims that the change in the titles took place during the reign of
'Uthmãn (23/64ç35/656). According to him, Abü Bakr and 'Umar were called

al-khatîfu min bód (rasäl Allãh) and khatlfa khaltfatih, respectively.64 Crone and

Hinds would consider these reports to be of later origin.

It is 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Attz, known as 'Umar II, (re. 99-l0ll7l7-20), who

is usually credited as being the first to give precedence to the sunna ofthe Prophet

above all the other sunnas. He is described as the person who gave the sunna of
the Prophet the position it has had ever since as the second impofant source of
Islamic theology and practice. But, in Juynboll's view, even he did not neglect the

other sunnas of the time.65 Crone and Hinds, in their God's Caliph take, again, an

even more critical approach to the role of 'Umar II as the propagator of the Pro-

phetic sunna. They claim that the image of 'Umar II was instead imposed on him

by later biographers, such as al-Jaw2it at the end of the l2th century. There seems

to be no doubt that'Umar II was an exceptional Umayyad ruler, but Crone and

Hinds conclude that "sunna in the sense of concrete rules authenticated by Hadïth

scarcely surfaced beþre the Umayyads.fef'.ae

Crone and Hinds indeed state that the position of the early caliphs was even

higher than that of the Prophet's. The caliphs were central to the faith: they were

the ones who kept the community together and defended it, and they were the

ones through whom Muslims were guided to the right path. Crone and Hinds

quote a letter allegedly written by the famous Umayyad governor al-$ajjãj to the

caliph'Abd al-Malik stating: "God held His khalîft on earth in higher regard than

His rasiil ... preferring His khøIîþ over both angels and prophets."67 "Were it not

for the caliph and the Qur'an he recites, people would have no judgements

established for them"68 wrote the poet Jarir (d. ll0l728), and Crone and Hinds

conclude that "salvation was perceived as coming through the caliph"69 and

"sttnna is assumed to be caliphal, not Prophetic precedent".7O

63 Crone & Hinds 1986: I l-23.
64 Madelung: 1997:46,80.
65 Juynbolllg83:3,1-35.
66 Crone & Hinds 1986: 80 (emphasis mine). For a critical account of 'Umar II's role in the

development of sunnat al-nabî, see Crone & Hinds 198ó: 73-80 and Juynboll 1983: 34-39.
67 Crone & Hinds 1986: 28.
68 Crone & Hinds 1986: 33.
69 C¡one &Hinds 1986:38.
70 Crone & Hinds 1986: 52.
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Of present-day Western scholars D. W. Brown, for example, in his Rethink-

ing Tradition in Modern Islamic Thought (1996) gives a more traditional picture

of the history of the concept of sunna. He emphasises that the concept of sunna

was well known during lhe Jãhiliyya and it already then always referred to a cus-

tom initiated by a particular person, or a defined gtoup ofpersons, not the general

practice of a group or tribe. "The pre-Islamic notion of sunna was almost certainly

applied to Muhammad even during his lifetime."Tl Brown admits that the concept

of sunna might have had a different meaning in the early years of Islam, but we

may be quite sure - unless we reject the historicity of early Islam and the life of
the Prophet completely - that the Prophet was a very central figure in his

community, and if Brown's interpretation of the pre-Islamic use of the word

sunna is correct, it would be quite surprising if it had not been applied to the

Prophet. However, this does not, naturally, presume the exclusion of all the other

sunnas. It does not even imply that the sunna of the Prophet would have been the

most important one.

HADITH AS A REPRESENTATION OF THE PROPHET

The debate over the basis of Islamic law and practice was intense in the eighth

and ninth centuries. The main conflicting lines of thought may be categorised into

three groups: ahl al-ra'y, ahl al-kalãm and ahl al-sunna or ahl al-þadith. The ahl
al-ra'y recognised the sunna of the Prophet but considered it a source among

many others.1z As their name indicatesT3 they emphasised the scholars' own

reasoning. It was more important for them to develop their own doctrine and a

legal system based on the intellectual work ofscholars than to speculate about the

basis of sunna.74 The ahl al-kalãm1s were more radical in their approach. They

considered the Qur'an as the only authority, and according to them any Prophetic

sunna might be accepted only if it was compatible to the Qur'anic text. The ahl al-
kalãm point of view in dealing with questions which had not been referred to in
the Qur'an was that they had deliberately been left unregulated by God.

The ahl al-ra'y and ahl al-knlãm were never very clearly defined groups.

Some people were accused by the ahl al-þadîth of representingthe ahl al-ra'y,but

7l Brown 1996:8.
72 Dickinson (2001: 4) notes that both th e ahl al-ra'y and the ahl at-kalãm were very vulnerable

lo the ahl al-þaf¡lå because they based some oftheir o\ryn argumentation on hadiths.
'13 

Ra y means opinion, idea or suggestion and, as a legal term, opinion which is based on one's

own individual reasoning, not directly on the Qur'an or sunna.
74 For the relations between ahl ar-ra'y and ahl al-sunna see Die lahirilen by I. Goldziher,

Leipzig, 1884.
75 Kahm meansspeech, discussion or statement, but also speculative theology.
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it seems that nobody defined himself or very keenly wished to be defined as being

one of the ahl al-ra'y. This might, however, be a historical misconception since

the party which finally won the day was the ahl al-þadith. They were of the

opinion that the Qur'an gives only the basic guidelines of religion, the details of
everyday life and practice can and should be looked for in the Prophetic sunna.

Inna al-sunna qãQiya'alõ l-kitãb76 and al-qur'ãn aþwaiu ilõ l-sunna min al-sunna

ilã l-qur'ãn,77 are two of the most often repeated slogans of the asþãb al-þadith.

The sunna was judged essential for the correct tafsír of the Qur'an and the

discussion of naskh, abrogation.Ts

We may conclude that it was far from self-evident that the sunna would

become the second basis of the Islamic doctrine and praxis, but neither was it selÊ

evident what to call sunna and what would be the vehicle of the sunna. We have

seen that there are different views of the development of the concept sunnat al-
nabl, suwra of the Prophet. But we may quite safely say that by the end of the

Umayyad period the sunna of the Prophet had acquired a content of its own and

constituted a concrete alternative to caliphal practice. During the first 'Abbãsid
century references to the Prophet gradually became more common, and the

gradual growth of the material which we refer to as the the sunna of the Prophet

started. The focus of this book, the collection of al-Bukhãrl, was compiled right

after this period of proliferation of 'þrophetic hadiths".

Brown sums up the development of the classical consensus about sunna in

three stages: the first one is the identification of the sunna exclusively with Mu-

hammad. Second was the identification of sunna exclusively with hadith. Finally,

Brown interprets the third stage of the development as the identification of sunna

as revelation.T9 In other words, sunna became synonymous with the concept of
sunnat al-nabl and its exclusive representation became the hadith. Although

hadiths are not holy texts in the same sense as the Qur'an, the most authoritative

76 The sunna rules ove¡ the Qur'an.
77 The Qur'an needs the sunna more than the sunna needs the Qur'an.
78 One ofthe most important functions ofhadiths has been to interpret Qur'anic verses. A large

number of hadiths start with a Qur'anic quotation, which is then explained by a close follow-
er of the Prophet, one of his wives, or the Prophet himself. John Burton's The Sources of
Islamic Law (1990) is, as can be presumed by the subtitle, Islamic Theories of Abrogation,

almost in its entirety dedicated to the discussion ofabrogation.
79 Two terms in Arabic are used for revelation, wahy and ithan. WalU usually denotes direct

communication by an angel whom the Prophet can also see and the ¡evelation is supposed to
be communicated to mankind, whereas ilhãm denotes an individual revelation, which is
intended for the recipient alone. The prophet Muhammad often received revelations when

people asked for his opinion about a certain matter and the answer was revealed to him.

These communications are not necessarily part ofthe Qur'an, but appear in hadith literature.

See W. Graham: Divine l!/ord and Prophetic lltord in Early Islam (1977); Brown 1996: Ç7;
Macdonald: "l lhãm", Ë/2;'ùy'ensinck [-Rippin], "W a\y", E 12 .
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collections have acquired the status of veneration, which legitimates Brown's

view. M. J. Kister, in his article Lã taqra'ä l-Qur'ãna <ald l-mushafiyy¡-n¡ refers to

hadiths, which claim that the words of the Prophet are on the same level as

revelation. The one communicating hadith should be in a state of ritual purity and

some do not even touch a collection of hadiths without attending to their ritual
purity.so

According to many classical scholars but also some contemporary writers,

such as an Egyptian researcher, tlasan Hanafî,8lboth the Qur'an and the hadith

are the revelation of God. The Qur'an is a direct revelation through the Angel

Gabriel, whereas the hadith is indirect revelation through the Prophet himself. The

importance of hadith is in its capacity to transmit general principles into practical

application in the behaviour of individuals and groups. "The Qur'an is directly
present in the hadith," $anafi writes. He claims that the Qur'an is primary

revelation and the hadith is secondary revelation, which gives a second

verification to the primary revelation by giving more details and facts about time,

place, and the differences between individuals and groups.82

THE COLLECTION OF HADITH

In his unpublished dissertation Scott Cameron Lucas83 sketches out Shams al-DTn

al-Dhahabl's 8a vision of the development of Sunni hadith scholarship. Lucas's

analysis is mainly based on al-Dhahabl's work Tadhkirat al-þufiàV. Al-Dhahabi

divides the development of the science of hadith into seven stages:

80 Kister 1998: l4l.
8l ganafilgg6: l40.flasan$anafiisProfessorofPhilosophyattheUniversityofCairo.Foran

analysis on his work on hadith see Campanini 2002.
82 Juynboll calls attention to these words in the Jamf bayan al-'ilm wa-JitSlihi by lbn <Abd al-

Barr: ... yã rasùl Allõh, þaddithnd shay'fawq al-þadlth wa-dûn al-Qur'ãn ydnän al-qisaç.
These words might mean that qiç;a stories (pl. qr¡øs) were, according to this author, some-

thing more important than hadith reports, but it seems that these stories were quite similar to
hadiths in content. These lines might have been a result of confusion in terminology. I doubt
whether the terms þa[tth, qi¡;a, or fa(ã'il had become established in the terminology of
early Islam. See also the Tafsîr of al-Tabarï 1987: 150. lt is also noteworthy that many of the

stor¡ellers (qãçç pl.qu{ÍaÍ), were appointed asjudges, and thus it may be concluded that the

knowledge the early storytellers and the early hadith transmitters (muttaddíth pl.
muþaddithun) possessed was, ifnot similar, at least comparable to each other.

83 Lucas 2002: 7l-12g.
84 Shams al-DÏn al-Dhahabr (673/1274-748/1348) was born in Damascus but he studied for a

considerable time in Cairo. After his return to Damascus he became a teacher of hadith. He

competed, after the death of al-Mizzi in 74211341, for the succession to the latter's chair in
the al-(Astrafiyya hadith school, He was, however, excluded from this because of the

madhhab he represented. This was done on the basis of a stipulation made by the founder.
(GAL S II: 46)
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l. The foundation ofSunni hadith (c. l-140/622-757),i.e., the generation of
the authoritative çaþãba and the three taboqdt of tãbi'ûn. According to al-

DhahabÏ the transfer of knowledge from memory to books happened at the

end ofthis stage.

2. Early compilation and criticism (c. 120-200/736-815), i.e., the age of
Qur'an reciters, jurists, historians and shuyäkh al-islãm, such as Mãlik ibn

Anas and Muþammad ibn IdrÏs al-Shãfif. This phase also witnessed the

foarthfitna,the rise of kalõm\s and the Arabisation of Greek philosophy.

3. The age of the Six Books (c.200-3001815-912) was the age of systematic

hadith transmitter criticism and globalisation, i.e., the diffusion of hadith

literature to the whole Islamic empire.

4. The triumph of Baghdad and Iran (c. 300-400/912-1009), or, more pre-

cisely, Baghdad and Nishapur. The most important scholar of this period,

according to al-Dhahabl, was al-Dãraqutni (d. 3851995) whose student, al-

flãkim al-Ntsaburl (d. 40511014), was one of the most famous repre-

sentatives of the fifth period.

5. The age of specialisation (c. 400_/.80/1009-1087) completes the period of
original books of hadith literature and devotes attention to the compilation

of biographical dictionaries. The Andalusian Sufi 'Açiyya ibn Sa'Id (d.

408/1017-18) travelled all the way to Transoxiana to hear the the Saþfþ al-
Bukhãr| directly from a student of the original compiler of the book, al-

Firabri. Al-DhahabI also praises the Herat-based scholar Abú Ismã'll
.Abdallãh al-Ançãri (d. 481/1088) for being a master transmitter of al-

Bukhãrï. Moreover, he was definitely against speculative theology and able

to rise above the theological quarrels of his day, In Herat we find another

important transmitter of al-Bukhãrï, too. Abä Dhan al-Harawï (d.

43411042-3) synthesised three recensions of Sahlh sl-Bukhdri and he is

also mentioned by Ibn $ajar in his Al-Fatþ al-bãrî.86 However, the most

famous scholar of this period is the hanian al-BayhaqI (d. 1066). He is also

considered to be the last one to compose "original" hadith books. The

Baghdad-based Abü Bakr Aþmad ibn Muþammad al-KhwãrazmÏ al-Shãfi'1

known as al-BarqãnI, is reported to have ananged fhe Sahlhs of both al-

Bukhãrï and Muslim as musnadbooks during this period.

6. Transition and the loss of the East (c. 480-600/1087-1203) was a period of
relative decline in hadith scholarship. The reasons behind this might be the

Seljuk institution of the madrasa, which supposedly harmed the traditional

networks of learning. Another reason might have been the nse of ¡ørlqa

85 vanEss(1973)discussestheearly stagesof kalãm inhis"Thebeginningsof Islamictheo-
logy''. M. Cook challenges van Ess's theory in his Early Muslim Dogma (1981).

86 Ibn flajar, vol. I: 9-10.
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Sufism. An obvious reason, also presented by Lucas, might have been that

the library of hadith books had grown so large that scholars had to devote

themselves to the preservation and organisation of their predecessors' work.

7. The triumph of Syria (c. 600-72011203-1320). During this period the

Mongol invasion of Central Asia and Khùrãsãn probably caused hadith

scholarship disappear in these areas. The fall ofCordoba and Seville in the

west seems to have led to a consolidation of hadith scholarship in Syria

and in Egypt During this period there is a marked rise in the quality and

quantity of books on the hadith disciplines.

Muhammad Abdul Raut in his chapter on hadith literature in The Cambridge

History of Arabic LiteraturesT also presents a very conventional and traditional

view of the history of the collection of hadith literature. His is a common way of
explaining the emergence of hadith literature, but, if we accept the criticism of
Juynboll, Crone and Hinds as well as other more critical researchers, we cannot

accept the Muslim view of the beginnings of the documentation of hadiths. Abdul

Rauf divides the development of the collection of hadith into five distinctive,

though chronologically overlapping stages. The years after the death of the

Prophet were distinguished by the urge to safeguard as much information as

possible about the sayings and acts of the Prophet. Writing this information down

was not allowed because of the feeling that the Qur'an should have a unique status

as a scripture and no other divine or religious texts should exist in written form.

The preservation of hadiths in writing became possible during the end of the

seventh and early eighth centuries, when the Qur'an was well enough established

so that there was no justifiable fear of mixing up the Qur'an with the hadiths.ss

Abdul Rauf calls this first stage the saþifa\e stage. The original {abtfqs have not

survived.90 According to GAL9I it was a grandchild of a Greek slave, 'Abd al-

Malik ibn'Abd al-'Azîz ibn Jurayj, who was the first to have the courage to write

87 AbdulRauf 1983:271-288.
88 See Michael Cook's detailed analysis of the shift from oral transmission to the writing of

hadiths in his "The opponents of the writing of tradition in early Islam', 1997. M. J. Kister in
his article in JSAI 1998, advocates early documentation ofhadiths in writing.

89 Íahfa pl. ¡uþuf or îahã'rf. page, leaf, sheet. The Qur'an was likewise, according to the

Islamic view, collected from ¡aþífus and the early codices of the Book are known as ;uþuf or
mu;þaf.

90 ,Abd al-Razzãq ibn Hammãm ibn Nãfi( AbÍi Bakr al-Yamanî al-flimyari al-$an(ãnr has

preserved 137 hadiths of Hammãm ibn Munabbih in his wo¡k calledSaþÍfa Hammãm ibn
Munabbih. Hammänl who died 719120121, introduces his text with words similar to the

isnãds oflater hadith literature. It was, according to Abdul Rauf, probably written around the

middle of the fìrst Islamic century. About al-$an'ãni see H. Motzki: "Al-$an'ãnf', E/2.
9l GAL s I:255.
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down the experiences of the Prophet. Ibn Jurayj died in Baghdad as late as

1501767.

During the second stage of hadith compilation, scholars not only wrote down

hadiths but they started regrouping them according to subject matter. This

^usannaf2 
stage developed during the mid-eighth century. The earliest extant

mu;annaf is probably the eleven-volume work, al-Muçannaf, by 'Abd al-R:azzãq

ibn Hammãm al-San'ânr.93 The author was of Persian origin, born in $an'ã', the

Yemen, where he lived in 744-827. He was the student of lbn Jurayj Sufuãn ibn

'Uyayna and he studied with Mãlik ibn Anas. He became the most famous scholar

in Yemen and he attracted students from all over the Islamic world, among the

most notewofhy being Ahmad ibn Hanbal.ea But the best-known work of this

stage is Mãlik ibn Anas's (d. 795) al-Muwa¡¡a.es Al-Muwatta' is divided into

sixty-one books, kitãbs, which are ananged according to the categories of the

religious law.96

Mu;annaf type collections were soon felt to be too much connected to

debates on law only, since the texts were aranged according to legal categories.

To be able to meet the needs of people who were not greatly interested in legal

matters some muþaddilås started to compile musnads (çÃ. masãnid), collections,

which were organised according to the first persons in the chains of transmitters.

The musnad movement may have had a more important meaning in the develop-

ment of the classical consensus about sunna than we might think, since the basic

idea of a musnad collection was to make available hadiths which can be attributed

to the Prophet himself. The collection of Aþmad ibn flanbaleT (d. 855) is the best

known of musnad works. The work, titled øl-Musnad, contains a total of 30,000

hadiths, about 20,000 without repetitions. The first musnsd tlpe collections were

created in Kufa and in Basra before the end of the first half of the ninth century.

The collection of al-Bukhãrï, which is the main focus of this book, is the

most famous representative of the fourth stage of the development of hadith, the

çaþîþ movement. The saþlþ collections are, like the musannaf type collections,

92 muçannaf;,composed,classified
9t Ed. Habìb al-Raþmãn al-A'zam1, Beirut, l97G-72;1983.
94 For a critical evaluation of 'Abd al-Razzãq's authorship of al-Musannaf, see Motzki 2003.
95 Norman Calder in his Sturries in Early Muslim Jurisprudence, 1993, claims that the

Muwalla' was not written before around 2701883, that it in fact was witten in Cordoba,
Spain, and that the book is not the work of Mãlik at all. See Motzki's severe criticism of
Calder's theory in Motzki 1998.

96 Motzki, "at-$an(ãnf', EIz.For a list of other mugannaf type collections, see Juynboll's article

"Muçannaf in å12.

97 lbn Hanbal was one of the scholars who al-Bukhari according to his biography, asked to
examine his gaþîþ. All the scholars approved of the book and confirmed its authenticity with
the exception ofonly four hadith reports. (Ibn $ajar, Hady al-sãrí,p.514)
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organised in books and chapters according to subject matter or legal category.

What characterises the sqhlh type collections is that, unless the contrary is ex-
plicitly stated, they are supposed to contain only hadiths which most probably are

authentic, i.e. hadiths which can be called saþlh, true or sound.98

The Six Books

There are six hadith collections, which are considered by Sunnis to be saþîþ.99

They are usually referred to as al-Kutub øl-sitta or al-Siþdþ al-sitta. The most
important of these six are the collections by al-Bukhãn- and Muslim,l00 which are

both called al-Jãmi( al-çahlh. These two collections are also known as al-Sahlhãn,

the two authentic ones. They have been considered to be the most important,
comprehensive, and trustwofhy of the hadith collections of all times. Some

Muslims prefer the collection of Muslim,l0l some the collection of al-Bukhãrï, but

98 Wael B. Hallaq draws attention to the view of al-NawawT inhis Al-Taqrlb wal-taysír li-
ma'riftt sunan al-bashtr wa-l-nadhîr, according to which saåil¡ means sound, but not
absolute certainty. He quotes al-NawawÍ's words: "wa-idhã qfla ;aþfþ, fa-hadhã ndnahu -
lã annahu maq¡lun bihi." The ;aþlþ means just that, gaþ1þ, and does not mean that is is
certain. (Hallaq 1999: 85)

99 It is important to remember that the history of Sunni hadith literature and scholarship is much
more than the Six books. None of the compilers of the six books worked from scratch. They
based their work on a long tradition of hadith scholarship, and a very rich phase of hadith
c¡iticism started only after the compilation ofthe canonical books.

100 Muslim ibn at-I.lajjãj (2O2 or 206-2611817 ot 821-875). Muslim's life story is quite similar
to that of al-Bukhãri which, in fact is not surprising at all, since both life stories resemble
more hagiographies than biographies. Muslim started to memorise and collect hadiths when
he was still very young. This is a typical method ofboth describing a precocious boy, and to
explain an extensive knowledge ofhadiths. He t¡avelled widely in search ofhadith reports in
Iraq, Syria, Egypt and the Hijaz. Muslim and al-Bukhãri were contemporaries, but Muslim
was about ten years younger than al-BukhãrT. He was bom in Nishapur - the town from
which al-Bukhãrî was chased away by the govemor Khãlid ibn Ahmad al-Dhuhh - and he
lived most of his life there.

According to Muhammad Fu'ãd'Abd al-Bãqi the editor of the Cairo 1955-56 edition
of the \att1h, the total number of individual hadith reports in Muslim's collection is a little
over 3,000. The collection is arranged according to legal categories, but unlike al-Bukhari
who scatters hadiths with the same content into different books and chapters in a seemingly
haphazard mamer, Muslim tends to present all the hadiths with the same content in matn
clusters. Muslim does not repeat the same hadith in different chapters, nor does he write
taûamas to his chapters as al-Bukhãri usually does. Compared to the work of al-Bukhãrî,
Muslim seems to have accepted hadith reports from later generations, he seems to be less
precise in verifying the actual transmission ofthe information, but he tends to give a greater
number of¡s¿a-rls to his reports and his work is easier to follow because ofhis use of ntatn
clusters.

l0l James Robson (1949: 41), compares the SahIhs ofal-Bukhãrî and Muslim and quotes al-Na-
wawT's Såarfr çaþlþ Muslim and its criticism of al-Bukhãri's collection for his habit of giving
the same hadith under several chapter headings without always repeating the complete lsøõd
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the collection of al-Bukhãn- is usually given priority as the most authoritative

book in Islam after the Qur'an.lo2 If a hadith can be found either in al-Bukhãri'or

in Muslim, or even better, in both collections, it is certainly considered authentic.

There is even a technical term denoting the existence of a hadith in both collec-

tions, namely muttafaq (alayh). According to Wael Hallaq there has been a mild
controversy about this among hadith scholars after the fifth/eleventh century.

Muþyf al-Dln Sharaf al-Din al-Nawawi advanced the opinion that in the case

where a hadith, although çaþlþ, was not mutøwãtlr, it could never be more than

probable and cannot attain the level of certainty. Whereas lbn al-$alaþ argued that

those hadiths of the çaþlþ category on which al-BulûrãrÏ and Muslim agreed, "lead

to acquired, certain knowledge". This knowledge is based on the consensus of the

community about the acceptance of these two collections' authority. This ijm6
generates certainty. lo3

However, there is no claim of exclusivity: if a hadith cannot be found in

either collection it does not necessarily mean that it could not be authentic. Al-
Dãraqu¡nI (d. 385/995), for example, in his book al-Ilzdmãt <ala al-Bukhãri wa-

Muslim and his student Muþammad ibn 'Al1 al-flaklm al-NîsãbürI (d. 405/1014)

inhis al-Mustadrak'alã al-$aþíþayn, compiled hadiths which they believed satis-

fied both al-BukhãrÎ's and Muslim's selection criteria despite their absence from

their collections. A special kind of method of compiling collections existed that

could be labelled çaþîþ: the mustakhraj. A famous mustakhraj, which was based

on the work of Muslim, is the collection by Abü (Awãna al-IsfarãyÎnf (d. 928). As

already mentioned, Abä Dhan al-Harawï (d. 10421) compiled a mustakhraj

work based on al-Sahlhãn.

Although al-Saþ\þan occupied a very special place among the basic Islamic

texts, Muslim traditionists of the late first and early second millennium did not

hesitate to criticise individual hadiths in the collections. Al-DãraquçnI (306-

385/981-995), who was the bestknown traditionist of his generation, in his book

al-Istidrãk waJlatabbu', 104 attempted to show the weakness of about one

hundred of al-Bukhãri's hadiths. Some other critics have included Ibn al-Jawzi (d.

and sometimes giving an alternate isnãd lor the same hadith, whereas Muslim gives all the

lines of transmission when he mentions a hadith. Al-BukhãrT has also been criticised for
having included in his collection a remarkable number of hadiths with only one chain of
transmission, whereas Muslim gives many altemative chains of transmission for the majority
ofhis hadiths.

I02 In 695 (1295 n.o.) a famine ravaged Syria, Egypt and the Hijaz. People read the -Safiifr of al-
BukharT in the great mosque of Damascus. The following night it started to rain and it rained
for forty days. (Maqrîzi: Kitãb al-khitat wal-athar fi Mi¡r wal-Qãhira wa-l-Nîl wa-mã
yata'allaq bihã min al-akhbãr, vol. l: 35, Bälãq, 1270; cited in Laoust 1939: 19.)

l03 Hulluq 1999:85-86.
lo4 Conection and consequences.
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597/t2}l), and, most of all, al-.AynI. Al-.AynÎ (762-855/1361-1451) criticised

Ibn tfajar's commentary of al-Bukhãn- and wrote an eleven-volume work entitled
<Umdat at-qãri'fi sharþ al-Bukhdrî.ln this exeptional work, al;Aynr examines

each hadith from five points of view: he investigates the relation between the

hadith and the tarjama, he studies the isnãd, enum€rates other chapters where the

same hadith occurs, studies the literal and juridical sense of the hadith, and the

ethical and juridical rules that can be deduced from the hadith.

The other collections of hadiths, which are usually included in the group of

the Six are Kitãb al-sunan by Sulaymän ibn al-Ash'ath Abä Dã'üd al-Sijistãni

(202-275/817-889), usually known as Abü Dâ'üd,l0s ql-Jami' al-$ahlh by Abü
.Isã Mutrammad ibn .Isã al-Tirmi dln Q06-2791821-892),t06 and Kitãb al-sunan

by Aþmad ibn Shu'ayb al-Nasä'Î (215-303/830-9lS¡. tor The last one to be

included in the set of the Six Books was Kitâb al-Sunan by Abti 'Abdallãh
Muþammad ibn YazÏd ibn Maja (209-2731824-886). Ibn Mãja',s work was never

as readily accepted as the other five. It was criticised because it contained hadiths

which were known to be weak. Ibn Mãja was born in QazwÏn, Persia, but he

travelled widely in the Hijaz, kaq, Syria and Egypt. Some scholars of his native

town considered him a high authority, and gfadually he became more appreciated

in other regions as well. In the l2th century his work was considered to be one of

105 46¡ Da'äd travelled widely in search of hadiths but he worked mainly in Basra. His place of
birth is uncerøin; some say that he was bom in sijistãn, in the Basra region, but Robson

claims that he was born in Sijistãn, Khurasan. His Kitab al-sunan contains 4800 hadith

reports, which are ananged according to legal categories. The work of Abä Dã'i¡d \ilas

contemporary to al-$aþ1þan but it never succeeded in gaining the same level ofadmiration as

they did. Abi¡ Dã'üd can be credited with starting the art of individual hadith criticism. If he

had doubts about the authenticity of a single hadith report he indicated it in 
-the 

text. (Siddiqi

1993:6143;Abdul Rauf 1983: 276; Robson, "Abi¡ Dã'i¡d al-Sidjistani",.E12)

106 Al-Tirmidht was the pupil of both al-Bukhãrl and Abä Dã'i¡d. He was born near the town of
Tirmidh, but travelled widely in the great centres of the Islamic world in search of know-

ledge. He collected about 4000 hadith reports and developed ñ¡rther the system of hadith

criticism started by AbÍi Dã'i¡d. Al-TirmidhÏ presents each hadith with notes about the degree

of its authenticity, and its use by jurists. Ibn $ajar quotes al-Tirmidh¡ in relation to al-

Bukhãri saying: "l do not know anyone who would know more abottt (ilal literature and the

science of ¡'sr¡ãrl than Muþammad ibn IsmãÍl al-Bukhãri." Ibn Hajar, al-Hady al-sãr1,p.509.

There is more about al-Tirmidhî in Juynboll's article "al-Tirmidhf in Ef ; Abdul Rauf 1983:

276; Siddiqi 1993: 6l-63.
107 Al-Nasa'¡ was born in Nasã', Khurasan, but lived in Egypt and in Damascus. He is the only

one ofthe authors ofthe six books who died a martyr. The facts about his death are not quite

clear, but according to Wensinck he died as a consequence of ill treatment at Damascus or

Ramla. Al-Nasã'iwas not in favour of the (Abbãsid rulers because of his negative attitude

towards them. The tomb of al-Nasã'î is at Mecca. His collection is, like all the other a/-

$aánh, divided into books and chapters according to legal matters, and it contains over five

thousand hadiths. The titles of al-Nasã'l are somewhat diflerent from the other five. He

includes chapters which cannot be found in the other collections, although the same reports

may be founã in the other collections under different titles. (Wensinck, "al-Nasã'f', 812.)
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the six $aþrþs. However, in the Western parts of the Islamic world his Sunan was

never recognised as one of the Six. Some include the Sunan of Abti Muþammad
.Abdallãh ibn 'Abd al-Raþmãn al-Dãrimi (18l-2551797-868) instead of Ibn

Mãja's work among the Six Books. Al-Dãrimî belonged to the North Arabian

tribe of Tamim. He travelled in lraq, Syria and Eglpt in search of knowledge.

Both Muslim and al-Tirmidhi transmitted hadiths on his authorit¡ and Ibn $ajar
preferred his work lo the Sunan of Ibn Mãja.l08 5ont" scholars accept neither Ibn

Mãja nor al-Dãrimi but consider al-Muwatta ' of Mãlik ibn Anas to be one of the

Six.

When defining the Six books there seems to be a general consensus about

five of these authors, i.e., al-Bukhãn-, Muslim, Abü Dã'i¡d, al-Tirmidhï, and al-

Nasã'I and some ambivalence about al-Dãrimi and Ibn Mãja. Among all the Six,

the al-Saþlþã¡? occupy a quite particular position. Their authenticity was readily

accepted and especially al-Bukhãi became almost a saintly figure in the eyes of
his later supporters. It was Ibn al-QaysaränÎ (d. 1 I 13) who formally proposed the

adoption of the concept of the Six Books.l0e lgnaz Goldziher has made efforts to

determine the date which established the consensus about the position of the al-

$qbfb1n and, progressively, the partial consensus about the Six Books. He came

to the conclusion that the general acceptance ofthe group ofthe Six Books as it is
known today, took shape in the 7th century (i.e., the l3th century n.o.) but he

remarks that as late as the 8th century A.H. there was still some uncertainty about

"the sixth of the Six goo¡t'.|lo
All of the alternative or potential authors of the Six Books lived between

18l-3031797-915, that is only I l8 solar years. In addition to this, the compilation

work was accomplished in c. 50 years between 850 and 900. Al-Bukhãrî, Muslim,

Abú Dä'üd, al-Tirmidhl, al-Nasä'î, al-Dãrimi and Ibn Mãja were all contem-

poraries. lll Geographically they come from a surprisingly small area in the

northeastern part of the Empire. The North Arabian al-DãrimÏ is the most

contested of the authors and only a minority of scholars accepts his work as

trustworthy.l12

108 Fü.k, "Ibn Mã$a", ãI2 and Robson,'al-Dãrimi" 812.

l09 Paket-chy & Gilliot 2000:94.
I lo cold"ih"t l89o 243.
I I I lt is noteworthy that Mâlik ibn Anas died before the other authors of the Six were born,

namely in 1791795. Mãlik was closest to the Prophet not only chronologically but also geo-

graphically since he lived in Medina. However, the version of al-Muwatta', which we now

have is a much later compilation.
I 12 As a matter of fact, the concept of the Six is still not totally indisputable. Some writers still

speak about "the Five Books", excluding Ibn Mãja, or they include Mãlik's al-Muwatta' or
as already discussed, the Sunan of al-Dãrimî into the Six instead of Ibn Mãja, or they speak

about "the Seven Books" and include the works by Mãlik or al-Dãrimi without excluding Ibn

Mãja.
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Khurasan in the ninth centurY

How can this temporal and geographical concentration of the most widely

recognised hadith scholars be explained? The Arabs first appeared in Khurasan in

the middle of the 7th century 4.D., and crossed the Oxus River in 6534, during
.Uthmãn's caliphate, but they were not able to defeat the local ruler of Bukhãrã

until674. The Arab general Qutayba ibn Muslim al-Bãhili, who governed Khu-

rasan 705-715, introduced the practices oflslam into the areas beyond the Oxus

River. The Arabs controlled these Eastern areas with varfng success throughout

the century. During the first decades of the century they started to settle down in

the provinces and, probably, to intermarry with the native Persian population.l l3

The umayyad caliphs treated the population of Khurasan quite harshly. In

Zanlnktib's words: "... there is plenty of evidence of Arab contempt for the non-

Arab Muslim ... so that there is every reason to consider this assumption of
superiority on the A¡abs' part a main cause of the mawãlÏ's dissatisfaction against

them."l14 The empire's stability was threatened by the increasing dissatisfaction

of not only the local people but the Arabs as well, with the ruling umayyads. The

main anti-Umayyad groupings in the society were the Khãrijites and the Shfite

movement. The Khãrijites opposed the power of the Umayyad caliphs, which they

considered illegitimate because of the hereditary nature of the succession.

Whereas the Shfa sect did not oppose the hereditary succession, they did claim

that it should be based on blood relationship with the Prophet's family directly

descending through Fãtima and'Alï.
Khurasani support was crucial to the rise of the 'Abbãsids around the year

750. In 747, a great army of Khãrijites, shÍites, and local landowners assembled

to rise up in revolt. The army of the last Umayyad caliph was finally defeated, and

the caliph was killed in Egypt in 750.115 However, soon after the revolution both

the Khãrijites and the Shïites faced the fact that the'Abbãsids had exploited their

ideologies to gain their suppof in their power struggle against the Umayyads. The

establishment of 'Abbãsid power led to major changes in the social structure of
the caliphate. It meant the end of the dominant position the Arabs had occupied

during the Umayyad caliphate. The 'Abbãsids introduced the idea of equal politi-

cal rights to all Muslims, both Arab and indigenous'

I 13 Bosworth, "Khurâsãn", E/2; Bosworth & Asimov 2000 24.
l14 Zanlnkúb 1975:42. See also a colourful description of the situation in the non-Arab lands in

Guillaume 1924 5Ç58.
l15 Boswo.th & Asimov 2000: 30.
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The establishment of 'Abbãsid power did not occur without setbacks. There

were several serious uprisings against the rulers, the most important of which was

the four-year revolt led by Hãshim ibn $akîm known as al-Muqanna', but the

gradual consolidation of 'Abbãsid power in the eastem areas of the Empire led to

a period of relative well-being in Khurasan.

On Hãrän al-Rash-rd's death (809) the eastem parts of the caliphate were

ruled by his son, al-Ma'mün, who became the caliph after his brother al-AmÎn in

813. Al-Ma'män was the son of a Persian slave and, therefore, close to the Persian

elite. He delegated the administration of large areas to Khurasani leaders, and ap-

pointed Tãhir ibn al-flusayn Govemor of Persia, thus establishing the fãhirid rule

ofthe area for the next fifty years.

The integration of Khurasan and Transoxania into the caliphate led to their

incorporation into the wider Islamic world and to the development of a new

Persian-Muslim urban culture, which started to flourish in the growing towns. The

province of Khurasan prospered during the early 'Abbãsid caliphs. The !ãhirids,
who govemed Khurasan for the'Abbãsids were Arabised Persian clients. They

were active supporters of what later became "Sunnl orthodoxy'' and the province

prospered under their rule both economically and culturally. Khurasan became a

centre for Arabic literature and Sunni legal and religious scholarship. The Tãhirid
government was overthrown in the 870s, and after some years of war at the end of
the century, the province was incorporated into the Sãmãnid administration.

The compilers of the Six Books were not the first hadith scholars in Khurasan

and Transoxania. There were several scholars in the regions that compiled collec-

tions of hadith before al-BukhãrI already in the eighth century. It is important to

remember that al-Bukhãrf did not need to search in fresh regions and collect oral

traditions from informants; collections of hadith existed and al-BukhãrÎ as well as

all other compilers could work on them.

It is interesting that the most intensive period of translation from Hellenistic

scientific literature into Arabic coincides with or slightly predates, the lifetime of
the authors of the Six Books. There was clearly a need to emphasise the Prophetic

origin of the current Islamic practices. 116 1¡t open and universal atmosphere

116 In hr. doctoral dissertation, The Prophet's Medicine: A Creation of the Muslim Tra-
ditionalist Scholars (1995) Irmeli Pe¡ho has analysed one special field ofhadith literature,
namely the al-¡ibb al-nabawi literatu¡e. She found that the ¡easons for creating a distinct
Islamic medicine, which is called the Prophet's medicine to distinguish it from Graeco-

Islamic medicine, had their roots in the Muslim scholars' need to believe that "... the actual
foundation of medical science lay in the eternal revelation and not in the texts of Hippocrates
and Galen". (p. 81.) Perho analysed the sayings ofthe Prophet, which dealt with illnesses and

their cure in three important physicians'work. They developed a form ofmedicine, which
"... did not deny the merits of the established medicine but wanted to improve it by
excluding non-Islamic philosophy and including the wisdom of the Prophet". (p. 80) The
way this was accomplished was, according to Perho, by transferring the medical authority
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which prevailed in the Islamic empire at the end of the first millennium A.D. in
general - in spite of some opposite features, which I will deal with later - was a

fertile ground for the assimilation of different cultural features. But, it was also a

fertile ground for the traditionalists to emphasise the importance of the Prophet's

example. Against this background the rise of hadith literature and the need to

compile authentic hadith collections could be seen as a reaction to the Hellenistic

influence in the Islamic world, or as an indication of cultural variety and candid-

ness in advancing both foreign and domestic sciences.

Moreover, the rivalry between the $anafÌ school of lawllT and the qhl al-

þadîth must have had an influence on the development of hadith studies in the

eastem areas of the caliphate. The $anafi school was founded in lraq, it was

favoured by the early'Abbãsid caliphs, and it spread rapidly to Khurasan and

Transoxania. Abü $anTfa (d. 767) and his madhhab promoted the use of ra'y in
religious law; thus, the views of the Hanafiyya and the qhl al-þadlth were in total

opposition. This, in turn, led to the effort of the latter to compile inclusive works

on theology and law according to their own view to be able to compete with the

work of the flanafiyya.

Classification of hadiths

A hadith is normally composed of two distinct parts: the chain of transmitters,

isndd, and the text ilself, matn. Both Muslim and non-Muslim scholars have

mainly based their evaluation and classifìcation of hadith reports on the scrutiny

of isnãds. As a general rule in Islamic hadith criticism it might be said, that a

hadith has been classified as sound if its reporters were Companions of the

Prophet, which is to say that they were trustworthyllsand its transmitters were

known to be reliable. Studying isnãds became an important part of (ilm al-þadîth

and in most of the cases a careful study of the isnãd was enough. The consensus

principle, which was dicussed above, took care of the most obvious cases of
misunderstandings and outright forgery.

from the Greek masters to the Prophet Muhammad. This was a necessary step in the context

of the development of Islamic sciences. The question was whether medical treatment was

legitimate or not; did acceptance of medication mean lack of faith in God? Since sciences

which were inherited from the Prophet were absolutely and doubtless beneficial and

recommended, nobody could have said that the Prophet's medicine would not have been

permissible. Obviously, these physicians lived considerably later than the authors ofthe Six

Books, namely between 1274-1362, and we can see in their work a logical continuation of
the processes ofthe 'þrophetisation" ofIslamic culture.

I l7 For bibliography on the madhhab, see W. Heffening & J. Schacht, "flanafiyya", Ef .

I I 8 Thir applies to Sunni Islam only.
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Juynboll, inhis Authenticity, wntes that isndd criticism was the only method

practised by the traditionists for sifting the genuine traditions from the

spurious.ll9 However, it seems that in the early period in many cases the

"knowledge" or preconceived attitude of the truthfulness and, thus, the enthusiasm

to prove the truthfulness of the hadith was first, and this preconception determined

whether the report was judged authentic or not. To prove the authenticity of a
hadith, isnõd analylical methods were used extensively, but they were used to

justify a preconception more than to determine the authenticity of a hadith report.

ln the case of al-Bukhãrï, another point needs to be discussed. Al-Bukhãn-

had a reputation of making sure that the isndds he accepted were proven to be

correct. Yet, he is also known to have written extensive lariamas, chapter head-

ings, to the chapters ofhis $aþrþ. These chapter headings act as introductions to

the following reports; and introducing the reports, they guide the ways the reports

are supposed to be understood. Clearly, al-BukhãrÎ had an opinion first, and I can

fînd no contrary evidence to prove that he did not let his preliminary opinion

about the hadith guide his view of the quality of the isndd.I would even put this

the other way round: in the case of al-Bukhãri as in the case of other collectors of
hadiths as well, the end justified the means. If the message of the text was

considered to be beneficial and good, even a weak hadith was rather easily

accepted.

Isnñd analysis vs. matn criticism

The role of the isnãd in traditional hadith criticism as it has been applied by

Muslim scholars has been greatly overestimated in Western research. Indeed,

many present-day general presentations of Islam, sunna or hadith literature give a

very negative picture of Islamic authorities carefully scrutinising isrdds and their

accuracy, trying to find out whether two successive persons in the line of trans-

mission have actually met, or prylng into their lives to determine the quality of
their reliability and morality.

Yet, it is important to note that isnãd citicism does not necessarily have to be

contrary to the evaluation of matns. If a transmitter in an isnad is known to have

had unacceptable opinions about certain questions in Islamic doctrine, if he was

known to be a Qadarite, for example, the rejection of his transmission because of
his alleged unreliability would have produced the same result as the rejection of
the text because of matn evaluation. This is, of course only in cases where we

believe in some consistency between the ideological background of the trans-

mitters and what they actually transmitted - or were supposed to have transmitted.

ll9 Juynboll 1969:139.
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The use of isnãds and the necessity of an isnãd for a hadith to be genuine was

not a common practice in the early stages of hadith criticism. Schacht dates the

regular practice of using isnõds to the beginning of the second century A.H'

According to him the isndd was not in use at the end of the first century, but it
was considered part of the religion before the end of the second century. l20

Juynboll dates the origins of the institution of isnãd to "... the late seventies of the

firsleighth century'', which would mean nearly seventy years after the Prophet's

death.l2l It was only gradually and for several political, religious and ethnic

reasons that the isnãdbeganto gain increasingly in importance. Abbott points out

that it was only the matn which circulated among the Companions and she refers

to several hadiths as proof of her statement.l22

Hãjji KhalÏfa (d.1067/1657) divides the science of hadith into two parts: the

historical, ql-'ilm bi-riwdyat al-þaûth,t23 and the doctrinal, ql-'ilm bi-dirãyat al-

þadTth.t24 ¡1" defines ths former as studying the 'þarticular conditions under

which the traditions are considered as reaching back to the Prophet (pbuh) regard-

ing the accuracy and impartialityl25 of the circumstances, and regarding the con-

tinuity or discontinuityl26 of the isnãds". This definition emphasises the meaning

of the isndd as the means of attributing the hadith to the Prophet. But, interesting-

ly, in the definition of the latter part of the science of hadith, Hâjjr Khallfa tums

his attention to the meaning of particular hadiths. "The science of understanding

hadiths means studf ng the meaning and the intention of the hadith, based on the

rules of the Arabic language, the canonised principles of Islamic law, and the

analogy of known circumstances relating to the Prophet."l27

The definition ofthe latter term clearly refers to the content but also to the

context of the hadith, but $ãjji Khallfa restricts the analysis of the meaning and

the intention of the hadith to the harmonisation of the reports to the established

l2o Schacht 1967:37 andnote l.
l2l Juynboll 1989: 354; Juynboll 1983: 5.

122 ¡6oo¡ 1967: 75 and notes 7-9. I accept that this kind of argument looks like circular

reasoning, but it seems logical that the isnãd developed partly as a solution to the increasing

number of hadiths circulating in the early Muslim community. It must have seemed to be a

good tool to verify the authenticity ofthe saying. Abbott gives a hadith from Ibn Sa'd, Ibn

Hanbal and lbn Mãja's collections, which reports the Prophet's saying that "the good and

conscientious believers will readily distinguish his tnre sayings from those falsely attributed

to him'. This, in turn, indicates that the authenticity of a Prophetic saying could be deduced

from the matn ilself andthus, no ¡sr¡ãd would be necessary'

123 The science ofreporting hadiths
124 The science ofunderstanding hadiths.
125 

Pobtund,'odãto.
126 lu$al or inqild.
127 ga¡i xhulifa, vol. 3: 23 (emphasis mine).
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rules of the Islamic law and, furthermore, to what is already known about the life

ofthe Prophet.

In theory, the ultimate criterion of the quality of the report of any tradition is

made up of the personal character and attainments of its reporters. Al-TahãnawÎ,

in his Kasåshãf i;tilãþdt al-funùn wq-l-'ulûm al-islãmiyya distinguishes several

grades of traditionists. The first grade is the tãlib.t28 "The ¡ãlib is a beginner who

is eager to preserve and collect hadiths. The muhaddithl2e is a qualified teacher of
hadith, in the same sense as the shaykh and the imãm.The ha'ittto is a scholar

who has perfect knowledge of both the matn and the isnãd of 100,000 hadiths, but

also of the conditions of the transmitters as to jarþ wa-tq'ùlt3t and their history.

The hujjats2 is a scholar who knows 300,000 ¡u¿¡¡¡t.,133 The þujja represents the

highest possible class of authorities.

Hadith scholars of the highest category, hujja, need to manifest certain

characteristics. The most important of these characteristics are'addla, integrity or

impartiality and dabt, retentiveness or exactitude. To meet the requirements of
,addla a reporter must - according to al-Judãn1l34 - *be an adult, Muslim by faith,

intelligent, morally faultless and stable by character".I3s 4¡-¡u45nÏ continues:

"The male sex is not made a condition, nor freedom, nor knowledge ofjurispru-

dence and its peculiarities,l36 nor sight, nor being one of many.l37 The integrity

[of a reporter] is determined by the statement of two men of integrity, or by

common knowledge."l38

As regards the concept of dab¡, al-Judãni defines it as consisting ofalertness

and accuracy, A muþaddith should not be easily deceived or forgetful either when

reciting or writing down a hadith. "If he recites from his memory he must know

by heart, and ifhe recites from his book he must be accurate, and ifhe recites by

the sense he must be able to comprehend the sense."l39 According to al-JurjãnI

128 Apprentice.
129 Traditionist.
l30 Fully-fl.dged scholar.

l3l Disapproving and approving.
| 32 competent authority.
133 Al-TuhãnuwÍs text is cited in Salisbury 1862: 6l-63.
134 Sayyid.AlIal-Jurjãniwroteatreatiseontheprinciplesoftradition.HediedinSl6/1413.
135 ç¡16 in Salisbury 1862:63. The transtation is mine.
136 wa-lã,ílm bi-t-fqh wa-ghartbihi.
137 Wa-lã al:adad.
138 ¡o1r how the writer considers the male sex to be equally important as any other laudable

intellectual or physical characteristic ofa person. The lines are cited in Salisbury 1862:63.
The hanslation is mine. Salisbury's hanslations are in many cases unsatisfactory or even

misleading.
139 Cited in Salisbury 1862:63. The translation is mine.
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dabt is recognised by comparing one's report to the reports of other transmitters

who are known to be trustworthy.

This passage in al-JurjãnÎ again stresses the meaning of consensus in deter-

mining whose words are trustworthy. Consensus is built up by accepting hadiths

from conscientious people. If a reporter is a good Muslim his hadith is reliable.

The choice of reliable hadiths formed Islam during the first th¡ee centuries, but the

comprehension of what is right, whose memory was infallible, whose interpre-

tation was correct, and who had the best reputation as a good believer directed the

acceptance of normative hadiths.

Isnãds - and, subsequently, hadiths - are usually divided into three types:

saþlþ, usually translated as sound, is a chain of trustworthy transmitters, each of
whom has actually met the preceeding informant. flasan, i.e., 'fair, good', is a
term which is used to denote a slightly less reliable chain of transmitters, whereas

an isnãd classified as /a'lf, i.e.,'weak', is not trustworthy.

The Mu'tazila had their views on the authenticity of hadith literature. A
Mu(tazilite scholar of the Basra school, Abü l-Hudhayl al-'Allãf (d. 226, 227 or

2351840 or 849) maintained that a hadith which is transmitted by less than four

people is not valid, a hadith which is transmitted by five to nineteen transmitters

may or may not be valid, but a hadith transmitted by twenty or more must neces-

sarily be valid. A much later Mu'tazilite, 'Abd al-Jabbar (d. 414416/1023-1025)
elaborated this even further. According to him, a hadith may either be known as

true or false, or its veracity may not be known.

The first altemative, true hadiths, are divided into two types:

1. Those of which the veracity is known necessarily, i.e., hadiths that are

mutawãtir, such as hadiths reporting concrete information about

countries and kings, and hadiths about the Prophet observing the five
pillars of Islam.

2. Those of which it is known by reasoning, i.e., hadiths about the tawþld

and the justice of God, hadiths about the prophethood of Muhammad.

According to 'Abd al-Jabbãr the minimum of transmitters for a hadith to be

considered valid is five.
The category of hadiths which we know to be false can likewise be divided

into two categories:

l. Those of which the falseness is known necessarily, i.e., hadiths claiming

that the sky is beneath us and the ground is above us.

2. Those of which it is known by reasoning, i.€., hadiths claiming

determinism or anthropomorphism.

,4þad traditions are the categoly of hadiths of which the truthfulness is un-

known. These kinds of traditions may be useful as moral guidelines, when they
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are transmitted in an acceptable way, but they have no worth as bases of religious

doctrine.l40

al-Bukhâf's criteria of selection

Hadith collectors all had slightly different ways of determining which kinds of
isnãds were acceptable. They allegedly used cefain conditions, shart pl. shurû!,

to select those from the great mass of hadith reports which could be accepted in

the collections. However, in the light of modern research one should question the

historicity of these criteria.

I depend again on the most important medieval commentary of al-Bukhãrl,

Ibn tlajar's Hødy al-sãrî for my brief description of al-Bukhãrï's criteria for the

authenticity of hadith. According to Ibn flajar, the main principle of al-Bukhãrl

was to collect only valid hadith reports: Taqorrara annahu ltazama fthi l-¡,ihl.ta

wa-onnahu td yúridufihi itlã haúthan çaþlþan wa-hãdhã a;lu mawQtrihi. U}lt4t
Al-BukhãrI's criteria for validity deal mainly with two aspects of the report:

the transmitters, isnãds, and the general suitability of the report. In evaluating the

quality of the isnãd al-Bukhãrï concentrates again on two aspects: the reliability of
the individual transmitters and the quality of the chain of transmission. To be an

acceptable transmitter, a person had to be a Muslim of proper beliel and be trust-

worthy and intelligent. His reliability had to be recoglised by the community, his

knowledge had to originate from a well-known Companion, and his teachers had

to be reliable. Al-BukhãrÏ also evaluated the class or generation of the transmitter

with respect to the original narrator - tabaqãt al-ruwãt can rãwî l-açl - and the

number of hadiths each of the transmitters had.

An acceptable isnãd had to be unbroken, and should have no defects. Al-
Bukhfui did not consider an isndd connected, mutta;il, unless it could be estab-

lished that the transmitters had actually met; being contemporaries and having

possibly met was not enough for al-Bukhãrî.

According to the number of isndds the hadiths may be further divided into

three groups: hadiths which are defined as mutawãtir have been transmitted by so

many trustworthy, preferably early generation Muslims that they can only be

authentic Prophet reports. A hadith is mutqwdtir bi-l-laf7 if its wording is con-

sistent; it is mutawãîir bi-l-ma'nã if the meaning is consistent though the wording

may change.

l4o gu¿u*¡ 1972:65-67.
l4l He decided the authenticity will be required and that he will inhoduce only sound hadiths

and this is the basis of his work. (The numbers in brackets refer to the pages of Ibn flajar's
Hady al-sar'í, 1987.)
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A hadith is qualified as aþad pl. ãþad, or khabar wãhid, if it has only one or a

few different isnads, and it is mashhür if it has been aþad in the beginning, but

has become mutawãtir later on.

Another way of classifying hadiths is according to the subject or occasion of
the creation of the hadith : sunna 'amalirya is constituted by the actions of the Pro-

phet, which have been recorded and become an example for all Muslims, whereas

the words of the Prophet, his opinions, sayings, comments on history and future,

Paradise and Hell, and moral issues, constitute the sunna qawliyya.

Juynboll has found that the "discussion on the authenticity'' in the Islamic

theological debate, "is, in most cases, restricted to the l.tuiiiWa of AkAd Íaditions

that record the sunna qawliyya; seldom is a voice raised against the þujjiyya of the

ãþãd that describe the sunna'qmalirya".t42 The reason for this might be that the

sunna'amaliyya is usually recorded in the law books, and, thus, has been above

all criticism. Sunna qawliyya can very seldom be found in law books and it has

been more accessible to critical evaluation.

Goldziherla3 has implied that the $aþlþan of al-Bukhãrl and Muslim may

have excluded some traditions with a sound isnãd due to considerations of their

matns. He quotes hadiths from al-Nisãbiri's al-Mustadrak, the contents of which

appear to be obvious forgeries.t44 Azarni, too, in his On Schacht's Origins of
Muhqmmadan Jurisprudence as well as in Studies in Hadith Methodologt ønd

Literaturet4j refers to the use ofcontent-based criteria for discarding hadiths.

Al-BukhãrÎ divided his reports into two categories: primary and secondary.

Primary hadiths were reports which met his criteria completely. Secondary

hadiths were included in cases where there were no primary hadiths suitable to the

chapter in question. A secondary hadith was a beneficial report, which al-BukhärI
judged to be better than no ruling at all; this would have let people fall back on

analogy - or even worse, ra'y - alone. According to Ibn $ajar, al-BukhãrÏ used

the expression þaddathanã or (ancana with primary hadiths only. Secondary ha-

diths were used in the chapter headings, without isndds, and were oflen supported

by a Qur'anic verse. [ 1]

While statements of various scholars about the $ahîkcin of al-BukhãrÍ and

Muslim are often reported in the literature, I am not aware of a systematic study of
these texts, which would specifically concentrate on revealing the precise isnãd-

a¡d matn-based criteria their authors used. My impression is that al-Bukhãrl in the

f42 Juynboll 1969:12.
143 colrihe. 1890: 250-251 .
144 One of the discarded hadiths tells about the encounter of the Prophet and Anas ibn Mãlik

with the Old Testament prophet llyãs. They share a meal which descends from heaven, and

finally the prophet llyãs ascends into the skies on a cloud. (Goldziher 1890: 250)
145 Esp. p.56 and72.
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first instance collected hadiths which he believed to be saþiþ. Their isnãds

consisted of unintemrpted chains of transmitters who were considered to be trust-

worthy. However, in some cases he discarded some saþlþ hadiths on the basis that

theft matns were unsatisfactory, disadvantageous for the community or in some

way unacceptable. Grounds for such content-based rejections could include,

among other things, the absurdity or repulsiveness of a hadith, manifest contra-

dictions with the Qur'an, fantastic tales, politically harmful accounts, or state-

ments against the prevailing consensus. The outcome of this would be that hadiths

existed, which, according to lhe isndd were ;aþ1þ, but due solely to their contents

they were discarded from the collection. And, vice versa, that there were hadiths

with imperfect isnãds, but which were accepted because of their valuable matn.

The general suitability of the report became a crucial criterion for inclusion in

the $akil.t. The hadith had to be suitable for argumentation and it had to be

beneficial to the community. Its contents had to be reasonable and in agreement

with the Prophet's general teachings. The criteria for acceptable transmitters - he

had to be a Muslim of proper belief, his reliability had to be recognised by the

community, his knowledge had to originate from a well-known Companion, his

teachers had to be reliable - have their basis in the general consensus. The general

consensus of the Muslim community - or to be more exact, the consensus of the

contemporary authorities - was a necessary condition for acceptance.

At the level of ¡szdd criticism and verification of the transmitters, one could

say that what in effect happened during the process of accepting or rejecting a

hadith, is that if the content of a hadith was suitable, its isnãd, ultimatel¡ found

acceptance. If the content was not suitable, it was logical to put the blame on the

erring or unreliable transmitters.

DISCUSSION OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF HADITH LITERATURE

The question of historicity

The question of historicity and authenticity is concemed with cultural, social, and

historical intertexture.l46 A text refers to the outside world, it tells about the life of
presumablyhistorical persons. It refers to historical and social events such as wars,

peacemaking, trade, marriages, births and deaths. What can we derive from the

historical intertexture concerning the historicity ofa text? Does the abundance of
cultural or social details provide evidence on the possible historicity ofthe text?

Both remembering and forgetting may be interpreted and understood as

active processes in history. Hadiths form a basis for a common Islamic image of

146 See the chapter on methodology.
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the world and history, a version of the past, which can be agreed on. Birkeland, in

his The Lord Guidetå, talks about the "sociological facts reflected by the isnads"'

People who transmitted information in hadith form really believed that the reports

were in conformity with the authorities' opinions. "Since the traditional social

group always supports its opinion by the reference mentioned and believes in the

correctness of this reference, the Isnads are sociological realities even if they do

not correspond to historical f¿ç¡s.'r147

Therefore, whether a single hadith report is a historically correct account of
what happened or what the Prophet has said, is not interesting unless our aim is to

discuss what is "authentically''prophetic and try to find out what the historical

Muhammad really said or did. Remembering is a process of collective selection,

though it is individuals, of course, as group members who remember. In the same

way, the principles of accepted behaviour found in the hadith reports have become

an agreed code of conduct and code of good and evil. Regardless of the factual

authenticity of the reports Muslims take the hadiths to be authentic. They often

recite words of a hadith 'ìvithout knowing from which collection it comes, what

was the historical context of the events and - of course - since the texts and

isnãds have been written down, nobody even tries to remember the chains of
transmitters any more. They have no importance since the hadith has become a

part ofthe generally accepted sunna.

Some Muslim modernists as the Moroccan sociologist Fatima Mernissi in her

Le harem politique : Le Prophète et les þmmes (1987) have started to seriously

question the authenticity of some generally accepted hadiths. Especially hadiths

which are considered by contemporary feminists to be misogynist have been

discussed. During the last centuries Muslims have become more aware of the

Western critique of hadith literature. The reaction has been of two contrary kinds:

some Muslims tend to cling at any cost to the idea of the authenticity of hadith

literature, especially the collections of al-Bukhärl and Muslim. In cases of incon-

sistency or contradiction the explanation is usually that these texts are too difficult
to understand. The other way to react is to at least partly reject hadith literature.

This has led to a stricter adherence to the Qur'an only.

If remembering and forgetting were ongoing processes in the first Islamic

centuries, what happened when the texts were written down? Historical reports

describe the shared experiences of a community but are remembered and written

down by individuals. As Katherine Lang suggests in her dissertation on awã'il in
early Arabic historiography, it is impossible to separate individual transmitters

and compilers from their interpretative roles. Each transmitter and compiler "...
had a point of view that was contingent - in part - upon his or her social context

147 Birkeland 1956:8
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at a specific time and place within the Islamic world and - in part - upon the fact

that he or she is a unique individual". 148

Lang writes about allowing "... early Muslims an active role in the con-

struction of their historical tradition".l4e There is nothing new in admitting that

the social milieu and personal circumstances of the transmitters and compilers of
the hadiths have affected our sources of early Islamic history. But, Lang points

out, this does not necessarily need to be taken as an apology for error.

There certainly sometimes must have been even a deliberate tendency to omit

safngs which were contrary to the transmitter's interests, or contradicted his view

of what was right and beneficial to be remembered. The community controlled the

role of the single transmitter and the transformation of information was and is an

active and ultimately a collective process of interpretation.

However, the transmitters and later the collectors claimed to convey

"objective history''. They probably had an ideal picture of a perfect early Islamic

society which lived according to the direct guidance of the Prophet. But, although

Muhammad would have created a perfect society for Muslims to imitate and

reproduce later in history, notions of this "perfect" "original" society change and

have changed constantly according to the social reality ofcontemporary societies.

The changes need not be treated as deliberate forgeries but changes in the

collective notion of the characteristics of the'þerfect" "original".
Islam is a religion which has historically accepted the idea of the co-existence

of contradictory views and practices. The early Islamic community was not a

homogeneous one and the existence of inconsistent or contradictory hadiths has

not necessarily been seen as a burden, but as a positive feature. In fact, the exist-

ence of various traditions has made many different interpretations of Islamic law

and practice possible.

My approach to hadiths is to consider them as one of the many layers of
reality. Because of this approach to the text as a layer of reality, which, in itselt
includes different layers, I call my reading "rhetorical". It is rhetorical because I
regard the text not only as a result of multiple discourses between people con-

ceived to have taken place in the 7th century, but moreover, as a result of multiple

discourses between the compiler, al-Bukhãri and the Islamic community of the 9th

century as well as between the earlier narrators of these hadiths and their

audiences. It is also rhetorical because I read the text as a part ofan ongoing rhet-

oric. Every piece of information we have is an answer to a need, be it a real need

or an imaginary one. There has been a need to know the Prophet's opinion on a

certain matter or there has been a need for passing on information of his supposed

148 Lang 1997:9.
149 Lang1997:10.
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opinion on a matter, otherwise there would have been no sense in transmitting the

information. An answer always presupposes a question, a text is an answer to a
need in the community, and that is rhetorical.

The layers of reality, not only hadiths but also other more or less historical

knowledge of the first Islamic centuries, are "stories" in the way that they are later

reconstructions of history, not social-scientific objective descriptions of reality.

The historical situation and events in the 7th century is one dimension of the story,

which in itself has many different variations according to whose experience is

under discussion. How the events were reported, which events were actually taken

into account, which were invented and which ones were ignored, forgotten or

covered up is another dimension of the truth. How the words and the content of
what was reported have changed during transmission of the knowledge is the third

dimension and the process of writing it down constitutes the fourth.

The majority of the hadiths in al-Bukhãrï's collection may be invented or

otherwise ahistorical hadiths, but this does not really change anything. It is a fact

that the hadiths are there now. This is indication enough that there has been a

reason to select - or invent - them for the collection and that they have been part

of the social discourse either in the Prophet's lifetime, or later during the process

of transmission and selection. Individual hadiths, even if they are invented hadiths,

always reflect matters of concem in the society where they were first heard,

perceived or invented, and secondly memorised, written down, and judged

authentic.

Hadith research and European Orientalism

In the middle of the lgth century the first European Orientalists started to argue

that the majority of hadith literature was probably inauthentic or even deliberate

forgery rather than authentic historical material. Some give the credit of being the

first to the German-English Aloys Sprenger (1813-1893)ls0 some to the German

Gustav rù/eil (1808-18S1¡tst At about the same time a few other European

Orientalists, like the Scottish Sir William Muir (1819-1905) and the Dutch R. P.

A. Dozy (1320-1383)152 wrote about early Islam and they worked on primary

l5o Juynboll 1969: l; Brown 1996: 84.
l5l Hallaq 1999:75.
152 Dory's main field was Islamic Spain, though. His main publications include Histoire tles

musulmans tl'Espagne jusqu'à la conquête de I'Andalousie par les Almoravides (71l-l I l0),
Leiden, 1861, among others.
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sources in Arabic. They estimated that at least half of the material in the most

reliable collections could be considered authentic.l53

It was the Hungarian Jew Ignaz Goldziher (1850-1921) who initiated the

modem critical study of the authenticity of hadith literature. Joseph Schacht

(1920-1969) started his article "A revaluation of Islamic traditions" in the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1949 by questioning whether Goldziher's conclu-

sions should be called "something new and unprecedented, or something old and

well-known." Schacht refers to Goldziher's earlier discovery that the traditions

from the Prophet reflect opinions held during the first two and a half centuries

after the hijra are taken into account in all serious historical studies of Islam, but,

Schacht claims, Goldziher's results have been gradually neglected and ignored.lsa
rùy'e must, according to Schacht "... abandon the gratuitous assumptions that

there existed an authentic core of information going back to the time of the Pro-

phet, that spurious and tendentious additions were made to it in every succeeding

generation, that many of these were eliminated by the criticism of isnãds ... that

other spurious traditions escaped rejection, but that the genuine core was not

completely overlaid by later accretions". Schacht seems to claim that if we are

able to cast off the concept of an authentic, historical core of hadith literature, we

would be able to study the development of hadith literature, and for example date

a great many traditions.

Joseph Schacht first formulated the theory of isnãds growing backwards.l55

He uses this theory as a criterion of both dating and evaluating the authenticity of
hadiths. He also claims that the existence of family isnãds as well as the inde-

pendent growth of the historical information conceming the biography of the

Prophet both tend to be an indication oflack ofhistoricity and authenticity.l56

r53 The motives of the lgth-century Orientalists to study Islam were in many cases influenced

by their belief in the superiority of the European culture. See Alan M. Guenthe¡'s article
"Response of Sir Sayyid Aþmad f,Iãn to Sir William Muir" in Oriente Moclerno 2l(l), 2002,
p.219-254. According to Guenther, Muir applied Western critical methods to hadiths and

made an effort to reconstruct an accurate biography of Muhammad. But, as he was a practi-

cing Evangelical Christian, he could not accept the message of Muhammad because it denied

the divinity ofJesus. Thus, his analysis began from the principle that all the hadiths, which
reported miracles performed by Muhammad had to be false. Muir did not criticize Islam or
lslamic societies for being backward or inational because of the central importance of
religion in the social life. He believed that religion had to be a defining force in society; to be

truly beneficial it had to be Christianity. Interestingly, Aþmad flãn, who - at least initially -
accepted the authority of hadith literature, also tended to reject hadiths which described

mi¡acles performed by Muhammad. Aþmad fIãn's reasons for this were not theological, but
a result of his general rejection of all supematuralism and his reliance on natural sciences.
(Guenther 2002: 220)

schacht 1949:143.

His view of isnads is, on the whole, quite sceptical. In his Ongøs, he speaks constantly and

without hesitation about arbitrary creation of rìs nãds and putting r'srads together carelessly

schacht 1949:147-151.

154
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From the times of Ignaz Goldziher Western researchers of Islam have been of
the opinion that it is almost impossible to say which of the large bulk of hadiths

even in the Six Books can be thought of as originating during the Prophet's

lifetime and thus, could be considered to be the words or opinions of either

Muhammad or his closest companions.

According to their approach to the texts the views of some of the most

significant scholars in hadith studieslsT might be divided into three groups: First,

the most critical ones, with lgnaz Goldziher and Joseph Schacht as their leading

figures, who deny the attribution of the bulk of hadith literature to its supposed

originators. John V/ansbrough, Michael Cook and Norman Calder belong to this

group. Second, those who maintain that the writing down of the texts started

almost immediately after the death of the Prophet and continued virtually uninter-

rupted during the first three Islamic centuries, and, thus, the authenticity question

can be examined as part of historical textual tradition. Nabia Abbott, Fuat Sezgin,

Muhammad al-Azami, Gregor Schoeler and Johann Fück belong to this group.

The third group consists of researchers who stand somewhere between these two

camps like G. H. A. Juynboll, Fazlur Rahman, James Robson, and Harald

Motzki.l58
Joseph Schacht pointed out that all efforts to extract the "authentic core" of

the mass of hadith literature have failed.lseSchacht seems to believe that such a

core exists, but does it really have any meaning if we have no way of finding out

which hadiths or sections of hadiths belong to this authentic core?

Goldziher has usually been considered the most sceptical of the early Euro-

pean scholars of hadith literature and he is credited with being the most important

nineteenth-century critic of hadith. ln his Muhammedanische Sludien (vol. II,
1890) he claims that although hadith literature will not serve as a document for the

history of early Islam, it has an important function as a reflection of the tendencies

which appeared in the community in its later stages of development. It contains

invaluable evidence for the evolution of Islam during its years of formation.160

My own approach to the question of authenticity should be already be clear.

From my point of view, it really does not matter whether the texts we read and

analyse are authentic or not. What I am interested in is the fact that the editing and

formulating tradition has surely happened for political, social and sometimes

perhaps even for religious reasons, but it has mostly been a historical process of
theological development which has moulded the corpus as we possess it today.

l 57 Fo, un excellent recent evaluation of the work of the most iÍiportant scholars, see Berg 2000.

In this paragraph I mention only those scholars whom I take up in my text.
158 Sto*urr", 1998: 282,note 2; Hatlaq 1999: 76.
f59 schacht 1967:4.
lóo Goldrih.r 1890:5.
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Selection of authentic hadiths

Nabia Abbott gives a good, albeit somewhat simplistic, summary of the gradual

growth of hadith literature inher Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, II (1967). She

constructs a clear picture of the remarkable increase in the number of hadiths

since the lifetime of the Prophet. The older Companions, ;aþaba, according to

Abbott, each transmitted only a few hadiths, yet even some of the younger

Companions have a large number of hadiths attributed to them. And again, the

Successors \ilere more eager than the younger Companions to collect and transmit

hadiths. A few of the transmitters of the first Islamic century probably had l0G-

300 hadiths and some of the largest early collections included a thousand hadiths.

During the second Islamic century the growth of hadith material accelerated.

Numbers grew rapidly from a few thousand to tens of thousands. In the first half
of the third century figures for entire collections range from several hundred

thousand to a million or even a million and a half.16l

Keeping this in mind it is not at all exceptional that al-Bukhãrï is said to have

selected the material for his Saklh îrom a mass of 300,000 or 600,000 hadiths.l62

Given the difference in these figures it is impossible to estimate the accurate

number of hadiths al-BukhãrI knew and in my opinion not even an approximate

number was ever known because it did not have any significance. The information

these figures - both of them - cany, is that he knew a large number of hadiths.

Thus, it is only logical that serious scholars like al-Bukhãri felt the need to

manage the bulk of hadith literature in some way, to organise the material, to try
and sort out the authentic ones, and his explicit intention might also have been to

stop the supposed exponential growth of the materid.l63 9n the other hand, we do

not actually know the number of hadiths al-BulJrãri knew. In his own words,

l6l Abbott 1967:65-69.
162 Robron, "al-Buþãrf', ¿'l2. Abbott (1967: 69) mentions the figure 300,000, of which he had

memorised 100,000 of the best, but she adds that the figure 600,000 of which he had

memorised 200,000 is also given.
163 Abbott (1967: 72) explains the mush¡ooming of hadition by describing how the average

Corrpanion transmitted one hadith to two Successors and each of these two transmitted the

same hadith to two transmitters of the next generation. She assumes that this series was

continued so that we would get a geometric progression whose fourth and eighth terms

would be 16 and 256 respectively. Abbott admits readily that these estimations cannot be

counterchecked and, to my mind, they give a too simple and regular idea of the way the

hadith material has grown. Abbott's model explains the existence of multiple isnãds fo¡ lhe
same hadith and different versions of the same motifs of narration, but it cannot be

acceptable if we consider the common link theory of Schacht to have any accuracy, or if we

consider any other types ofirregularities in the isnãds. Abbott's estimation does not explain
the increase ofinformation circulating among the Successors, either.
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reported by Ibn flajar, he "knew a hundred thousand sound hadiths and a hundred

thousand hadiths which were not sound. His copyist heard him say one day: I did

not sleep last night until I had counted how many hadiths I have compiled and

they were a hundred thousand."l64

Ibn flajar lived in the l5th century but al-Bukhãrî's collection was recognis-

ed as one of the most authoritative collections of Sunni hadiths soon after the

death of the author and, thus, the number of hadiths in the collection was a known

fact by the time of Ibn flajar. It may be argued that the descriptions about the

huge quantities of hadiths have been formulated later with the intention of ex-

plaining the proportions of the classical collections. In addition, the fact that some

chapters inthe $aþrþ al-Bukhdrl contain chapter headings with no hadiths u¡ u¡l6s

gives reason to think that the number of hadiths circulating was perhaps not so

enoÍnous, but also that inventing a hadith when in need of one was not an easy

solution for al-Bukhãn-. On the other hand, in Kinb bad' al-khalq there are

chapters which comprise as many as 24 or 28 hadiths, like Chapters 8 and 1 I .

The consensus principle

How important in fact was the question of historicity and authenticity in the 9th

century? Barbara Stowasser presents an intriguing view of the interdependence of
the notions of authenticity and consensus in her "Gender issues and contemporary

Quran interpretation" (1998). She asserts that the focus of the compilers of the Six

Books was not so much on the historical authenticity of the texts but the qualifi-

cation of the hadiths was based on a larger concept of authenticity as "spiritually

and morally beneficial to the community". 166 1¡" consensus principle, as

I 64 Ibn ga¡ar, p. 512.
165 ¡ç¡¡66 al-1lm Chapter l, Kiñb al-zakãt Chapter 6, Chapter 19 and Chapter 29, Kirab al-btry6

Chapter 107, and Kitãb al-ijãra Chapter 6 contain a chapter heading only, but not a single

hadith report. Kitab al-jihãd Chapter 60, Chapters ll4 and ll5 state that Jãbir and Abä
Hurayra have transmitted a hadith on the subjects of these chapter headings, but no hadith is

presented. Kiñb al-j ihãd Chapter I I 8 contains a chapter heading only. Chapter 193 in the

same kitdb does not have the appearance of a hadith report at all. It has no isnãd and the

matn sinply answers the question asked in the chapter heading. Kiñb aþãdíth al-anbiyã'
Chapter 4 recites the Qur'an 37:123-l3l and Chapter 13 informs us about the existence ofa
qi;ga of Isþãq, son of the prophet lbrãh-rm related by Ibn 'Umar and Abt Hurayra on the

authority of the Prophet, but no narration is given. Chapter 5l in KitAb al-da'awãt has a

chapter heading but the text only indicates that there is a hadith on the subject on the

authority of Jãbir. ln Kitãb al-fara'i/ there are two successive chapter headings with no

hadith. The first one is numbered, Chapter 27, but the second one is not. There has probably

been disagreement about at least the second one, which deals with the crime of denying

patemity of a child. Kiñb al-t6bîr, Chapter 24 again contains no hadiths. Thus, there are

fifteen chapter headings in the collection with no hadith report at all.
166 Sto*urr., 1998: 3l-32.
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Stowasser calls it, has certainly played a considerable part in the compilation

work of al-Bukhãrï, but how explicitly did the 9th-century compilers recognise

this tendency?

Dickinson, in his more recent book, notes that various caliphs asked scholars

to draw up a single code of law for the Muslim empire, which - whatever the

ultimate historicity of these claims would be - bears witness to the prevalence of
the ideal of legal uniformity.l6TAll the evidence we have from Ibn flajar makes

the very distinct claim that the question of authenticity was the only criterion al-

Bukhãrl accepted as a basis for the acceptability of a hadith. Yet, on the other

hand, we might deal with two, or several, distinct levels of reality. The

transmitters might have intended to advance truthful hadiths only. If a hadith was

invented the fabricator might have thought that the Prophet really did act in the

way the fabricator imagined or assumed, or, at least, that he might have done so

even if he actually did not, or if such information was not available. Moreover, al-

BukhãrT might have aimed at selecting authentic hadiths only, but the consensus

principle has most likely affected his views on the authenticity of the texts. Finally,

Ibn gajar, and his contemporaries have taken it for granted that the authenticity

question was the only criterion al-Bukhãrl applied in his selective work and

ignored, consciously or unconsciously, the role ofconsensus in the process.

Nabia Abbott has been more cautious in her analysis of the consensus

principle. She differentiated between hadiths which deal with the lawful and the

unlawful, al-þalãl wa-l-þarãm, and those which deal with personal morality or

religious life, and points out that the latter were retained more easily on the

assumption that they were good for the morality of the community than the former

ones, which were subjected to stricter scrutiny.l68 She seems to refer to the same

distinction Juynboll is making when he speaks abotst sunna'amaliyta and sunna

qawliyya,

The consensus principle also explains the existence ofcontradictory hadiths

in the same collection. Their beneficial nature has probably been agreed upon by a

group of people during a period of time.169 But, I would ft¡rther stress that textual

inconsistencies and even contradictions in early Islamic texts may correspond to

the diversity of life and commitments of the time. Loyalty to the Prophet

Muhammad was only one aspect of life and one level of loyalty in early Islamic

societies. The eagerness to interpret contradictoty or inconsistent hadiths as

mistakes in historical recording might be an example of the "naturalisation" of a

frame of reference.lTo On the other hand, one might argue that in the 7th and 8th

l6? Di.kinron 2ool:2.
168 Abbott l96i:76.
169 sto*usrt 1998:31-32.
I 70 3.r the chapter about the question of historicity.
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centuries, before the Prophet's sunna was given the status of the second most

important basis of Islamic faith and practice after the Qur'an, there would not

have been such eagemess in knowing whether a paficular hadith was authentic or

not as long as its morality was considered to be beneficial to the community.

ln the early Islamic community consensus seems to have had the function of
a final resolution on all problems. If we look at consensus from this point of view

it seems logical that the concept of ra'y came to be interpreted as disagreement. If
consensus was supposed to reigrr among the Companions and the Followers and

consequently among the developing ummq, and authenticity was based largely

upon consensus, personal opinion became the contrary of sunna. Of course, the

consensus of all Muslims is needed only on the essentials of life and faith; it is the

consensus of scholars that matters on more detailed questions.

Consensus, as a concept, always presupposes some degree of anonymity; it
reflects an average opinion, which might be provincial or more general. But it al-

ways excludes and silences minorities. Consensus as authority has the potentiality

to be democratic. But when ra y becomes the privilege of caliphs and scholars, it
becomes at the same time a non-democratic device, unless the question whose

ra'y canbe accepted as a valid argument is democratically defined'

What, then, were the factors, explicit or implicit, expressed or concealed, that

were involved in the final stage that determined the selection of traditions? The

answer to this question remains equivocal. According to a traditional Muslim

view, large numbers of hadiths had to be dropped because of sheer bulk, but what

were the criteria of dropping or saving? Instead of asking why some reports were

forgotten, we might also ask why so many repetitive hadiths were kept in the

collection? Why were so many hadiths, which are practically empty of the point

of view of substance, kept? Why were some seemingly unimportant ones with a

weak isnãd kept? Why were so many irrelevant or inappropriate hadiths grouped

under certain chapter headings? And why did all this happen despite of the

enornous bulk of material al-BukhãrÏ is claimed to have had?

METHODOLOGY

I have not applied one strict method of reading in this study, but, instead, I have

used several different methodological tools and conceptions. My reading has been

influenced by a rhetorical approach, especially the New Rhetorics.

Rhetorical analysis has been very little used in the field of studies related to the

Islamic world.lTl Some of the most influential rhetorical theorists are Charm Perel-

l7l In the field oflslamic studies Tuula Sakaranaho in her thesis The Complex Otåer (1998), uses

rhetorical analysis to analyse the discussion around the veiling ofTurkish women. She also gives

a good overview of the development and use of new rhetoric in contemporary social sciences
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man and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, Stephen Toulmin and Kenneth Burke. From the

point of view of this book, the most important theorists of the New Rhetoric are

Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyt eca.t'l 2

It was Richard Rorty who first spoke about a "rhetorical turn" in the 1984

Iowa Symposium of the Human Sciences.lT3 With the "tum" he referred to the

change in attitudes that happened mainly in the 1950s, and it seems that this sym-

posium set forth a school of rhetoric which is sometimes called the Iowa School.

Paradoxically, the Iowa School seems to have substituted the term rhetoric of
inquiry for rhetorical turn.l74

Rhetorical turn, half-turn, or two turns?

Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza has accomplished some very interesting work on

feminist and rhetorical criticism in Biblical studies. In her "Challenging the

Rhetorical HalÊTurn", she asserts that "biblical studies has become stuck in a
rhetorical 'half-tum' ... insofar as it has barely recognised the contributions which

feminist and liberationist scholarship has made to the New Rhetoric"'l7sBut I
think that the sharpest point of Schüssler Fiorenza's criticism lies in her

observation ofthe tendency ofscholars who claim to apply rhetorical analysis, but

nevertheless read the texts against a scientific explanatory background which they

regard as the true context of the text. While claiming to apply socio-rhetorical

analysis and to be aware of gender studies, the work of Vernon Robbins, for

example, still resorts to a positivist social-scientific approach. Gender studies

become involved when the writer, in Schüssler Fiorenza's words "reinforces the

rhetoric of the text's grammatical gender system by contextualising the story

within the framework of a particular construction of the Mediterranean socio-

cultural sex/gender system and by then going on to "naturalise" this constructed

with plenty of references. Sakaranaho describes the rhetorical turn as "the rediscovery of
rhetoric that took place in the humanistic sciences during recent decades and which has led to

the formation ofthe so-called new rhetoric". (Sakaranaho 1998: 4l)
172 Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza points out in her "Rhetorical Half-Turn" that Olbrechts-T¡eca

is a good example of how "women and their intellectual work are 'written out' of history".
Although La nouvelle rhëtorique was co-authored, Olbrechts-T¡eca is hardly mentioned in

the literature and her signifìcant conhibutions are never elaborated. (Schüssler Fiorenza

1994: note 5)
173 Simons 1990: vii; Sakaranaho 1998:41.
174 The term rhetoric of inquiry is used in all the articles in Simons's The Rhetorical Turn

( I 990); see also Schüssler Fiorenza 1994: 29.
175 Schüssler F torerna 1994 29-30.
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frame of reference as a scientific historical model that is said to reflect accurately

the 'commonplace' ethos of the Meditenanean in antiquity''.176

If Schüssler Fiorenza is of the opinion that only a rhetorical half-tr¡rn has

occurred, according to Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar, it appears that two "rhetorical

tums", have taken place: an explicit one and an implicit one. The explicit rhetori-

cal tum is the explicit recognition of the relevance of rhetoric for contemporary

thought and the use of it as a critical way of interpreting texts. Chaim Perelman

and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca are clearly scholars who have not only applied, but

also theoretically analysed and promoted the emergence of the New Rhetoric. By
an implicit rhetorical tum Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar refers to writers who do

not apply rhetorical terminology, but whose work comprises signs of rhetorical

thinking.lTT

My approach

Rhetoric, to me, is about matter - not manner. At the core of rhetorical analysis is

persuasion, the substance and the content of the argumentation. It is, of course,

important to recogrise literary features such as topoi, symbols, and linguistic

figures as well, because they have an effect on the way the message is supposed to

be understood.

Rhetorical analysis is not a precise method but, rather, a specific way of reading

a text. The central questions asked are: What is the argument that is set forth? How is

it argued? How is the argument justified? What does the justification of the

argument reveal about the argument and the speaker? Who is the speaker addressing?

How is he addressing his audience? The reader might argue that these questions are

always asked while dealing with texts, and I would answer that one of the merits

of new rhetoric is to make these questions explicit.
An impofant aspect in rhetorical reading is to try to determine the intentions,

motives, and the frame of mind of the speaker. What constitutes the rhetorical

situation of the argumentation? Is it the text alone; is only the information that can

be derived from the text itself part of the rhetorical situation? How are we able to

contextualise the text? Do we have to accept that our contextualisation is, in itsel{,

only one of the stories we are creating?

Of course, the rhetorical tradition is nothing new. Aristotle is the author of one

of the oldest extant works on rhetoric, and he heads a very modem tradition in which

rhetoric is not considered a technology of manipulation, but a v/ay of creating

176 Schüssle¡ Fio¡enza 1994: 33.
I 77 For Gaonkar's ( I 990) critical views of rhetoric see, "The ¡hetoric and its double" n The

Rhetorical Turn, p. 341-366.
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reasonable communication between both individuals and groups in society. However,

until recently the term rhetoric has usually been understood as a use oflanguage in

the interest of manipulation and, in political language, as a means of acquiring power.

That is why the term "rhetorical tum" is so appropriate.

Aristotle divides the means of persuasion into three interacting functions, which

he calls ethos, pathos and logos. Ricca Edmondson, in her Rhetoric in Sociologt
(1984), refers to these functions as self-presentation, sensitisation and the abstract

structure of the argument. SelÊpresentation refers to the fact that arguments tend to

be seen as someone's arguments. The perceived moral, social and intellectual

competence of the speaker gives additional reasons for taking notice of what is said

or, in the opposite case, for disregarding it. We do, in fact, estimate arguments partly

according to our views of the reliabilit¡ maturify and moral authority of those

making them. Aristotle made the obvious remark that the more uncertain the subject

under discussion the more influential the speaker's character is liable to be.

Edmondson's concept of sensitisation or 'þutting the audience into a certain

frame of mind" does not refer to the manipulation of the audience or to exploiting

positions of relative power. Edmondson claims that there are at least two sides to the

functioning of sensitisation. First, there is the idea of Plato and Aristotle that it is not

enough to argue logically if anyone wishes to communicate effectively. An

influential speaker must admit that social and psychological factors are as important

as intellectual ones when putting forward any argument. Second, a particular dispo-

sition may be necessary for the due consideration of a certain argument. Edmondson

refers to logos or the argument itself as the abstract structure of the argument. Yet,

argument, according to her, does not signify an actual piece of communication

"expressed in purely cognitive terms"; it "does not occur by itselfbut is expressed by

what is said". The way I interpret this it that Edmondson, by these rather unclear

words, refers to the same idea I think is at the core of the notion of logos. The most

important object of analysis is not the way thoughts are expressed; logos, as an

abstract structure of argument, is the point the argumentation aims at proving.lTS

Edmondson sums up the terminology she uses: "If selÊpresentation is the aspect of
communication most concemed with the character of the speaker, and sensitisation

most concerned with the heareç logos is most concemed with the subject-matter of
discussion."t79

Edmondson regards logos as something intrinsically abstract, but another

researcher who has greatly developed the theory of rhetoric, Michael Billig, distin-

guishes a rhetoric ofform and a rhetoric ofcontent. "As one passes from rhetoric of

I 78 1¡.r. is a certain irony in this argumentation, since rhetoric, as now understood in every day

usage, means speech which lacks substance and meaning. To call something mere rhetoric

means that it is only lip service instead ofreasoning which leads to real action.
179 Edmondson 1984:19.
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form to rhetoric of content, one is dealing with invention."lsO Billig refers to

invention as 'witcraft'. Billig's approach to rhetoric is social psychological, and he

keeps the logos as the centre ofinterest.

In contrast to Edmondson, Billig seems to locate the logos in an interpretative

chain. The chain starts from invention and goes to witcraft, through the processes of

argumentation and logos. Ricca Edmondson seems to look at self presentation,

sensitisation, and the abstract structure of argument as components of a simultaneous

mental act:

Abstract st¡uctu¡e of

argument

Selfpresentation

Sensitisation

180 Billig 1987: 83. Billig, following the authorities of Antiquity, distinguishes five main

branches of rhetoric: invention, anangement, expression, memory, and delivery; see Billig
1987:55-59.
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Michael Billig tends to see it as an interpretative chain:

i¡'.-eltiou nl.gtrrtre¡¡talit¡¡ --------+llrgtr¡- € r'r. i I c ¡.n f t

I

nrlartgetuettf loeic

teclulical eqrertise

tuemotY skill* of ptseutation

clelirær1'

In Billig's analysis the logos seems to be something which leads to witcraft

and witcraft, in my understanding, seems to be the most appreciated aspect of
rhetoric in his way of arguing. But witcraft does not need only invention. Logic is

assumed self-evidently; an illogical argument can never be witcraft. In its pure

form, witcraft does not presume technical expertise, but in many cases it cooper-

ates with necessary specialised or professional knowledge. The skills of presen-

tation, in Billig's vocabulary, refer to the manner in which the argumentation is

presented; involving language, voice, and gestures. Again, in pure witcraft, the

skills ofpresentation should not have a considerable, ifany, influence on the out-

come of the debate. Pure witcraft is the outcome of invention and logic. The other

aspects ofarguing should have accessory meaning only.lsl
Another important part of Billig's argumentation that I am using in my study

is his analysis of the dynamics of particularisation and categorisation. Billig does

not consider categorisation as a basic mental process, but he analyses particu-

larisation and categorisation as two opposing processes of cognition: the process

ofcategorisation, or locating objects in the relevant feature space, presupposes the

l8l The above analysis of Billig's theory is based on Chapter 5, "The Art of Witcraft", p. 82-l l8
in Billig's lrga ing and Thinking (1987).

x0'le

I
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ability to particularise, and particularisation, or the ability to perceive similarities

and differences, is based on the ability to categorise.

One of the most interesting aspects connected with the processes of categori-

sation is the location of essences. In Billig's vocabulary, essence is the fittest way

of speaking of phenomena, not something llng behind everyday objects. When a

speaker chooses a discourse, he implies that this particular discourse will best

capture the essence of the matter. Only if his way of presenting the matter is chal-

lenged, might he make the implication explicit - or, in the case of a thoughtless

speaker, he might notice that his way of presenting the matter was not appropriate.

When arguing about the boundaries of the categories, whether a thing

belongs to a particular category or not, the boundary might be moved so much

that the essence of the category is relocated. However, Billig makes a distinction

between redrawing a boundary and relocating an essence: redrawing a boundary

does not usually challenge the basic values and norms, while relocation does.

Relevant questions in connection with essences and boundaries, and a collection

of hadiths, are abundant, and one of the most interesting ones is: do the texts tell

us something about the essencels2 of life? Where do the texts locate the essence of
womanhood? What can we say about the concept of choice in Islam according to

these texts? What do al-Bukhãn-'s chapter headings tell us about the essences of
the hadiths? Do the extant collections of hadith capture anything essential about

the life of the Prophet and his early community?l8l

The third dimension in rhetoric, which I have adopted from Billig, is the

notion of argumentative context. It is a very common assertion in the study of
rhetoric that the meaning of an argument will very easily remain unclear unless its

context is known. Billig develops Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's thoughts of
the dangers of taking an argument out of context. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca

speak of an argumentative situation (la situation argumentative). The notion of the

argumentative situation is quite central in Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's New

Rhetoric, although they do not elaborate on the concept itself in an extensive way.

But the overall argumentation in the New Rhetoric is based on the analysis of
arguments in their context, with special emphasis on the concept of audience and

the possibility of counter arguments.

Billig takes this perception even further: "The meaning of discourse used in

an argumentative context must be examined in terms of the contest between

criticism and justification. Therefore, to understand the meaning of a sentence or a

whole discourse in an argumentative context, one should ... also consider the

positions which are being criticized, or against which a justification is being

I 82 I use the term essence in the same rhetorical meaning as Billig does'

183 1¡. above chapters on categorisation and particularisation are based on Chapter 6,

"Categorization and Particularization", p. I l8-155, in Billig's lrgr ing and Thinking (1987).
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mounted."l84 Billig's point is that we cannot properly understand an argument if
we do not know what it is arguing against. 185

The criteria of remembering and authenticating the Prophet's safngs were

discussed in the previous chapter. However, in connection to the argumentative

context, not only what is said and argued is noteworthy, but also the importance of
what is left unsaid becomes equally crucial. Whenever the Prophet has argued - or

is said to have argued - for or against something, it means that the topic has been

un object of controversy. But what do the things that are not discussed tell us

about the society?

Vernon Robbins' socio-rhetorical method

Vemon Robbins has developed an approach to literature that focuses on the text

itseli but, in addition, "moves interactively into the world of the people who

wrote the texts and into our present *ot1¿". 186 To be able to read the text from

these three perspectives, the text is regarded as a "thickly textured tapestry"l8?

woven with complex patterns and images. Robbins distinguishes five different

angles to explore these various textures in a text: inner texture, intertexture, social

and cultural texture, ideological texture, and sacred texture'

Inner texture

Inner texture, or getting inside a text, concerns things like repetition ofparticular

words, creation of beginnings and endings, alternation of reported speech, narra-

tion and dialogue, the way arguments are presented, reasoned and argued against,

the senses, feelings and actions the text describes or evokes, altemation of

I 84 Biilig t987: 9t .

I 85 Billig gives a multitude of amusing examples about arguments, which become totally incom-

prehensible unless the social debate in which it belongs is known. One of the examples he

gives is the book by Bishop Whately, Historical Doubts Relative to Napoleon Buonaparte,

published in I 81 9. In his book, the Bishop argues that Napoleon, contrary to all appearances,

never existed. According to him "B¡itish newspaper proprietors had conspired together to

consfuct a French menace, which would boost flagging newspaper sales. lt was absurd to

betieve that a single individual - a Co¡sican upstart at that - lvould achieve half of what the

newspapers ascribed to Buonapart€. Besides, neither Whately, nor ânyone he knew, had ever

seen this alleged Napoleon." "In point offact ... the real target ofvy'hately's work had pre-

cious little to do with Napoleon ... Whately was countering the skepticism of David Hume,

by suggesting that the logic of Hume's arguments against Biblical miracles would lead to

doubting obvious facts such as the existence ofNapoleon." (Billig 1987: 9l-92)
186 Robbinr 1996: L
187 Robbinr 1996:2.
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passivity and activity, and references to time. In a written text, the inner text

naturally resides in the verbal texture, the words and the language itself. This kind

ofanalysis, I feel, takes the text out ofits historical and intertextual context. It is,

of course, only one primary stage in the analysis of a text, but it is a very essential

one. By implementing close inner text analysis, the analyst will not only bocome

well acquainted with the text but, paradoxically, she or he will also gain a certain

distance to the text. This becomes quite important when studfng religious texts or

texts of which we have a certain pre-understanding in our mind.

Robbins enumerates six different kinds of inner texture. He speaks of
repetitive, progressive, narrational, opening-middle-closing, argumentative and

sensory-aesthetic texture.

Repetitive texture is created by the occurrence of words and phrases more

than once in a unit. It is rarely very interesting or fruitful to look for repetitive

elements as such in a text, but when the repetition develops into a progression the

analysis becomes more valuable. The various voices through which the words are

spoken produce the narrationøl texture. The voices are not always identified with

a specific character; the speech ofone group can be presented as one voice, only

some of the characters may be allowed to speak, some do not have a voice at all,

and some are not even present.

Opening-middle-closing texture is created by the way a section of a discourse

is started, the nature of its body, and the way it is concluded. Argumentative

texture deals with the inner reasoning, logical or illogical, in the discourse and

finally, sensory-aesthetic texture resides in the feelings and emotions the text

evokes or embodies.

An important aspect in Robbins's method is the question of who speaks the

first and last word. This is one of the aspects of discourse that Billig takes up, too.

In the chapter entitled "The Art of Witcraft", Billig states that the use of witcraft

is linked to the search for the last word.l88 But what do we mean with the last

word? In Billig's analysis:

one may not search for the last word to persuade the other, but to persuade oneselfthat
one's own arguments have escaped unscathed from criticism. 189 -

Moreover, it is not in any case uncontroversial which one of the speakers

spoke the last word. We tend to remember different arguments in a discussion

according to our personal interest, and, we tend to remember our own utterances

better than those of our interlocutor. Thus, Billig concludes, "the result would be,

188 Billig 1987: lo6.
189 Biilig 1987: lo8.
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that both sides would feel that the same argument had produced very different last

words, or unanswered criticisms". 1 90

Intertexture

A text never exists in a vacuum. If we speak of a text, we always speak of at least

a three-dimensional world, which is constituted of the writer, the reader and the

text. In Ricca Edmondson's thinking this "tridimensionality" is in a central posi-

tion. Edmondson speaks about author, subject and reader; the'þersonal exist-

ences" of these three and the ways their existence influences writing, even formal

academic writing.l9l
These three elements of a text also interact with the outside world. The writer

writes in the context of his or her individual, social, cultural, economic,

ideological and political surroundings and, correspondingly, the reader reads and

interprets the text in his or her own context. Intertexture is concerned with more

than the study of a text itself. It is concemed with the study of a text's represen-

tation of the outside world. Vemon Robbins speaks of oral-scribal intertexture,

cultural, social and historical intertexture.

Oral-scribal intertexture means using words, sentences or ideas from other

texts either explicitly referring to the other text or implicitly, without reference.

The text which is referred to, may be any text outside the text itself. In the case of
hadith studies, it might be another hadith, it might be the Qur'an or any other text,

script or safng. Robbins distinguishes fïve basic ways in which oral-scribal inter-

texture occurs.l92

An interesting case of intertexture in al-BukhãrI's collection is a hadith with

no chapter heading in Kilab istitãbat al-murtaddîn wa-l-mu'ãnidin wa-qitãlihim

Chapter 5 no.6929:

.Abdallãh said: As if I was looking at the Prophet (pbuh) while he told about a prophet

(from among the prophets) who was beaten by his people. He was wiping blood from
his face and said: Lord, forgive my people for they do not know (what they do), Rabbi

ghlir li-q awní fa- i nnahum I a yd I amùna.

There is an identical hadith (except that the prophet refers to God as Allãhumma

instead of Rabb) in Kitab aþdùth al-anbiyã' Chapter 54 no. 347 7, which is a long

l90 niilig 1987: lo8.
l9l Edmondson 1984:2.
192 46o111 different types and examples of oral-scribal intertexture: recitation, recontextualisa-

tion, reconfiguration, narrative amplification, and thematic elaboration, see Robbins 1996:

40-58.
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chapter with24 hadiths but no chapter heading.le3 This hadith clearly refers to the

words ofJesus on the cross when he says: fa-qãla Yasu': yã abatãh ighfir lahum

li-annahum lã ydlamûna mãdhõ yaf alûna (Luke 23:34).

The audience

The most attractive of Perelman's and Olbrechts-Tyteca's abstractions is the

concept of audience. It seems to be one of the most debatable and exciting aspects

of their theory of argumentation.lea

To be able to say anything about audience in hadith literature we should first of
all determine who the speaker is and whom he is addressing. A simple and tradition-

al view is that the speaker, in þañth nabawl, a Prophet report, must be the Prophet

and the hearer the person/people he is talking to.l95 Another type of þaltth nabqwl is

a report in which a companion describes a specific act of the Prophet or his general

behaviour. In these hadiths the companion is the speaker, directly reporting about the

Prophet. In those hadiths that are of the mursal type, the speaker is the companion or

the follower of the Prophet.

In the case of an invented hadith the supposed speaker would be the Prophet

and the immediate audience would be those people he addresses in the hadith. But as

we shall see, the concept ofaudience is not as clear cut as that. Ifa hadith is invented,

the actual speaker would naturally be the Prophet, but the inventor, and the audience

would be the general public, a specific group of people concemed, or the other

contemporary hadith scholars.

Kitãb al-þiyal Chapter lO no. 6967 quotes the Prophet saying that he is only

human, and, thus, his verdicts might be influenced by the verbal superiority of one

of the pafies in a conflict. Therefore, if a Muslim gives up a part of the compen-

sation that the Prophet has sentenced another Muslim to pay him, his time in the

hellfire will be reduced. There is a similar hadith in the Kitdb al-mafilim Chapter

16 no. 2458 with a chapter heading: About the sin of the one who litigates without

any ground and being conscious of it. The chapter heading emphasises the latter

part of the matn but completely ignores the beginning, which describes the

Prophet as a normal, fallible man. This hadith gives some background information

to the report: the Prophet uttered these words in consequence of a quanel he

happened to hear through the door of his room. The overall impression these

193 Houd.r, in a footnote to his French t¡anslation of no. 6929 adds that the prophet whom
Muhammad refened to was Moses.

194 In the "Inhoduction" to Golden & Pilotta 1986 there is a section about an informal seminar

with Professor Perelman in Ohio State University. Most of the questions and conversations

dealt with the concept ofthe universal audience.
195 Hod¡th qudsl type ofhadiths are not dealt with in this study.
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hadiths give is that the Prophet did not consider all the judgments he made as

binding to all Muslims in all times. He seems to be well aware of the actions and

reactions ofrhetoric and the influence ofverbal skill on the decisions ofpeople.

In general, Muslims consider hadiths to be the words of the Prophet. They were,

according to the Islamic view expressed by Muslim hadith scholars and passed on

orally for more than two hundred years. The conservation of these words in the

process of oral transmission is a part of the divine miracle of the true message of
Jtlatt.l96 After several generations al-Bukhãn- - in this case - collected the reports

and selected the ones he, after a very serious research ofthe isnãds, concluded to be

authentic or trustworthy enough to be included in his $ak1h. As for the hearer, in

many hadiths there is no hearer at all; there are texts, which simply describe the acts

of the Prophet or indirectly report him saying something without any specified

hearer. Many hadiths porhay the companions asking the Prophet direct questions, or,

the Prophet is addressing them spontaneously. In these cases, there are one or many

specified hearers. On the other hand, ifthe hadiths are considered to be addressed to

all Muslims as guidelines for correct behaviour, then the whole Islamic umma wíll,
ultimately, constitute the group of hearers.

In short, the audience is the group of those whom the speaker wqnts to

influence by his argumentation.t91 The key word here ís want, the desire of the

speaker to address his words to a certain audience. The audience is a construction

ofthe speaker; there are no tangible criteria to define the audience ofa speaker, let

alone the writer, as such.

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's theory sets out from the supposition that

any speaker always has an idea of an audience in mind and that the way the

speaker constructs the idea of his audience is more or less systematic. For the

196 Some scholars, like F. Sezgin and N. Abbott, propose that the t¡ansition from orality to the

written form did not happen all at once, but that Arab transmitters kept notes in writing from
the beginning ofthe Islamic era. Sezgin (1967: 55) proposes a continuum: kiøbat al-þadîth
+ tadwîn al-þadtth - tatn{al-haüth, i.e,, notes for private usage + collections of notes to

a certain purpose - systematically organised books. Schæler (2002: 6_9) discusses this

issue in his tlcrire et transmettre and he refers to the distinction made by Sprenger between

occasional notes, notebooks and actual books. He also makes a distinction between writing
and publishing. A text might be written down, but its publication might be uniquely in oral

form. The most radical approach is that of Norman Calder. According to his theory students

of hadith and hadith scholars took notes from the information they heard, but these notes

were exhemely unreliable as to the way they reproduce what was actually said. Moreover, in
Calder's words, "the owner ofthe notebook controlled its contents ... There is no reason to
suppose that one man's samff would be the same as anothe¡'s from the same master. It is
perfectly possible that two listeners at the same mailis would lake notes on different dicta;

they might record them more or less in their own words; they might even read them back to
the master - these different notes - and get his approval" (Calder 1993: 173-174). This is of
course possible, but Calder does not give any evidence or examples of this actually

happening.
197 P"rrl-"n & olbrechts-Tyteca 1958: 25.
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communication to be effective the anticipated audience, l'auditoire présumé,

should be as close to reality as possible. If the speaker's idea of the audience is

unrealistic the arguments he uses may turn out to have the opposite effect the

speaker actually wanted them to have. Or, in the case of prophets or other

founders or promoters of ideologies, the fact that his words will most probably -
where he is successful in his mission - be used later in totally other circumstances

and for totally different audiences, may alter the message a great deal'

Universal audience

At the core ofthe concept ofaudience is the notion ofthe universal audience. The

universal audience is, in principle, all humankind, or at least, all normal, adult

persons.l9S Perelman's concept ofuniversal audience could be defined either as an

undefined audience, or any person with a judicial mind. One might claim, of
course, that these two definitions embody the same idea. Any person might, rheto-

rically, represent the whole of humankind and the whole of humankind as an

audience is, of course, absolutely impossible. Every reasonably conceived audi-

ence is always, at least to some extent, a composite audience, and the unanimity

of the audience is, accordingly, relative. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca speak of
a "... universality and unanimity imaginedby the speaker ...¡'.tee

I am inclined to think that very often, in the interpretation of the hadiths, a

single hearer represents the universal audience. When the Prophet addresses a

single heare¡ the hearer is interpreted to represent the umma, the universal audi-

ence. The Prophet's words to a single hearer are projected to concem the whole

umma in the process of the development of the concept of sunna. Or, vice versa,

in at case where we suppose that the hadith is of later fabrication, the problems of
the umma are expressed in concrete words, and retrojected to the interlocutor of
the Prophet.

According to the theory of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, it is more typical

of a written dialogue than a spoken dialogue to assume that the single hearer per-

sonifies the universal audience.2OO This, again, emphasises the meaning of the act

of writing down the oral tradition of Islam. The process of telling the events that

later constituted the hadith material, the process of collecting and assessing the

material, writing it down and classifying it, might be perceived as steps in the

198 P.r.lrnun & Olbrechts-T¡eca 1958: 39. "Nous trouvons hois espèces d'auditoires '.' Le

premier, constitué par I'humanité tout entière, ou du moins par tous les hommes adultes et

norlnaux et que nous appellerons I'auditoire universel."
I99 P.relm"n & Olbrechts-Tyteca 1958: 4l: "Il sagit évidemment, dans ce cas, non pas d'un cas

expérimentalement éprouvé, mais d'une universalité et d'une unanimité qlue se reprësente

I' ordteur..." (Italics mine.)
200 Per"lman & Olbrechts-Tyte ca 1958: 37 .
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process of the crystallisation of the sunna of the Prophet. The material might be a

single act of Muhammad, a single utterance to one of his companions or some

domestic behaviour, but it may be interpreted as the speech of the Messenger of
God to all Muslims.

Philosophers, and in some cases also prophets, claim to speak to a universal

audience. 201 1¡"t claim that their message is logically so strong that any

reasonable person will have to be convinced if he reflects on the words of the

philosopher or the prophet. In addition to the force of logic, prophets may claim to

have the power of the divine, universal, and eternal knowledge of truth. This kind

of knowledge must, by definition, both be addressed to and appeal to, the

universal audience.2o2

Elite audience

An elite audience is an audience endowed with special knowledge about the

subject under debate. In the domain of hadith studies, if we ascend to the level of
muþaddithún we could say that a typical elite audience for a muþaddith could be,

for instance, the other collectors of hadith or hadith specialists. It becomes much

more complicated if we remain at the level of the Prophet.

V/e might distinguish the speaker at the level of the matn and the level of the

hadith. At the level of the møtn, the speaker is Muhammad and the audience is

constituted of the early Muslims whether interpreted as single hearers, the early

umma, or the universal audience. At the level of the hadith, the speaker is the

muþaddith or the potential inventor/editor of the hadith, and the audience, in the

case of al-Bukhãrl, the 9th-century Muslims, or, again, the universal audience. To

201 Whether the concept of the audience that the Prophet Muhammad might have constructed in
his mind when he started his prophetic mission was constituted of Arabs only (12:2 We have

sent it down as an Arabic Koran, and 42:7 And so we have revealed to you an Arabic Koran,

that you may wam the Mother of Cities and those who dwell about it ...) is the subject of an-

other discussion. It is clear that according to the present Muslim interpretation, the Prophet's

message was intended for all humankind. Mecca, the Mother of Cities, is the centre of the

world and, thus, its surroundings (man þawlahã) include the whole world, not the Arabian

peninsula only. Al-Bukhãri himself would be excluded from the audience if we stick to the

interpretation of some Western scholars who claim that the Prophet in fact intended to bring

something new to the existing monotheist religions, or create a specifically Arab religion. It
is clear, though, that the interpretation of the mission of Muhammad has changed along with
the growing influence of Islam in the world during the ñrst Islamic centuries.

202 Ju..r L. Golden (1986: 297) doubts the feasibility of applying the concept of unive¡sal

audience to the discourse of people other than philosophers who want to convince. Legis-

lators and religious spokesmen, according to the Golden's interpretation, generally direct

their arguments to particular audiences with specific values. Golden suggests that there is a

certain lack of clarity which Perelman himself also recognised. Perelman modified his notion

of the universal audience in his later publications, and proposed that the universal audience

could apply to other than philosophical discourse as well.
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determine which of the constructions of speaker/audience relationships is more

accurate and in line with the historical truth, is a question which is related to the

authenticity ofhadith literature, and is beyond the scope ofthis study.

An elite audience becomes imperative if any doubt arises among the univer-

sal audience about the "universality''ofthe audience. The universal audience does

not always include the elite audience. When the elite are included, in Perelman

and Olbrechts-Tyteca's words, "the elite is characterised by its hierarchic posi-

tion, ... is considered as a model, ... and sets the norm for everybody." For those

who acknowledge the role of the elite audience as example, the elite might be

identical to the universal audience. For those who do not acknowledge its role, the

elite are only a particular audience.

Perelman and olbrechts-Tyteca have developed this line of thinking further.

They say particular concrete audiences can validate a concept of the universal

audience which is characteristic to them. But, it is the undefined universal

audience that is invoked tojudge on what is the concept ofthe universal audience

appropriate to such a concrete audience.It can be said that audiences pass judge-

ment on one another.2o3

The universal audience is a construction in the speaker's mind, and a speaker

may address the universal audience even if he is speaking to a single person. Cor-

respondingly, a speaker cannot exclude someone from the universal audience. Ifa
philosopher speaks to the concrete audience of a dozen listeners his speech may

be addressed to the universal audience.

This is the theoretical framework I had in mind while reading al-BukhärÎ. I

noticed that some of the methodological tools were not useful at all. The texts do

not include enough material to be able to answer some of the questions I was

interested in. Persuasion, Self-presentation, and sensitisation, for example, are con-

cepts which cannot be analysed in the light of this material. Quotations of speakers

are too scarce and the texts are too fragmented to be able to say anything about the

methods of persuasion of the speakers, let alone their intentions, motives, and

frame of mind. The concepts of audience and intertextuality proved to be much

more valuable.

203 Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyte ca 1958: 4446.
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CONCLUSION

The starting point of my analysis was a single hadith, the Hadith of Choice. The

Hadith of Choice is part of an extensive matn cluster, a concept developed by

Juynboll. A cluster is made up of the multiple aspects of one basic idea presented

in several separate hadiths. It is more useful to examine a hadith as a facet of this

basic idea and as part of a matn cluster rather than as an individual nanation. In

al-BukhãrÎ's collection the material is not arranged into matn clusters, as it is in

the Muslim's collection. The material is scattered in various kitdbs but, never-

theless, it is possible to distinguish clusters by searching for the same themes

throughout the collection.

By gathering the hadiths I am analysing under various matn cluslers one may

solve the problem of determining whether the separately presented hadiths which

are clearly fragments of the same report or different variants of it, are one and the

same as the hadith which has different endings, omissions or additions in details,

or whether they are separate hadiths which are in an intertextual relation with each

other.

Texts have an interactive relation to other texts, but they also interact with

various cultures either explicitly refening to a personage, an event or a tradition

known to people on the basis of a common cultural background, or the inter-

cultural dimension may be implicit. The text may presuppose a tradition without

direct reference to it. Cultural intertexture differs from oral-scribal intertexture in

that it does not allude to any actual text. In Vernon Robbins's words, it simply

points to a personage, concept or tradition or interacts with cultural concepts or

traditions.2oa The rhetorical nature ofanalysis and research is clearly visible when

working with cultural intertexture. The question whether a particular text refers to

a particular cultural phenomenon is by nature a debatable issue. If the reference is

totally unambiguous, the nature of the intertextual relation is more probably oral-

scribal than cultural.

In addition to cultural intertexture, texts can be analysed from the point of
view oftheir social intertexture and their historical intertexture. Both ofthese deal

with matters that can be studied from sources outside the text. Social intertexture

refers to the meaning of institutions, social roles and identities and the way these

are represented in the text. Historical intefexture refers to the historical events

and the historical situation in which the text has been written and which it
describes. Historical intertexture is also concerned with the historical veracity of
the text and its authenticity.

204 Robbinr 1996:58-61
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PART II

THE CONCEPT OF CHOICE IN AL.BUKHÃRI

Although the Prophet Muhammad deals explicitly with the concept of choice in

numerous hadith reports, al-Bukhãn- as'the compiler and editor of his sayings does

not seem to have paid any explicit attention to the concept in his Sahîh. T1,te con-

cept ofchoice is nowhere raised by the chapter headings, not even in those hadiths

which refer to the most important choices the early Muslims had to make' More-

over, as one would exp.ect, there is no Kitãb al-ikhtiyãr, Book of Choice, in the

collection.

Theme clusters

The central concept I began to analyse in al-Bukhãrl's texts was the notion of
ikhfiy1r, choice. While looking for texts which either included the word ikhfiyar

or described an event which comprised elements of some kind of explicit choice,

it seemed a rational alternative to consider them as a theme cluster.

A theme cluster is a group of hadiths which deal with or refer to a common

theme. G. H. A. Juynboll has introduced the somewhat different expression"matn

cluster"

to indicate that the contents ofa.particular Islamic tradition, rather than as an individual

entity, should in the majority of cases be viewed as one out of two or sometimes even

ten or more facets of one basic idea, which may pertain to a particular legal or ethical

concept, or which reflects the ongoing conhoversies regarding some point oflslamic
fitual.205

I prefer to use the term theme cluster while dealing with al-Bukhãrî, because

the matns in his collection are composed of several themes and they neither have

the character of an integrated narration nor do the matns form clusters. Each of the

long matns might belong to several theme clusters, and only the very short, single

theme matns, can be classified as a single cluster. Moreover, in al-Bukhãn-'s

collection, hadiths, which might be grouped in the same theme clusters, can be

located anywhere in the collection. In fact, a great part of the hadiths in the

205 Juynboll, "Muslim b. al-Hadjdjã(|" in Ël
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collection - it would indeed be astonishing if this did not apply to all the hadiths

in the collection - are interlinked in some way. There are so many themes in the

texts and the same themes are repeated in so many instances that the texts seem to

produce unending chains of references. The whole collection becomes a spider's

web with intertwining linkages reaching out to all of its parts.

The starting point in this analysis was the so-called Hadith of Choice. It is a
very illustrative example of a hadith which is composed of many themes. Choice

is not the main theme in any of the hadiths in the collection, in some reports it is
referred to in passing; in some others it is a subtheme. In the report I originally
entitled the Hadith of Choice, the concept of choice is one of several subthemes.

With the help of Wensinck's Concordance I went through the collection and

looked up all the hadith reports with the words ikhtiyãr or khayyara.206 A theme

cluster is not constituted of hadiths which contain the same keyword, although

going through the material by searching for keywords proved to be a handy tool to
sort out clusters. Nor do al-Bukhârr's categorisations indicate theme clusters, nor

the division into kiñbs, nor the subdivision into chapters or bãbs.

It soon became clear that the theme cluster around the concept of choice

needed to be divided into subclusters, and further subsections. There appeared to

be ten subclusters, most of which are divided into two or three sections.

1. Cluster of Choice, i.e., hadiths that refer to the revelation of the Verses

of Choice. This cluster is divided into three sections: ikhtiyãr, taþrlm,
and qiwãma.

2. Cluster of the Prophets, i.e., hadiths that refer to the choice given to
Muhammad or alternatively to all prophets. This cluster is divided into
two sections: hadiths which deal with the words of the Prophet to Abä
Bakr and hadiths which report the Prophet's words in the presence of
.Ã'isha.

3. Cluster of Wine and Milk, i.e., hadiths that refer to the choice

Muhammad made between bowls of drink during his nightly ascension.

4. Cluster of the Spouse, i.e., hadiths that deal with the criteria for choos-

ing a wife, hadiths that deal with Barira's choice to go or not to go back

to her husband, and hadiths in which a husband claims that his wife has

206 ¡ u¡ro went through hadiths with the word istaJã,butmost ofthese hadiths refe¡ to the special
role of Moses as the chosen one, and these same texts had earlier come up with the search
with khayyara. There is one new and quite important hadith in terms of men-women
relationships with the woúiç¡aJà, found in Kitab al-jihad, Chapter 74rc.2893. This hadith
is a report about the battle ofKhaybar. The Prophet conquered the town and he heard ofthe
beauty of$afryya bint Huyayy ibn Akh;ab, whose husband had been killed while she was a
bride. God's Messenger chose her, i;¡alãhã, for himself and later married her.
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chosen him. This cluster is divided into three sections: choice of wives,

Barîra's choice, and husbands as the objects ofchoice.

5. Cluster of Retaliation, i.e., hadiths that give either to the family of the

victim a choice of punishment to be inflicted on the killer, or that give

the killer's family a choice to pay the blood money, to swear that they

are innocent, or to be killed. Hadiths that relate to the choice the Prophet

gave to a hostile tribe, and hadiths that relate to the choice given to the

Prophet by a pagan chief to share power with him belong to this cluster.

This cluster contains three sections: the victim, the hostile tribe, and the

chiefofthe pagans.

6. Cluster of Trade, i.e., the wives of the prophet were given the choice of
getting either agricultural products or land and water to cultivate; the

seller and the buyer have the choice to cancel the transaction before they

depart.

7. Cluster of the Ançãr and the Muhõiírfrn A group of hadiths empha-

sises the Prophet's affection to the An;ãr. Whenever the Prophet had a

choice he would choose the easiest possibility, but he would rather

choose a more difficult passage with the Ançãr than an easier one with

other people.

8. .Ä,'isha's choice (Ã'isha was given the choice of allowing or refusing

'Umar to be buried in her house, and in the same hadith the follower of
'Umar as the leader of the community is chosen.

9. Cluster of the Funeral Prayer In one cluster the emphasis is on the

view that a human being - the Prophet in this case - does not have a

choice: the Prophet understood that he had a choice to pray or not to
pray for a dead infidel, but this choice was taken away from him by a
verse from God.

10. Moses and the Angel of Death A group of hadiths which tell about the

death of Moses and his choice to die right away rarther than after some

additional years.
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1. The Cluster of Choice

Of the numerous ¡"¿¡1¡1207 that form the Hadith of Choice cluster only two

explicitly take up the theme of choice and one is closely linked to Súrat al-tøþrlm,

which refers to one of the most important choices the wives of the Prophet had to

make.

The cluster of choice is divided into three sub sections: ikhtiyãr, taþrím, and

qiwãma. The ikhtiyãr section can be considered the main category and the other

two deal with themes that develop from it. Each subsection is composed of several

hadiths.

a. Ikhtiyãr

I have chosen to call hadith number 5191208 in Chapter 83/84 of the Book of
Marriage, Kitãb al-nikõå, in the Saþîþ al-Bukhãrî the Hadith of Choice because it
is closely linked with Qur'anic verses, which are often called the Verses of Choice
(33:28-29). The tarjama of the chapter is "About a man counselling his daughter

for (the sake of) her husband", Bãb maw(iVat al-rajuli bnstahu lïþãli zawjihã.

The hadith, or parts of it, appear in twelve other chapters in the $aþ1þ al-Bukhdrl,
five times in Kitãb al-nikãþ, the Book of Marriage.2oe

The Hadith of Choice is an account of life in seventh-century Medina and of
the Prophet and his wives. It is a story of a crisis in the Prophet's household. But
the narration is not only an account of the Prophet's domestic troubles; it is also a

story of the relations between the Muhãjirîi¡n, the Meccan Muslims who migrated

to Medina with the Prophet in the year 622 or later, and the Ançar, the Medinan

Muslims. It is a story of change in the behaviour of the Muslim women in Medina.

It is also, as the chapter heading indicates, a story of the concem a father has for
the marriage of his daughter and for the future. It is a story of problems that a
polygamous marriage brings into a household, even the household of the most

righteous man among the Muslims. It is a story of the suffering of the Messenger

of God and his relative poverty compared to the leaders of other, non-Muslim
peoples. It also brings up in a very characteristic way the interaction of the

207 Kitub al-ma7ãlim, Chapter 25 no. 2468; Kitab at-nikãþ, Chapter 83 no. 5 l9l ; Kitab tafslr al-

Qur'dn: sûrat al-tahrlm, Chapters l-5, nos. 49114916 and Chapters 92-93, nos. 5201-
5203, Chapter 106, no.5218.

208 Hudith no . 4gl3 in K¡tab tafsîr al-Qur'ãn: si¡rat al-tabrlm is almost identical.
209 The othet Kitãbs where the motifs of this narration appear are Kitab al-'llm (Book of Know-

ledge), Kiñb al-mazãlim (Book about Acts of Injustice), Kiñb tafstr al-Qur'ãn (Book of
Exegesis), and Kitãb al-libãs (Book of Clothing).
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Prophet and the divine revelation. The expressed motive or occasion for telling

this hadith, which is reported inthe matn, is the desire of Ibn'Abbãs to know who

God meant in one of the verses he revealed to the Prophet. Thus, on the one hand,

a Qur'anic verse is taken as the occasion for telling the hadith, but on the other

hand, the hadith indicates that the activities of the Prophet and his wives had an

impact on the divine revelation, and in fact, the text might be read as a demon-

stration of God's eagemess to become involved even in the domestic life of his

Messenger.2lo

The Hadith of Choice is a long, rich and manysided story, and many other

themes introduced in it might be pursued, but since the scope of this study is

limited to the analysis of only one aspect of the hadith, I will not follow the other

possible paths through the collection.2l I 4 more careful analysis of this hadith in

comparison with the others that are dealt with is presented, since this hadith is of
great importance and it is also the most dramatic one in style.

2lo 6¡"t 1999:93-94.
2ll Note how the question of location of essences is present everywhere. For al-Bukharl, the

essential message of this hadith was the concem of 'Umar ibn al-Khalfãb for his daughter's

marriage with the Prophet.
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Kitdb al-nikãtt Chapter 83/84 Bab ma'nri?at

al-rajuli bnatahu li-þali zawjihfl no. 519l:

Ibn (Abbãs (may God be pleased with him)

said: I was eager to ask

'Umar ibn al-Kha¡¡ab about the two of the

Prophet's wives regarding whom God said

"If you two repent to God, yet your hearts

certainly inclined" until 'Umar went on

pilgrimage and I went with him.

He went aside and I went with him

carrying a container. He emptied his

bowels, came to me and I poured water over

his hands and he performed the ablution.

Analysis:

It is typical of hadiths to open with a

description of the circumstances. Details

about the where, the when, and the why,

connect the hadith to a specific place, time,

and situation, and they are typical opening

structures of a matn. In another version of
this same hadith, Kitãb tafslr al-Qur'an:

súrat al-taþrîm, Chapter 2, no. 4913, Ibn
<Abbãs says that he had been waiting for a
whole year before he had a chance to ask the

question which intrigued him.

The verse Ibn <Abbãs is referring to is a

quotation of Qur'an 66:4 (ln tatuba ila
Allahi fa-qad ;aghat qulubukum7l (For

further discussion of the interpretation of the

verse, see Mir, 1999.)

Emptying one's bowels is a typical topos in

hadith reports. They usually describe the

way the Prophet used to wash himself or the

direction he used to face. There is often a

description of someone following the

Prophet or one ofhis Companions carrying a

water container when they go to answer the

call of nature. This also presents a cause for

being alone with the Prophet or the

Companion.

There are several hadiths where the

imposition of the veil on the Prophet's wives

was cormected with Sawda's going out to

ansì¡/er the call of nature and being recog-

nised. This hadith has been used to justify

the use of the veil by women, but also to
justify their right to go out at all. The need

of 'Ãi'sha to answer the call of nature is

often reported to be the reason for the

Prophet and his caravan to halt when

'Ãi'sha's necklace was lost and, thus it was

one of the motives of the affair of the lie or
slander of 'Ãi'sha, i.e., þadîth al-ift.

SyLvIA AKAR



I said to him: "Chief of the Believers,

who were the two of the Prophet's wives

regarding whom God said: 'If you two

repent to God, yet your hearts cefainly

inclined'." tUmar said: "Good heavens, Ibn

'Abbãs, they were 'Ã'isha and Hafça. Ilta-

'ajaban laka yã lbn'Abbãs humã'Ã'isha

wa-l!afça!" Then'Umar went on narrating

the hadith and said: "I and an Ansäri

neighbour of mine in BanI Umayya ibn Zaid

from (Awlill al-Madlna, used to take tums in

visiting the Prophet. He used to go one day

and I used to go the other day. When I went,

I would bring my neighbour news of what

had happened that day, regarding the

revelation and other things, and when he

went, he used to do the same for me.

We, men of the Quraysh, used to have the

upper hand over our wives, but when we

came to the Ançãr, we noticed that their

women had the upper hand over their men.

Our women started to adopt the manners of

the An$ãr women. Once I yelled at my wife

and she answered me back and I disap-

proved ofher answering me back. She

said to me: "Why do you disapprove of me

answering you back? By God, the wives of
the Prophet answer him back and some of
them may even keep awaY from him the

whole day until the night." That frightened

me and I said to her: "Whoever ofthem does

so will be damned!"
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The area was called 'Awãli l-Madîna

because it was the highest ground in the

immediate vicinity of Medina. Its distance

from the centre of Medina and the Prophet's

house was about one mile. (Ibn flajar 1987,

Fatþ al-barîlll,p.89)

This detail of taking tums has been taken up

in the chapter heading in a variant of the

same hadith in Kitab al-'ilm, Chapter 27 al-

tanãwub fi l-'ilm, no. 87. (Book of Know-

ledge, Chapter about taking turns in

acquiring knowledge)

The fundamental discord is between

husbands and wives but there is also at least

an implicit difference in behaviour, and

perhaps even a difference in values and

norns, between the Meccan and the

Medinan Muslims as groups. Nothing is said

about the Medinan Muslims disapproving of
the behaviour of their wives. (Umar states as

a matter of fact that in Medina the women

are accustomed to have the upper hand over

their men ... al- An¡ãr ... qawmun taghli-

buhum nisã'uhum. The situation becomes

uncomfortable to the Meccan men only

when the Meccan women start to imitate the

behaviour of the Medinan women.

The ¡ole of 'Umar's wife in the hadith seems

to be a minor part but it is she who utters

some of the most important words. Her

name is not mentioned but her words to

'Umar are quoted directly.
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I put on my clothes and went to meet !afça.
I said to her: "flafça, is anyone of you on

bad terms with the Prophet all day until
night?" She said: "Yes." I said: "You good-

for-nothing, wastrel! Don't you believe that

God will become angry on account of the

anger of God's Messenger and you will
perish? Don't ask too much from the

Prophet and don't answer him back and

don't keep away from him. Ask me

whatever you need and do not let the fact

that your neighbour is more charming than

you and more beloved to the Prophet

mislead you." He meant (Ã'isha.

In another version of the hadith in Kifib
lafsír al-Qur'òin: súrat al-taþrlm, chapter 2,

no. 4913, 'Umar describes the incident in

some more words: "Once when I was

making a decision on a certain matter, my

wife said: 'What about doing so-and-so.' I
said to her: 'What's the matter with you?

What have you got to do with anything that

is my business only?"'
The other female character in the narration

in addition to (Umar's wife, is his daughter

flafça. She also has a surprisingly minor part

in the hadith, although the discussion

between her and her father and especially

the advice 'Umar gives her, has been in-

cluded in the chapter heading. $af¡a's words

are quoted twice: first she simply answers

yes to <Umar's question as to whether any

one of the Prophet's wives argues with him.

'Umar forbids his daughter to be too

demanding. The greed of the Prophet's

wives is one ofthe reasons why the Prophet

separated himself from his wives.

'Umar also tells $afça not to be misled by

'Ã'isha. "IlaJã yaghurrannaki an kõnat
jãratuki tw/a'a minki wa-aþabba ila l-nabî
(ç)." 'Umar seems to be cautioning Hafça
against joining 'Ã'isha in her tricks and

schemes. What seems to be acceptable

conduct for',4'isha may not be the same for
the other wives because (Ã'isha was the

Prophet's favourite.

Al-BukhãrI uses a part of the same hadith in
a chapter which he entitles the Chapter about

a man's greater love for one of his wives

than the others, Bãb þubbi l-rajuli ba'(a
nisa'ihi af(ala min ba'd, chapter 105/106,

no. 5218, where the words of 'Umar almost

have a comforting tone: "Ya bunayyati, la
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'Umar said: "We were assuming that the

Ghassãnid tribe was planning to attack us.

One day when it was his tum, mY AnçãrI

friend went to to\ryn and came back at night.

He knocked violently at my door and asked

fo¡ me. I became frightened and came out.

He said: "An enormous thing has happened

today." "What is it?" I asked, "Have the

Ghassãnids attacked?" He said: "No,

something more important and more terrible

than that: The Prophet has repudiated his

wives!" I said 'Hafça is a good-for-nothing

miserable.' I had already thought that this

would happen.

I put on my clothes and performed the

morning prayer with the Prophet, and then

the Prophet went to his room and stayed

the¡e alone.

I went to meet flafça and found her weeping.

I asked: "What are you weeping for? Did I
not warn you? Did the Prophet repudiate you

all?" She said: "I don't know. There he is

alone in his room."
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yaghurrannaki hadhihi allatî djabaha

husnuhã hubbu rasùli llãhi (ç) iyyãhã." (My

daughter, don't let yourself be misled by the

one whose beauty evokes the love ofGod's

Messenger!)
(Umar uses effectively the contrast of two

calamities and, at the same time, gives us a

glimpse of the social reality the hadith is

supposed to refer to, by telling about the

fears they had in Medina about the hibe of
Ghassãn. According to the version iî Kitab

al-libãs (Chapter 31, no. 5843), the

Ghassãnids were the only tribe nearby which

had not surrendered to the Prophet. Yet

another version in Kitab tafsir al-Qur'ân

(Chapter 2, no. 4913) accentuates the fear of
the Medinan Muslims: "We were told that

he [the King of the Ghassãnids] intended to

attack us and we were absorbed in these

thoughts." Because of the fear of the

Ghassãnids, "Uma¡ first thinks that it is

because of their attack that his neighbour is

pounding at his door at night. According to

the neighbour the repudiation was more

tenible than an attack by a fearsome hostile

t¡ibe: "Lã, bal dTamu min dhãlíka wa-

ahwalu: ¡allaqa rasúl Allah (s) nisã'ahu."

$afça's words are quoted here for the

second time "Lã adrí, hã huwa dhã

mu'tazilun f l-mashrubati". In the Prophet's

house mashraba was situated a few steps

above of the other quarters. In another

version of the story (Kiñb tafsîr al-Qur'ãn:

sùrat al-taþrim, Chapter 2, no. 4913)'Umar

visits not only $afça but also another ofthe

Prophet's wives, namely Umm Salama.

Umm Salama does not accept the inter-

ference of 'Umar in the family life of the

Prophet and his wives and she retorts to him:

'qAjaban laka ya lbn al-Kha¡¡ãb dakhaltafi

kulli shay'in þattã
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I came out and sat near the pulpit and saw a

group of people sitting around it and some

of them were weeping. I sat with them fo¡ a

while but could not endure the situation, so I
went to the room where the Prophet was and

said to his black servant: "Announce

'Umar." The servant went in, talked to the

Prophet and retumed saying: "I spoke to the

Prophet and mentioned you but he remained

quiet." I returned and sat with the group of
people sitting near the pulpit, but I could not

bear the situation and once again I said to

the servant: "Announce tUmar." He went in

and returned saying: "I mentioned you to

him but he remained quiet." I retumed again

and sat with the group ofpeople sitting near

the pulpit but I could not bear the situation,

so I went to the servant and said: "Arurounce

'Umar." He went in and returned to me

saying: "I mentioned you to him but he re-

mained quiet." When I was turning away to

leave, the servant called me and said: "The

Prophet gives you permission." I \À'ent to

God's Messenger and saw him lying

tabtaghî an tadkhula bayna rasûl Allahi (l)
wa-azwãjihi." (Good heavens, Ibn al-

Kha¡ãb, you interfere in everything! You

even want to come between God's

Messenger and his wives.)

When'Umar meets the Prophet and tells him

about his meeting with Umm Salama, the

Prophet finds this amusing - falammã
balaghtu þadltha IJmm Salama tabassama

rasúlu llãhi (,r) (When I came to the incident

with Umm Salama, God's Messenger

smiled.)

Three foreign tribes or people are mentioned

in the hadith. The tribe of the Ghassãn func-

tions as an external tlueat to the community,

and the Romans and the Persians are

examples of non-Muslim peoples who are

rich and powerful in this life but who will

not gain a reward in the afte¡-life. The

Ghassãnids, the Romans and the Persians

constitute the opposite of the umma. Theit

opposite role is accentuated by the group of
Muslims that has gathered in the mosque.

They are the core of the early Meccan umma,

worried about its leader and his family.

Some of the people are even said to be

weeping. This staging sets the Prophet's

wives in opposition to their husband

Muhammad, their families, and, implicitly,

the whole umma. After all, it is because of
them that the whole community is upset.

The dramatic cffect of the central scene of
the story is accentuated by tUmar's attempts

to get an audience with the Prophet, which is

repeated three times in exactly the same

wo¡ds. 'Umar is giving up hope and turning

away when the Prophet finally gives him

permission to enter. And then, as an

anticlimax but at the same time a great relief,

the Prophet utters one single word: "la"
(No).



on a mat without a mattress. The wefts had

left imprints on his side and he was leaning

on a leather pillow stuffed with date-palm

fibres. I greeted him and while still standing,

I said: "God's Messenger, did you repudiate

your wives?" He looked at me and said:

"No." I saiðl. "Allahu akbarl" And then,

while still standing, becorning more familiar,

I said: "You know Messenger of God, we,

men of Quraysh, used to have the upper

hand over our wives, but when we came to

Medina we noticed that their women have

the upper hand over their men." The Prophet

smiled and then I said to him: "You know

Messenger of God, I went to meet Haf$a and

said to her: 'Don't let the fact that your

neighbour is more charming than you and

more beloved to the Prophet mislead you."

He meant'Ã'isha.

The Prophet smiled for a second time and I
sat down when I saw him smile. I looked

around his house, and by God, I could not

see anything of importance in his house

except three leather containers, so I said:

"Messenger of God, invoke God to make

your followers rich, for the Persians and the

Romans are rich and they have been given

earthly possessions and they do not even

worship God." The Prophet sat up as he had

been leaning on his side and said: "Do you

really think so, Ibn al-Khaf¡ãb? These people

have hastily been given their rewards in this

world." I said: "Messenger of God, forgive

me,"
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Again, it is 'Umar who does most of the

talking. The mood of the Prophet improves

while listening to him. The changes in both

the mood ofthe Prophet and his interlocutor

are described in a very delicate way by the

movements of their bodily positions. At first,

the Prophet is lying down on a woven mat,

which has left marks on his side. 'Umar
greets him and asks, standing, wa-anã

qã'imun, whether the repudiation has taken

place or not. The Prophet looks at (Umar,

answers in the negative, and'Umar exclaims:

"Allãhu akbarl" The Prophet's reaction to

the words of 'Umar when he explains his

feelings about the change in the women's

behaviour to the Prophet is worth noticing.

The Prophet does not seem to take this so

seriously, he does not say anything about his

wives or about the Meccan or Medinan

women in general. The Prophet does not say

anything, he simply smiles. The smile of the

Prophet encourages 'Umar to go on telling

him about his earlier meeting with $afsa and

the advice he had given her. The Prophet

smiles for a second time, and'Umar has the

courage to sit down. He looks around in the

Prophet's house and finds it a very poor

household. He advises Muhammad to ask

God for more wealth and compares the

economic situation of Muslims to that of the

Roman and Persian people who are rich and

powerful but non-Muslim. The Prophet sits

up and is seemingly annoyed. 'Umar asks

for forgiveness.

The description of bodily positions is a

tlpical topos in hadith literature. The

Prophet standing on the minbar and the

Prophet's head resting on',4'isha's thigh are

some of the most usual ones. According to

Stetter (p. 15-18) the thigh symbolises the

readiness to receive divine inspiration.
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The Prophet kept away from his wives for

twenty-nine days because of the story flafça
had told .Ã'isha. He had said: "I will not

visit them for one month" because of his

anger towards them when God had blamed

him. When twenty-nine days had passed the

first one whom the Prophet went to meet

was .Ä,'isha. She said to him: "Messenger of
God, didn't you swear that you would not

visit us for one month, but now only twenty-

nine days have passed, I have been counting

them." He said: "There are twenty-nine days

in a month." And there were twenty-nine

days in that month.'Ã'isha said: "Then God

revealed the Verses of Choice, and of all his

wives he asked me first, and I chose him."
Then he let all his other wives choose and

they answered the same way as'Ã'isha did.

As an epilogue, after the episode between

'Umar and the Prophet, the commentator

tells briefly how the crisis ended. He does

not tell what happened between the Prophet

and his wives, he simply states that the

Prophet kept away ñom his wives for

twenty-nine days and that the reason for his

separation was a secret or a story, þadîth,

flafça had reveated to'Ã'isha.
After the separation, the Prophet goes to

meet'Ä'isha. The young'Ä'isha's character

is a very ambiguous one. First, she greets

her long-absent husband by wondering why

he did not do as he had said and stayed away

from his wives for the whole month, since

only twenty-nine days had passed according

to her calculation. In all the variations she is

quickly silenced by the Prophet while he

states that there are twenty-nine days in the

month. And the nanator reconfirms: "l/¿
kãna dhalik al-shahru lis'a warishrîna!"
(And there were twenty-nine days in that

monlh.) Then 'Ã'isha is pictured as being

proud of the fact that, of all his wives, the

Prophet came to meet her fnst and the

Verses of Choice were revealed in her pre-

sence and the Prophet asked her to choose

fìrst. In another version, Kitãb naTalin: Bõb

25 al-ghurfati waJsulliryat al-mushrifati

wa-ghayr al-mushrifali fi l-su¡äþi wa-

ghayrihã, no. 2468, a longer version of the

conversation between the Prophet and

'Ã'isha is given. According to this version,

the Prophet says to her that he will ask her a

question but he is not expecting an answer

before she consults her parents. 'Ã'isha
knows that her parents would not advise her

to leave the Prophet, so she answers: '7-/i
hadha asta'miru abawayya? Fa-innl urldu

Allaha wa-rasulahu wa-dar al-akhira."
(Should I consult my parents on that? I
choose God and His Messenger and the

Hereafter.)

SyLyIA AKAR
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Although the Prophet is a marginal figure in the actual story, the structure of
the hadith presents him as the central fìgure ofthe narration. The report is like a

Russian doll: the frame story (Ibn 'Abbãs and 'Umar on pilgrimage) reveals

another frame story ('Umar and his neighbour), which reveals a web of episodes

('Umar and his wife, (Umar and his daughter, the threat of the Ghassãnids,'Umar

and his daughter for the second time, 'Umar and the Prophet's servant) which are

like inserted scenes, small boxes in a huge box. But all these stories and sub-

stories and inserted scenes lead to one tiny box at the centre of everything, and

that is the box which contains the scene between'Umar and Muhammad' The

dramatic effect of the scene is accentuated by 'Umar's attempts to gain an

audience with the Prophet, which is repeated three times using exactly the same

words.2l2'Umar is giving up hope and turning away when the Prophet finally

gives him permission to enter. And then, as an anticlimax but at the same time a

great relief, the Prophet utters one single word: lA,'no'.
Although power relations between men and women are a very essential

substance ofthis hadith, they are not directly discussed. The issue is buried in the

structure of the story and although it comes up in the argumentation of 'Umar and

his wife, the Prophet himself does not pronounce anything concerning the power

relations between men and women. Power relations between men and women are

clearly the narrative force of the hadith. Disputes between (Umar and his wife and

daughter, and alleged disputes between the Prophet and his wives, are incidents

which carry the narration forward; they act as conductors to other "boxes" of the

narration.2l3

b. Taþrlm

Kitãb tafslr al-Qur'ãn: Sûrat al-taþrDz includes five chapters and six hadiths. The

chapter headings take up parts of the first five verses of Siirat al-tahrlm one by

one. The choice which was given to the wives of the Prophet is not mentioned in

any of these reports, but they clearly belong to the theme of choice' Indeed, it is
noteworthy that in the first hadith of Kifãb tafstr al-Qur'ãn: Särat al-tahrlm, al-

Bukhãr[ takes up a verse from the surah, which includes the Verses of Choice

(33:28-29). Thus, he connects here, once again, the two surahs, which are related

to the incident in the Prophet's household, namely Súrat al'taþrlm (66:14) and

Sûrat al-ahzãb (33:28-29). Al-Bukhãri also refers to 33:21: lla-qad kãnø lakumfi

2t2 Stetter calls this kind of repetition, which usually occurs in threes, schemata. Other tlpes of
schemata he identifies are the use of parallelism, the use of assonance and rh)¡me. See Stetter

1965:35-122.
213 1¡. Egyptian writer Tawfirq al-$akîm - among other writers - has benefìted from the drama-

tic aspects of the Prophet's life. Ruth Roded analyses Tawfrq al-$akim's play Muhammad,

which was composed between 193,1-35 in her article Gendered Domesticity (2002).
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rqsilli ltãhi uswatun þasanatunl,2l4 and thus implies that choosing God and the

hereafter means following the Prophet's sunna.

Chapter I no.4911

lYã ayyuhã l-nabîyu limã tuþarrimu mã oþalla llãhu lakal (66:l)
Prophet, why do you hold forbidden that which God has made lawful to you?

Ibn'Abbãs said about al-þarãm: forbidden, in this case things that a

person has forbidden from himself or
promised to abstain from

Yukaffir cancel, go back on your word

Ibn Abbãs added: (la-qad kãna lakum

fi rastili llãhi uswatun þasanatunl You have, indeed, in the Messenger of
God an excellent exemplar. (33:21)

The next hadith no. 4912 bnefly relates the story of the honey, which is, as

well, connected to the Verses of Choice in most of the medieval interpretations of
the Qur'an and hadith. Ibn Sa'd is one of the very famous examples. In fact, this is

an illustrative example of the "typology of pettiness" Barbara Stowasser speaks

about in her book. Many medieval scholars claim that the episode of the honey

was the reason or at least one ofthe reasons for the crisis described in hadith no.

5191 in the Prophet's household.

(Ã'isha reports: the Prophet used to drink honey in Zaynabbint Jaþsh's house and he

used to delay leaving her. Hafça and I agreed that the one who would be the first to
receive the Prophet would ask him ifhe had eaten maghãfirz|s because he smelled ofit.
The Prophet answered that he had not eaten maghãfir but he had drunk honey with
Zaynab bint Jahsh. Then he swore never to drink it again and asked her not to speak

about this to anyone.

214 Juynboll bases his attempt to date the identification ofsunna with the sunna ofthe Prophet
on the interpretation of this verse. According to Juynboll (1987: l0l-108), Mi¡lik (d.795) in
his Muwa¡¡a'clearly refers, in passing, to this verse in Kilãb tahajjud, when he discusses the

command to pray the witr, but there is no further elaboration on the role of the Prophet as a

model to Muslims in the collection. Ibn flanbal (d. 855) however, inhis Musnad, creates a

correlation between this verse and the Prophet as something that would become a universal
example for all Muslims.

215 Maghlúr is a gum of a species of mimosa, calledfurfu¡, which has a disagreeable odour.

When bees eat of this gurr\ traces of the odour can be noticed in the honey, Pehr Forsskål

(1732-1763\ named the plant Mimosa örfota inbis Flora Ægtptiaco-Arabica (1175),which
was published by his colleague, Carsten Niebufu.
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There is a more complete version of the incident of the honey in Kitdb al-

talãq. Chapter 8 llimd tuþarrimu md aþalla ilahu lakal (66:1) number 5268. The

identity of the wife who gave the unfortunate drink of honey to Muhammad is

switched fromZaynab to Hafça.

.Ã'isha reported: God's Messenger liked sweets and honey. After performing the after-

noon prayer he used to visit his wives, and draw close to one of them. He went to Hafsa

bint .Umar and stayed with he¡ longer than usual. This made me jealous and I asked

about it. He told me that a woman of llafça's family had sent her a small vessel of
honey as a gift, and she poured for the Prophet a drink of honey from it. I said: "By
God, we'll trick him." I talked to Sawda and said: "When he'll visit you and draw close

to you, say to him: God's Messenger, have you eaten maghãftr? And he would say to

you: No. Then say to him: rûy'hat is that odour? (God's Messenger could not bear

smelling bad.) So he would say to you: IJafça has given me a drink of honey. Then you

should say to him: The bees might have sucked 'urfu¡. I'll say the same to him and

Safiyya; you should say this, too!" When he came to Sawda, she said' according to her

own words: "By Him besides whom there is no God, because of my fear for you I
almost accosted him with the words you told me to say when he was still at the door."

When God's Messenger came near, she said: "Messenger of God, did you eat

maghãftr?" He said: 'No." She said: "rWhat is that odour?" He said: "I,{afça gave me a

drink of honey." She said: "The bees might have srtcked'urfu¡"'When he came to me I
said this to him. He then visited $afiyya and she also said like this to him. When he

visited Hafça, she said: "Messenger of God, should I not give you that drink?" He said:

"I don't need it." Sawda said: "Subhãn Allãh! By God, we have deprived him ofhoney/

made honey unlawful for him!" I said to her: "Keep quiet."zro

Chapter 2no.4913.

lTabtaghî mardãta azwãjika qad fara/a llãhu lakum taþillaîa aymdnikuml

(66:l-2) You (masc. sg.) seek to please your wives, but God has permitted you

(masc. pl.) absolution from your oaths.

This hadith is practically the same report as no. 5l9l and it is likewise

narrated by Ibn .Abbãs. Al-BukhãrÏ has chosen to repeat the narration here with

slight changes in the details: in the beginning of the text Ibn 'Abbãs stresses the

fact that he had to wait for a long time before he had the occasion to talk to the

Prophet about the crisis in his household:

For the whole year I wanted to ask.umar ibn al-Khattãb about a verse but I could not

ask him out of respect until he went on pilgrimage and I went with him. On our way

back home he went aside by the arak trees to answer the call of nature. I waited till he

finished and then I walked with him and asked: "Chief of the believers, who were those

two of the Prophet's wives who conspired against him?" He said: "They were Hafsa

and.,Ã'isha." He (lbn 'Abbãs) said: I said: "By God, I wanted to ask you about this a

year ago, but I could not do so out of respect for you." He said: Then 'Umar said: "If

216 Muslim links the trick of the honey and taþrîm quite explicitly. In his Book of Repudiation

nos. 19 and 20 he inctudes the same story about naghãfrr. When the Prophet says that he has

drunk honey in the house of zaynab bint Jahsh but will never do it again, the verses { I/ã

ayyuhã l-nablyu limã tuþarrimu mâ aþalla llãhu laka) until {in tatùbã ila llAhl 6&14)
were revealed.
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you think that I know, ask me, before doing anything. For ifI know, I'll certainly share

the knowledge with you."

The fundamental discord between men and women is described differently in

this version. While in no.5l9l (Umar claims that the behaviour of the Meccan

women changed because of the bad influence of the Medinan women, in this

report he compares the behaviour of all the women in Medina to the pre-Islamic

situation. .Umar even seems to imply that women in Medina abuse the attention

given to them by God:

He (Ibn'Abbãs) said: Then'Umar said: "By God, in the preJslamic times we did not

pay attention to women, but this changed when God revealed what He revealed

regarding them and assigned to them what He has assigned." He said: "Once when I
was making a decision on a certain matter, my wife said: "What about doing so-and-

so." He said: I said to her: "What's the matter with you? What have you got to do with
anything that I want to do?" She said: "Good heavens, Ibn al-Khagãb! You don't want

to be argued against, whereas your daughter argues with God's Messenger so much

that he remains angry for the whole day!"

(IJmar's discussion with his daughter is narrated in the same way as in no.

5191. kr addition to $afça,'Umar talks to Umm Salama as well:

Then I left and went to Umm Salama's house because she was one of my relatives. I
talked to her but Umm Salama said: "Good heavens, Ibn al-Kha1¡ab! You interfere in
everything; you even want to come between God's messenger and his wives!" By God,

her words slightly relieved my feelings and I left her.

The co-operation between 'Umar and his An;ãri friend in transmitting news

is reported in the same way as in no. 5191, as well as the episode about the Ançãrî

knocking at (Umar's door. 'Umar put on his clothes and went to God's Messenger

and he found him in his msshruba. The black servant is mentioned but the

threefold attempt of 'Umar to enter is omitted and the Prophet receives 'Umar
without delay. The Prophet is lying on a bare mat. The leather pillow stuffed with

date-palm flrbres is mentioned again and in addition to this it is reported that:

"leaves of acacia tree were piled at his feet."

The report ends abruptly:

I saw imprints the mat had left on his side, and I wept. He said: "Why are you

weeping?" I said: "God's Messenger, the Persian and the Byzantine rulers have what

they have and you are the Messenger of God!" He said: "Does it not satisfy you that

they enjoy this world but we will enjoy the Hereafter?"

This hadith seems to be out of place in this chapter. It has nothing to do with
the Qur'anic verse it is supposed to refer to, namely 66:l-2. However, the last

words link the report to the theme of choice between life and death. Being the last

words, they remain hanging in the air; a question, whose answer is left unpro-

nounced since it is self-evident.
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The last three chapters in this section refer to verses 3, 4, and 5 in Sûrat al-

taþr\m, and thus bring us back to the motive in Hadith of Choice: Chapter 3 lwa-
idhã asarra l-nabîyu ilî bddi azwãjihl haùtthanl ilã {al-khabtrl no.4914 repeats

the episode between (Umar ibn al-'Abbãs and the Prophet when'Umar asks which

of the Prophet's wives were referred to in 66:4 (wa-in laqãharã (alayhil. Chapter

4 lin tatilbã ilã lldhi wa-qad saghat qulûbukumõl no. 4915 and Chapter 5 ('asã

rqbbuhû in tallaqakunna an yubdilahu arwãjan khayran minkunnal nos. 4915

and 4916 are very similar.

c. Qiwãma

The Hadith of Choice acts as a link to a Qur'anic verse, the verse of Qiwãma,
which is one of the most important with regard to the position of women.

Kitãb al-Nikoþ, Chapfer 92 no. 5201.

Bdb qawl Alldhi tdãlõ (al-rijãlu qawwãmúna'alã l-nisã'l
On these words of God: Men are the protectors of women.

Anas said that the Prophet took an oath that he will separate himself from his wives for
one month and he stayed inhis mashrub¿. On the twenty-ninth day he came down and

he was told: "God's Messenger, you took an oath for a month!" He said: "There are

twenty-nine days in this month."

Chapter 93 no. 5202.

The separation of the Prophet from his wives. It was told by Mu'ãwiya ibn

Hayda that he said: In any case he will separate (himself from) them only in the

house. The first variant is more authentic.

Nar¡ated Umm Salama: The Prophet took an oath that he would not visit some of his

wivesforonemonth, þalafalãyadkhulu'alãbdlinisa'ihishahran.Bttwhentwenty-
nine days had elapsed, he went to them in the morning or in the evening. It was said to

him: "Oh, God's Messenge¡l You had taken an oath that you would not visit them for
one month." He said: "A month can be twenty-nine days."

In hadiths no. 5201 and no. 5202 the separation and the exchange of words is

related in a totally depersonalised fashion. No names are mentioned and the

events are told in the passive voice. The Qur'anic verses that these hadiths refer to

are very important. The verse of Qiwãma has been widely used by those who

claim that the position of women is inferior to that of men in the Qur'an.
No.5203

Nanated Ibn 'Abbãs: One morning we saw the wives of the Prophet weeping, and

every one of them had her family with her. I went to the mosque and it was crowded
with people. Then 'Umar ibn al-Klatfãb came and went up to the Prophet who was

staying in his room. He made greetings, but nobody answered. He greeted again, but
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nobody answered. He greeted again, but nobody answered. Then he was called and he

went to the Prophet, greeted him and said: "Have you repudiated your wives?" The

Prophet said: "No, but I have taken an oath not to approach them for one month." He

stayed away for twenty-nine days and then went to his wives.

A version of the hadith is repeated in Kitãb al-nikãþ Chapter 92 with the

chapter heading "Chapter on these words of God: Men are the managers of the

affairs of women for that God has preferred in bounty one of them over another."

These words reproduce the words of the Verse of Qiwãmø @:34). The Qur'anic
words al-BukhãrÏ quotes in his chapter heading do not seem to have anything to

do with the text he gives in the following hadith. The chapter heading mentions

the qiwãma of men over women: Bãb qawl AUahi tacõld lal-riiãlu qawwãmûna

'ala l-nisã'l and the hadith says that "the Prophet took an oath that he will
separate himself from his wives for one month and stay inhis mashruba, room.

On the 29th day he came down and he was told: "God's Messenger, you took an

oath for a month! He said: There are 29 days in this month." Interestingly, the

discussion between 'Ã'isha and the Prophet about the length of the month is

brought up even in this short version, although'Ã'isha's name is not mentioned.

The relevance of the substance of the hadith to the chapter heading becomes

clear if one reads not only the chapter heading but also the whole Qur'anic verse

of which it is a part and which is, of course, assumed to be known.2l7 q¡¡u¡ u1-

BukhãrT omits in his chapter heading are these words of God: "Righteous women

are therefore obedient, guarding the secret of God's guarding." And as punish-

ment for those wives who do not obey, the continuation of the same verse recom-

mends that the husband should talk to his wives first, then he should abstain from

sexual relations with them and as a last resort the disobedient wife may be beaten:

"And those you fear may be rebellious admonish; banish them to their couches,

and beat them." These words are clearly assumed to be known by the listeners and

the readers of the text, otherwise there would be no sense in connecting the Hadith

of Choice to the Verse of Qiwãma.In fact, al-BukhãrI uses the Hadith of Choice

here to legitimise the separation of the Prophet from his wives. The separation is

clearly sanctioned by God in the second part of the Verse of Qiwãma. But al-

BukhãrÌ is, here again, using the same text in two contradictory ways. At the end

of no. 5191, he says that God disapproved of Muhammad's separation from his

wives: wa-kãna qãla mã anã bïdãkhilin 'alayhinna shahran min shiddati

mawj i da t ih i' al ayh inn a þln a' ã t ab ahu I I ãhu.2r I

217 ln some editions I have seen a version which makes the omission more explicit: He says:

qawl Altahi ... ilA qawlihi, from these words of God ... until his words, and thus includes the

whole verse.
2l I ¡1. had said: I will not visit them for one month, because of his anger towards them, when

God had blamed him.
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In this group ofhadiths nothing new is said about the event or the characters

in the story; its function seems to be to justify qiwãma and to justify the Prophet's

separation from his wives. This seems to contradict the words of God to his

Messenger in the Verses of Choice since here God says to Muhammad: "O

Prophet, why forbiddest thou what God has made lawful to thee ..." It indeed,

these two Qur'anic verses are connected and refer to the same incident, the

banning in the second verse could be understood as referring to the Prophet's

abstention from sexual relations with his wives as a grcup. The text is usually

interpreted as referring to either a trick played by 'Ã'isha and the Prophet's

promise not to drink honey any longer,2l9 or to an incident between Hafba,
.Ã'isha, Mãriya al-Qib¡iyya, and the Prophet, and the promise of the latter to

abstain from sexual relations with Mãriya,220 e¡ 1þs general misbehaviour of the

Prophet's wives.22l Martin Lings is the only commentator who gives only the

jealousy of the Prophet's wives towards Mãriya as the background for the separa-

tion. He discusses the love of the Prophet for her, and how he used to visit her

every day. When the Prophet noticed that the other wives were not happy with his

visits, he made Mãriya live further away from his house in upper Medina. But this

only made things worse: because of the longer way the Prophet's visits took a

much longer time than earlier. The other wives were so upset that the Prophet

made an oath not to visit her any more.222

Al-BukhãrI is a genius in building up the puzzle of the Prophet's life. In
Kitãb al-sqlãf Chapter l8 al-;alãt fi l-su¡uþ, wa-l-minbar, wa-l-khashab no.

378223 he repeats once more the same story about the Prophet's separation for

twenty-nine days. This time the focus is on the days the Prophet spent in his room

and the way he performed his duties as the religious leader of the community:

219 5r" chapter on taþrîm above.
220 Al-Bukhari does not tell the story about thejealousy Mãriya caused in the hearts ofthe other

wives. Mãriya is not mentioned by al-BukhAri at all. By many Muslim commentators of the

Qur'an she is mentioned as one of the reasons behind the jealousy of the Prophet's wives.

She is said to be white and beautiful and, most importantly, she gave Muhammad a son. The

secret, which ïafça divulged to.Ã'isha (66:3) supposedly dealt with the Prophet's relation to
Mãriya. According to some interpetation the taþrîm of the Prophet meant his declaring

Mãriya unlawful for him. TabarI Vol. 28, p. 100-102. Öhrnberg, in his article "Mãriya al-

Qibfiyya unveiled" (1984), shows that it is doubtful whether Mãriya even existed. Ohrn-

berg's argument is that the story of Mãriya and her son lbrãhim is a transposition of the story

of lbrãhìm, Hãjir and lsmã'il.
221 See Stowasser 1994:95-100.
222 Lingt 1983:277-279. Lings's book, though eloquently written, is a completely uncritical

account of what the early sources tell us about the Prophet's life. Lings does not even

evaluate the different versions of events given by an early biographer like lbn Isþãq/lbn

Hishãm. He simply chooses the version he prefers. Martin Lings is also known by the name

Shaykh Abu Bakr Siraj ad-Din; he converted to Islam in 1938.

223 Book of Prayer, Chapter I 8 about prayer on tenaces, on the pulpit and on planks, no. 378.
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Anas ibn Mãlik told that the Prophet fell from his horse and his leg or his shoulder was

injured. He took an oath that he would separate himself from his wives for one month

and he stayed inhismashruba. The stairs to the room were made of tree stumps. His

friends came to visit him and he performed the prayers with them while they were

standing. When he greeted them he said: "The imam is appointed so that people would

follow his example. Thus, when he pronounces takblr they pronounce it' when he

kneels down, they kneel down, when he bows down, they bow down and when he

prays standing they pray standing." On the twenty'ninth day he came down and he was

told: "God's Messenger, you took an oath for a month!" He said: "There are twenty-

nine days in this month."

Several other hadiths (Kitdb øl-adhãn, Chapter 5l Innamã jf ila l-imãmu li-

w'tamma bihi no. 679, Chapter SZ iiab al-tqkblr wq-ftítdb al-\alãt no.732 and

733, Chapter 128 Yahwl bi-l-tqkblr hlna yasjud no. 805; Kitãb taqçlr al-salõt

Chapter 17 Salãt al-q6id no. ll14) relate the same incident about the Prophet's

injury, some even give that he hurt his right side. There is an evident confusion

here with the different incidents in the Prophet's household. The length of the

month the Prophet stayed inhis mashruåa seems to have a strongly accentuated

importance.

Kitãb al-sawm Chapler ll Qawl al-nabl (s) *Idha ra'oytumu l-hilãla fa-;úmù'
wa-idhd ra'aytumähu fa-af¡irø", wa-qõla $ila'an'Ammdr: man tãma yawm al-

shakkifa-qad(asã Abã l-Qãsim /¡) no. l9l I links this hadith again with the hadith

of qiwãma:

Related Anas: When his leg was injured the Prophet took an oath that he would

separate himself from his wives. He stayed i¡his mashruba for twenty-nine nights, and

then he went downstairs. They said: "God's Messenger, you took an oath for a month!"

He said: "There are twenty-nine days in this month."

Kitãb al-mazãlim Chapter 25 Al-ghurfati wa-lrulliyyati l-mushrifati wa-

ghayr al-mushrifati fi l-su!Ìiþi wa-ghayrihã rlo. 2469 reports on the authority of
Anas, again, that

When the Prophet took an oath that he will separate himself from his wives for a month

his leg was injured. He stayed in his'ulliyya when (Umar came and said: "Did you

repudiate your wives?" He said: "No, but I took an oath that I will separate myself ÍÌom
them for a month." He stayed for twenty-nine days, and then he went down and visited

his wives.

Kitãb øl-¡alãq Chapter 2l Qawl Allãhi tdãlã: lli-lladhlna yu'lúna min

nisd'ihim tarabbusu arba<ati ashhurinl.224 No. 5289 reports that Anas ibn Mãlik

said:

When his leg was injured the Prophet took an oath that he would sepafate himself from

his wives. He stayed inhis mashruba for twenty'nine days' Then he went down and

224 2,226
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they said: God's Messenger, you took an oath for a month." He said: "There are

twenty-nine days in this month."

Kitãb al-aymãn waJ-nudhûr Chapter 22 Man l.talafb an lã yadkhula'ald

ahlihi shahran. llta-kãna l-shqhru tis'an wsrishrlna no.6684 is the same word

for word.

Conclusion. The subsection lkhtiyãr presents hadiths which act as back-

ground stories to the Verses of Choice (33:28-29). In these verses God asks

Muhammad to tell his wives that they are free to go if they want the pleasures and

prosperity of life. But if they choose God and His Prophet and stay with their

husband they will gain their reward in Paradise. The alleged choice the wives of
the Prophet had to make was a choice between staying married to Muhammad and

getting a divorce. However, the choice his wives made had far greater implica-

tions: the factual choice they made was a choice between "this life and the

Hereafter," it was a choice between spiritual life and death.

According to this hadith report - and all its variations - all the wives of the

Prophet chose to stay with him. However, according to Ibn Sa'd, one tribal

woman left the Prophet,225 but she was not one of the wives who were mentioned

in the Prophet's biographies.

The subsection of Tøþrlm introduces the idea of the Prophet's example to the

concept of choice. It gives us a glimpse of the Prophet's family life. The "trick of
honey'' illustrates the jealousies and pettiness of the Prophet's wives, which was

one of the reasons for his separation from them, but it also demonstrates the

permission of the Prophet and, probably other Muslim men, to make absolution of
their oaths. The Prophet's example is pointed out directly by Ibn (Abbãs in hadith

no. 4911. Thus, the theme of choice is doubly intertwined with the idea of follow-
ing the Prophet's example. People have a choice between God and this world;

choosing God means following the Prophet's sunna.

The subgroup of Qiwãma develops the relationship of men and their wives.

The Verse of qiwãma (4:34) is linked to the Verses of Choice (33:28-29) by al'
Bukhari. He links the Qur'anic words lal-rijãlu qawwãmäna'alã l-nisã') to the

separation of the Prophet from his wives.

The Prophet's isolation is presented as an important event in the Medinan

community and it is discussed on many occasions. Alternatively, the separation

and the literal application of the oath became an important question later and this

is reflected in the number of hadiths dealing with this event. The length of his

isolation is mentioned exactly in each hadith. It was supposed to be one month,

and it was twenty-nine days, but "there were twenty-nine days in that month", as

225 16nsa,d, At-Nisã',p. loo-102, 137
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is affirmed each time. The position of 'Ã'isha as the favourite wife is also empha-

sised. In the majority of the hadiths the fact that the Prophet asked the critical
question of her first is mentioned, and in some of them it is stressed that she made

up her mind quickly and by herselt without consulting her parents.

2. Cluster of the Prophets

This group includes hadiths which may be divided into two subgroups: hadiths

dealing with an incident between the Prophet and Abä Bakr, and hadiths dealing

with the Prophet and'Ã'isha.

a. The Prophet and Abii Bqlcr

Hadiths Kitãb al-çalãf Chapter 80 Al-khawkhati wq-l-mamarri fi l-masjid, no.

466,22ø Kifib fadd'il asþãb al-nabî (ç) Chapter no.3l/3 Qawl al-nabT (;): Suddù

l-qbwãb, iltq bãba Abl Balçin no. 3654,227 Kitãb manãqib al-an;ãr Chapter no.

105/45 Hijratu l-nabl wa-a;þãbihi itã l-Madinati no. 3904228 describe an incident

between the Prophet and Abü Bakr in front of a group of people. These th¡ee

hadith reports are almost identical, and they are all narrated by Abü Sa'Td al-

Khudrï.
Kitdb al-sqldt Chapter 80, no. 466.

The Prophet delivered a sennon and said that God made one ofhis slaves choose bet-
ween this world and God. He chose Cod. Abä Bakr wept. I wondered why this shaykh

was weeping if God made one of his slaves choose between this world and God, and he

chose God. But that slave was God's Messenger himself and Abti Bakr knew more than

we did. The Prophet said: "Don't weep, Abti Bakr! Abú Bakr has helped me the most
with his company and his fortune. If I were to take a khalll from my community I
would certainly take Abä Bakr but the lslamic brotherhood and friendship are enough.

Close all the gates in the mosque except that of Abu Bakr."229

226 BookofPrayer, Chapter 80, on windows and corridors in the mosque, no.466.
221 P,oo¡of the virtues of the Companions, Chapter 3ll3, on the words of the Prophet: Close all

the gates except the gate ofAbä Bakr, no. 3654.
228 goo¡ ofthe glory ofthe Followers, Chapter 105 about the emigration ofthe Prophet and his

Companions to Medina, no. 3904.
229 7¡" Sira by Ibn Isþãq/lbn Hishãm describes the incident briefly: Al-Zuhrr said that Ayyub b.

Bash-rr told him that the Messenger went out with his head bound up and sat in the pulpit.
The first thing he uttered was a prayer for the men of Uþud asking God's forgiveness for
them and praying for them a long time; then he said, "God has given one of his servants the

choice between the world and that which is with God and he has chosen the latter." Abä
Bakr perceived that he meant himself and and he wept, saying, "Nay, we and our children
will be your ransom." He replied, "Gently, Abä Bakr," adding, "See to these doors that open
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These reports tell about a man who had to choose between this world and

God. Abü Bakr is the only one who understands what the story is about and the

hadiths end with the Prophet's praise of him. The rhetorical intention of these

texts seems to be to emphasise the virtues of Abä Bak¡ and to point out that the

Prophet prefened him among all the other Companions'

Ibn Isþãq/Ibn Hishãm230 relates another version of the choice of the Prophet'

The Prophet went to pray for forgiveness for the dead Muslims in the cemetery of
Medina, Baqf al-Gharqad, and Abü Muwayhiba accompanied him. The Prophet

said to him: "I have been offered the keys to the treasuries of this world and im-

mortality therein, followed by Paradise, and I have been given the choice between

that and meeting my Lord and Paradise.- Abü Muwayhiba urged the Prophet to

choose the first option, but the Prophet answered: "I have already chosen the

meeting with my Lord and p*"¿¡r"."231 Al-Bukhäri does not relate this version.

b. The Prophet ønd'Ã'isha

Hadiths Kitãb al-daøwãt Chapter no.29 Dufi' al'nabf þ) lAll1humma al-raftqa

al-a,lãl no.348,232 Kitãb at-maghãzl chapler no. 84/85 Ãkhiri mã takallama bihi

al-nabl (s) no. 4463,233 Kitab taf{tr: Särqtu l-nisã'Chapter no'13 \fa-ulã'ika m6a

lladhina an<amo lldhu'alayhim min al-nabiyylna) no' 4586;234 K¡tab al-riqãq

on to the mosque and shut them except the one from Abä Bakr's house, for I know no one

who is a better friend to me than he"'
.Abdu'l-Raþmân b. (Abdullãh told me from one of the family of Sa(ïd b. al-Mu(allã

that the apostle said in his speech that day, "IfI were able to choose a friend on earth I would

choose Abä Bakr, but comradeship and brotherhood in the faith remain until God unites us in

His presence." (Ibn Isþãq/lbn Hishãm 1859, vol. l/2,p. 1006, tr. Guillaume 1980: 679)

230 I huu. chosen to use this double name to denote the authorship of the earliest existing Srra of
the Prophet. Ibn Hishãm (d. 2 I 8/833 or 213/828-829) explains himself in his introduction to

the Sí¡ø that he gives a shortened version of Ibn Isþãq's (d. 1501767-768 or 1511768-769)

material to which he has occasionally added his own comments. Ibn Hishãm's book is main-

ly based on the third (Kitãb al-Mab,ath) and the fourth (Kitãb al-Maghdzi) parts of Ibn

Isþãq's work. Ibn Hishãm was a student of a student of lbn Isþãq' namely Ziyãd ibn
<Abdallãh al-Bakkã'T (d. 1831799).1 have also used Guillaume's English translation/edition,

which, according to Motzki, is a "reconstruction" of Ibn Isþãq's recensions. (Motzki 2003:

I 74; Schæler 2002:6Ç68, 84)
23t Ibn Isþãq/lbn Hishâm 1859, vol. II, p. 1000, Guillaume 1980:678-679, and a slightly

different version in Lings 1983: 337-338.
232 P¡ooy of Invocations, Chapter 29, about the invocation of the Prophet (pbuh): "God, the high-

est companion!" no. 348.
233 Book ofMilitary expeditions, Chapter 84/85 on the last words ofthe Prophet, no. 4463.

234 goo¡ of Exegesis, Surah of Women, Chapter 13, With those of the Prophets unto whom God

has shown favour, no. 4586.
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Chapter no. 4l Man ahabba liqã'a llâhi aþabba tlãhu liqã'ahu no. 6509235

portray an episode between the Prophet and'Ã'isha.

Kitãb taßr-r, Süratu al-nisâ' Chapter l3 no. 4586.

"Vy'ith those of the Prophets unto whom God has shown favour"

$a-ula'ika móa lladhlna anÍama llãhu'alayhim min al-nabiyyînal

Narrated'Ã'isha: I heard God's Messenger say: "No prophet gets ill without being
given a choice between this world and the Hereafter." During his fatal illness his voice
became weak and I heard him say: "With those unto whom Allah hath shown favour,
of the Prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the righteous." {þ-ulã'ika móa
lladhína af ama llahu'alayhim min al-nabiyyîna wal-;iddîqîna wal-shuhadõ'i wal-
¡aliþlnal So I knew that he had been given the choice.

Kitãb al-maghãzî Chapter no. 84/85 no. 4463

The last words of the Prophet

Bãb: .ûkhir mâ takallama bihi al-nabl (;)

When the Prophet was still healthy, he said: "No prophet will die before he has seen hrs

place in Paradise and then he is given the choice." When he vias very weak and his
head was on my thigh, he lost consciousness for a while. Then he looked up at the

ceiling ofthe house and said: "God, the highest companion." I understood that he is not
going to choose us, because I realised that what he had said was the application ofhis
words to us when he was still healthy. Thus, she said that his last words were "God, the

highest compan ¡sil'236

These hadiths describe the last moments of the Prophet. Each one of them is

reported by'Ã'isha. They refer to a choice that is given to all the prophets. Before

the end of their life they have to choose between the worldly life and God. Abü
Bak¡ is not mentioned in these reports and the rhetorical emphasis lies on the

person of Muhammad. However, (Ã'isha bint AbI Bakr is very strongly present in
these hadiths.

The thigh as a topos

The words of the Prophet refer to Qur'an 4:69: lwa-man yulici llãha wa-l-rastilq

fa-'ulã'ika móa lladhlnq qn<ama llãhu'alayhim min al-nabiyyîna wa-l-çiddiqlna

235 goo¡ of little things in life, Chapter 41 Who desires to meet God is wanted by Hir4 no.

6509.
236 7¡" death ofthe Prophet is described shortly in the Slra,too: 'Ã'isha used to hear the apostle

say: "God never takes a prophet to Himself without giving him the choice." When he was at

the point of death the last word I heard the apostle saying was, 'Nay, rathe¡ the Exalted
Companion of paradise." I said (to myself), Then by God he is not choosing us! And I knew
that that was what he used to tell us, namely that a prophet does not die without being given
the choice. (Ibn Isþãq/lbn Hishãm 1859 vol. l/1, p.1008, tr. Guillaume 1980: 680.)
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wa-l-shuhadã'i wa-l-;ãliþfna wa-þasuna uld'ika rafiqanl . When these words

were revealed to the Prophet his head was lying on'Ã'isha's thigh.237 The signifi-

cance of the thigh has been briefly mentioned in connection with the Hadith of
Choice. It is characteristic of the reports transmitted by 'Ã'isha that they range

from general descriptions to more detailed pictures of daily situations and acts.

Hadiths transmitted by her often include detailed accounts about intimate

incidents in the Prophet's household.

These details of daily routines and single incidents can give us a vivid picture

of the life of the Prophet and the life of the early Medinan community. The details

may have a practical or an aesthetic function, or they may be transmitted for a

religious objective, to highlight a point in the Prophetic sunna.238

Stetter in his Topoi und Schemata im flatt! suggests that the apparently

insignificant details in the hadith reports might be considered "nebensdchlicher

literarischer Schmuck... der beiläufig dem biogrøphischen Interesse an Mohamed

diente und Einzelzüge anschaulich machte".239 However, the meaning of these

details is more important. As stated earlier, Stetter himself interprets the thigh as a

symbol of readiness to receive divine inspiration.

ln Kitõb al-tayammum there is a report about a lost necklace, which re-

sembles the famous hadith of slander.

Kitãb al{ayammum, Chapter I no. 334

Narrated by'Ã'isha, the Prophet's wife: We set out with God's Messenger on one of
his joumeys. When we reached al-Baydã' or Dhãt al-Jaysh, (I noticed that) a necklace

of mine was broken (and lost). God's Messenger stopped there to look for it, and so did

everybody else. There was no water there, so the people went to Abä Bakr al-$iddÎq
and said: "Don't you see what'Ã'isha has done? She has made God's Messenger and

the people stay in a place where there is no water and they carry no water with them."

Abä Bakr came in while God's Messenger was sleeping with his head on my thigh. He

said to me: "You have detained God's Messenger and the people where there is no

water and they carry no water with them." Abi¡ Bakr blamed me and said what God let

him say and he hit me on my side with his hand. Only the Prophet's head on my thigh
prevented me from moving (on account ofpain).

237 According to some other reports the Prophet died reclining on the chest of(Alî. Ibn Sa'd IIl2:
5 I . It is typical that the two bitte¡ enemies disagree even on this.

238 Juynboll draws conclusions about the structure ofthe text and says that"matns that go under

the names of younger Companions are frequently a bit more elaborate, with embellishments,

additions, inserted clarifications and the like, whereas the matns supported by shands with
the older Companions are often stark, terse and so concise as to be in need ofthose embel-

lishments, additions and clarifications. The conclusion seems obvious: the more elaborate a

matn, the later it was probably brought into circulation. (Juynboll 1989:364)
239 ... [U]ninportant literary decoration, which at the same time contributes to give biographical

information about Muhammad and to make the details of his life more illushative. (Stetter

1965: l5)
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God's Messeng€r got up in the morning and the¡e was no water. Then God
revealed the verse of tayammum, and they all performed tayan n um. Usayd ibn lu{ayr
said: "Family of Abü Bakr! This is not the first blessing you evoke."

The camel on which I was riding moved and the necklace was found beneath it.

Al-BukhãrÎ seems to pay quite a lot of importance to the thigh since in Ki¡aå

al-çaldt, there is a chapter about it, namely Chapter 12 MA yudhkarufi l-fakhdh:

Ibn <Abbãs, Jarhad and Muhammad ibn Jahsh repof that the Prophet saidl. "Al-fakhdhu
<awratun." (The thigh is to be covered.) But Anas said: "The Prophet uncovered his
thigh." The Anas' report is better supported, whereas Jarhad's report is more precise

and it will provide a solution to the inconsistency. Abü Mäsã said: "The Prophet

covered his knees when (Uthmãn entered." Zayd ibn Thãbit said: "God revealed a verse

to the Prophet while his thigh was on mine, and his thigh became so heavy that I feared

that mine would break."

A similar text is repeated in Kitãb ql-jihùd, Chapter 3l no.2832:

Narrated Sahl ibn Sa'd al-Sã'idÌ: I saw Marwãn ibn al-Hakam sitting in the mosque, so

I approached him and sat by his side. He told me that Zayd ibn Thãbit had told him that
God's Messenger had dictated the verse to him:

Such believers as sit at home - unless they have an injury - are not equal to those who
struggle in the path of God with their possessions and their selves. (4:95)

At that very moment lbn Umm Maktûm came to the Prophet and said: "God's
Messenger, if I could I surely would take part injih1d." He was blind. God revealed the
v€rse to His Prophet and his thigh was on mine and it became so heavy that I feared
that it would crush my thigh. Then he relaxed and God revealed, "Unless they have an
injury".

The fakhdh is also a place to hold children and show love and affection to
them. Kitãb al-adab, Chapter 12 Taking a child on your lap (thigh), no. 6003.

Narrated Usãma ibn Zayd: God's Messenger used to put me on one of his thighs and
al-Fasan ibn (AIî on his other thigh. Then he embraced us and said: "God, be merciful
to them since I love them very much."

Conclusion. In the cluster of choice it was the wives of the Prophet who had

to make a choice. God told his Messenger to make his wives choose between this

life and the hereafter. In the cluster of the prophets, it is the Prophet himself who
is given the choice. These hadiths tend to stress the importance of the Abä Bak
family. In the frrst subgroup it is the father who understands the Prophet's words,

in the second one it is the daughter.

Both the Prophet and his wives had to make a choice between life and death,

but there is a difference between the choices presented in these two sections. The

wives were made to choose in this life, the Prophet was made to choose just

before his death. In the subgroup of hadiths dealing with the Prophet and (Ã'isha

this is evident, in the other one dealing with the choice given to all the prophets it
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is not clear when the choice was presented. According to the SIra it was presented

before the fatal illness ofthe Prophet.

3. Cluster of wine and milk

There are several hadith reports which describe the noctumal ascension to the

seven heavens, mi'rãi, of the Prophet. During the ascension the Prophet is given a

choice between two or three bowls which contain something to drink. The mi'rãj

is shortly referred to in the Qur'an (17:l) but neither the bowls nor the choice of
the Prophet are mentioned.24o

Sûrat al-isrã'241 no. 1 '

Glory to God who did take His servant for a journey by night from the Sacred Mosque
(al-masjid al-þaram) to the farthest mosque (al-masiitl al-aqça), whose precincts we

did bless - in order that we might show him some of our signs: for he is the one who

hears and sees.

Kitãb aþãdîth al-anbiyã' Chapter 24 qawl Alldhi t6alã: HAst thou wa-hal

øtãko þadlthu Musdl2a2 (wa-kallama lldhu Mûsõ takllmanl2a3 no.3394

Narrated Abä Hurayra: God's Messenger said: On my Nightly journey I saw Moses

and he was a lean and slender man (rajulun Sarbun) as ifhe was one ofthe men ofthe
Shanú'a. t met Jesus and he was ofmedium stature and he was red as ifhe hadjust
come out of the vault (ka-annama kharaia min õmãs). I saw Abraham and among his

children I have the greatest resemblance with him. Two bowls were brought to me. In
one of them was milk and in the other one there was wine. They said to me: Take any

one you like. I took the milk and drank it. He said: You have been guided on al-fi¡ra ot
you have attained al-f¡ra. Had you selected wine, your umma would have been misled.

Numbers 3437,4709,5576,5603 are almost word for word the same as 3394.

There is a mention of the bowls in Kilab øfslr al-Qur'ãn súrat ql-isrã'2aa no. 17

240 Milk is mentioned twice in the Qur'an and its beneficial qualities are emphasised in two
other verses. ln 23:2land 3ó:73 cattle and the beverage it produces for Muslims to drink is

spoken of; in 16:66: milk, pure, agreeable/permissible to those who drink it llabanan
khãliçan sã'ighan li-l-shAribín, is mentioned as an example ofthe wisdom and loving care

ofGod. As regards honey, verse 68 mentions bees and the beneficial syrup they produce as a

cure for mankind. (For the use ofhoney in the Prophet's medicine, see Perho 1995: l2l and

passím.) Verse 47:15 mentions water, milk, honey and wine in a parable of Paradise. "In it
are rivers of water incomtptible; rivers of milk of which the taste never changes; rivers of
wine, a joy to those who drink; and rivers of honey pure and clear." Those who are

condemned to the etemal fire are given boiling water to drink.
241 No. lTThenoctumatjoumey.
242 gooç of hadiths about the prophets, Chapter 24 about the words of God: "Hast though

received the story of Moses?", Qur'an 20:9.

243 "And unto Moses God spoke directly'', Qur'an 4: 164.

244 goo¡ ofExegesis, surah ofthe nocturnaljoumey.
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Chapter 3 no. 4709; Kitdb al-ashriba2+S Chapter l, no. 5576; Chapter 12, nos.

5603 and 5610.

In Kinb manãqib al-Ansõr Chapter 42 al-mi,rãj246 no. 3887 and in Kitab
bad' al-khalq Chapter 6 dhikri l-malã'ikati ;alawãtu llãhi,alayhimz41 no.3207 a

longer version of the episode is presented. The latter report omits the bowls but
adds some more information on details. In these reports God's Messenger describ-
ed his Night Journey, how his chest was cut open and his heart was taken out. A
golden tray of Belief was brought to him and his heart was washed248 and return-
ed to its place. Burãq24e was brought to the Prophet and it carried him and Gabriel
to the nearest heaven.

In the first heaven Muhammad met Adam and they greeted each other. In the
second heaven he met Yaþyã (John) and .Isã (Jesus), who were cousins. They
greeted each other. In the third heaven he met Yäsuf (Joseph) and they greeted

each other. In the fourth heaven he met Idris and in the fifth Htuün (Aron), in the

sixth Müsã (Moses) and they greeted each other. When Muhammad left Moses,

Moses wept. When he was asked why he was weeping he said: "I weep because a

young man was sent after me and his followers will enter Paradise in greater

numbers than my followers." In the seventh heaven Muhammad saw Ibrãh-m
(Abraham) and they greeted each other. Then Muhammad ascended to sidrat øl-
muntqhãzso and he saw four rivers, two of which were hidden and two were
visible. Muhammad asked about the rivers and Gabriel replied: "As for the hidden
rivers, they are the two rivers in Paradise and the visible rivers are the Nile and

the Euphrates."

"Then al-bayt sl-ma<mur2'l was shown to me and a container of wine and

another of milk and a third of honey were brought to me. I took the milk. Gabriel
said: "This isthefitra of you and your ummq."

Then the prayers were prescribed to Muhammad. They were fifty prayers a

day. When Muhammad retumed he passed by Moses who asked how many
prayers his people was ordered to offer. When Moses heard that fifty daily prayers
were prescribed he told Muhammad to go back and ask for a reduction because

245 goo¡ ofdrinks.
246 Book ofthe glory ofthe Followers, Chapter about the ascension.
247 Fiooçabout the Beginning of the creation, Chapter about the angels.
248 With water fromthe Zamzan¡ no. 3207.
249 Buraqwas a white animal, smalter than a mule but bigger than a donkey, no.3207 .

250 The lotus tree ofthe seventh heaven. The tree is described in more detail in no. 3207: I saw
its nabq fruits (nabq, Ch¡ist's thom, Zizuphus spinachristi; bot. lotus fruit), which resembled
the clayjugs ofHajr (a town in the Arabian peninsula) and its leaves were like the ears ofan
elephant. Four rivers flowed from its roots, two ofthem were apparent and two were hidden.

251 God's house, i.e., the Ka<ba.
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his people would not be able to fulfil the prescription. Muhammad went back to

God several times following the advice of Moses until the daily prayers were

reduced to five only. According to Moses it was still too many but Muhammad

felt that he could not go back any more and he said that he was satisfied'

Ibn Isþãq/Ibn Hishãm describes the Nightly Journey in the Stra of the

Prophet. There are several different portrayals of the joumey, but only two of
them report the choice between the bowls of drink-

The English translation by A. Guillaume pictures the incident as follows:

'Abdullãh b. Mas(äd used to say: .,. There he found Abraham the friend of God, Moses,

and Jesus assembled with a company of the prophets, and he prayed with them. Then

he was brought three vessels containing milk, wine, and water respectively. The apostle

said: ..I heard a voice saying when these were offered to me: if he takes the water he

will be drowned and his people also; if he takes the wine he will go astray and his

people also; and if he takes the milk he will be rightly guided and his people also. so I
took the vessel containing milk and drank it. Gabriel said to me, You have been rightly

guided and so will your people be, Muhammad."

In his story al-Hasan said: "The apostle and Gabriel went their way until they

arrived at the temple at Jerusalem. There he found Abraham, Moses, and Jesus

among a company of the prophets. The apostle acted as their imam in prayer.

Then he was brought two vessels, one containing wine and theother milk. The

apostle took the milk and drank it, leaving the wine. Gabriel said: "You have been

rightly guided to the way of nature and so will your people be, Muhammad. wine

is forbidden yoû."2s2

Conclusion. In this cluster the Prophet has to make a choice between three

bowls of drink. But, again, the contents of the bowls have a much greater signift-

cance than is directly made known. The apparent choice between the bowls is a

choice between life and death.

There is a fundamental difference in the way the incident is described in the

hacliths and in the Ji¡ra. The hadiths dcscribe the event as a free choice of drinks

offered to the Prophet. The bowls are presented to Muhammad and it is

understood that the choice he made had an effect on the destiny ofhis people, but

the Prophet acts in ignorance of the outcome of his choice. The Prophet has to

make a choice, which has far-reaching consequences to him and to his people, but

the choice is represented as a hazardous game. Had the Prophet chosen water or

honey - both being lawfì¡l drinks, and honey even the favourite drink of
Muhammad - he would have condemned his people without meaning to. The f¡ra
gives an alternative impression of the course of events. According to the first

version by Ibn Isþãq/Ibn Hishãm, Muhammad hears a voice guiding him to

choose the bowl of milk as the three bowls are presented to him. The voice clearly

252 Guill"urn" l98o: 182
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gives the Prophet three alternatives: to drown himself and his people, to lead his
people astray, or to be rightly guided and guide his people to salvation. In this
case the Prophet makes a choice being ñrlly conscious of the nature of his choice.

The second version of the incident reported by Ibn Ishãq/Ibn Hishãm resembles

the versions given by al-BukhârÎ.

4. Cluster of the spouse

The cluster of the spouse can be divided into three subsections: hadiths which
describe the choice of a wife, hadiths in which a husband claims that his wife has

chosen him, and hadiths that report Ban-ra's choice.

a. Section of the wives

There are plenty of hadith reports which claim something about the criteria
according to which a wife is chosen, and there are quite a few short hadiths which
simply enumerate the criteria of choosing a wife. The words khayyara and
ikfuiyar are not used in this connection, but the notion of making a choice is
clearly present.

Kitãb al-nikåf Chapter 16 al-affi'fi l-dîn, wa-qawluhu: (wa-huwa lladhl
khalaqa min al-md'i basharanfa-ja,alahú nasaban wa-;ihranlzs3 no. 5090:

Abti Hurayra narrated that he heard the Prophet say:

A woman is married for four (reasons): her wealth, her descent, her beauty and her
religion, and the religious one will make you prosper.

Although these reports do not include the word 'choice' as such, the notion of
choice is strongly present. In all these hadiths a woman is presented as the object
of choice. ln Kitãb al-buyf wa-qawl Alldhi tdãlã: (wa-aþalla llãhu l-baf a wa-

þarrama l-ribãl wa-qawluhu: (illã an takúna tijãratan þãdiratan tuttrùnahã
baynakuml2s4 Chapter I mA jã'afi qawt Atlãh<azza wa-jalla: lfa-idhT qudiyati l-
;alãtufa-ntashirilfi l-ardi wa-btaghti minfadli Afuhil ild ãkhiri l-sùra wa-qawlihi
(A tu'kulû amwãlakum baynakum bi-l-baüli illã an takúna tijdratan <an tarãdin
minkuml2ss no. 2048 a woman is even more explicitly presented as an object of
choice:

253 goo¡ of Marriage, Chapter 16 What is sufficient in religion, and His words: "It is He who
has created man from water/a seed and He has given for them relationships of lineage and
maniage." (25:54)

254 Book of Trade and the Word of God, "God has permitted trade and forbidden usury" (2:275)
and his words: "Except it be a üansaction which you carry out on the spot among
yourselves." (2:282)

255 Chapter I about the words of God: "When the prayer is finished you may disperse through
the land and seek ofthe bounty ofGod" (62:10) till the end ofthe surah and His words: "Eat
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'Abd al-Rahmãn ibn 'Awf said: "When rve came to Medina, God's Messenger

established a bond of brotherhood between me and Sa'd ibn al-RabÍ. He said to me: "l
am the richest man among the An;ãr, and I will give you half of my wealth, so look at

my two wives and whichever of the two pleases you I will divorce her, and once she

has become lawful you may rnarry her."'Abd al-Raþmãn ibn 'Awf did not accept the

offer. He asked Sa(d ibn al-Rabf whether there was a sûq there to do business and he

chose later another woman from among the Ançãr and got married.

The chapterheading of this report does not refer to choice. The overall

meaning of the report seems to be to approve of practising trade in general' But in

Kitãb al-nikãþ Chapter 7 qawli l-raiuli li-akhthi un?ur arya zawjatayya shi'ta

þattã anzila laka 'anhã no. 5072 the will of the Ansãri to let his fellow Muhãiir

choose one of his wives is emphasised by classiffing it in the Book of Marriage

and, even more strongly, in the chapter heading: "A man said to another: Decide

which one of my two wives you desire and I'll hand her over to you."

When 'Abd al-Raþmãn ibn 'Awf came (to Medina) the Prophet created a bond of
brotherhood between him and Sa'd ibn al-Rabf an An¡ãrí. He had two wives and he

offered to share his fortune and his wives with (Abd al-Raþmãn. "God bless you with
family and fortune" and he said "Where is the market place?" He went to the market

and bought some cheese and some butter. Some days later the Prophet saw him again

and he had a yellow stain on his clothes. "What does this mean, (Abd al-Rabmãn?"

asked the Prophet. "I married an Ançãrî woman," he answered' "And what did you give

her?" asked the Prophet. "The weight of a nawât (seed/pit/kernel) of gold." "Give a
banquet, even if it is only one sheep."

This is a clear example of the way al-BukhãrÎ scatters hadiths with the same

contents throughout several kitdbs in his collection. It is quite obvious that he

wanted not only to take up but emphasise the wish of the An;drî to share even his

wives with the Muhãjir. The motives of al-Bukhãrî can only be guessed at. He

might simply have wanted to highlight the generosity of the An;dr' The role of the

An;ãr or helpers was to give shelter and protection to the Muhãiirún, emigrants,

who made the hijra with the Prophet from his native Mecca to Medina. The Ançdr

had made an agreement with the Prophet and were ready to give whatever they

could to help the newcomers. Some are even reported to have divided their pro-

perty in two and given one half to the Muhãjirún. The Prophet established a bond

of brotherhood between individual Muhãjirs and Medinans to create a lasting tie

between the tribes.2s6 The Muhãiiriin and the An;ãr maintained their separate

identity for quite a long time and intermaniage between the two gfoups was not

common. The Hadith of Choice (no. 5191) also indirectly supports this view since

it takes it for granted that the Meccan \ryomen were married to Meccan men, and

not up your property among yourselves in vanities; but let there be among you trade by

mutual good-will;' (4:29)
256 1¡" Muha¡iriln were mainly of the Meccan Quraysh tribe, the Ansar mainly of the Aws or

the Khazraj hibe who lived in the oasis of Medina.
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the Medinan women to Medinan men. According to this text the Meccan women
had only heard of the behaviour of the Medinan women with their husbands, but
nothing is said about mixed marriages; not to mention a polygamous marriage
with a Meccan and aMedinan co-wife! Nevertheless, .Abd al-Raþmãn ibn (Awf,

the narrator in hadith 2048 did finally choose a woman from among the Ansãr.
A woman is represented as an object of choice in those numerous hadiths

which tell about a man who - very likely - has married. The prophet asks him
whether he has chosen a young, virgin girl or a mature woman. The man always
answers that he has chosen a mature woman, either a widow or a divorcée. This
provokes astonishment and the Prophet asks him why he did not marry a virgin to
play around with her. The man always has a practical answer: he has to take care
of the orphan girls of his late father and he wanted to have an experienced lady to
take care of the children, as in Kitdb al-wakãla, chapter 8 no. 2309 and in Kitõb
al-da(awãt, Chapter 53 no. 6387.

It is noteworthy that the Prophet takes this attitude in these reports, since his
own marriages and his choice of wives, as repeated in traditional ^sira, do not
encourage Muslims to prefer virgins as brides. In fact, according to the prophet's

Sîra and a number of hadiths, of the Prophet's wives only .Ã'isha was a virgin
when the Prophet married her, and the muhaddilås do not fail to emphasise this in
many hadiths assigned to her.257 According to the literature available to us the
Prophet seems to have chosen his other wives either for charitable reasons or for
political and communal purposes.2s8

257 For example Kiøb al-nikãþ, Chapter 9 Nik1h al-abkãr, qõla lbn Abî Mukayla: qala lbn
'Abbãs li-,Ã'ßha: lam yankiþ al-nabl (ç) bikran ghayraki, no. 5077 Narrated.Ã'isha: I said:
"God's Messenger, suppose you arrived in a valley where the¡e is a tree of which something
has been eaten and then you found hees of which nothing has been eaten, of which tree
would you let your camel graze2" He said: "of the one of which nothing has been eaten
before." This means that God's Messenger had not married a virgin besides her.
The Prophet mar¡ied thirteen wives:
L Khadlja bint Khuwaylid (d. 619): a Qurashi widow who had previously been married

twice. Muhammad lived in a monogamous marriage with her for 25 yearc. She gave
birth to all the children of Muhammad except lbrãhr-m. Muhammad is said to have
married her because he appreciated her purity and chastity.

2. Sawda bint Zam,a (d. 619-20 A.D. ar the age of 30): ..the aging eurashi widow" who
reportedly gave her day to .Ã'isha (see Kitãb al-hiba wa-føfliha wa-l-tahñd,alayha
Chapter 15 Hibat al-mar'a li-ghøyri zawjihã, wa:itqihõ idhã kãna lahã zøwj fa-huwa
jã'iz idhã lam takun safiha. Fa-idhã kãnat safiha lam yajuz, wa-qãla llãhu ta<ãlã: (wa-
lã tu'tû l-sufahã'a amwãlakum) 4:5 no. 2593 and Kitab at-nikah Chapter 99 al-mar'a
tahabu yawmahã min zawjiha li-darratihã, wa-kayfa yaqsimu dhatika îo. 5212).
According to the literature, Muhammad married her out of sympathy (she was a
widowed mother of two daughters fiom her earlier maniage) but also out of loneliness.

3. (Ã'isha bint AbI Bakr (614-17 Rama(an 58/13.7.678): a eurashi girl whom the
Prophet manied 619-20 A.D. at the age of 6. The marriage was consumrnated three
years later, l-2/6234..Ã'isha ¡s often presented as the favourite one of the prophet,

258
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The marriages of the Prophet are even now widely discussed in Muslim

communities. The position of the Prophet's wives and the example of the Prophet

the one he realty loved, but there were practical reasons for this union too: the Prophet

wanted to offer respect to the girl's father, Abä Bakr.

4. Hafça bint'Umar: a Qurashi widow whom Muhammad married in the year 3 / 635. The

reason for marrying f:Iafça was to offer (Umar, her father, the same respect and political
power as the Prophet had offered Abli Bakr.

5. Zaynab bint Khuzayma: from the Hilãl tribe, who was also called Umm al-masãkîn,

was a widow of 'tlbayda ibn al-Hãrith. He was martyred in the battle of Badr. The

Prophet married her in Rama(ân 4,but she died 2 or 8 months later.

6. Umm Salama or Hind bint Abr Umayya: a Qurashi widow who was manied to the

Prophet by her son, Salama ibn Abi Salama, in shawwal 4March626 a month after his

marriage to Zaynab. The Prophet married her to be able to take care of the widow and

her orphan children.
7. Taynabbint Jaþsh was previously married to Zayd ibn Hãritha, the freed slave of

Muhammad. It was because of her that sûra 33:37 was revealed. Zaynab was from the

Khuzayma tribe and the Prophet manied he¡ in Dhû l-Qa'da 5/March-April 629 when

she was about 35 years ofage. The asserted reason for this marriage was to break the

taboo about adopted sons and emphasise blood relations instead ofadoption.

8. Juwayriya bint al-Hãfith was an Arabian waf captive, from the Banä Mustaliq of the

Khuza'a tribe. The Prophet manied her soon after Zaynab in the year 5. The Prophet is

said to have married both Juwayriya and Maymtina (no. I l) to smooth the progress of
spreading Islam. Juwayriya was the daughter of al-flãrith, the chief of the Banr

Mustaliq tribe.
g. Umm Habiba or Ramla bint Abì Suffãn was a Qurashi widow whom the Prophet

married after the conquest ofKhaybar, 7 e.u.
10. gafiyya bint fluyayy was born in Medina. She belonged to a Jewish hibe but converted

to Islam. The Prophet married her in $afar 7/June-July 628. With his maniage to

$afiyya the Prophet is said to have wanted to create better relations with the Jews.

I l. Maymäna bint al-Fãrith was a Meccan widow of Banä HilãI. The Prophet married her

in7l629 when she was 27 years old. She was the last of the Prophet's wives.

In addition to these eleven Muhammad married two women'Amra and Asmã' whom he

divorced before the marriage was consummated. Kitãb al-¡alãq, Chapter 3, man ¡allaqa, wa-

hat yuwãjihu al-rajulu mra'atahu bi-l-talãqi, no. 5254: Al-Awzã,i reported: I asked al-ZuhrÎ

who was the wife of the Prophet who sought refuge in God against him. He said that (Urwa

had told him that according to'Ã'isha when the daughter ofal-Jawn was inhoduced to the
prophet and he approached her she said: "I seek refuge in God from you." The Prophet said:

"You called for the Greatest; go back to your family."
5255: Abi¡ Usayd narrated: We went out with the Prophet and when we anived at a wall

called al-shaw¡ we ended up between two walls and the Prophet said: "stay here" and went

in. He was taken to the Jawniyya, to a house between palm trees, the house of Umayma bint

al-Nu(mãn ibn Sharãhïl. She was accompanied by her nurse who took care of her. When the

Prophet went to her he said: "Habî nafsaki /í." Present yourselfto me or give yourselfto me.

She said: "Would a queen present/give hersetf to a man in the streelcommon people?" The

Prophet stretched out his hand to quieten her down, but she said: "I seek refuge in God from

you!" The Prophet said: "You sought refuge in God." Then he came out to us and said: "Abä

usayd, give her two raziqîs and take her back to her family." Rãziqî means a cloth of white

cotton.
The statuses of two of his women were somewhat ambiguous: Rayþãna bint Zayd, a

Jewish prisoner of war and the Egyptian copt Mãriya al-Qib¡iyya were his concubines, but

they are usuatly mentioned when the Prophet's wives are listed.
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as a husband is still a relevant topic in the debate about the matrimonial rights of
women, but also in the construction of a modern image of the Prophet. Many
contemporary populist writers such as Muþammad gusayn Haykal find proof in
the Hadith of Choice for the argument that Muhammad's marriage especially to

Fafsa was not based on love. Haykal repeats.Umar saying that the Prophet would
have wanted to divorce Hafça but did not do so because he wanted to keep good

relations with cUmar. Haykal makes a strong effort to prove that none of the
marriages of the Prophet was contracted out of love, but for political and social
reasons. His aim is to prove that the Prophet was not too keen on women and was
able to control his sexual drive. Although the love of the Prophet for young

'Ã'isha is a popular theme in Islamic tradition, Haykal points out that it would
have been illogical, if not impossible, that Muhammad would have fallen in love
with 'Ã'isha when she was just a child. "Falaysa mimmõ yardahu l-mantiq an
yakän qad ahabbahãwa-hiyafi hãdhihi |-sinn l-çaghlraJzse

Haykal also claims u¡.o260 that it would have been strange that Muhammad
would have first manied Khad-rja, a widow who was much older than he and

stayed in a monogamous marriage with her until her death and then, at an

advanced age he would have become interested in younger women and married
several out of love or sexual lust. To provide evidence to his argument, Haykal
points to the fact that Muhammad did not have any children with his wives except
Khad-rja and MAriya, although all of his wives - with the exemption of .Ã'isha -
would have been been able to bear children since they had given birth in their
former marriages, Haykal seems to imply that Muhammad did not have sex with
his wives. However, there are hadiths that underline the sexual capacities of
Muhammad; some affirm that he used to visit all his wives during the same night.
The chapter headings of Kitãb al-ghusl Chapter 12 ldhd jãmda thumma,ãdq, wa-
man dãra calã nisã'ihift ghuslin wãþidin no. 268, and Kitab al-nikãþ Chapter 103

Man tãfa calã nisd'ihi ft ghuslin wãþidin no. 5215 clearly indicate that the Prophet
had intercourse wíth his wives, otherwise it would not be necessary to refer to the
ghusl,the major ritual ablution, which is required after intercourse.

b. Section ofhusbands

A woman is not always exclusively the passive object of choice; in some cases

she is the active subject. The section ofhusbands includes hadiths which contra-
dict the pattem that a man chooses his wife and the woman is the object of choice.
In these hadiths a husband indicates that his wife has chosen him.

259 HaykallgSl: 33G-331.
260 Haykal l98l: 329-330.
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Kitãb al-talãq Chapter 5 Man khayyara azwãiohu wa-qawl Allãhi tddlõ:

lqut ti-azwãjiko in kuntunna luridnq l-þayãta l-dunyã wa-zlnatahã fala'ãlayna
umattic kunna wa-us atiþkunna s arõþan j amllanl26l no. 5262:

Nanated 'Ã'isha: God's messenger gave us a choice and we chose God and His

Messenger but it was not counted for anything (it was not counted as a repudiation).

Kitãb al-tqlãq Chapter 5 no.2563

Narrated MasrÍiq: I asked'Ã'isha about the choice and she said: The Prophet gave us a

choice but was it repudiation? Masräq said: I don't care if I give her (his wife) a choice

once or a hundred times aftersåe had chosen me.

The chapter heading of this chapter quotes the same Qur'anic verse as the

cluster of choice, namely the beginning of the Verses of Choice' Thus, they must

refer to the same incident in the Prophet's household, though the perspective is

quite different. The message of the words by Masräq seems to be that the choice

given to the wives to either have their freedom or stay married is not a real choice;

once they have accepted to marry they have chosen their husbands, they do not

have the possibility to choose otherwise. However, the formulation emphasises

the woman's free choice of a husband: "ld ubãlî a-khayyartuhã wãþidatan aw

mi'atan ba'da an takhtãranl."

Of course, the words cited are not the words of the Prophet and thus do not

have the same importance. Besides, this hadith is khabar wãþid and cannot be

considered an important one.262

c. Section ofBarlra

This section includes hadiths that deal with Banlra's choice to go or not to go back

to her husband.

Kitab al-fara'iQ Chapter idhã aslama c alã yadayhi l-raiul 22 no' 67 58

Narrated al-Aswad: 'Ã'isha said: "t bought Bar-rra and her masters stipulated that the

walã', clientage, would be for them." 'Ä'isha mentioned this to the Prophet and he said:

"Set her free, as the walã'is for the one who gives the money." She said: "So I set her

free." Then the Prophet called Barira and gave her the choice to go back to her husband

or îol, fa-khayyarahã min zøwjiha. She said: "Even if he gave me so-and-so much I
would not stay with him." So she chose 1o be her own mishess,/ø'khtãrat nafsahã.

261

262
Qur'an 33:28.

Being khabar wãþitl or mutawãtir or anlhing in between is of course not an issue in this

context, but it is worth noting that this is the only occurence of this text in al-Bukhãri's

collection.
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The same report is repeated in Kimb al-,itq Chapter 10 no. 2536, Kitãb al-
hiba Chapter 7 no.2578, Kitãb al-farã'id Chapter 20 no. 6754, Kitãb al-talãq 14

no. 5279 and Chapter 17 no 5284, and Kitãb al-af ima Chapter 3 I no. 5430.263

Conclusion. The section on the spouse deals with the choice of a spouse. A
wife is explicitly chosen because of some of her qualities; in some cases she is
even offered for marnage by her own husband, as in nos. 2048 and 5072. But
women also have the power to choose their husbands. The most famous case is
the one of the Prophet himself when his first wife Khad-rja asked him to marry her.
A forced marriage is nowhere sanctioned either in the Qur'an or in the hadiths. On
the contrary, in Kitab al-nikãh Chapter 42 lã yunkiþu l-abu wa-ghayruhu al-bikra
aw al-thayyiba illã bi-riQãhumã264 the consent of the bride is explicitly presumed,

even though the consent does not need to be very forcefully expressed, since the
silence ofthe bride is sufficient.

Ban-ra's case illustrates an example of a strong riloman who knows what she

wants.265 She was a slave of .Ã'isha, who set her free. There were three norms,
sunan, that were set by the Prophet because of Bar-na: the question of clientage,
walã', of a freed slave, the question of the continuation of the marriage of a freed
woman with a slave, and the question of the permissibility of the Prophet's family
to use the alms given by Muslims for their own benefit.2667¡" Prophet and his
family were not allowed to receive alms because they were given as an act of
purification. Because of their state of purity it would have been unsuitable for the
Prophet and his family to receive alms, but they could receive gifts as tokens of
esteem. Not for the same reason was receiving zakãt possible for the family and
the descendents of the Prophet or his clients. Both sadaqa and zakãt were
supposed to become soiled in the process of cleansing the property of their givers
and payers.267

26t y¡¿6 al-¡ataq Chapter 16 shaJdat al-nabî (;) fi zawji Barîra no.5283 is an iltushation of the
compassionate mentality of Muhammad. Ibn'Abbãs narrated: Barira's husband was a slave
called Mughfh. I can still see him walking behind her with tears flowing down his beard.
The Prophet said to Abbãs: "'Abbãs, isn't it astonishing how much Mughith loves Barira,
and how much Bar-¡ra hates Mugh-rth?" And he said (to Bar-na): "Why don't you go back to
him?" She said to him: "Messenger of God, is this an order?" "No, I'm only pleading on
behalf of him." She said: "Then no, I don't want him."

264 Book of Marriage, Chapter 42 A father (of a female) or anyone else must not marry a virgin
or a mature woman without her consent.

265 Barira had a role in the Hadith of Slander, too. It was she who defended her mistress by
saying that she knows only good ofher. "The only fault that I know about (Ã'isha is that
when I am kneeding dough and tell her to r¡/atch it she neglects it and and falls asleep and the
sheep comes and eats it."

266 5.. Kitãb at-nikãþChapter 19, no.5097; Kitãb at-¡alaqChaprerl4, no.5279; Kitab al-afima
Chapter 3l no. 5430.

267 W 
"ir-Zytow: 

"gadaka", E f ; Zysow, "ZakãT",E/2; Madelung 1997 : l3-l 4.
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5. Cluster of retaliation

The cluster of retaliation deals with cases of homicide or war. Hadiths in this

group describe situations where somebody is killed, or they portray negotiations

between the leaders of hostile tribes. The cluster can be divided into three

subsections; The section on the victim, the hostile tribe, and the chief of pagans.

a. Section ontheYictim

In these reports the family of the victim of homicide has a choice between

possible punishments to be inflicted on the killer, or the killer's family has a

choice either to pay the blood money, to take an oath of innocence, or to be killed.

Kitãb al-'ilm Chapter 39 KilAbû alsilm no. 112

Nanated Abü Hurayra: ln the year of the conquest of Mecca, the tribe of Khuzã(a

killed a man from the tribe of Banä La¡h in revenge for a person who had been killed.
When they told the Prophet about this he mounted his camel and addressed the people:

"God held back killing - or the elephant,2ó8 said Abi¡ 'Abdallãh - ¡o- ¡4.."u'"26e
Abú Nu'aym said: "He (God) has now given them into the power of His Messenger and

the believers. Mecca did not fo¡feit its sac¡ed cha¡acter for anyone befote me, lam

taþilla li-aþadin qablî, anð will not do it for anyone after me, wa-lam taþilla lïaþatlin
ba'd\. lt was forfeited to me but now it is again sacrosanct, harãm' It is not allowed to

uproot its thorny bushes or to cut its trees or to pick up fallen objects except to look for
its owner. If somebody is killed, his relatives have the right to choose between two
possibilities: to get the blood money or retaliation. A man from Yemen came and said:

"Write that down for me, God's Messenger." The Prophet ordered his companions to

268 1¡" elephant refers to the story of Abraha and the Meccan history. Abraha wanted to destroy

the Kø,ba and he wanted to attack it with his armoured elephant, called Mahmtid. Nufayl ibn
Habib was a leader of an Arab tribe who had earlied confronted Abraha on his way to
Mecca. Abraha won the battle and when he was going to kill Nufayl he asked him to save his

life for he could act as Abraha's guide in Arab country. Abraha accepted. When Nufayl saw

MahmÍid, the elephant, ready for battle, he whispered in his ear: "Kneel Maþmtid, or go back

to wheÌe you came fron¡ for you are in God's holy land!" The elephant knelt down and

refused to attack although he was severely beaten. (See Guillaume 1980: 2l-26; Ibn

Isþãq/lbn Hishãm 1858 vol. l/1,p.29-35.) Birkeland (1956: l0G-l0l) connects the story of
Abraha with the subject of this book by claiming that Särat al-fi| (105), which deats with the

elephant of Abraha, is a clear example of the way Muhammad, as the author of the Qur'anic
text, applied a pre-Islamic legend to illustrate the power of God'

269 46¡ .Abdallah, i.e., al-Bukhãri is not sure whether he should write al-qatl or al-fi\. Both
words have the same consonant profile if the diacritical marks are left out. The word qatl

means killing or murder, whereas the word /i/ means elephant. Thus al-Bukhãri hesitates

between the phrases "God held back killing in Mecca" and "God held back the elephant from

Mecca". Inna llãha habasa <an Makkata l-qatla aw al-fi|a.
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write that down for him.270 Then a man from Quraysh said: "Except a l-itlhkhir, except
n¡-¡¿¡¡¡¡r,271God's Messenger, we use it in our houses and graves." The Prophet said;
"Except al-idhkhir."

Hadiths in Kinb al-diydt Chapter 8 man qutila lahu qatîl fa-huwa bi-khayr
al-nazarayn no. 6880272 and Kitab fi tJuqat Chapter 7 kayfa tu<arrafu luqatatu
ahli Makka, no. 2434273 are almost identical with the above. With characteristic
creativity al-Bukhãrl is again using the same text for three completely different
purposes. The first is placed in Kitãb al-,ilm, the Book of Knowledge and it is
classified under the chapter heading Kitãbat al-,ilm, Writing down knowledge. In
this case the essential message, according to al-Bukhãrî is the incident when a
Yemeni man asks the Prophet to write down for him what he had just said. In the

second case the same report is used in Kitab fi l-luqa¡, under the chapter heading
Kayfa tu,arrafu luqa¡atu ahli Makka.In this case al-BukhãrÎ fixes the attention on
the few words of the Prophet about the prohibition to pick up any fallen objects in
Mecca except to look for its owner. Finally, in Kitãb al-diyãt or the Book of
Blood Money under the chapter heading: Man qutila lahu qafil fa-huwa bi-khayr
al-naVarayn, the emphasis is on the two possibilities of recompensing the victim's
relatives.

A long hadith which is composed of many short episodes in the book about
the virtues of the Ansãr describes, according to its tarjama, the qasãma274 in the
days of Jãhiliyya. It presents a Qurashi man who is employed by a man of the
Banä Hãshim tribe. The employer kills his employee and after a series of events

he - or his tribe - has to take responsibility for his crime.
Kitab manãqib al-Ansdr Chapter 27 al-qasãmaft l-Jùhiliyya no. 3845

Ibn .Abbãs told us:275 The first case of qasãma happened to us, Banä Hãshim, in the
Jõhiliyya. A man from another branch of Quraysh employed a man from the BanÍi
Hãshim tribe. They set out driving camels. Another man from Banti Hãshim passed by.
The leather rope of his saddlebag had broken so he said to the worker: "Will you help

270 According to this hadith the writing down of the Prophet's words seems to be quite a normal
procedure since it is not commented on at all. See the discussion about the oral vs. written
tradition in notes 87 and 195.

271 Mhkhir isa type of grass that smells good. It was used for building houses and in goldsmith's
work. Wensinck-Jomier "Ka'ba", Ei'z, p. 322.

272 Book of blood money, Chapter 8 The (relatives of the) one who was killed have a right to
kill, and he has the choice oftwo alternatives, no. ó880.

273 goo¡ about found objects, Chapter 7, How to proclaim the objects found in Mecca, no. 2434.
274 The word qasam means an oath. Qasama is used to denote an oath, which is repeated fifty

times to assert the guilt or the in¡ocence ofan individual who is accused ofkilling someone.
In preJslamic times it was used to constitute a procedure of accusation but the Islamic
schools oflaw have used it-mainly as a procedure for the defence ofthe one presumed guilty.
See Pedersen, "Kasam", EÍ.

275 7¡" following is a slightly shortened paraphrase of the hadith.
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me and give me a fetter so that I can tie the handle of my bag?" The worker gave him a
rope and the man tied his bag with it. When the caravan halted, all the camels' legs

were tied with their fetters except the legs of one camel. The employer asked the

worker the reason for this. When he replied that there \¡r'as no fetter for it, the employer,

asking where the fetter was, hit the worker with a stick, which was to be his destiny,

i.e., cause ofhis death.

A man from Yemen happened to pass by the wo¡ker. The worker asked him if he

would go on a pilgrimage. The Yemeni was not su¡e but the worker asked him to con-

vey a message for him. The man accepted and the worker said: "When you attend the

pilgrimage, call the tribe of Quraysh, and if they respond to you, ask for the family of
Banä Hãshim, and if they respond to you, ask for Abä Jãlib and tell him that so-and-so

has killed me because of a fetter." Then the worker died. When the enployer reached

Mecca, Abä lãlib came to meet him. "What has happened to our companion?" He said:

"He became ill and I looked after him as well as I could, but, finally, I had to bury
him." AbÍ¡ Tãlib said that the deceased merited this.

After some time, the messenger whom the worker had asked to convey his

message reached Mecca during the pilgrimage season. He called out: "Tribe of
Quraysh!" People replied: "Here we are." Then he shouted: "Family of Banú Hãshim!"
Again the people replied: "We are Banä Hãshim." He asked: "Who is Abu Tãlib?"
They replied: "This is Abi¡ Tãlib." The messenger said: "So-and-so has asked me to
convey a message to you: 'I was killed because ofa fetter."'

Abti Tãlib went to the employer and said to him: "Choose one of tluee alter-

natives: pay us one hundred camels because you have murdered one ofour companions;

or make fifty of your men take an oath that you have not murdered our companion; or
if you do not accept (either of these two) we will kill you - fa-in abayta qatalnãka

bihí." The people of the employer came to say that they would take an oath. But a

woman from Banü Hãshim who was married to a man from the tribe of the employer

and had given birth to his child, came to Abt¡ Tâlib and said: "I ask you not to count

my son among the fifty men, and that he should not take the oath where the oath-taking

is canied out." Abä Tälib accepted the request. Then a man from the tribe of the owner

came and said: "Abä fãlib, you accept the oath of fifty persons instead of a hundred

camels, and that means that (by taking an oath) each man avoids giving two camels.

Here are two camels, accept them from me and excuse me ûom taking an oath where

the oaths are taken." Abü Tãl¡b accepted them from him and forty-eight men came and

took the oath. Ibn (Abbãs added: "By Him in whose hand my life is, within a year none

of those forty-eight was alive."

This hadith describes an event from the pre-Islamic period. The Prophet is

not involved in this narration at all but in all probability it happened in the lifetime

of Muhammad but before the hijra, since Abü Jãlib who is mentioned in the text

is most likely the Prophet's uncle. It is Abü fãlib who gave a choice to the

employer who had killed a man of his own branch of Banü Hãshim. Although the

words are addressed to the employer the responsibility of making amends for the

death fell on the whole group of people. They had the choice between paying,

taking an oath ofinnocence and fighting. It appears that the choices they actually

had were to pay or to die, since the end of the hadith makes it clear that making a

false oath meant death.

This hadith is supposed to relate an event in the Jdhiliyyø. It describes a

judgement which suggests a change in the process of dealing with lex talionis.

The Mosaic notion of the law of retribution was an important element in the life
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of the Ambs of the Peninsula. The shedding of blood required vengeance. But, it
was possible to avoid killing by paying blood-money or by qasâma, and the

Prophet continued this tradition. There is a whole kitab in al-BukhãrI dealing with
vengeance, Kitdb al-diyãf, Book of Blood-money. Chapter 8 no. 6880 has been

mentioned above. Chapter 22 al-Qasãma no. 6898 describes an event in Khaybar:
A group of Muslims had dispersed into the town and after a while they found one

of their companions killed. They asked about the murderer but the people of
Khaybar said that they did not know anything about the affair. They went back to
the Prophet and he told them that they will have to prove who was guilty of the
murder. They said that they cannot do it. The Prophet said: "Let them make an

oath (of irurocence)." "We will not accept the oath of Jews", they answered. The
Prophet did not want to leave the death unavenged, thus he ordered them to take
one hundred camels from his own assets.2?6 According to this hadith it seems that
it was not as important to find the guilty party as it was to avenge human life, to
even the score of loss. The fact that the Prophet ordered the blood money to be
paid from the property which was collected from the Muslim community itself
indicates that the notion of punishment was much less essential than the need of
getting recompense.

The next hadith in the same kitõb, no.6899, is different in structure from the

usual ¡srãd + matn pattem. It is a kind of metahadith, composed of three hadiths
told by the same narrator under one single isnãd in the beginning. One of them
relates the same incident as no. 6898 but in a slightly different version. The other
hadiths are not Prophet reports, but accounts about later events. They discuss the
practice of qasdma from different points of view as well as the Prophet's attitude
to capital punishment. This hadith is an example of reports which discuss events
in the early Muslim community after the death of the Prophet. The Prophet is
present in the report but not as an acting or speaking agent, but someone whose

behaviour is evoked. The report is not narrated from the perspective of the

Prophet but from that ofthe people who are discussing his behaviour.

b. Section on the hostile tribe

This section deals with the different choices that are given in the case of warfare
to a hostile tribe that had lost the battle against the Muslims.

Kitãb ql-wakãla Chapter 7 idh7 wahaba shay'an li-walellin aw shaJTi qawmin
jãza li-qawli l-nabl (s) li-wafd Hawãzin hlna sa'alühu al-maghdnim, fa-qdla l-

276 çato' "Fa-yaþli/ùna!" Qãlû: "La nardã bi-aymãni t-yahùd." Fa-kariha rasûl AItãh (;) an
yutalla damuhu fa-wadõhu mi'atan min ibili I-çadaqati.
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nabl (s): "Naçlbl lekum," hadiths no. 2307/8,2tt Kitab al-'itq Chapter 13 man

malakø min al-'arqbi raqlqanfa-wahaba wa-btra wa-iãmda wa-foda wa-sabã l-

dhurriyyata wa-qawl Allùhi ffãlã (cabdan mamltikan ld yaqdir calã shay'in wa-

man razaqnãhu minnã rizqan þasønan fa-huwa yunfiqu minhu sirrqn wa-iahran

hal yasta'úna l-þamdu ti-tlõhi bal aktharuhum ld ya'lamunal no.253912540,278

Kitãb al-hiba wa-fadlihã wa-l+aþrîd'alayhõ Chapter 24 idhã wahaba jamffatun

li-qawmin no. 2607/8,27e Kiøb ¡ar4 al-khumus Chapter 15 wa-min al'dallli'alã l-

khumusi linawd'ibi l-muslimlna, mã sq'ala Høwãzimu l-nabf þ) bi-raùtrihifihim

fa-taþallata min al-muslimína. lI¡a-md kãna l-nabî (ç) ya'idu l-ndsa an-

yucliyahum min al-fay'i wal-anfili min al-khumusi, wa-md 6tã Jãbir ibn

'Abdallãh min tqmri Khaybara no.313112280 are almost identical:

When the delegates of the tribe of Hawãzin arrived, submissive to God's Messenger, he

got up.28lThãy appealed to him to retum their ploperty and their captives. God's

Messenger said to them: "Most of all I like üue speech! So, choose between two
possibilities: either your captives ot your property. I have been delaying (their

distribution)." God's Messenger had waited for them for more than ten days after his

reh¡m from al-fã'if. When they realised that God's Messenger would give them back

only one ofthe two possibilities, they said: "In that case *, 
"ñoor. 

our captives."282

The hadith continues with a description of the Prophet addressing his

companions and giving them the choice to give back the captives right away or to

277 plooç of Representation, Chapter 7. It is permitted to give something to an authorised

representative or a mediator of a people according to the words of the Prophet (pbuh) a

delegation of the Hawãzin when they asked for the booty (they had lost), and the Prophet

(pbuh) said: "I will give you my part."
278 goo¡ of Manumission of slaves, Chapter 13 about an Arab owner of a slave, who gives her

away, sells her, has sexual intercourse with her, buys her back and enslaves her children,

according to the words of God (a servant possessed by his master, having no power over

anything, and one whom We have provided of Ourselves with a provision fair, and he

expends ofit secretly and openly. Are they equal? Praise belongs to Godl Nay, most ofthem
know not.) no.2539/2540 (16:75)

279 goo¡ ofgifts, their merit and encouragement to give gifts, Chapter 24 about a group giving

to a people, no. 260718.
280 goo¡ about the duty to pay one fifth, Chapter 15 evidence that the fifth can be used for the

needs (calamities) of the Muslims. When the Hawãzin appealed to the Prophet (pbuh)

because ofhis foster relationship to then¡ he asked for the acceptance ofthe Muslims. About

the Prophet's (pbuh) promise to give people booty and presents ofone fifth, about what he

gave to the Ansãr, and the dates of Khaybar he gave to Jãbir ibn 'Abdallãh. Muhammad's

foster relationship with the Hawãzin was created by his wet nurse, who was a woman called

flalîma bint garith. She was a member of a clan which was a branch of the great tribe of
Hawãzin.

281 Note the detailed information of the bodily position of the Prophet once again.

282 lrlbn Ishâq/Ibn Hishãm's,Sira the Hawãzin answer the Prophet: "Do you give us the choice

between our cattle and ou¡ honour? (khayyartanã bayn amwãlinã wø-aþsãbinã, Ibn Isþâq/lbn

Hishãm 1859 ll2, p. 877)Nay, give us back our wives and our sons, for that is what we most

desire." (Guillaume 1980: 592)
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keep them until the Prophet would be able to offer compensation for them. This

compensation probably meant that the Prophet would pay for them from his own

assets as he did in the previous hadith no. 6898. However, this was not necessary,

since all of the Muslims answered at the same time that they will do as the

Prophet proposed, but the Prophet was not sure whether he had received the

opinion of all of them. He asked them all to go back to their leaders, 'urafi', and
let them present their decision to the Prophet. All of them retumed and their
leaders discussed the matter with them and then they came to the Prophet and told
him that they had given up their shares gladly and willingly.283

In this hadith, two groups of people have to make a choice. First the Hawãzin

choose between getting either their captives or their property, and then the

Muslims have the choice of giving the captives away or to waiting to get compen-

sation. This hadith seems to stress the possibility of both the penitent Hawãzin,

whom the Prophet calls their brothers, ikhwãnakum, and the Muslims of Medina
having a free choice of administering their economic share as they wish. Accord-
ing to the f¡ra some of the Muslims took advantage of the Prophet's offer, but al-

Bukhãrî does not mention this.

c. Seclion on the chiefofpagans

In these hadiths the Chief of the pagans, 'Ãmir ibn al-fufayl, gave the Prophet a

choice - or, rather, tried to impose a choice on him.
Kitãb al-maghãzl Chapter 29 ghazwat al-Rajf , wa-Ri'L, wa-Dhqkwãn wa-Bi'r

Macúna, wa-hadîth: 'Adal, wa-l-Qãra wa:Ãçim ibn Thãbit wa-Khubayb wa-
açhãbih, no. 4091.284

Anas reported that the Prophet sent his (Anas's) maternal uncle, a brother of Umm
Sulayn¡ at the head of seventy riders (to fight Bani¡ ,Ãmir), because the chief of the
pagans,'.4mir ibn al-fufayl, had asked (the Prophet) to choose between three arrange-
ments. He had said: "You will be the chief of the Bedouins and I will be the chief of
the townspeople; or I will be your khalífa; or I will attack you with BanÍi Gha¡afãn in
thousands." But 'Ãmir was infected with plague in the house of IJmm so-and-so. He
said: "I have got an abscess like a camel in the house ofa woman ofthe tribe ofso-and-
so! Get me my horse!" Therefore he died on the back of his horse.

$arâm, the brother of Umm Sulaym, had Ieft with a man who walked with a Iimp
and a man of Banti so-and-so. He (flarãm) said to them: "Stay (dual) here close by,

283 According to Ibn Isþãq/lbn Hishãm's Sîra the Prophet first accepted to give them his own
share and asked the Muslims to do the same. The Muhãjirän gave their share to Muhammad
and so did the An;ar. Some of the Muslim tribes refused to give up their share. The Prophet
promised to give them six camels for each man from the first booty he will take. Thus, the
captive women and children were retumed. (Guillaume 1980: 593)

284 goo¡ of military expeditions, Chapter 29 about the expedition to al-Rajf, Ri.l, Dhakwãn and
Bi'r Ma(üna, and reports about (A{al, waJ-Qãra, 'Äçim ibn Thãbit, and l(hubayb and his
companions, no.4091.b
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while I go to the Bant¡'Ãmir. If they will guarantee my safety, join (pl.) me but if they

kill me, go (pl.) to your people." Thus he said: "Will you guarantee my safety so that I
may bring you a message from God's Messenger?" While {arãm was speaking the

Banü'Ãmir made a sign to a man who approached him from behind and stabbed him

with his lance. According to Hammãm he was completely pierced' "Allahu akbar," he

cied,'fuztu wa-rabbi l-Ka'bat-¿ó) The man (of Banä so-and-so) was captured and

killed and all their companions as well, except the limping man who had climbed to the

top of a mountain. On this occasion God revealed this verser-which was later abrogated:

"innã qad laqîna rabbonã fa-ra(iya <annã wa-ar{ãnã.-286 In thirty mornings the

Prophet cursed the tribes ofRi'|, Dhakwãn, Banä Liþyãn and <U$ayya because they had

rebelled against God and his Messenger.

In this hadith the concept ofchoice can be looked at from a different point of
view. This time the choice is given to the Prophet, not by God but by an enemy.

The concept of choice is not emphasised in any way in the text, and al-BukhãrÏ

seems to have paid no attention at all to it. The report is placed in a long chapter

together with hadiths which deal with qunüt.287In number 4096 a pact between

the Prophet and a pagan tribe is mentioned:

.Ãsim al-Aþwãl said: I asked Anas ibn Mãlik about qunút during prayer. He said:

"Yes." (It is done during prayer.) "Before or after bowing down?" I asked. "Befo¡e" he

answered. "But", I said, "someone told me that you have said it was after"' He (Anas)

said: "False! The Messenger of God qanata after bowing only for one month after

having sent a group ofseventy people called al-qurrã'to a pagan tribe with whom the

Prophet had a pact. This ûibe violated the pact and the Prophet saida qunut and cursed

the tribe after bowing down for one month.

There was probably a pact of non-aggression between the Muslims and the

Banä.Ãmir. Al-Bukhãrï has in all likelihood added the short statement about the

choice to the story of the massacre in Bi'r Ma'üna. He also reports that'Ãmir ibn

al-tufayl died of plague soon after he had challenged the Prophet, whereas Ibn

Isþãq/Ibn Hishãm tells about his life even after the incident in Bi'r Ma'üna.288 The

choice that was given to the Prophet is not mentioned in any other reports of this

285 "¡ urn u¡"¡orious by the l-ord of Ka'bat"
286 'We have encountered our Lord; He was pleased with us and He made us pleased'" ln the

previous hadith (no. 4090) in the same chapter the verse is rendered as: ballighù (anna

qawmanã annã qad laqinã rabbana fa-ra(iya'annã wa-ar(ãná. "Convey this message to

our people: we have encountered our Lord; He was pleased with us and He made us

pleased." In no. 4093 the words are put into the mouths of the men whom the Prophet had

sent to fight: Inna ashãbakum qad uçîbä wa-innahum qad sa'alù rabbahum fa-qdlú: rabbanã

akhbír'annã ihkwãnanõ bimã raùlnã'anka wa-ra(îta'annã. "Your companions have

perished and they addressed thei¡ Lo¡d and said: Our Lord, let our companions know that we

have been pleased with you and you made us pleased."

287 gunnt is a technical term with various meanings. In hadith literature it usually means to

recite standing, and it is often connected with tlucã', prayers and blessings for the Muslims

and curses upon the unbelievers. See Wensinck, "I!unät", 812.

288 S.rGuillaume 1980: 434436,631-634.
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event. Al-BukhãrÎ deals with the alleged choice given to the Prophet in an

interesting way: 'Ãmir ibn al-lufayl, a leader of a pagan tribe challenged the

Prophet and threatened him. Before the Prophet had a chance to answer him - or
at least no answer is reported - he died ofplague. The pagan leader exceeded his
authority and immediately received his punishment.

Conclusion. The Cluster of retaliation consists of several very different
hadith reports. The subgroup of the victim brings up the special position of Mecca
as an abode of peace and it establishes the punishment for homicide. The other
report in this subgroup describes an event from the pre-Islamic period. According
to this report Abü Tãlib gave a choice to another branch of Banü Hãshim to make

amends for the death of a man of his own tribe. They had the choice between
paying, taking an oath of innocence and fighting i.e., being killed. The whole tribe
was answerable for the crime of one of its members. The end of the hadith makes

it obvious that the real options they had were to pay or die, since making a false

oath meant death.

The tribe of Hawãzin, who had lost in battle, addressed the Prophet in a sub-
missive way. They were given a fair choice of either getting back their property or
their captives. But the Chief of the pagans threatened the Prophet and wanted to
be his equal, and as a result he died ofplague.

6. Cluster oftrade

The cluster of trade includes hadiths of two sub types: the fïrst type reports that
the wives of the Prophet were given the choice of getting either agricultural pro-
ducts or land and water to cultivate. According to Kitãb al-þarth wa-l-muzãrddt
Chapter 8 al-muzãrda bi-l-shar¡ wa-naþwih,2&e no.2328 the Prophet used to give

his wives one hundred wasqszeÙ of the production of dates and barley he got from
the people of Khaybar, eighty wasqs of dates and twenty wasqs of barley. When

'Umar executed the contract of Khaybar he gave the Prophet's wives the option of
either having the land and water as their shares, or carrfng on the previous
practice. Some of them chose the land and some chose the dates and barley.

'Ã'isha chose the land.

289 goo¡ of cultivation and cultivation by a temporary sharecropping contract, Chapter 8,
temporary sharecropping contract with provision.

290 ll'asq is a measure of capacity. In the early years of Islam one wasq, or a camel load, was
equal to 60 ¡rf, which means 252.34 litres (or l9a3 kg). Until the reign of Hãrän al-Rash-rd

one wasq was 2.5 times the wasq of the early years, but for the late¡ period the sources give
the worth of 60 ¡õ for a wasq again. (Hinz 1955: 53) Thus, we can safely determine that
hundred Ìvargs \ryas 25,234 lites (19,430 kg) of agricultural products and that the Prophet
gave his wives 20,187 litres (15,544 kg) ofdates and 5,046 litres (3,886 kg) ofbarley.
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It is interesting that 'Ã'isha's choice is mentioned here again separately

although it is not commented on in any way. The ownership of land must have

been an important issue in early Islam. There are at least two Kitdbs in al-BukhãrÏ

dealing with it, namely Kitãb al-þarth waJ-muzãr6a, Cultivation and cultivation

by contract and Kitdb al-musãqãt, Contract of irrigation. The Prophet did not give

land to his wives, but he did give the products of the land. This might have been

because the Jews stayed in Khaybar until the year 20 ¡.H. when 'Umar expelled

the Jews from there as well as from Najrãn.

The second type of hadiths confirms that the seller and the buyer have the

choice of cancelling the transaction up until the time they depart.

Kitãb al-buyù' Chapter 19 idhî baryana al-bayyi'an waJam yaktumã wa-

na;aþd, no.2O79.2el

Related'Abdallah ibn al-$ãrith on the authority of flak-tm ibn Fizãm:

God's Messenger said: "The seller and the buyer have the choice [of cancelling or
confirming the deall until they separate. If they are honest their transaction will be

blessed, but if they conceal something or tell lies the blessing coming from their
transaction will be annulled.292

In the same Kitõb al-buyf Chapter 43 idha lam yuwaqqil rt Lkhiyãr, hql

yajùzu al-baf ? no. 2109,2e3 Chapter 44 al-bayyi'ãni bi-l-khiyãri mã lam yata-

farraqã nos. 2ll0 and 2171,2e4 Chapter 45 idhd khayyara aþaduhumã ;ãþibahu
ba'da l-baf fa-qad wajaba l-baf no. 2ll2,2es Chapter 46 idhã kãnq l-bd'i' bi-l-
khiyãr hal yajûzu t-ba1r? no.2ll32e6 convey the same message.

Conclusion. There is an enorTnous number of hadiths in $ahih al-BukhãrI

which deal with the economic aspects of life. There are several kitãbs dedicated to

economics in some way: such as Kitãb al-zakãt, Alms tax; Kitãb al-buyn-', Selling;

Kitãb al-salan, Sales in which the price is paid but the merchandise is delivered

later; Kitãb al-shuf a, Right of pre-emption; Kitãb al-ijdra, Rent; Kitãb al-þawdlãt,

Transference of a debt, bills of exchange; Kitãb al-kafila, Guaranties, bails; Kitãb
al-wakâla, Representation; Kitãb al-þarth waJ-muzãr6ãl, Cultivation and culti-

291 Book oftrade, Chapter 19 when the two parties (to the sales contract) are precise and do not
conceal anything but are sincere, no.2079.

292 Thrr" is quite a humorous hadith in the Kilãb at-buytr Chapter 42 Kan yaiûzu t-khiyãr? No.
2107 (Book ofsales, Chapter How long is the option valid?) The Prophet said: "The two
parties of a sale have an option until they depart, unless it is an optional sale." Nãfi'said:
"When lbn (Umar bought something that pleased him he used to leave (quickly)."

293 Chapter 43 when the time limit of the option is not fixed, is the sale still valid? No. 2109.
294 Chapter 44 the two parties (to the sales contract) have a choice until they separate, nos. 2 I I 0

and 2l I l.
295 Chapter 45 when one of the parties has pronounced his opinion on the option, the sale is

irrevocable, no.2ll2.
296 Chupt"r46ifthesellerhas(reservedforhim)thechoice,isthesalestillvalid?No.2l13.
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vation by contract; Kitãb al-musãqãt, Contract of irrigation; Kitab al-istiqrãQ wa-

adã' al-duyiln wa-l-þajr wallaflls,lnan, payment of debts, freezing of property

and bankruptcy; Kitdb al-khu;ûmãt, Lawsuits; Kitãb fr l-luqat, Objects which are

found; Kitãb al-sharika, Partnership; Kitãb al-rahn, Mortgaging; Kitõb al-'itq,

Manumission of slaves; Kitab al-mukãtab, Liberty (of a slave) by a contract;

Kitãb al-hiba wa-fadlihã wa-l+aþr1d 'alayhã, Gifts, their merits and encourage-

ment to give them; Kitãb al-shurr7f, Conditions; Kítãb al-waçãya, Testaments;

Kitdb far( al-khumus, Duty to pay one fifth, and Kitãb al-jizya wa-l-muwãdda,

Taxation of non-Muslims under Muslim rule and deposits. The hadiths in cluster

of trade illustrate in part the financial support the widows of the Prophet had,

typically'Ã'isha is mentioned by name again, and partly the refined regulations

Islamic authorities wanted to set for trade.

7. Cluster of the Ançãr and the Muhãjirän

This cluster includes hadiths, which describe the relations between the Prophet

and the An;dr and the way he treats the Ansãr compared to the way he treats the

Muhãjirûn.
According to several hadiths, whenever the Prophet had a choice he would

choose the easiest possibility if it was a lawful option. ln the case of the Anqãr the

Prophet said that he would take the more difficult option if it would enable him to

stay with the An;ãr rather than an easier one if it would mean a separation from

them.

In hadith no. 4332 the Prophet claims that if other people passed through a

valley and the Ançãr took the mountainous way, he would choose the mountain

pass with the Ansãr. No choice is given to anyone, but there is an allusion to a

choice which the Prophet would make should he have to choose between the

An;dr and other people.

The Prophet would choose the Ançãr but he would also expect them to

choose him should they be in a situation which demanded a choice. The following

hadiths illustrate the relations between the Ançãr and the Prophet.

Kitdb maghãzlChapter 57 Ghazwat at-!ã'iffi shawwãl sana thamãnin.2e1

No.4332

It was the day of the Conquest o¡ ¡4...u298 and the Messenger of God distributed

some war booty among the people of Quraysh, which made the Ansãr angry.299 1¡"

297 F,oo¡ of military expeditions, Chapter 57 about the expedition to al-Tã'if in the month of
Shawwãl,year L

298 The battles of al-Tã'if and flunayn took place in the year 8 immediately after the conquest of
Mecca. According to the Sira by Ibn Isþãqilbn Hisham no booty was distributed in Mecca or
after the battle offlunayn as is suggested in hadith no. 4333.
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Prophet said: "Doesn't it please you that the people take the worldly things and you get

the Messenger of God (with you)?" They said: "Yes it does." The Prophet said: "If
people took their way through a valley or a mountain pass, I would take my way

tfuough the valley or through the mountain pass together with the Ançãr."

No.4333

It was the day of the battle of ïunayn. The Prophet confronted the tribe of Hawãzin

and had ten thousand men withhim besides al-i{ulana'.300 When they (Muslims) fled,

the Prophet said: "People of Ançãrt" They replied: "Labbayka, yã rasùl Allãh, wa-

sa'daylø, naþnu bayna yadaykal"S0l The Prophet got down and said: "I am God's

servant and His messenger." Then the pagans were defeated. The Prophet distributed

the booty amongst al-lulaqã' and Muhãjirun and did not give anlhing to lhe An¡ãr.

So the An;ãr were dissatisfied and he called them to a leather tent and said: "Doesn't it
please you that the people take sheep and camels and you get the M€ssenger of God
(with you)?" The Prophet added: "Ifthe people took their way through a valley and the

Ançar look their way through a mountain pass, I would choose the mountain pass with
the An¡ãr."

No.4334

The Prophet gathered some people of Ançãr and said: "The People of Quraysh have

only recently leftthe Jãhili¡rya and its calamity (of unbelief). That is why I lvant to treat

them well and attach them more tightly to us. Won't it please you that the people take

the worldly things and you take God's Messenger home with you?" They said: "Yes it
will." The Prophet said: "Ifall the people took their way through a valley and the An¡ãr
took their way through a mountain pass, then I would take the valley with the Angãr or

the mountain pass with the ln¡ãr."

In another group of hadiths the Prophet emphasises the importance of choos-

ing the easiest possibility, which makes his readiness to choose a more difficult
passage with the Anqãr even more remark^ble. Kitãb al-manãqib Chapter 23 sifat

al-nabl, no. 3560 and Kitãb al-sdab Chapter no. 80 qawl al-nabl (ç): Yassirú wa-

lã ttÍassiríi no. 6126302 and Kitãb al-þudûd Chapter l0 iqãmati l-þudúdi wa-l'

int iqãmi li-þurumãt Altãh no. 67 96303 are identical:

299 ¡¡rt the battle of Quray4a, which took place before the battle of al-Ta'if, the Prophet

divided the booty into shares: three shares for each man with a horse and one for each man

without a horse. He also took a fifth of the booty to himself to be used as he wished. (Ibn

Isþãq/Ibn Hishãm 1859 l/2,p.292-293) According to Guillaume 1980 (p. 466) lots v'fere cast

on the booty, but this is an error in his translation. Later on the booty was supposed to be

shared according to this "sunna" but according to this hadith the Prophet made exceptions.

300 p¡. of ¡allq. In the plural this is a technical term denoting those who had refused to accept

Islam until the sur¡ender of Mecca. They would have been the legal booty of the Prophet

after the conquest, but he released them. The term has later been used disparagingly of the

late Meccan converts by their enemies.
301 Here we are at your service, God's Messenger! We are under your command!
302 Book of adab, Chapter about the words of the Prophet: "Make things easier, not more

difficult."
303 3oo¡ ofdivine ordinance, Chapter about the application ofthe divine ordinance and God's

revenge for the violation ofthe sacred.
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Narrated .Ã'isha: Whenever God's Messenger had a choice between two possibilities,

he would choose the easie¡ one, unless it would be something sinfi¡I, but if it were

sinful, he would keep away from it. God's Messenger never took revenge for his own

sake but when God's holiness was violated he would revenge for God's sake'

The Prophet often gave his followers a choice of recompensation should they

be unable to fulfil their religious duties, and in the case of religious rites he gives

instructions but leaves some space for individual choice.

Kitãb al-muþ¡ar chapter 5 qawl Allahi ffãlã (¡þ-man kãna minkum marldsn

aw bihi adhan min ra'sihifa-fidyatun min çiyãmin aw çadaqatin aw nusukinl wa-

huwa mukhayyarun, fa-ammã l-çawm fa-thaldthatu ayyãmin3$4 no. I 8 14 describes

an event when the Prophet sees a man who looks like he is suffering from vermin

or insects in his hair. The Prophet asks about it and says: "La'allska ãdhaka

hawdmmuka2"3o5 y¿¡.tt the Prophet receives an affirmative answer he tells the

man to shave his head and either fast for three days, or feed six poor people, or

offer sacrifice.

In Kiñb ql-adhãn chapter l5o md yutakhayyaru min al-du'd'i ba'da l-

tashahhudi, walaysa bi-wdjibín306 no. 835 the Prophet instructs his followers to

praise God and salute His messenger in a correct way. After this the believers may

choose a duca' if they wish.

The distribution of booty was an important matter in pre-Islamic times and in

the early years of Islam. Raiding was considered normal practice and there \¡/ere

rules according to which leaders distributed the booty.307 Therefore the way the

Prophet left the Ançãr without giving them their share was quite a signifìcant

gesture. The words of the Prophet have quite striking similarities to his words in

the Hadith of Choice. The Prophet says that the Quraysh are still close to the

Jãhiliyya; they are not condemned like "the Persians and the Romans who have

been given earthly possession" and who "have hastened to get their rewards in

this world". But still, the words of the Prophet echo the same fatal question:
..Doesn't it please you that the people take sheep and camels - or the worldly

things - and you get God's Messenger (with you)?" Although the word khayyara

does not occur in this group of hadiths, two choices are made in each of them: the

Ançãr accept the way the Prophet treats the various tribes in Medina, and in

consequence, choose the Prophet rather than eafhly possessions, and the Prophet

304 Book about those who a¡e prevented frompilgrimage, Chapter 5 about these words ofGod:

If any of you is ill, or has an ailment in his scalp, he should in compensation either fast, or

feed the poor or offer sacrifice (2:196\. He should choose, and should he choose fasting he

should fast for three daYs.

305 Do you suffer from vermin?
306 goo¡ of the call to prayer Chapter I 50 about the preferred prayers to be pronounced after the

shahãda, testimony offaith; these are not compulsory.

307 Lru'k"g urd, "Ghanrma",812.
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claims that he would choose a more difficult way with the Ansãr should taking an

easier way mean that he would be unable to accompany the An;ãr.

Kitãb al:ilm Chapter 48 man taraka ba'(a l-ikhtiydri makhãfata an yaqturs

fahmu ba'Qi l-nãsi 'anhu fa-yaqa'ú fi ashadda minhu308 no. 126 deals with the

Ka'ba:

Al-Aswad said: Ibn al-Zubayr said to me: 'Ã'isha revealed plenty of secrets to you.

What did she say about the Ka'ba? I answe¡ed: One day'Ã'isha told me: The Prophet

said to me: 'Ã'isha, if your people were not so near - al'Znbayr added: near to
infrdelity - I would demolish Ka'ba (so that it would need to be rebuilt) and make two
doors to it, one for the people to enter and one for them to get out. Ibn Zubayr did this.

Kitãb al-þajj Chapter 42 fadli Makkata wa-bunyãniha wa-qawlihi tqcãld

Chapter 42 nos. 1583-1586, Kitãb aþãúth øl-anbiyã'Chapter l0 no.3368, Kitãb

tafsír Chapter l0 no. 4484 and Kítãb ql-tamanní Chapter 9 no.7243J0e give more

information about the situation. It seems that there was a wâll around the Ka'ba

whose function was not evident. According to these hadiths 'Ã'isha once asked

the Prophet about the wall, whether it was part of the temple and why it did not

surround the whole temple. The Prophet answered that it was built by her people

but they did not have resources enough to complete it. 'Ã'isha then asked about

the entrance gate which was higher than the rest of the wall. The Prophet answer-

ed that her people wanted to be able to control who they allowed to enter the

temple and who could not.

Another theme relating to criticism in the above-mentioned hadiths is the

way the Ka'ba was built. The Prophet is reported as safng to (Ã'isha that the

people - her people again - who rebuilt the temple did not totally follow the

foundations laid by Abraham.'Ã'isha asked the Prophet whether he was not going

to replace the building so it would be identical to the temple of Abraham. The

Prophet answered: "If your people were not so close to the days of infidelity I
would - in some versions - rebuild the temple on the foundations of the old shrine

or - in some other - incorporate the wall into the main building and lower the

threshold to the level ofthe ground." In hadith no. 1586 he says: "Ifyour people

were not so close to paganism I would give orders to tear down the temple. I
would give orders to put back inside everything that was taken out and level it to
the ground. I would build two doors to it: one facing east and the other facing

west. Then I would follow the foundations of Abraham." The Prophet feared that

308 goo¡ ofknowledge, Chapter 48 About the one who renounces the (best) choice because of
his fear that some people are not intelligent enough to understand and would thus end up in

something even worse.

309 goo¡ of the Pilgrimage, Chapter 42 about the superiority of Mecca and its monuments nos.

1583-1586; Book ofthe Prophets, Chapter 10 no. 3368; Book ofExegesis, Chapter l0 no.

4484; Book of Wishes Chapter 9 no.7243.
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because of the proximity of the Jdhiliyya and kufr the people of Mecca would not

accept this.

No. 1586 continues with a narration of what happened later: these words

made lbn al-Zubayr destroy and re-build the Ka'ba.3t0 According to the report the

foundations of Abraham were still visible. They were built of stones which were

like the hump of a camel. The distance between the foundations and the wall was

about six cubits.3ll

What interests us here is the opinion of the Prophet that he had an opportu-

nity to choose between ways of acting, and it was possible for him to choose a

less accepted way of behaviour shoyuld the best way lead to the possibility of
misunderstanding, i.e., if he feared that the intelligence of the people was not high

enough. It is also interesting how the Prophet addresses his favourite wife: he

reveals secrets to her, he speaks to her confidentially, but nevertheless, he associ-

ates'Ã'isha with her people, a people who were not fully developed as Muslims;
they were too close to the days of Jãhiliyya and were not able to wholly
understand the meaning of the acts and orders of the Prophet. In these reports

Muhammad never once fails to call the Meccans 'Ã'isha's people: "lqw lã anna

qawmaki þaùthu' ahdin bi-l-j ãhiliyya."
Kiñb al-jihãd wa-l-siyar Chapter 29 man ikhtãra al-ghazwa <alã l-sawmi no.

2828 refers to the possibility of choosing to fight alongside with the Prophet

instead of fasting. The hadith simply mentions Abü !alþa, who did not fast during
the lifetime of the Prophet, because of the frequent battles he was engaged in.

After the death of the Prophet he never broke his fast except when it was required.

Kinb al-ilçah Chapter 1 man ikhtãra l-darba wal-qatla waJ-hawãnq'alí l-
kufristz includes three hadiths. None of them speaks explicitly about a choice, but

the notion of choice is clearly present. No. 6941 enumerates three things that
people who know the secrets of faith have, Thaldthun man kunna fihi wajada

þalãwata l-îmãni, to love God and His Messenger above everything else, to love

your fellow men for no other reason than the love of God, and to hate infidelity as

much as you hate the Fire. No. 6943 makes the choices men should make even

more explicit:

We were complaining to the Messenger of God who at the moment was lying on his
bunla,his outer garment, in the shadow of the Ka'ba. "Why don't you pray for (divine)
assistance for us?" we said, "Why don't you invoke God in favour of us?" He answered:

"It used to be so that people would take a man and put him in a hole they had dug in the

310 According to Wensinck and Jomier ("Ka'ba", tÍ¡ tne destruction happened during a battle
tn 641683 when Ibn al-Zubayr was besieged by al-$usayn ibn Numayr in Mecca. The
catapults around the town badly damaged the shrine and it was later rebuilt.

3l I The measure of length used here - dhir6 - is approximately 0.58-0.68 m.
312 3oo¡ of Computsion, Chapter l, he who chooses strokes, death and disgrace instead of

infìdelity.
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ground. They took a saw, put it to the head ofthe man and sawed him in two' Then

they combed his body with iron combs to the bone. The man suffered all this without

renouncing his religion. By God, our task will be completed so that a rider will be able

to ¡ide from San<ã' to $a{ramawt without having to fear anything except God, and

wolves for the security ofhis sheep. But you are too hasty'"

Conclusion. The common theme in all these hadiths seems to be the choice

to accept the message of God and to accept His Messenger even though it would

mean meagre fïnancial rewards in this world; or even if it would mean a painful

death. As for the unequal share for the An;ãr compared to the Quraysh in Medina,

the reasons behind the behaviour of the Prophet must be looked for elsewhere.

After the battle of Badr both those Muslims who had collected the booty, those

who had participated in the fighting, and those who had protected the Prophet,

claimed the booty. According to the Sira it was on this occasion that the Sûrat ql-

anfit (no.8) was revealed.3l3 As stated in the first verse the booty belonged to

God and His messenger (8:1) and a fifth of it was assigred to the Prophet and his

near relatives, orphans and other people in need (8:41).31a The total number of
Muhãjirän who took part in the battle and to whom the Prophet allocated booty

was 83 men, the number of Ançdr was 231. As has been mentioned in note 80, the

exact division of the booty was determined after the Battle of Quray4a, which was

fought in the year 5, three years after the Battle of Badr.

The reason the Prophet stated for having left the Ançdr without booty was

that the Meccan Muhãjirûn were closer to Jãhiliyya than the Medinan Ansãr, The

Prophet wanted to give gifts to the newly converted to win them over to Islam. He

trusted the An;õr and pleaded with them to accept his decision on this matter. The

An;ãr chose the Prophet and accepted the unequal division ofbooty. The An;ãr

seem to be truly devoted to the Prophet, but there was not complete trust between

lhe Ançãr and the Muhãjiriln. The An;ãr probably hoped that the Muhõiirùn

would eventually move back to their native Mecca and leave Medina under the

control of the An;ãr. The tension between lhe Ansãr and the Muhãiirún did not

cease until the death of the Prophet and the appointment of Abü Bakr as the leader

of the community.3ls During the Umayyad period the Ançãr became merged with

both the Quraysh and other tribes that had settled in Medina.3l6

313 Guilluu-r 1980: 321.
314 6o¿'r share was used for the maintenance of the Ka'ba. After the death of the Prophet the

division of the ¡est of the booty soon became problematic. There were different opinions as

to who were the relatives of the Prophet entitled to a share: were they Banü Hãshim, Banú

Quraysh, or all the caliphs in power after the Prophet, and their families? Each of the

exegetes seems to have read the text according to his own interests.

31 5 About the relations between the Ançar and the Muhãjirúu especially conceming the choice

of the caliph, see Madelung 1997.

316 Watt,.,al-Ançãr", E/2.
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8..Ã'¡sha's choice

'Ã'isha was the one of the Prophet's wives who had more opportunities to make

choices than the others - or at least reports about situations where she was the one

who made a choice are more numerous than the same tlpe of reports about the

other wives.3l7 hr this hadith she was given the choice of letting .Umar be buried
in her house or not. The choice was significant because the Prophet as well as

'Ã'isha's father was buried there, and (Ã'isha had planned to be buried there

herself. In the same hadith an even more impofant choice was also made: the

follower of 'Umar as the leader of the community was chosen.3lS

Kiñb fadd'il asþãb al-nabl l,l) Chapter 8 qiççati l-balfati wal-ittiJãqi ,alã

'Uthmãna bni cAffina (r) wa-fihi maqtalu,(Jmara bni l-Khqttdb (r)3te no.3700 is

one ofthe longest hadiths in the entire collection. It starts a few days before the

death of (Umar and describes in detail how he was stabbed while leading aprayer.
The stab wound was not immediately fatal. .Umar was taken care of and he had

time to organise his debts to be paid, give instructions to his closest friends con-
cerning his burial, and the way in which his successor to the position of khalífa
should be chosen.

'Umar sent his son'Abdallãh as a messenger to .,4'isha and instructed him to
ask her whether she would permit .Umar to be buried in her house alongside the
Prophet and Abü Bak¡.'Ã'isha gave permission although she had herself planned
to be buried in the same place, next to her father and her husband. Ibn (Umar went
back to his father and told him the good news. (IJmar said,: "Al-hamdu lillãh, mã

kãna shay' ahamma iloyya min dhùlika.32o After my death carry my body to
'Ã'isha's house, greet her and say: .Umar ibn al-Khatþb asks permission. If she

accepts, bury me there, but if she refuses take me to the graveyard of the

Muslims." The choice given to 'Ã'isha is presented here as a real choice, since
(Umar had plans should 'Ã'isha change her mind and give a negative answer.

At the end of the long hadith there is a description of a political choice or
"election" although neither of these words is used. The people asked .Umar to ap-
point a successor and he said that the best candidates would be .Ah, .Uthmãn, al-

317 Thir is, of course, true about hadith material in general. Reports about.Ä'isha as well as

hadiths reported by her are strikingly numerous.
3 18 It is 'Umar who is credited with initiating the principle of shùra and the ideal of chosing the

leader of the community on the grounds of religious merit. (Madelung 1997:76)
319 Book about the virh¡es ofthe Companions ofthe Prophet (pbuh), Chapter 8 about the agree-

ment of appointing <Uthmãn ibn'Affãn (may God be pleased with him) and the assassination
of 'Umar ibn al-Khal¡ãb (may God be pleased with him).

320 Thank God, nothing ìilas as important to me as that.
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Zubayr, Jalþa, Sa'd and'Abd al-Raþmãn. He appointed'Abdallãh ibn'Umar, his

son, as a witness with no share in the rule.32l Then follows a long recommenda-

tion by'Umar of the way his follower, whoever it will be, should rule.

When'Umar passed away his body was taken to'Ã'isha's house. 'Abdallãh
ibn'Umar greeted her and said: "(Umar ibn al-Khat{ãb asks permission." "Bring
him in", said'Ã'isha, and they took him in and laid him down near to his two

friends. After the burial the group recommended by'Umar held a meeting. 'Abd
al-Raþmãn said that the number of candidates should be reduced to three. Al-
Zubair gave up his right to (AlI, 

Jalha gave up his right to'Uthmãn, and Sa'd gave

up his right to (Abd al-Raþmãn.

'Abd al-Raþmãn asked (Uthmãn and (AlI which one of them was willing to
give up his right of candidacy so that he may choose the better of the remaining

two. Both of them kept silent. (Abd al-Raþmãn asked if they would accept leaving

the decision to him and they accepted. He took the hand of 'AlI and said: "You are

related to God's Messenger and one of the earliest Muslims. God watches over

you! Will you do justice if I appoint you as a ruler (la-in ammartuka), and if I
appoint 'Uthmãn (wala-in ammartu'UÍhmãn) will you listen to him and obey

him." Then he took the other aside and said the same to him. When (Abd al-

Raþmãn was sure of their agreement he said: 'kUthmãn, raise your hand!"'Abd
al-Raþmãn gave'Uthmãn the pledge of allegiance and'AlI gave him the pledge of
allegiance. The people ofthe house entered and gave him the pledge ofallegiance.

9. Cluster ofthe funeral prayer

The cluster ofthe funeral prayer ls totally different in substance than all the other

hadiths where choice is discussed in some way. The cluster of the funeral prayer

is the only one in which the emphasis is on the view that humankind - the Prophet

in this case - does not have a choice.

The basic message of these hadiths is that the Prophet understood that he had

a choice to pray or not to pray for a dead infidel, but this choice was taken away

from him by a verse from God. This cluster also pictures a dispute between'Umar

and Muhammad, which was - interestingly - won by'Umar. (Umar or his son are

the narrators in these hadiths and it might be argued whether this fact has some-

thing to do with'IJmar's claim of having said the last word.322

321 For a more detailed description of the events, see Madelung 1997 : 7O-72.
322 5.. Chapter Inner texture aboutthe importance ofsaying the last word.
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Kitdb tqfstr, surqtu bqrã'a or al-tawba Chapter 12 listaghfir lqhum aw la
tastaghfir lahum in tastaghfir lahum sab'lna marratanl no.4670.323

Narrated Ibn'Umar: When'Abdallãh died, his son 'Abdallãh ibn 'Abdallãh came to
God's Messenger and asked him to give him his shirt so that he could sluoud his father
in it. The Prophet gave it to hirn Then he asked him to offer the funeral prayer for the

deceased. God's Messenger got up to pray. But <Umar got up too, seized the garment of
God's Messenger and said: "God's Messenge¡ will you pray for him though your Lord
has forbidden you to pray for him?" God's Messenger said: "lnnamã khayyaranî
Allãhu fa-qãla: {ßtaghfir lahum aw lã tastaghfr lahum in tastaghfir lahum sab'îna
marratanl324 so I will ask more than seventy times."'Umar said: "But he is a hypo-
crite!" However, God's Messenger did offer the funeral prayer for him, whereupon
God revealed: lwalã tu¡alli <ala aþadin minhum mãta abadan walã taqum <alã

qabrihit¡325

The next hadith in the same chapter no. 4671 relates the same incident but
from a slightly different viewpoint.326 The narrator is'Umar ibn al-Khattãb him-
self. The whole name of the deceased - 'Abdallãh ibn 5¿¡1327 - is mentioned at

the beginning of the narration and a specific reason for 'Umar to oppose the

Prophet's prayer for him is mentioned:

God's Messenger was called in order to offer the funeral prayer for him. When he got
up I jumped towards him and said: "Cod's Messenger, will you pray for Ibn Llbayy
although one day he said so-and-so?'rzö I went on enume¡ating his sayings. God's

323 goo¡ of Exegesis, Surah of Repentance o¡ Immunity, Chapter 12 Ask pardon for them, or
ask not pardon for them; ifthou askest pardon for them seventy times.

324 g,SOBut God has given me the choice by saying: Ask pardon for them, or ask not pardon for
them; ifthou askest pardon for them seventy times.

ll5 SrtS And pray thou neverover any one of them when he is dead, nor stand over his grave.
126 ¡ç¡¿6 al-janâ'iz Chapter 84 ma yukrahu nin al-galãti'ala l-nuna/ìqlna wa-t-istighfãri li-l-

mushrikîna (rawãhu lbn'Umar (r) 'an al-nabl (ç)) no. 1366 (Book of Funerals, Chapter 84
what is reprehensible about offering prayers for hypocrites and asking forgiveness for poly-
theists, this was transmitted by lbn'Umar (may God be pleased with him) from the Prophet
(pbuh)) is identical.

327 lbn Isþãq/lbn Hishãm reports in his Sira that it was because of .Abdallãh ibn Ubayy the
verses of5:54 were revealed: Oh you who believe, do not take Jews and Ch¡istians as your
friends and protectors ... (Guillaume 1980: 363-64)

328 
'grnu, refers to an incident when t\ryo of the Muslims v/ent to the drinking place at the same

time and started to fight with each other. One of them shouted: "Help, the An¡ãrl"And,the
other one: "Help, the Muhãjirùnl" (Abdallãh ibn Ubayy ibn Salül became angry and said to
his people: "They dispute our priority, they outnumber us in our country, and nothing so fits
us and the vagabonds ofQuraysh as the ancient saying: feed a dog and it will devour you. By
God, when we return to Medina the stronger will drive out the weaker." Then he went to his
people and said: "This is what you have done to yourselves. You have let them occupy your
country, and you have divided your property among them. Had you but kept you property
from them they would have gone elsewhe¡e." A young boy heard these words and reported
them to the Prophet. 'Umar asked him to order (Abdallãh ibn Ubayy to be killed but the
Prophet did not want to do it for fear ofpeople saying that he gives orders to kill his own
companions. The Prophet treated (Abdallãh ibn Ubayy kindly even though his own son
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Messenger smiled and said: "Enough, 'Umar!" But when I spoke too much he said:

"Innî khuyyirtu wa-khtartu! I have been given the choice, and I have chosen; ifI knew

that if I asked forgiveness for him more than seventy times and he would be forgiven,

then I would ask more than seventy times." God's Messenger offered the funeral prayer

for him and went away, but soon two verses of ,S¡7raru barã'a were revealed. {wa-ld
tuçalli <alã aþadin minhun mãta abadan wa-lã taqum 'ala qabrihi innahum kafarú bi-
llãhi wa-rasúlihi wa-mãlíi wo-hum /àsiqänall29 tur"r I was astonished at my couage

in front of God's Messenger, since God and his Messenger know best'

This version emphasises the opinion of the Prophet that he was explicitly

given the choice to do as he wishes. An explicit choice is referred to in Chapter 13

(lã tuçatti'ald aþadin minhum mdto abadan wa-lã taqum'ald qabrihil33o no.

4672. It is narrated by Ibn 'Umar again and it is the same report in a slightly

different form all over again.

When,Abdallãh ibn Ubayy died, his son'Abdallãh ibn'Abdallãh came to God's Mes-

senger, who gave him his shirt and ordered him to sh¡oud his father in it. Then he stood

up to pray for hirn, but'Umar ibn al-Kha¡çab seized his (the Prophet's) garment and

said: "Will you pray for him though he was a hypocrite and God has forbidden you to

ask forgiveness for them?" He said: "lnnamã khayyarani Allãhu aw akhbaranT Allãhu!
God has given me a choice - or told me - saying: (ßtaghfir lahum aw lã^tastaghfir

lahum inTastaghfr lahum sabÍna marratan falan yaghfira llahu lahuml33 I ¡¡t t¿¡¿'

"I will ask more than seventy times." Thus God's Messenger offered the funeral prayer

for him and we prayed with him. Then God revealed to him:, lwalã tusalli <alã ahadin

minhum mãta abadan wa-lã taqum'ald qabrihi innahum kafarû billãhi wa-rasúlihi wa-

nãtú fa-hum fasiqunal

Conclusion. This g¡oup of hadiths depicts a dispute between 'Umar and

Muhammad, which was - interestingly - won by (Umar. 
'Umar is the narrator in

this hadith and it might be discussed whether this fact has something to do with

his claim that he had said the last word.

The Prophet r¡/as not allowed to perform a funeral prayer for a hypocrite; he

was not allowed to ask forgiveness for him. However, the power of intercession,

shafta, is one of the characteristics of Muhammad mentioned also in hadith

literature, for instance in Kiñb al-Çalil Chapter 56, no. 438. On the other hand,

the Qur'an is explicit in restricting the power of intercession to Muslims only

(19:87) and by the permission of God only (2:255). The role of Muhammad as a

shãf' will be discussed in more detail in Chapter The Prophet as a mediator. We

329

wanted to kill him. But whenever a misfortune fell, his own people blamed him even though

they had wanted to make him their king before the arrival of Muhammad (Guillaume 1980:

49M92).

9:84 And never pray for one ofthem who dies, nor stand by his grave. They disbelieved in

God and His messenger and they died while they were evildoers.

9:84 And never pray for one ofthem who dies, nor stand by his grave.

9:80 Ask pardon for thenr, or ask not pardon for them; ifthou askest pardon for them seventy

times, God will not pardon them.

330

33t
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shall see how hadith no. 4T12limits the power of intercession to Muhammad only;
none of the previous prophets from Adam to Jesus will intercede for Muslims on
the Day of Resurrection. The cluster of the funeral prayer limits the choice of
Muhammad concerning who he is allowed to intercede for. According to Wen-
sinck and Gimaret, God offered the Prophet the privilege of having the power of
intercession. Here, the Prophet again had to make a choice, to have the power of
intercession or the assurance that half of his community would enter Paradise.332

Lã tukharyirûnî

A group of hadiths which includes the root form khayyara, but does not really
deal with a choice befween possibilities, relates a discussion between a Jew and a
Muslim. They come to Muhammad and he tells them not to give preference to
him over Moses or other Muslim prophets: Lã îukhayyirûni ,alã Mäsã or Lã
tukhoyyirú bayna l-anbiyã'. Although Muhammad was exceptional among all
other Prophets as has been seen in many other hadiths, in addition to the previous
ones about his unique power ofintercession, this hadith suggests another view of
his position among the prophets.

Kitãb al-khusum1t Chapter I mã yudhkaru fi l-ishkhãsi wa-l-khuçämati
bayna l-muslimi wa-l-yahúdi no. 2411,333 Kiñb attãdith al-anbiyã'Chapter 3l
woJãtu Musõ wq-dhikruhu bardu no.3408,334 Kitãb al-riqãq Chapter 43 nafthi I-
;uri no 6517,33s and Kitãb al-tawþ1d Chapter 3l fi l-mashl'qti wa-l-irãdati no.
7472336 are identical:

Narated Abä Hurayra: Two men were quarrelling, one of them was a Muslim and the
other one was a Jew. The Muslim said: "(I swear) by the one who chose Muhammad
from among mankind!" The Jew said: "(I swear) by the one who chose Moses &om
among mankind!" The Muslim raised his hand and hit the Jew in the face. The Jew
went to the Prophet and told him what had happened. The Prophet called for the
Muslim and asked him about the matter, and the Muslim told him. Then the Prophet
said: "Lã tukhayyirùn1 (alã Mûsã, don't give preference to me over Moses, for all
people will faint on the Day of Resurrection, including me, but I will be the first to gain
consciousness. Moses will be bearing down on the th¡one. I do not know if he will faint
and gain consciousness before me, or if God will made an exception s¡¡1¡ ¡¡r¡.-337

332 wensinck and Gimaret. "ghañ.a",.812.
333 Book ofLawsuits Chapter l, what was mentioned about quarrelling and lawsuits between a

Muslim and a Jew.
334 BookofHadithsabouttheprophets,Chapter3l,thedeathofMosesandhiscommemoration.
335 Book ofTrivialities, Chapter 43, about the hom blast.
336 Book of Oneness, Chapter 3 I , about volition and desire.
337 The principle of the equal importance of all prophets is mentioned in the Qur'an 2:136 and

3:84. However, in another group ofhadiths (Kitab al-tafsír, särat al-baqara, Chapter I no.
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In hadith Kitãb al-khuÇtimãt Chapter I mã yudhkaru fi l-ishkhãçi wa-l-

khusumati bayna l-muslimi wa-l-yahùdi no.2412 the same incident is related from

a slightly different point of view. The nanator is Abü Sa'Td al-Khudrï.

While the Prophet was sitting down a Jew came to him and said: "Abü l-Qãsim, one of
your followers hit me in the face." The Prophet asked: "Who?" He said: "A man from
the Ansãr." The Prophet said: "Bring him to me." Then he said: "Did you hit him?"
The man said: "I heard him swear in the market place saying: 'By Him who chose

Moses from among all mankind!'So I said to him: 'You accursed! (Would he prefer

Moses) even to Muhammad?' Then I got so angry that I hit him in the face." The

Prophet said: "La tukhøyyirù bøyna l-anbiyã ', on the Day of Resurrection all men will
faint and I will be the first to gain consciousnes,s. Then I will see Moses clinging to one

ofthe legs ofthe tlrone. I would not know whether he had fainted as well or whether

his first fainting (on Mount Sinai) was counted.-338

Kitãb tafslr sûra 7 Chapter 2 (wa-lammã jõ'a Mûsã li-mlqãtind wa-

køllamahu rabbuhu qãla rabbi arinl angur itaykal33e no. 4638, and Kitãb al-diyãt

Chapter 32 ldhã latama l-muslimu yøhudiyyan'inda l-ghaQabi no. 6817340 relate

the incident between a Muslim and a Jew in almost the same words as 24ll and

2412. Instead of salng "Don't give preference to me over Moses" the Prophet

says "/4 tukhayyirúnl min bayni l-anbiyã', Don't give preference to me over the

prophets," Moses is mentioned afterwards as in 2411: "People will faint on the

Day of Resurrection and I will be the first to gain consciousness. And there I will
be with Moses holding one of the pillars of the throne. I don't know if he had

gained consciousness before me, or if he was spared (from fainting) because of his

fainting on al-Tür."341

Al-Bukharlhas linked this hadith to verse 7:143 in which Moses wishes to

see God. He can see only a manifestation of His glory on the peak of the moun-

¡uin.342 Moses fainted, unable to bear the impact of this presence. Once revived,

4476, sûratu banî Isrã'î|, Chapter 5, no. 4712 and Kitãb ahãdîth al-anbiyã ', Chapter 3, no.

3340) the Prophets are clearly put in an order of excellence.
338 It *u. considered a special favour that some people did not faint when the trumpet of the

Last Judgement was blown. (wa-nufkha fi l-çúri fa-ça'iqa man fi l-samawati wa-man fr l-
ardi illa man shã'a llahu thumma nulìkha fihi ukhrã fa-idhã hum qiyãmun yanzurùnal¡ For
the tru¡npet shall be blown, and whosoever is in the heavens and whosoever is on earth shall
s\{oon, save whom God wills. Then it shall be blown again, and lo, they shall stand, behold-
ing. (39:68) The fr¡st fainting of Moses that is mentioned by Muhammad happened on the

mountain of Sinai when he faced God.
339 7t143 And when Moses came to Our appointed time and his Lord spoke with him , he said:,

"O my Lord, show me, that I may behold Thee!"
340 Book about blood money, Chapter 32 When a Muslim hit a Jew in anger.
341 fÍir sinã, i.e., Mount Sinai.
342 :rr-the Jewish tradition Moses is raised to Heaven, where he stays for forty days learning the

Torah directly from God. See Ginzberg 1947:90-119.
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God says to him: *lyã Mûsã innl stafoytuka <ald l-nãsl 343 Moses, I have chosen

thee above all all men!"344

Moses was the chosen one but in one hadith Adam is described as the one

whose argument triumphs over Moses' argument. Adam's words are an excellent
example of the witcraft, creative argumentation, which is needed to win a dispute.
Kitãb al-qadør Chapter ll tqhdjjq Ãdam wa-M¡¡sã,inda Allãh3a5 no. 6614:

God's Messenger said: Adam and Moses had an argument and Moses said: "Adan¡
you are our father and you sinned and caused our expulsion from Paradise!" Adam
replied: 'Moses, God chose you to hear his word(s), i;tafãka llahu bi-kalãmihi, and
wrote for you with his own hand; do you blame me for something God predestined to
me forty years before he created me?" Thus, Adam's a¡gument outweighed that of
Moses.

This hadith is a strong argument for those who see Islam as a predestinarian
structure. We will discuss this in more detail after the next chapter, which takes up
a different view of the question of predestination and free will.

10. Moses and the Angel of Death

Kitãb al-janã'iz Chapter 68 Man aþabba l-dafna fi l-arQi l-muqaddasati no.
1339346 and Kitab aþãdith al-anbiyã'Chapter 3l llraJàtu Músã wa-dhikruhu
ba'du no.3497347 are almost identical:

343 7,r44.
344 el-Bukharî also cites a hadith according to which the Prophet when arriving at Medina found

that the Jews in Medina fasted on the day of <Ashûrd' (lùth of Muþarram) in commemo-
ration of the day on which God saved Moses from the Pharaoh and drowned the Pharaoh
with his men in the Red Sea. According to the hadith (Book about the Prophets, Chapter 24
no. 3397) the Prophet said: "I am closer to Moses than they (Jews) are." Thus he ordered
Muslims to fast on 'Ashúrã'. There is another hadith (Kitab al-sawm. Book of Fasting,
Chapter I no.l793) In which (Ã'isha reports that people used to fast on,Ashùrã'during the
Jahiliyya. The Prophet ordained this fast until the fasting of the month of Ramalân became
compulsory. The Prophet said: "Whoever wishes to fast (on the day of<Ashura)may do so;
and whoever wishes to eat (on that day) may do so."

345 Book of destiny, Chapter I I , The argument of Adam and Moses before God.
346 Book of Funeral processions, Chapter 68, Who desires to be buried in the Holy land.
347 goo¡. of Hadiths about the prophets, Chapter 31, The death of Moses and his commemo-

ration.
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Narrated Abti Hurayra: The Angel of Death348 was sent to Moses but when he arrived

Moses slapped him. The Angel went back to his Lord and said: "You sent me to a

servant who does not want to die!" God (healed the eye of the Angel which had been

hurt by Moses and) said to him: "Go back to him and tell him to put his hand on the

back of an ox and tell him that he can get one more year to live for each hair of the ox

that he can cover with his hand." He (Moses) said: "Ay, Rabbi, thumma mãdhã? And

then what, my Lord?" He said:"Thumma l-mawt.Thenyou will die." He said: "FaJ-ãn.
Then let it be now." He asked God to bring him closer to the Holy Land. The

Messenger of God said: "If I were there I would show you his grave beside the road by
th" red ãune."349

348 When a man's death approaches God sends'Izrã'ît to get his soul. For fr¡rther references see

Wensinck, '<lzrã'i|", efJftrc Angel of Death is mentioned in the Qur'an as well. Surah

32:ll reads "Say: 'Death's angel (malak al-mawt), who has been chargedwith you, shall

gather you,then to your Lord you shall be returned"', but surah 47:27 speaks about angels in
general: "How shall it be, when the angels (al-malã'ikatu) take them beating their souls and

their backs?" 39:42 does not speak of angels at all: "God takes the souls at the time of their
death."

349 In the Jewish tradition there are some clear parallels with this hadith. The death of Moses is

described as a lengthy discussion between God, angels and Moses. The most important factor

in the negotiations is Moses's wish to enter the Promised Land. Moses prays to God to let

him enter the Promised Land not as a king but as an ordinary man, then not even as a man

but at least his bones should be buried there. When God denied even this Moses implores

Him to let him enter the Promised Land, to live there only two or three years and then die.

God refused this. Moses implored the Earth, the Heavens, the Sun and the Moon, the Stars

and the Planets, the Hills and the Mountains, the Rivers, the Deserts and the Great Sea, and

all the elements of nature to intercede for hirq but they all said that they all have to implore

Cod's mercy for themselves. Then Moses implored his disciple, his brother's son, the

seventy elders and Mankind but their prayers were prevented by the head ofthe evil angels.
'When 

Moses is in a state of desperation, God says to him: 'I have made two vows, one that

thou art to die, and the second that Israel is to perish. I cannot cancel both vows, iftherefore
you chose to live, Israel must be ruined." Moses cannot choose his life at the expense on his
people. God asks him why he is so aggrieved by his own death, and Moses answers that he is

afraid of the sword of the Angel of Death. God promises not to deliver Moses into his hands.

When the last day of Moses's life arrives he tries in all possible ingenious ways to avoid

death. When he realises that there is nothing he can do but accept his death, he gives his

blessing to the people of Israel, casting the Angel of Death, who wanted to prevent hinq

beneath his feet. Moses is ready to die, and God wants to send an angel to obtain his soul.

None ofthe angels obey, until Samael, the head ofthe evil angels asks God to send him to
get Moses's soul. God accepts and Samael goes to Moses. When Moses looks at him his eyes

become dim from the radiance of Moses's countenance. Moses refuses to give Samael his

soul and Samael returns to God. God becomes angry with Samael and orders him to go back

and not to return without Moses's soul. Samael sets off, goes to Moses but Moses strikes him
with his staff and blinds him with the radiance of his face.

A voice from heaven asked Moses why he is striving in vain. Moses asks God not to
deliver him into the hands of Samael, and God promises to attend to him Himself and to bury
him. God descended from heaven with Michael, Gabriel and Zagzagel They go to Moses

who is lying down and God speaks to Moses' soul. There is a discussion between God and

Moses'soul, which God addresses as my daughter, until Moses himself permits his soul to

leave him. God then takes his soul by kissing him on the mouth. God buried Moses in an

unknown place, but there is a subter¡anean passage connecting the grave with the graves of
the Pahiarchs. (Ginzberg 1946: 417 473)
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In this hadith the tem, ikhtiyãr is not mentioned, but the concept of choice is
very strongly present in the narration. Moses was the one chosen by God.
Muhammad did not want to be given preference over him, and Moses was going
to be treated differently on the Day of Judgment. In spite of all, Moses did not
accept the anival of the Angel of Death. Ibn Kath-n explains this in his Qisaç at-
anbiyã'by salng that Moses did not recognise the Angel since he was disguised
as an Arab. In the same way neither Abraham nor Lot recognised the angels who
spoke to them because they were disguised as young men.350

When the Angel came back to Moses it is no longer possible to think that
Moses did not recognise him. The hadith reports the instructions given by God to
the Angel and Moses's ans\ryer is given directly after the words of God. The
hadith does not tell about the exchange of words between the Angel and Moses
when they meet for the second time. Moses's answer is addressed directly to God,
not to the Angel of Death and the role of the Angel is forgotten when the empha-
sis moves to the dialogue between Moses and God. The Angel must have acted as

an intermediary or a messenger between the two during the exchange of words.
Moses had the power to drive away the Angel of Death, but God gave him an

even greater power ofchoice between life and death. For every hair that is under
Moses's hand when he lays it on the fur of an ox he will get one more year to live.
Moses did not accept the offer. After inquiring what would happen after those
additional years and receiving the answer that after those years he would die, he
chose to die right away.

This hadith seems to be in striking contradiction with the numerous hadiths
which emphasise that the moment of death of each human being is predestined.
Although there are different opinions about the degree ofpredestination and free
will in both the Qur'an and hadith literature, and the scriptures can be used to
defend both lines of opinion, God is clearly pictured as fixing the date of man's
death; He is the God of life and death.

lHuwa lladhl khalaqakum min tlnin thumma qa(ã ajalan wa-ajalun
musammqn'indahul3sl *¿ lwa-lan yu'akhkhira llãhu nafsan idhã jd'a ajotuhã
wa-llãhu khqblrun bi-mã tdmaluna¡ 3sz emphasise the importance of the fixed
term, ajø|, of each individual, which cannot be postponed when it comes to an end.
The fixed term of each individual is mentioned by al-BukhzirÏ, too. ln Kitãb at-
qadafs3 Chapter l, which has no tarjama, hadith no. 6594 enumerates four things
that are decreed for each human being before his birth.

350 lbn Kath-n, vol. II, p. l8l.

l:l 6:2 It is He who created you of clay, then determined a term and a rerm is stated with Him.352 63tll But God will never defer any soul when its term comes. And God is aware of the
things you do.

353 Book of Destiny.
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'Abdallãh reported that he heard the Prophet, the truthful and trustworthy say:

"Every one of you must stay forty days in the womb of your mother. Then he will
be a clot of blood for the same period of time. After that an angel will be sent to

the foetus with the order to mark four things: his subsistence, the term of his life,

and whether he will be happy or unhappy35a - rizqihi wa-ajalihi wa-shaqiyyun aw

se'ldun."
The following hadith no. 6595 presents slightly different issues that are

destined in the womb:

Anas ibn Mãlik reported that the Prophet said: God has appointed to each womb an

angel who will say: "Lord, a drop ofsperml Lord, a clot ofblood! Lord, an embryo!"
Then, when God completes the creation he will say: "Lord, a boy or a girl, unhappy or
happy? What will be his subsistence? What will be his term?" And this will be written
while he is in his mother's womb. - Ay Rabb dhakar am unthã? A-shaqiyyun am

sa<ídun? Fa-mã l-rizqu? Fa-ma l-ajalu? Fa-yuktabu ka-dhãlikafi ba¡ni ummihi.

KitAb bsd' al-khalq Chapter 6 Dhikri l-malã'iksti ;alawãtu llãhi'alayhim no.

3208,355 and Kitãb al-tawþíd Chapter 28 Qawlihi tacãlã lwaJa-qad sabaqat

kslimotund li'ibõdinã al-mursalîna) 356 no. 7454 relate the same sequence of the

development of man in the womb and the same four qualities that are written by

the angel before the birth, but they continue with these words of the Prophet:

Sometimes a man may behave as one of the people of Paradise until the moment when
only an arm's length separates him from Paradise, and then, that which was written will
interfere, and he will behave like one who is condemned. It happens, also, that a man
may behave as one of the damned ones until the moment when only an arm's length
separates him from Hell, and then that which was written will interfere, and he will
behave like one who is destined for Paradise.

In Kitãb al-qadar Chapter ll Taþãjjo Ãdam wa-Mîisã cinda llãh no. 66143s1

Adam outwits Moses with the argument that he should not be blamed for some-

thing God had predestined for him forty years beþre he even was created.In the

collection of Muslim there is a hadith in Kitãb al-qadar Chapter 4 no. 1841,

which states that God wrote down rulings regarding the created world fifty
thousand years before He created the heavens and the earth. This hadith does not

appear in al-BukhãrÎ's collection. The Kitab al-qadar in al-BukhãrI deals with
several other issues, which will be briefly presented in the next chapter.

354 Or, whether he will be destined to Paradise or to Hell.
355 goo¡. of the Beginning of creation, Chapter 6, About the angels, peace be with them.
356 Book ofOneness, Chapter 28, About these words ofGod: "Already Our word has preceded

to Our servants, the Envoys." (37:171)
357 Book of Destiny, Chapter I l, Adam and Moses disputing before God.
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KITAB AL-QADAR IN SAHIH AL.BUKHÃRI

Kitãb al-qadar, the Book of Destiny, includes l6 chapters and 26 hadith reports

and it is thus one of the shortest books in the collection. Some famous and very
predeterministic hadiths cannot be found in al-Bukhãn-. Muslim's Kitab al-qadar
includes some on them, such as the one about God writing down the decrees

regarding the created world fifty thousand years before the Creation, and the one

which states that what reaches you could not possibly have missed you, and what
misses you could not possibly have reached you.

The first chapter in al-Bukhãrï's Kitab al-qadar discusses the forty decisive
days of the foetus in the womb of the mother as described above. The second

chapter deals with the possibility of recognising those who were destined to go to

Paradise from those who were destined to go to Hell. The Prophet says that indeed

it is possible to recognise them, but when questioned about the meaning of the

acts of men he says that everyone acts in the way he is created to act: Kullun
ya'malu limd khuliqa lahu aw lima yuyassaru lahu.358

The third chapter discusses the destiny of the children of polytheists. The
answer of the Prophet in each of the th¡ee hadiths in the chapter is: Allãhu dlamu
bimã kãnù<ãmillna, God knows best what they would have done.35e

The fourth chapter, subtitled (wa-kãna amru llãhi qadaran maqdîiranl360
includes five hadith reports, each of which deals with the destiny of man illustrat-
ed in various events in human life. In the first hadith the Prophet forbids women
from asking for the repudiation of another woman in order to be able to marry her
husband, since she has what has been predestined for her; fa-innø lahã mã
quddira lahã. The second hadith pictures an event when one of the daughters of
the Prophet sends a message to her father to tell him that her son is dying. The

Prophet sends the messenger back with these words: To God belongs what He
takes and what He gives. Everyone has a fìxed term; be patient and benefit (from
it); Li-llãhi mã akhadha, waliJlãhi mã 6!ã, kullun büajalin, fa-l-tasbir wq-l-
tahtasib.

358 Chapter 2, no. 6596, the same pluase is repeated in Kitãb al-tawþíd Chapter 54 Qawl Altãhi
ta'alã lwala-qadyassarnã l-Qur'ãna li-l-dhikrifa-hal min muddakirinl ga:ú),no. 7551.

359 In Kitab al-janã'iz, Chapter 9l Mã qîlafi awlãd al-muslimln cleafly states that children of
Muslim parents have access to Paradise should they die before puberty; Chapter 93 Ma qlla
fi awlad al-mushrikln presents the problem from the point of view of children of polytheists.
Two ofthe hadiths, nos. 1383 and 1384, simply state that since God has created then¡ He
knows best what they would have done, but no. 1385 claims that each child is bom with his

Jì¡ra, as a Muslim (kullu mawlúdin yûladu <alãfi¡ratin) and it is his parents who make him a
Jew, a Christian or a Magi.

360 33'38 The command of God is a decree determined-
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The third hadith deals with'azl, coitus intemrptus. A man asks the Prophet's

opinion about it and he answers that the practice is allowed, because nobody

exists without the decision of God: fu-innahu laysat nasamatun kataba llãhu an

takhruja illa hiya kã'inatun. The fourth hadith briefly mentions a sennon by the

Prophet and describes a listener's reaction to it and finally, the fifth pictures the

Prophet scratching the ground with a stick and saying: "The place ofeach one of
you is written beforehand either in Paradise or in Hell." One of the people around

him asked if they might not, in that case, depend on their destiny. "No", said the

Prophet, "do (good) things because that is made easy/possible for everyone; Lã,

i' malú fa- kul lun muye s s arun" .

Chapter 5 al-'amalu bi-l-khawõtIm.36l stresses the importance of the last acts

of man. The chapter includes two hadiths both of which relate a similar report. No.

6606 is located in the Battle of Khaybar. The Prophet points out a man and says

that he is destined to hellfire. Later the man proved to be a very brave soldier, but

finally, he became badly wounded. The People around the Prophet say to him:

"God's Messenger, don't you see how the man about whom you said that he is

destined to hellfire has been fighting courageously for the sake of God and how

badly he is wounded." The Prophet answered: "Ammã innahu min ahli l-nãri;But
still he is among the people of hellfire." Some of the Muslims seemed to doubt the

words of the Prophet but then the man, exhausted with his wounds, took an arrow

from his quiver, and commited suicide. The Muslims told this to the Prophet and

he asked Bilãl to declare: "Ld yadkhulu l-jannata illã mu'minun, wa-inna llaha la-

yu'ayyidu hadhã l-dîn bi-l-rajuli l-Jàjiri: No-one except the believer will enter

Paradise, and God strengthens this religion even by the ungodly man."

In no. 6607 the man about whom the Prophet says that he is"min ahli l-nãri"
is described to be one of the most important Muslims, min acqami l-muslimln. As

in the previous hadith the man gets severely wounded and commits suicide. A
man among the Muslims witnesses this and goes back to the Prophet and says:

"Ashhsdu annaks rasül Alldhi,I testify that you are the Messenger of God." The

man relates to the Prophet what happened to the brave man, but in addition to the

previous hadith he says: "V[/a-kãna min ózaminã ghanã'an'an al-muslimlna fa-
'araftu annahu lã yamtitu'alã dhãlikn; he was one of the best of all Muslims, and

I knew that he would not die in that condition (i.e., being a Muslim)."3621¡"
Prophet said: "A servant may seem to be acting like the people of Paradise while

in fact he is one of the people of hellfire; or he might seem to be acting like the

361 Acts arejudged according to the last ones.
362 Houdur hanslates the sentence: Tu as su qu'il ne mounait pas dans la lutte (el-Bokhâri, vol.

4,p.323). This translation would be a more logical one, emphasising the preknowledge of
the Prophet about the destiny of the man in question. However, the verb is vowelled with
(amm - turaftu - in all of the editions I have at my disposal.
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people of hellfire, while in fact he is one of the people of Paradise. lI/a-innamã l-
acmãlu bïl-khawãt1m; acts are judged according to the last ones."

The same idea is expressed in Kitab al-jihãd woJ-siyar Chapter 77 Iõ yuqãlu:

fulãn shahîd, no. 2898. It is a nanation of God's Messenger's battle against the
polytheists. When he returned to his camp and the enemies returned to their camp
one of the Companions of the Prophet continued fighting and killing the pagans.

The Companions of the Prophet felt that none of them had done as much as he had
done that day. But the Prophet said,: "Ammã innahu min ahli l-nãri." A man
among the Prophet's companions decided to follow the brave man because he was
amazed at the Prophet's words.

The brave man became seriously wounded and he decided to bring about his
death quickly. He planted the blade of the sword in the ground directing its sharp
end towards his chest. Then he leaned on the sword and killed himself. The other
man, who had followed him and witnessed his suicide, came to the Prophet said:
"I testify that you are God's Messenger." The Prophet asked: "What has happen-

ed?" He replied: "When you described the man as one of the people of the hellfire
and people were greatly surprised at what you said, I followed him to find out the
truth. So, I looked for him. He became severely wounded and hastened to die by
slanting the blade of his sword in the ground directing its sharp end towards his
chest. Then he leaned on his sword and killed himself." The Prophet said: "A man
may seem to people to be practising the deeds of the people of Paradise while in
fact he is one of the people of hellfire. Whereas another man may seem to people

to be practising the deeds of the people of hellfire while in fact he is one of the
people of Paradise."

Chapter 6 llqõ'i l-'abdi l-nadhra ilã l-qadari (About the casting of the vow or
votive offering about destiny), rejects these kind ofvows because they are ofno
use, and on the other hand, the vow will never bring about anything which is not
predestined. Chapter 7 Lã hawla wa-ld quwwata illã bi-llãh includes one hadith
which stresses the omnipresence of God in quite a humorous way:

Abä Mi¡sâ reports: We were with the Prophet on a raid and every time we climbed
uplands and every time we descended into a valley we raised our voices to shout:
"Allahu akbar!" God's Messenger approached us and said: "Ya øyyuhã l-nãs, irb6ù
'ala anfusikum, People, save your breath; you are not calling to someone who is deafo¡
absent. You are calling to the one who hears and sees." Then he said: ".Abdallãh ibn
Qays, shall I teach you a phrase, which is one of the treasures of the Paradise? Za
þawla wa-lã quwwata illã bi-llãh;there is no power and no strength save in God."363

363 T'he same incident is reported iî Kitãb at-jihad, Chapter l3l, It is reprehensible to raise the
voice in takbîr, no. 2992: When we had got on the top of a hill we ¡aised our voices to say
the tahlll andthe takbír. The Prophet said to us: "People, calm down, you are not calling to
someone who is eithe¡ deafo¡ absent. He is with you; he is hearing and present.
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Chapter 8 al-mac;timu man (açama llãhu; the one whom God protects is

inviolable, describes the two opposite sentiments within each of his khal-rfas, one

inciting good and the other inciting evil. The one who is protected by God is

inviolable. van Ess, inhis Zwischen fladî¡und Theologie (1975), takes this hadith

up as an example of a hadith with "ein qadaritischer Grundsatz", which, as van

Ess also notes, is immediately watered down with the claim that only the one who

is protected by God may be 
^o'çum.364 

Chapter 9 deals with the sin of adultery,

which is prescribed to each human being: adultery of the eyes, i.e., the look, adul-

tery of the tongue, i.e., speech, for the soul wishes and desires, and the genitals

will either agree or refuse.365 Chapter l0 containing only one hadith, deals with
the zaqqäm tree, the cursed tree growing at the bottom of Hell which the Prophet

is supposed to have seen during his nightly ascension.

Chapter I I includes the argument between Adam and Moses, which has been

discussed above. Chapter 12 accentuates the fact that nothing that has been given

by God can be taken away and nothing can be given that God refuses, chapter 13

exhorts people to look for refuge in God against all evil. Chapter 14 (Yahúlu

bayna l-mar'i wa-qatbihi)366 relates an incident when the Prophet says to Ibn
gayyãd367 that he thinks about something and asks Ibn $ayyãd to guess what it is.

Ibn $ayyãd starts to pronounce the word al-dukhkhãn (smoke) but is unable to

continue. "Be silent, don't exceed the limits of your power", the Prophet says.
(Umar wants to cut Ibn $ayyãd's throat, but the Prophet tells him to leave the man

This pleasing hadith does not seem to fit into the Kitãb al-jihad at all. Ibn Hajar writes
in his tafir that it is probably the intention of al-BukhãrI to claim that the interdiction of
raising your voice in takblr ls meant to apply especially to fighting expeditions.

364 uunEss 1975:70-71.
365 van Ess again gives an alternative explanation ofthis hadith. According to hirn the original

meaning of the text might not have necessarily been predestinarian, but it might have origi-
nated fo¡ legal purposes and its fi¡nction might have been to contest the harsh punishments

for illegal sex. It might also, according to van Ess, have had an ascetic function: adultery is

not only intercourse, but starts by making eyes at someone (van Ess 1975: 88-90). Van Ess's

hypothesis sounds credible, but considered from the point of view of our analysis it is
ambiguous. The fact that al-BukhãrT has classified this hadith in the Kitãb al-qadar testifies
that he took it for a predestinarian text. But, on the other hand, the tsrjama takes up three

Qur'anic verses (21:95, ll:36, and 71:27) of which the first,2l:95, especially ifread in
context with the previous verse is clearly anti-predestinarian, and only the two following
verses can be understood as predestinarian. I I :36 speaks of works and sin and thus refers to
the effect ofhuman acts and choices on his salvation. 7l:27 speaks ofmisleading people, but
mentions also that unbelievers will only breed unbelievers.

366 
lWø-'lamù anna llãhu yaþulu bryna l-mar'i wa-qalbråi), And know that God stands

between a man and his heart, 8:24.

367 Jbn gayyãd was supposed to be a false prophet. Kitãb al-ianã'iz Chapter 79 no. 1354

presents a much longer story about Muhammad and Ibn $ayyãd. Ibn $ayyãd was supposed to
be able to foretell the future through divination, soothsaying and augury.
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alone. "If it is him, you won't be able to kill him, if it is not him, there would be

no use doing it."
Chapter 15 lqul lan yuçîbanã illã mã kataba allãhu lanã¡36t deals with the

plague. 'Ã'isha asks the Prophet about it and he tells her that a Muslim should

stay in his hometown even if it is infected by the plague since nothing that is not
predestined by God will affect him at least without him getting the recompense of
martyrdom.36e Finally, in the last chapter, no. l6 (wa-mã kunnã linahtadiya law-
lã an hadãnã llãhul370 Uaw anna llãhu hadãnl lq-kuntu min al-muttaqînal31\
the Prophet is carrfng soil with his people on the day of the Battle of Khandaq

and he recites these verses:

!l-Y Jlj*)J
U) ¿t ¡l:1!l cS -r

lj¡l Íiii l¡:l_.¡l l.ìl

t¿rial )jÀl ,
r¡È i+s- itjl

t*t- l.*:í ú.¡É Ål ¡

By God, without God we would not have been guided

neither would we have fasted, nor would we have prayed.

Send down peac€ upon us

and make us firm when we meet (the enemy).

The pagans have been unjust against us,

but if they wish discord among us we refuse.

Conclusion. The theme of choice is doubly intertwined with the idea of fol-
lowing the Prophet's example. People have a choice between God and this world;
choosing God means following the Prophet's sunna.

All these hadiths seem to cÍmy a strong predestinarian message. The birth of
each human being is decided by God, one may even practice coitus intem¡ptus as

a contraceptive tool; it does not diminish the power of God. Some aspects of the

life of the human being are written while one is still in the womb of the mother:

the sex, the sustenance, the happiness - or whether one is destined to Hell or
Paradise - and the day ofone's death. There is even an allusion to the predesti-

368 9'51 Nothing will happen to us except what God has decreed for us.
369 In hadiths explaining martyrdon¡ plague is mentioned as a reason for martyrdom. Nanated

AbÍi Hurayra: God's Messenger said: "Five are regarded as martyrs: They are those who die
because ofplague, abdominal disease, drowning or a falling building, etc., and the martyrs in
God's cause." Nanated Anas ibn Mãlik: The Prophet said: "Plague is the cause of martyr-
dom of every Muslim (who dies because of it)."

370 
7' 43 Had God not guided us, we had surely never been guided.

37 I 39:57 If only God had guided me, I should have been among the godfearing.
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nation ofthe choice ofspouse in one hadith. People should not fear death oftheir
children or plague - or other fatal deceases - for it is all in the hands ofGod.

What is the meaning of the acts of man?372 This question is addressed to the

Prophet several times and each time his answer emphasises the importance of
human acts. Although there are plenty of hadiths explicitly stating the contrary,

according to the answers of the Prophet to the direct question, one should not rely
on one's destiny; Muhammad insists on the importance of the acts of man. The

meaning of God's guidance is that it facilitates the good acts of believing people.

Many hadiths repof some real choices people face during their lifetime, but they
also call attention to the guidance of God.

'Ã'isha was rightly guided when she made her choice between the wordly life
and the hereafter. She did not even need to consult her parents. Muhammad was

rightly guided in his nightly joumey when he had the choice between the different

bowls of drink. He might have chosen the wine, and his umma would have been

destroyed, but he chose as he was guided to choose.

There are important choices that affect the life of all humankind, like the

choice the Prophet had to make; there are choices that affect the destiny of the

individual human being, like the choices the Prophet's wives had to make. There

are choices the prophets have to make before their death, when their place in
Paradise is shown to them; and Moses chose to die when the Angel of Death came

to him.
There are choices that have an influence on the individual life of a human

being; the choice of a spouse is one of the most important. 'Ã'isha was given the

choice to let (Umar be buried in her house or to keep the place for herself. The

Mothers of the Believers were given a choice between land and water on the one

hand, and agricultural products on the other.

The hadiths that are presented in this work illustrate a whole range of
possible shades between a predestinarian and a free will-based interpretation of
Islam. The most fatalistic ones claim that God fixed the course of the whole world
before the Creation and describe a human life which is predestined from birth to
death and even the hereafter. Human life originates because of the will of God. It
does not matter whether the couple uses contraception or not, each child that is
meant by God to be bom is born in due time. In some special cases the destination

of a man is reportedly frxed decades before his birth, as was the case with Moses

and Adam, but some other hadiths claim that human beings' destiny is determined

in the womb.

372 Mich"rl Cook gives a thorough account of the meaning of acts f¡om the Murji(i viewpoint in
his thorough analysis of early texts in his Early Muslim Dogna (1981).
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF CHOICE AND FREE \üILL

In the light of the Qur'an and the hadiths it is clear that the question of free will -
whether one is the khã1iq,373 creator, of one's acts or whether they are predeter-

mined by an omnipotent God - preoccupied people in the first years of Islam' If
we take the hadith material at face value, a debate about this subject was going on

between the prophet Muhammad and the first Muslims, but also between him and

the contemporary Christians, Jews and polytheists. The question of the meaning

of human actions was, according to the texts, posed to the Prophet, and al-Bukhãn-

has transmitted some of the answers he allegedly gave to these questions. The

answers the Prophet gave were not elaborate enough to satisfy the minds of the

theoretically oriented Muslims of later periods, and many Muslim scholars and

philosophers both before and after the times of al-Bukhãrï have dealt with this

question.

The starting point for all of them has, in addition to the sunna, been the

Qur'an. The Qur'an presents the human being as a responsible agent: "Say: 'The

truth is from your Lord; so let whosoever will believe, and let whosoever will dis-

believe."'(ls:29) The acts of an individual will affect his afterlife: "So today no

soul will be wronged anything, and you shall not be recompensed, except accord-

ing to what you have been doing." (36:54) But the freedom of a human being is of

limited nature: "No indeed; surely it is a Reminder; so whoever wills shall

remember it. And they will not remember, except that God wills." (74:55-56) In

several Qur'anic verses divine guidance is dependent on the actions of man: "But

as for unbelievers, they say, 'what did God desire by this for a similitude?'

Thereby He leads many astray, and thereby He guides many; and thereby He leads

none astray save the ungodly such as break the covenant of God." (2:26) And"yet

I am All-forgiving to him who repents and believes, and does righteousness, and

at last is guided". (20:82) Thus, the guidance of God is possible only if people

believe in God. On the other hand, human beings are described as completely sub-

ordinate to the supreme and absolute power of God: "Whosoever will, let him take

a straight path to his Lord. But you will not, except as God wills, for God is full of

Knowledge and wisdom" (76:30), and 'No soul can believe except by the will of

God and He will place doubt on those who will not understand". (10:100)

373 a¡. concepts khãliq and nakhluq, creator and created, are central to Islamic theology. They

itlustrate the inevocable ontological difference in the nature of God and his creation, human

beings. As we have seen, for the Mu'tazilites the Qur'an had to be nakhluq, because

otheiwise it would have to have been khãliq, and that was not possible'
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Thus, the message of the Qur'an is ambiguous: both those who wish to see

Islam as a religion of free will and those who wish to see it as a predestinarian

religion may easily fìnd a basis for their arguments in the Qur'an.374

The doctrine of qadar

The history of Islamic theology has been marked by an effort to make a balance

between the responsibility of individual people for their actions on the one hand,

and the omnipotency of God on the other. According to the traditional view the

speculative theology in Islam started with the discussion of the question of the

freedom of humankind.375 Before the times of al-BukhãrI the Khãrijite ideology

had formulated their conception of a God who was omnipotent and omniscient,

but also and most importantly, a righteous God who demanded righteousness for
His people as well. This demand for righteousness led to the doctrirtc t¡f human

responsibility: those who committed sins were unbelievers, excluded from the

community and punished in the afterlife. One's actions determined one's destiny

afìer one's death: one either associated with the people of Paradise or belonged to

the people of hellfire, as it is phrased in some of the hadiths. According to some of
the Khawãrij it was even allowed to kill the children of unbelievers in war since

the children of believers and unbelievers went to Paradise or Hell respectively.3T6

A loose group of sects called Qadariyya argued for some kind of free choice

pertinent to humankind in the early period of Islam from the end of the seventh to

the beginning of the ninth century. Their starting point was that you should not

ascribe evil to God. God creates only good, evil is the work of either man or Satan.

Although man chooses between the two, God knows throughout etemity which

choices he will make. Accordingly, nothing happens without the preknowledge of
God.

The Mu'tazila has already been mentioned in the chapter dealing with the

created or uncreated nature of the Qur'an. The Mu'tazilite doctrine originated in
the first half of the eighth century in Basra. In the beginning the movement was

characterised by a diversity ofpeople and doctrines, but later genuine schools of
thought were established and the Mu'tazilite ideology became a coherent doctrine.

There are some principles which characterise all Mu'tazilites,377 but their funda-

374 For a list of thirteen Qur'anic verses that have been used by the partisans of a predestinarian
view of Islam, and sixteen verses that have been used by those who argue for the free will of
man, see Badawi 1972: 4l-43, and Jomier 1996: 153.

375 Budawi 1972:41.
376 According to Watt they even discussed the destiny ofthose children whose parents became

Muslims after the death of their children. See Watt 1948:37.
377 Gimaretin his E/2 article "Mu'tazila" discusses these principles.
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mental dogma is the principle of the necessary378 justice of God. This principle of

necessary justice leads to the exclusion of all kinds of predestination. It is for

humans to choose whether they believe or not and it would be unjust to decide

their destiny in advance, without giving them a chance to merit this by their

actions. God guides each individual equally and whether he/she will be led to the

right path or will go astray is according to his/her own choice. This same principle

of justice also suggests that men have control over their voluntary acts and that

they are the producers of them.

The doctrine oliabr

Jahm ibn gafwãn (d. l2Sl74q37e represents a view totally opposite to the princi-

ple of men having control over their acts. According to him there is no difference

Letween things that happen in the world in general and the actions of hu¡natl

beings. All of them are continuously and directly created by God. Man possesses

power and will and choice, but it is God who creates in him the power, the will

an¿ ttre choice by which he acts. Thus, man is compelled, maibûr, in his actions,

having no real power, no will, and no choice.38o

Jahm's student, pirãr ibn.Amr, and pirãr's student, al-$usayn ibn Muþam-

mad al-Najjãr, held strictly predestinarian views. According to them, acts of men

are created by God, men are only the doers of them. The believer is a believer

whom God guides. The unbeliever is abandoned; God creates his unbelief and

does not do what is good for him. God may cause suffering to children in the

afterlife or He may show favour to them and not cause any suffering. The man

who dies dies at the end of his term, and the man who is killed is killed at the end

of his term.

A group called Ahl al-lthbãt,3ït with which both pirãr and al-Najjãr have

been identified, was one of the most important adversaries of the Mu'tazila'

3?8 ¡o Muslim could ever argue that God might be unjust, but according to the Mu'tazilite view

God's justice is not only-a fact, it is for Him a penwrnent obligation. In the name of His

iustice God is required to act in a certain way, otherwise He would be unjust' See Gimaret'
lf,,lulru"itu-, Etz,p.ltg.ThecapacityofGodtoactinanunjustwaywasadividingquestion
among the 

-tøu.iuiitu. 
Some of them - Ibrâhim al-Na??ãm (d. 2311845) as their leader -

thougit that God cannot be held to do something evil. Another group, led by al-QãdÎ'Abd

al-Ja-bbar, maintained that Cod hasthe possibilip of being unjust and committing evil acts,

but He would never do so, being necessarily always just. (Al-Jabbãr, sharþ al-u¡ul al-

khamsa, al-Qãhira, 1965, p' 3 I 3-3 I 5, quoted in Badawi 1972: lO7-109)

379 r¡¡u1¡ (1948: l0G-101) doubts this early date of death and mentions that Dirãr ibn'Am¡, who

supposedly was a student of Jahm, reached maturity by about 180, and Muqãtil ibn

Suláyman, who is said to have opposed Jahm, died in 150'

380 1ryo1¡ron 1976:606.
381 or muibira.
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According to them there was no power over which God did not have power. Man
could do nothing but what God knew would be and was willed to be. God was

mainly responsible for making one person a believer and another one an

unbeliever, since it was God who created faith and unbelief. However, they

claimed that God did not force people to have faith or unbelief. God creates faith
but it is not faith until man has acquired it. The Ahl sl-ithbãt used the concept of
kasb to describe man's relationship to his voluntary acts.

The doctrine ol kasb

It was pirãr who first applied the term kasb to the problem of one's free choice of
action.382 pirãr explained one's acts in relation to God's omnipotence as deriving
from two agents,tffilõn; God, who creates them and man who acquires them. Al-
Najjar elaborated this further and said that God is the khãliq, creator of acts, man

istheftil, agent. The acts of man are created by God whereas men are the agents,

ftilun, of them. Man has power over the acquisition, kasb, but is powerless with
regard to creation.383 This thesis of man the acquisitor, muktasib, was opposed to

the Mu'tazili thesis of man the creator, khaliq, of his actions. Nevertheless, the

notion of kasb was used by the Mu'tazilites as well. They believed that all human

actions are freely performed by man, but they preferred to describe the perform-

ance of these actions by acquisition, kasb, because the freedom by which man

performs them is ultimately acquired from God.

But the theory of kasb also found its way to the so-called orthodox Sunni

theology. "Right up to the present day'', writes Louis Gardet, "the Ash'arîs defend

the theory of kasb and refute Mu'tazili objections ¡e ¡1".384 Abü l-flasan al-Ash'arI
(260-324/873-935) succeeded in drafting the principles of kalãm for the service

of Sunni theology. Bom in Basra, he adhered to the doctrine of the Mu'tazila and

he was a student of Abü 'AlI al-Jubbã'T (d. 303/91 5), the leading figure of the later

school of Basra.385 At a mature age al-Ash(ari separated himself from the Mu'ta-

zilites and tumed the focus of his attention to the Qur'an and the sunna.386

382 watt 1948: to4; P¡adawi1972:245.
383 Wolf.on 1976: 669;Gardet: "Kasb" , tn EI2; see also Gardet 1967: 6l-64.
384 ,.çu.6", ttz.
385 The Mu'tazila is usually divided into two separate schools, those of Basra and those of

Baghdad. Both of these are further divided into an earlier and a later period. See Gimaret:
Mu'tazila in EI2. Badawi gives a table of the important representatives of both the school of
Basra and the school ofBaghdad. (Badawi 1972:22-23)

386 5o-. ofthe legends about his conversion can be found in Klein's introduction to al-A5(ari's
Ibõna,p.27-28.
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Al-Ash.arl's theology was and is widely accepted in the Islamic world. His

argumentation is convincing since he knew the points of view of his adversaries

thoroughly. lnhis lbãna he conducts a dialogue with the Mu'tazila, refuting their

arguments one by one. Al-Ash'arï based his arguments on four main foundations:

the Qur'an, sunna, consensus, and rationality.

One of the main points in al-Ash'arl's theory is the insistence that the differ-

ence between believers and unbelievers is the result of God's different treatment

of them and not the result of their own acts. It is impossible for the unbelievers to

have the power to believe, since God gives the power to believe exclusively to the

faithful.387 "... He will place in the loins of the hypocrites as it were slabs of stone,

and they will not be able to worship, and this is a proof of what we believe, name-

ly, that it is not necessary for God, if He commands them to enable them to fulfil

His commandment; and this shows the falsity of the belief of the Qadariyyah."388

Because of the absolute power of God He must have created both good and

evil in the universe. All is from God, is a basic point in al-Ash'arl's theology:

Do not the Magians assert that Satan has power over evil, over which God has not

power, and are they not infidels because they believe this? They will certainly answer

yes. Therefore it may be said to them: Then since you think that the infidels have

polvef over infidelity, but God has no power over it, you exceed the Magians in their

belief, because you betieve, with therL that Satan has power over evil and God has no

po*., oue, it.3g9

Conceming the fate of each individual that is written for him in his mother's

womb al-Ash'arï adheres to predestinarian views:

It may be said to them (the Mu.tazilites): Has not God said: "and when their appointed

hour has come, they shall not retard it an hour, and they shall not advance it'" (7:34)

And has He not also said: "And by no means will God delay a soul when its appointed

time has come." They will certainly answer yes, It may be said to them: Then tell us

about him whom someone kills violently - do you think that he is killed in his

appointed term? Wherefore, if they say yes, they agree, believe the truth, and abandon

the qadar. But if they say no, the answer is: Then what is the appointed term of this

murdered person? And so, if they say: "The time at which, God knew, if he had not

been killed, he would have married a woman, whom He knew to be the woman

destined for him, even though he did not actually marry her", and, "When, it was

known to God, ifhe had not been killed, but had survived, he would have disbelieved,

that Hell would be his home", since this is impossible, it is impossible that the time to

which he does not attain should be the term appointed for hin¡ inasmuch as these

words do not support the words of God "And when their^appointed term has come, they

shall not ¡etard it an hour, and they shall not advance it".rvu

387 ¡¡-45<uti l94o: 109.
388 41-45<uri 1940: I I l. The Qadariyya maintained that God, being absolutely righteous, could

not command people to do something they are not able to do'
389 Al-A5.ari l94o: I13.
390 4¡-¡5<ut¡ l94o: I16.
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In a chapter entitled: "Chapter containing the traditions cited conceming the

qadar" al-Ash'arï repeats some of the hadiths that have been dealt with in this

book. He introduces only the most predestinarian ones: the one describing the de-

velopment of a foetus in cycles of forty days (al-BukhãrT, Kitãb ol-qadar Chapter

I with no chapter heading, no. 6594) and the one dealing with the argument

between Adam and Moses (al-BukhãrT, Kitãb al-qadar Chapter ll Taþãjja Ãdam
wa-Mùsã'inda llãh no. 6614). He also cites the following ¡u6¡¡¡.3e1

We were at a funeral in BaqÍ al-Gharqad. The Messenger of God came to us, sat down
and we sat down around him. He had a stick with him. He bowed his head down and
kept scratching the soil with the stick. Then he said: "There is not among you a living
soul whose place in Paradise or Hell has not been written, and who has not been
destined to be miserable or happy." One man said: "God's Messenger, shall we not rely
on our destiny then, and neglect practising (religion). And he who is of the people of
happiness will go to the people of happiness, and he who is of the people of misery will
act like the people ofmisery?" He said: "Practice, for everything you have been created

tbr is made easy for you.392 As for the people ofhappiness, they easily do the works of
happiness, and as for the people of misery, they easily do the work of misery." Then he
said: "So he who gives (alms) and fears God and testifies to the Best We will indeed
make smooth for him the path to Bliss. But he who is a greedy miser and thinks himself
self-sufficient and gives the lie to the Best We will indeed make smooth for him the
path to misery." (92:5-10)

This text is in al-Bukhãrl's Kitab al-tafsîr, sîìrat al-layl no. 92 Chapters 6 and

7 and a shorter version of it is quoted in Kitab al-qadar Chapter 4 {wa-kãna amru

llãhi qadøran msqdúranl no. 6605. The last hadith al-Ash'arI quotes is the one,

which claims that it is the last acts that matter. This report is given by al-BukhãrI
inhis Kitdb al-qadar, Chapter 5 Al-'amalu bi-l-khqwãt1m. nos. 6606 and 6607.

The Prophet as a mediator

Another dimension in the discussion about the meaning of people's acts and the

preknowledge of God of the destiny of each human being is the role of the

Prophet.3g3 As has been mentioned Muslims agree that the Prophet has a power of
intercession on the Day of Resurrection. I will cite quite a lengthy hadith, which

illustrates the role of Muhammad in quite a typical rhetorical form:

Kitdb a4afslr, Súrat banî Isrã'll, Chapter 5 (dhurriyyata man hamalnã mda
Nilþin innahu kãna'abdan shakúranl3ga no. 4712:

391 The translation is mine; Klein's hanslation can be read in al-Aõ(arî 1940: 127.
392 1¡¡s pbrase is missing from no. 4949, blt it is in most of the versions relating to the same

incident.

On the ¡ole of the Prophet, see Gardet 1967: 147129 and3ll-314.
l7:3 The seed of those We bore with Noah; he was a thankful servant.

393

394
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Related Abú Hurayra: Someone brought some meat to the Prophet' The leg (of the

roast) was presented to him as he used to ¡¡¡. ¡.395 He bit a piece of it and said: "I will
be the chiel sayyid, of all the people on the Day of Resurrection. Do you know why?

God will gather all the people ofearly generations as well as late generations on one

plateau so that the announcef, al-dõl,will be able to make them all hear his voice and

they could all be seen. The sun will come close to the people and they will suffer a

distess and touble they will not be able to bear. Then the Peoplg396 will say: "Do you

not see to what state you have reached? Won't you look for someone who can intercede

for you with your Lord?" Some people will say to some others: "Go to Adam."

So they go to Adam and say to him: "You are the father of mankind; God created

you with His own hand, and breathed into you of His Spirit and ordered the angels to

prostrate themselves before you; so inte¡cede for us with your Lord. Don't you see in

what state we are? Don't you see what condition we have reached?" Adam will say:

"Today my Lord has become angry as He has never become before, nor will ever

become hereafter. He forbade me the tree, but I disobeyed Him' Myself! Myselfl

Myself!397 Go to someone else; go to Noah."
So they go to Noah and say to him: "O Noah! You are the first of the messengers

to the people of the earth, and God has named you The seed of those We bore with
Noah; ie was a thankful servant,398 intercede for us with your Lord. Don't you see in

what state we are?" He will say: "Today my Lord has become angry as He has never

become nor will ever become hereafter. I had one invocation, tla'wa, and I made it for

my nation, 4awmî.399 Myself! Myselfl Myselfl Go to someone else; go to Abraham."

They go to Abraham and say: "O Abraham! You are a prophet of God and His

friend, khatí\, among the people of the earth, so intercede for us with your Lord. Don't
you see in what state we are?" He will say to them: "My Lord has today become angly

ås He has never become before, nor will èver become hereafter. I had told three lies400

395 ¡o¡. again the topos of presenting meticulous information about the details of the moment

when the Prophet pronounced the cited words.

396 In ânother version it is the believers, al-mu'minún, who gather together and say these words.

See Kitãb al-tafsír, SùraÍ al-baqara, Chapter l, no. 4476-
397 ,,Naßî, nafsr, nafsî!" By this he probably means that he himself would be in need of

intercession. The other interpretation might be that the word na/-s is used to denote the lower

soul, which is said to be prone to evil. some exegetes take the Qur'anic word, nafs as apply-

ing to human nature, but al-Ghazãli would interpret nafs asbeing the lower nature of man -
man's natural animal desire - which is prone to evil. This interpretation is common among

the Sufis.
At times the word nafs is clearly employed simply for emphasis, to express self as in 5:

28 and I16. At other times the word is employed to express life, as in 5:49. The commonest

use of the wo¡d in the Qur'an is, however, that in which it denotes the whole man without

any implication of there being higher and lower elements in his nature.

398 fi3 lDhurriyyata man þamalnã n6a Nûþin innahu kãnø'abdan shakuranl.
399 5". SäratNûþno.7l.
400 y¡o6 aþødîth al-anbiyã'Chapter 8 no. 3358 gives us information about these thLree lies.

,'Abraham never lied except on tlree occasions, twice because of God: when he said linní
saqîmunl 37:89, Surely, I am sick; and when he said {bal fa'alahu kab'íruhum hãdhíl
2l:63, No; it was this great one of them that did it. For the third time he lied when he was

one day with Sarah and he passed by a tyrant who had heard that his wife was the most

beautiful wotnan. The tyrant sent someone to Abraham to ask about Sarah: "Who is she?"

Abraham said: "She is my sister." Abraham went to Sarah and said: "Sarah! There are no

believers on the face of the earth except you and I. This man asked me about you and I told

him that you are my sister, so don't deny it." The tyrant then called Sarah and when she went
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- Abü $ayyãn mentioned them in the hadith - Myselfl Myselfì Myselfl Go to someone

else; go to Moses."
The people then go to Moses and say: "O Moses! You are a messenger of God

and God chose you from among the others with His message and with His words to
you, so intercede for us with your Lord. Do you not see in what state we are?" Moses

will say: "My Lord has today become angry as He has never become before, nor will
become hereafter, I killed a person whom I had not been ordered to kill. Myself!
Myselfl Myself! Go to someone else; go to Jesus."

So they go to Jesus and say: "You are God's Messenger and His Word which He

sent to Mary, and His spirit, and you talked to the people while still in the cradle. Inter-
cede for us. Do you not see in what state we are?" Jesus will say: "My Lord has today

become angry as He has never become before nor will eve¡ become hereafter." Jesus

will not mention any sin, but he will say: "Myself! Myself! Myself'! Go to someone

else; go to Muhammad."
So they go to Muhammad and say: "O Muhammad! You are God's Messenger

and the Seal ofthe prophets, and God forgave your early and late sins. Intercede forus
with your Lord. Do you not see in what state we are?"

Then I will go in the foot of God's throne and prostrate before my Lord, the

Sublime, the Powerful. Then God will guide me to such praises and glorification to
Him as He has never guided anybody else before me. Then it will be said: "O, Muham-

mad! Raise your head. Ask, and it will be granted. Intercede, and it will be accepted." I
will raise my head and say: "My people, O my Lord! My people, O my Lord! Ummatî,

yã rabbi." It will be said: "O, Muhammad! Let those of your people who have no

accounts, enter through the gate of the Paradise on the right; and they will be with the

people who enter from the other gates." Then (the Prophet) said: "By Him in whose

hand my soul is, the distance between the two gateposts ofParadise is like the distance

between Mecca and Himyar or between Mecca and Busra."

Kiúb al-tafslr, Sürat al-baqara, Chapter l, Qawl Allãhi tóãlã: lwa-callama
Ãdama l-ssmã'a kullahdlaÙt presents the same situation with a group of Muslims
going from Adam to Noah, Moses, Jesus and finally Muhammad. Muhammad

intercedes for them and God allows a gfoup of people to enter Paradise.

Muhammad goes back to God, intercedes again and saves another group of people.

Muhammad thus saves four groups of people, and finally he says to God: "Only

to hinu he tried to take hold ofher with his hand, but his hand was seized. He said: "Pray to

God fo¡ me, and I shall not harm you." Sarah prayed and he got well. He tried to take hold of
her for the second time, but he was seized as before or even worse. He said again: '?ray to

God for me, and I will not harm you." Sarah prayed and he became well. He then called his
guard and said: "It is not a human being you have brought me, but a devil." The tyrant then
gave Hajar to Sarah. Sarah came back to Abraham while he was praying. Abraham, gesturing

with his hand, asked: "What happened?" She replied: "God has prevented the plot of the

infidel and gave me Hajar for service." Abü Hurayra added: "She (Hajar) is your mother, O
Banî Mã' al-Samã' (i.e., descendants of Ismã'ÎI, Hajar's son).

Abraham's ñrst lie took place during an annual feast. People used to gather together and

celebrate. lühen Abraham's father asked him to join them Abraham said that he was sick and

profited from the occasion to deshoy thei¡ idols. He told the second lie in connection with
this same episode. When people came back and saw the idols broken they asked if it was

Abraham who had destroyed them. He said no, but it was the biggest of the idols, which

Abraham did not destroy. See lbn Kathir l98l:21Ç217.
401 2: 3l And He taught Adam the names, all of them.
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those people are left in the fire that were condemned by the Qur'an and destined

to remain there in etemity." Abü'Abdallãh402 said: "Except those who were con-

demned by the Qur'an, meaning by the words of God."

Almost the same version is repeated in KitAb al-tawþld, Chapter 19 Qawl
Altahi tacâlã llimd khalaqtu biyadayyalao3 no. 7410, but in the end the groups

that are saved from the fire are described in a little more detail: The first group

consists of those who say that there is no god except God, and have a weight of a
barleycorn ofgood in their heart. The second group consists ofthose who say that

there is no god except God and have a weight of a wheatcom of good in their

heart, and the third group of those who say that there is no god except God and

have a weight of amaize com of good in their heart.

Al-Ash'arï also deals with the problematics of Muhammad's role as inter-

cessor in his lbdna. "The Muslims have unanimously agreed that the Apostle of
God has the power of intercession. Then for whom is the intercession...?" and he

goes on to argue that it is useless to pray for the faithful because Paradise has

already been promised to them, and God does not breake His promises. Thus the

"intercession in question is only for those who deserve punishment, that their

punishment may be removed from them, or for those to whom He has not pro-

mised a thing, that He may bestow it upon them; and so, without doubt, since the

promise of the bestowal precedes, there is no room for intercessisnr'.4o4

One of the most brilliant stories in the collection pictures the events on the

Day of Resurrection in a different way. The same hadith is repeated in Kitãb al-
adhãn, Chapter 129 FaQli l-sujúdi no. 806,405 and Kitãb al-tawþld, Bãb Qawl
Allãhi tdãlí (wujtihun yawma'idhin nã(iratun ilã rabbihã nãViratunl no.

7437.406

Reported Abä Hurayra: The people said: "God's Messenger, shall we see our Lord on
the Day of Resurrection?" He replied: "Do you have any doubt about seeing the full
moon on a clear night?" They replied: "No, O God's Messenger." He said: "Do you

have any doubt about seeing the sun when there are no clouds'/"'l'hey said: "No." He
said: "You will see Him in the same way. On the Day of Resurrection, people will be

gathered and He will order the people to follow what they used to worship. So some of
them will follow the sun, some will follow the moon, and some will follow idols; and

only this people, utnma, will stay with their hypocrites. God will come to them and say:

"l am your Lord." They will say: "We shall stay in this place till our Lord comes to us

402 l.e.,al-BukhãrT.
a03 38,75 Said He, Iblis, what prevented thee to bow thyself before that I created with My own

hands?
404 Al-As.ari 1940: l3G-131.
405 Book of the Call to Prayer, Chapter about the merit ofproshation, no. 806.

406 goo¡ ofthe Unity ofGod, Chapter about these words ofGod: Upon that day faces shall be

ndiant, gazing upon their Lord. (75:22-23)
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and when our Lord comes, we will recognise Him." Then God will come to them
(again) and say: "I am your Lord." They will say: "You are our Lo¡d."

God will call them and a path will be laid across Hell and I (Muhammad) shall be

the first amongst the messengers to cross it with my people. Nobody except the

messengers will be able to speak that day and thgy will say: "God! Save us. Save us."

There will be hooks like the thorns of sa'dAn.407 Have you seen the thoms of sa'dãr¡?

The people said: "Yes." He said: "These hooks will be like the thoms of sa'dãnbttno-
body except God knows their greatness in size. They will grab the people according to
their deeds; some of them will perish according to their deeds; others will be tom into
small pieces, minhum man yukhardalu, but then they will be saved, thumma yanju.

When God is merciful towards whomever He likes amongst the people of Hell,
He will order the angels to take out of Hell those who worshipped Him alone. The
angels will take them out by recognising them from the traces ofprostrations, for God

had forbidden the fire to eat away those traces. So they will come out of the fire, it will
eat away the whole of the human body except the marks of the prostrations. They will
be completely burned. The wate¡ of life will be poured on them and as a result they will
grow like the seeds growing on the bank of flowing water.

When God had finished judging among his servants, one man will be left between
Hell and Paradise and he will be the last man from the people of Hell to enter Paradise.

He will face Hell saying: "O God! Turn my face from the fire as its wind has dried me

and its steam has scalded me." God will ask him: "Will you ask for anything more
should this favour be granted to you?" He will say: 'No, by your Power!" He will give

to God what He wills of the pledges and the covenants and God will tum his face from
the Fire. When he faces Paradise and sees its charm, he will remain silent as long as

God wills. Then he will say: "O my Lord! Let me go to the gate of Paradise." God will
ask him: "Didn't you give pledges and make covenants that you would not ask for any-
thing more than what you requested at first?" He will say: "O my Lord! Do not make

me the most wretched among your creatures." God will say: "If this request is granted,

will you then ask for anything else?" He will say: "No, by your Power! I shall not ask

for anlhing else." He will give God what He wills of the pledges and the covenants

and God will let him go to the gate of Paradise. On reaching it and seeing its life,
charrq and pleasure, he will remain silent as long as God wills and then he will say: "O
my Lord! Let me enter Paradise." God will say: "You miserable one, O son of Adam!
How treacherous you are! Haven't you made covenants and given pledges that you will
not ask for anything more than what you have been given?" He will say: "O my Lord!
Do not make me the most wretched among your creatures." And God will laugh at him
and allow him to enter Paradise.

Then God will say to him: "Ask", and he will ask various things and when he

stops God will say: 'Ask for more of such-and-such things." Abä Sa'Id al-Khudri said

to Abä Hurayra: God's Messenger said: "God said: "This is for you and ten times more
like it." Abä Hurayra said: "I do not remember from God's Messenger except (his

saying): "This is for you and a similar amount besides." Abú Sa'îd said: "This is for
you and ten times mo¡e like it."

l5l

407 So'dan,neuratla procumåers, is a plant whose fruit is covered with thorns.
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CONCLUSIONS

It would be too simple to state that the Qur'an is predominantly non-predestina-

rian and hadith literature exclusively predestinarian. As we have seen, there are

hadiths that have bypassed the control mechanism of lhe ahl al-þaùth, who for
the most were against the "liberal" thinking of the Mu(tazila and the Qadariyya.
Cefainly, we have to bear in mind that the muþaddithún were not always consis-

tent in their thinking. Al-Bukhãrl obviously did not even make an effort to build
into his writing a coherent theological or ideological structure.4o8 For most of the

cases the only thing we can do is to guess why he chose to keep so many of
hadiths which contradict the notion of God's preknowledge, the notion oî ajal
being the most evident example. One might naturally claim that the preknowledge

of God does not mean predestination, but in the case of ajal it must mean predesti-

nation as well. God wrote the time of each individual's death while he was still a

foetus in his mother's womb. God fixed the date for him. Thus he both knew
about and predestined events.

The question of free will and predestination has been the most important
problem in Islamic theology since the early days of the development of kalãm.

Studying this question seems to have been fashionable in Western Orientalism in
the middle of the 20th century. Watt wrote his Free lüll and Predestinaîion in
Early Islam in 1948, and in the same year Louis Gardet and M.-M. Anawati
published their Introduction à la théologie musulmane, which is a work of com-
parative theology largely dealing with the notions of free will and predestination

in Christianity and Islam. Only less than two decades later Louis Gardet published

his Dieu et la destinée de I'homme, which presents much of the same material

408 Guilluurn., in his The Traditions of Islam, takes up an example which contradicts my
argument. He analyses a hadith in Kitõb fadli l-;ølat f masjid Makka wal-Ma[tna Chapter I
Fa{i l-;alãt f; masjid Makka wa-l-Madlna no. ll89: "Journey only to tluee mosques: a/-
Masjid al-$arâm, al-Masjitl al-Rasul and, al-Masjid al-Aq;ã." No. ll90 says: The Prophet
said: The prayer in this mosque ofmine is better than a thousand prayers in any other one,
except al-Masjid al-Hardm." Guillaume sees here the influence of an Umayyad tendency to
emphasise the sanctity of Jerusalem in comparison with Mecca and Medina. It was in the
interest of 'Abd al-Malik to promote pilgrimages to the mosque he had built there and all he
had to do was to procure a hadith claiming that the sanctity of al-Aqsã was comparable to
that of Mecca and Medina and ascribe it to the Prophet. The point that interests us here is the
fact that al-BukhãrT has omitted al-Aqça both from the name of the whole kilAb and the
tarjama. (See Guillaume 1924: 4748) The Kitab goes on to relate hadiths about al-Møsjid
al-Quba', which allegedly was the first mosque the Prophet built in Medina. If Guillaume's
interpretation is conect, al-Bukhãrl must have felt that he needed to emphasise the position
of Jerusalem at least a little in his tarjamas, since he brings the short Kitãb to an end with a
chapter called Bab masjid Bayt al-Muqaddis, in which all th¡ee mosques are again
mentioned.
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already published in 1948. All these texts outline the general development of
knlãm concerning the nature of the omnipotence of God, the meaning of the acts

of man, and the role of the Prophet. They outline the development of kalãm to its
mature stages during the formative period of Islamic scholarship.

The development of kalãm only started in the lifetime of al-Bukhãrl. His

texts as well as the collections of other hadith scholars were used extensively in
the debates about various points of theology and philosophy. Some of the scholars,

al-Ash'arï being one of the most evident examples, based their arguments mainly

on the Qur'an and sunna. In the ninth century, when al-Bukhãrï wrote his Saþ1h,

the philosophy of ikhtiyãr was still in its infancy. The doctrine of qadar was dis-

cussed before and during the times of al-Bukhãrï by the Khawãrij, the Qadariyya,
and the Mu'tazila. Alrmad ibn $anbal (d. 2411855) was a contemporary of al-

BukhãrÍ. He was an uncompromising adherent to the ahl al-sunna and he would

have given his life for the defence of the doctrine of the uncreated Qur'an. The

flanbalite tradition is usually regarded as the opposite of the kalãm, claiming that

the Qur'an and the sunna should be accepted without asking how, bi-lã kayfa.lt
was al-Ash'arl(d.3241935) who, after the death of al-BukhZiri, succeeded in com-

bining the Sunni theology and kolãm. Nevertheless, al-Ash'ari claimed he was an

adherent of the doctrine of Ibn Hanbal,409 as did many of the most influential

Islam scholars centuries later, such as laqi al-Din Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328) and

his follower, Muþammad Ibn (Abd al-Wahhãb (1703-1792). Both Ibn Taymiyya
and Ibn 'Abd al-V/ahhâb are known for their aversion to the subtleties of kolãm

amd their commitment to the Qur'an and the hadith. Al-Bukhãrr, especially, was

held in high esteem in the l3th and l4th centuries. Ibn Taymiyya used al-

BukhãrÎ's texts extensively, but did not blindly accept his authority.al0It is on the

ideas of these scholars that many groups of present-day Muslims ground their

interpretation of Islam.

These great scholars of Islam have read and interpreted hadiths in a biased

manner. The texts, which clearly portray Muslims facing up to real choices, have

been given much less weight than those texts which emphasise predestinarian

views. This preconceived notion has influenced Westem scholars' views as well.

The distinction between the Qur'an and the hadith, according to W. Montgomery

Watt, is that "in the Qur'an the center of interest is the majesty and omnipotence

of God, whereas in the hadiths it is the predetermined character of man's life that

409 1¡. tlanbalite and the Ash'arite schools were not on good terms later on. In the year 622
(1225 A.D.) the Ash'arites founded a madrasa, which based its teaching on the Shãfi<ite inter-
pretation of law. In the charter they claimed that admission to lhe madrasa was denied Jews,

Christians, and {anbalis. This school was still prosperous in the era of Ibn Taymiyya.
(Laoust 1939: 2l)

4lo Laourt 1939:74-75.
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is in the forefront".4llWensinck formulates it in a more unconditional way.
According to him "tradition has not preserved a single hadith in which liberum
arbitrium is advocated".4 I 2

While reading al-Bukhãrï it is important to separate the factual texts from the
interpretation of the compiler/author. In al-Bukhãrï's case this influence is greater

than in case of the other compilers because of his extensive and frequently
arbitrary larjømas. what is the argument the Prophet possibly wanted to set forth
when he allegedly expressed his view on a certain matter? The answer to this
question is not easy. The different layers of reality which are present in all hadith
texts make it almost impossible to dig back to the original situation when each
phrase was - if it ever really was - uttered. Moreover, the same reports or parts of
them are used in many different hadiths and they are linked with many different
events, which makes the task even more difficult.

While analysing the audience of the Prophet's words we encounter the same

kind of difficulties. We might, of course, take the texts on face value. Muslim
theologians must then confront the question whether the anticipated audience of
the speaker in the hadith were the people in front of him, the contemporary early
umme, or whether they were supposed to be the universal audience of all Muslims
present and future. By analysing the texts it is possible to formulate an opinion of
the audience, but it is a theological decision to estimate the consequences of this
analysis. Surely there are hadiths which were meant to be followed only by the
contemporaries of the Prophet. When setting rules about taxation, for example, the
Prophet surely had in mind the Arabian conditions in the seventh century.

My impression after having spent years reading al-BukhãrI is that he wanted
to reproduce a large number of hadiths and answer as many questions as possible.

He gives contradictory hadiths with no hesitation, he repeats the same reports
under many different and incompatible tarjamas, and he uses so many intertextual
techniques, such as pointing to other hadiths and persons and explicit or implicit
reference to other texts, that the impression he gives is that his aim was to present
neither an exclusive nor an inclusive collection of authentic hadiths. He seems to
have felt very strongly the people's need to have answers, as in this example: ..I

used to study with Abü $anîfa.al3 one day I heard him give five different answers
to a single question. So I got up and left him and studied hadith," said flafþ ibn
Ghiyãth (d. 194/S09).ala 1¡" wish to obtain unambiguous answers by studying
hadiths was already futile in the beginning of the ninth century, and al-BukhãrI
could do nothing but adjust to the situation. So many points of view were ascribed

4ll Watt 1948:20.
412 ÌVensinck 1965:51.
413 46¡ ganîfa (8G-150 I 6gg-767)was a famous representative of the ahl al-kalân.
414 Di.kin.on 2ool: 5.
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to the Prophet by reliable transmitters that it was impossible to avoid contra-

dictions. Al-Bukhãrî claimed that his reports were authentic but in his vocabulary

the term saþiþ most probably meant the highest possible probability of historicity;

in time its meaning came to denote the factual authenticity of a hadith.

ln the $aþiþ øl-Bukhãrl people do deal with real choices in their lives. The

reports describe early Muslims in various different situations where they have to

make up their minds and choose between two or many options. Both men and

women are presented as choice-makers, but also as objects of choice. Women are

objects of choice in some hadiths, but in some others it is men who define them-

selves as an object ofchoice, and in Ban-ra's case it is the Prophet who places a

man in that position.

A hadith dealing with the notion of choice might relate an incident in the

daily life of people or it might refer to a story about an earlier prophet or another

religiously essential event in the history of early Islam. But in the majority of
cases examined in this thesis the basic choice, which people often have to make

implicitly though on occasions explicitly, ultimately turns out to be a choice

between life and death. In a hadith in the cluster of the victim, which describes an

event from the pre-Islamic period, Abä Tãlib gives a choice to the employer who

has killed a man of his own branch of Banä Hãshim. Although the words are

addressed to the employer the responsibility for making amends for the death fell
on the whole group of people. They had the choice between paying, taking an oath

ofinnocence, or fighting. It appears that the choices they actually had were to pay

or to die, since the end of the hadith makes it clear that making a false oath meant

death.

In the cluster of the hostile tribe, the Hawãzin came to God's Messenger and

they appealed to him to retum their property and their captives. The Prophet asked

them to choose between their captives or their property. In Ibn Isþãq/Ibn

Hishãm's Sira the way the Haw-azin understand the choice is expressed explicitly.
They say to the Prophet: "Do you give us the choice between our cattle and our

honour? Khayyartanã bayn amwãlinã wa-aþsãbinã? Nay, give us back our wives

and our sons, for that is what we most desire."4l5

The Prophet's wives chose the hereafter, which meant a choice of salvation.

Muhammad and Moses chose to die, to meet their Creator rather sooner than later.

The choice between honey, water, milk, and wine was a choice of life and death

for the whole community. Al-BukhãrÎ links the theme of choice with the idea of
following the Prophet's example. People have a choice between God and this

world; choosing God means following the Prophet's sunna.

415 Ibn l.¡aq/Ibn Hishãm 1859 ll2, p. 877; Guillaume I 980: 592.
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EPILOGUE: HADITH LITERATURE AND PRESENT DAY MUSLIMS

The debate about the interpretation of the Prophet's way of life or the way his
example should be followed clearly indicates that it has been a controversial issue

from the beginning of the development of Islamic culture, i.e., since the death of
the Prophet. By this I refer to the possibility asking for guidance directly from the

Prophet, which, during his lifetime, was a common way of defining "the right
way". This is the way Muslims themselves interpret the beginning of the develop-
ment of what we now know as Islamic culture. The relatively moderate number of
Muslims and the limited geographical size of the Islamic sphere of influence
would have made personal contact with the Prophet, or one of his closest

companions, possible. It was only after the death of the Prophet that the rapid
expansion oflslam took place.

While appllng the Prophet's example, the early Muslims had to decide how
to interpret the effects of the particular "Prophetic" behaviour. What was the
actual purpose of the Prophet while acting in the way he did - if indeed he had
any particular purpose in mind? lVhat were the essential, necessary or sufficient
grounds for an act to become the sunna ofthe Prophet?

One of the difficulties in the interpretation of the sunna or an individual
hadith report lies in the way the texts are presented. I have earlier directed
attention to the way hadiths often only allude to an event which is supposed to be
known by the readers, or take the knowledge of certain revealed verses or basic
philosophical or theological questions for granted. Muslim scholars and even lay
Muslims have, from the early days of the development of Islam, debated the
validity and the scope of the Prophet's example as a binding rule for all Muslims.
It has never been self-evident that the Prophet's example could - or even should -
be imitated by all and in every situation. Muslims have always had to evaluate

whether the Prophet's quoted words or reported actions constituted a concession

to an earlier rule or whether they represented a peremptory requirement.
To illustrate my case, I shall give an example of a common hadith report,

which is repeated by al-Bukhãn- many times in different forms and with different
isndds. Kitãb al-salãf, Chapter 22 Al-çalãt <alã l-firãsh, no. 382:al6

'Ã'isha, the Prophet's wife, related: I used to sleep in the arms of the Prophet and my
feet were towards the qibla. When he prostrated himself he touched me and I pulled in
my legs. When he got up I spread them out again. In those times there were no lamps in

4 I 6 Book on Prayer, Chapter 22, about prayer on a bed, no. 3 82
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No. 384 simply states that the Messenger of God used to pray on the bed

where they used to sleep while'Ã'isha lay between him and the qibla.

This hadith has most probably been inserted into the collection as a response

to the numerous hadiths which claim that the presence of a woman, especially if
she passes between the praying Muslim and the qibla, annuls the prayer in the

same way as the prayer is annulled by a dog and a donkey. Taken out ofcontext
and interpreting it as a peremptory requirement, this hadith might even be under-

stood as an exhofation to pray with one's wife in front of a believer. However, it
seems to be a concession to either an earlier rule or a response to a false belief
circulating among Muslims at that time. At the end of number 382 it is mentioned

that there rvere no lamps in the rooms of the Prophet's wives. How should this be

interpreted in terms of prayer, one's wives, and lamps in general?

Muslim scholars have carried on lengthy discussions about the necessity of
ablutions before each prayer, the number of ral(as in the five prayers while a

Muslim is travelling, fasting while travelling, combining ritual prayers, and so on,

and the reason for the discord has been the interpretation of the meaning of the

Prophet's act and the problems in contextualising his act. Burton discusses these

hadiths extensively inhis Introduction to the Hadith. Against this background, the

blind imitation of the sunna of the Prophet by some modem Muslims, especially

some of those who have recently converted to Islam, reveals very clearly the nar-

rowness of their understanding of Islam and, moreover, their lack of knowledge of
the history of Islam. Some Muslims seem to neglect the fact that the Prophet

Muhammad himself did not behave in a consistent way in all situations. He also

changed his opinions on several matters and readily admitted that he often spoke

as â man only, not as a Prophet to be imitated or even a ruler to be obeyed.

Moreover, the flexibility in interpreting Islam is in danger of disappearing as

a result of globalisation. Mass media, the lnternet, and satellite TV tend to stand-

ardise and regulate Muslim views everywhere. In earlier times it was possible to

form a different consensus in separate Islamic communities, and it was even

possible for the consensus to change as a result ofhistorical processes. Losing this

variation and flexibility would be a great loss for Islamic civilisation.

However, this is not the first globalisation process in the Islamic world. The

first took place in al-Bukhãrï's lifetime and he was both a product of, and an actor,

in this process. It is obvious that when Islam initially spread in the first two

centuries of its history and more non-Arab peoples were converted there gre\ry a

need to insist on the uniformity of the faith. The six books are considered to be the

most important products of the ninth century, but they are not the only hadith col-

lections of this era. Hadith scholars were influential throughout the Islamic world

and they harmonised the Muslims' views about the Prophet's sunna in cities like

Baghdad, Basra, Bukhara, Cairo, Cordoba, Herat, Kufa, Mosul, Nishapur, Qazvin,
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Ra1y, and Samarqand. Nowadays, a Muslim may access the Internet, ask for a

fatwa from an on-line mufti, read or listen to khutbas by imams at the other end of
the world, or go to a hadith database and search for hadiths that include certain
keywords. No tarjamas are given there, and no isnads either. With little or no
knowledge of the social, military, economic, and ideological history of Islam, the
reader will surely be pazzled.
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CHRONOLOGY

The era ofthe Prophet according to traditional accounts

c. 595

Birth of the Prophet. Year of the Elephant, i.e., attack to Mecca by
Abraha.

Marriage to Khad-rja.

The Prophet arbitrates in a dispute among the Quraysh about the
placing of thè black stone in the Ka.ba.

The firsf revelatibn.

Deaths of Abä Tãlib and Khadlja.

Joumey to Tã'if. Ascension to the heavens.

First pledge at (Aqaba.

Second pledge at (Aqaba. Hijra to Yathrib and year 1 e.H.

Battle of Badr. Expulsion of the Banü Qaynuqã< Jews from Medina.
Battle of Uþud. Massacre of 70 Muslims at Bi'r Ma(äna. Expulsion
of Banü l-Nadir Jews from Medina.

Expedition of Banü l-Muçfaliq.
Battle of the Trench. Expulsion of Banä Qurayga. Malriage to
Juwayriya bint al-$ãrith.
Truce of tludaibiya. Expedition to Khaybar. The Prophet addresses

letters to various heads ofstates.

The Prophet performs the pilgrimage at Mecca.

Conquest of Mecca. Battles of al-Tâ'if and Hunayn

605

610

6tg
620

621

622

624

62s

626

627

628

629

630

632

634

644

The era of al-Khulafti'al-rãshidän

646

653454
656

Farewell pilgrimage at, Mecca. Death of the Prophet. Election of
Abü Bak¡ as the first caliph.

Death of Abü Bakr. Appointmentbf .Umar as the second caliph.
Conquest of Fars, Kerman, Sistan, Mekran and Kharan. Death of
'Umar. Appointment of.Uthmãn as the third caliph.

Campaigns in Khurasan and Asia Minor.
The Arabs cross the Oxus River
Death of (Uthmãn. Appointment of (Al1 as the fourth the caliph.
Battle of the Camel.

'AlI shifts the capital from Medina to Kufa.657
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Era of the Umayyads
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661

662

674

677

680

Death of '411. Accession of Mu'ãwiya as the caliph.

Khawãrij revolts.

The Arabs defeat the local ruler of Bukhãrã and it becomes a vassal

state.

Occupation of Samarqand and Tirmiz.

Death of Mu(ãwiya. Accession of Yazîd. Tragedy of Kerbala and

martyrdom of al-$usayn.

Accession of 'Abd al-Malik at Damascus.

Mukhtar declares himself as the caliph at Kufa.

The fall of Mecca. 'Abd al-Malik becomes the only Caliph'

Khawãrij revolts. The Muslims advance in Transoxania.

Death of 'Abd al-Malik. Accession of Walid I'
Conquest ofspain, Sind and Transoxania.

Death of Sulaymãn. Accession of 'Umar ibn'Abd al''Attz.
Death of (Umar ibn'Abd al-'Azjz ('Umar II). Accession of Yazr-d II.

Death of Yazid II. Accession of Hishãm'

Death of Hishãm. Accession of Walld II. Shi'a revolt in Khurasan.

Kufa and Mosul occupied by the Khawãrij.

Death of Jahm ibn Safivãn

68s

686

692

695

705

7tt
7t7
720

724

743

745

746

The'Abbãsid era

750

762

767

Fall of Damascus. End of the Umayyad era..

Foundation ofBaghdad.

Deaths of Abü tranlfa, Ibn Isþãq and 'Abd al-Malik ibn 'Abd al-

'AzIz ibn Jurayj

Death of Hãdi. Accession of Hãrän al-RashÏd.

Death of Mãlik ibn Anas

Death of Hãrän al-Rashid

Birth of al-BukhãrI

Shi'a revolts

Death of Pirãr ibn'Amr
Death of Muþammad ibn Idris al-Shãfi'ï. Tãhir establishes the rule

of the fãhirids in Khurasan.

Death of Tãhir in Khurasan. Accession of Talha and his deposition.

Accession of 'Abdallãh ibn !ãhir.
al-Ma'mün declares the Mu'tazila creed as the state religion' Death

of 'Abd al-Razzãqibn Hammãm al-$an(ãnt.

786

795

809

810

815-816

c.815
820

823

827



833

836

847

848

849

855

860

861

868

870

873

874-875

886

889

892

915

944

935

995

1023-1025

lll3
1277

1328

1352-1353

1373

t4t3
r449
1657

1792
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Deaths of Ibn Hishãm and al-Ma'mün. Accession of al-Mu'tasim.
al-Mu'taçim shifts the capital to Samarra.

Accession of al-Mutawakkil.
al-Mutawakkil restores orthodoxy.

Death of the Tãhirid ruler'Abdallãh ibn fãhir; accession of fãhir II.
Death of Aþmad ibn flanbal
Founding of the Samanid rule in Transoxania.

Murder of the'Abbãsid Caliph Mutawakkil; accession of Muntaçir.

Death of Abü Muþammad (Abdallãh ibn'Abd al-Raþmãn al-Dãrimî
Death of al-Bukhãrï

End of the Tãhirid government

Death of Muslim ibn al-Hajjãj
Death of Abä'Abdallãh Muþammad ibn YazId ibn Mãja

Death of Sulaymãn ibn al-Ash'ath Abü Dã'üd al-Sijistãnï
Death of Abä'isã Muþammad ibn'Isã al-Tirmidhï
Death of Aþmad ibn Shu'ayb al-Nasã'Î
Death of Abú'Al1 al-Jubbã'I
Death of Abü l-$asan al-Ash'arI
Deaths of al-Dãraqutnl and al-NÎsãbärI

Death of 'Abd al-Jabbãr

Death of Ibn al-QaysarãnT

Death of Muþyi l-DTn Sharaf al-Dïn al-Nawawï

Death of fãqï l-Dïn Ibn Taymiyya

Death of Shams al-Dïn al-Dhahabî

Death of Ibn Kathîr
Death of Sayyid'AlI al-Jurjãnï

Death of Ibn flajar al-'Asqalãnî
Death of $ãjji Khallfa
Death of Muhammad ibn (Abd al-Wahhãb





VOCABULARY

'Abãdila Anas, Abú Hurayra, Ibn (Abbãs and Ibn'Umar

'adãla
(adl

anao
.aìim

righteousness, honourable reputation
justice, honesty; a person with'adãla
occasional or single; hadiths with only one or few diffe¡e¡t isnãds

pl.'ulamã'learned, scholar as an early tenrl a Conpanion ofthe Prophet who,

when asked for advice, referred to an example of the Prophet or another Com-

panion. SeelQqîh.

followers, al-Ançãr, people in Medina who received Muhammad afrerhis hijra
pl. ofauval fusts

L a genre ofhistorical or theological texts devotedto beginnings

2. a form used by early Muslims to tell individual reports of beginnings: "Àwwal

manfo<ala,.,"

innovation

weak 
I

consensus

individual reasoning

knowledge

Ançãr
- awã'il

bid'a

{a-rf
dajjãl liar, a person relating false hadiths, used especially for severe cases offorgery

dirãylilm al-dirãya

a science, which aims at defrning the authenticity ofa hadith report. It takes into

consideration the matn, but the analysis focuses on classiffing the hadith on the

merits of its isnãd. A crucial criterion is the reliability of the chain of narrators.

Al-Riwãya and al-dirãya are complementary disciplines, which cannot be viewed

in isolation ofeach other.

fa{ã'il sg. fa{ila

. virtue, merit, in hadith literature usually in plural, it means laudatory stories about

the merits and virh¡es ofthe Prophet or his supporters. Fabricated/a$ã'il type

stories became important political weapons as early as during the dispute about

the first successor of the Prophet as the leader of the Islamic community after his

death.

faqih pl. fuqahã', specialist in jurispnrdence, as an early term faqîh denoted a
. Cornpanion ofthe Prophet who used his own personaljudgeÍrent,ra'y

fiqh. jurisprudence

þalal wa-þarãm legal and illegal, juridicai opinions which later were formulated as Prophetic

hadiths

hujjiyya

rjmã'

ijtihãd
(ilm

fair, good, the second degree ofhadiths classiñed by authenticity

emigration (of Muhammad and his corpanions from Mecca to Medina)

evidence; definite argument in mâtters where the Prophetic example is the guid-

ing principle

evidential value

þasan

hjjra

huüa
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inqip' discontinuity (ofanisnõd)
.içma an exalted spiritual position which protects from committing sin. ln Imãmï ShÍite

Islam Muhammad, his daughter Fãlima and the twelve imams are believed to

posses'i¡na, thus, they are called ma<çûm-

isnãd chain of transmitters of a hadith

ittiba' following the true example of the Prophet (instead of taqlîd)

ittiçãl continuity (ofanisnad)

al-jarh \¡/a-l-ta'dil
disapproving and approving, the criticism of hadith transmitters, refers to the

evaluation of the reliability of the transmitters

kadhib mendacity, falsehood

kadhdhãb liar, untruthful

kalâm theology, dialectic theology, legal discussion

khabar al-khãçSa = khabar al-wãþid : khabar al'infirãd : ãþâd

madhhab school ofjurisprudence

majhäl unknown, not identified

mashhûr famous; hadiths which have been aþãdbuthavebecome mutawãtir

during the 8th and 9th centuries

ma(çúm inviolable;infallible,sinless,see'i¡ma

mathãlib sg. mathlab a defect, blemish, opposite of fada'il typehadiths

muþaddith hadith transmitter

muhãjir emigrant: al-Muhajirtin, those Meccans who emigrated from Mecca to Medina

with the Prophet in 622

mujaddid renewer of faith

munkar objectionable

munqali< intemrpted isndd, one of the links in the chain of transmitters is missing

mu¡sal isnãd munqatf where the first transmitter is missing

mustakhraj excerpt of a collection of hadiths, a partial copy of ;aþîþ reports found in the

$aþ1þan in which the author gives his own isnads

mutawãtir following in unintemrpted succession; hadiths with rnany different authentic

isnads, widely transmitted hadiths (how many isnãds are needed for a report to be

mutawãtir is not clearly established)

muttafaq.alayh a hadith which is accepted both by al-Bukhãrî and Muslim in their collection

nãsikh abrogation

qãçS, pl. quç;aç early Islamic storytellers. Some of the stories (qiç;a, pl. qi;a¡)

probably told about the Prophet and his supporters and thus they may be

considered as prototypes of hadith.

qiyãs use ofanalogical reasoning

Í ra(iya llãhu'anhu, may God be pleased with him, an Islamic eulogy

ra'y opinion; decision based on subjective, individual reasoning

al-riwãya/.ilm al-riwãya

A science focusing on investigating the transmitters (rãwîpl. ruwãt) inthe ¡.s¿áds

of hadith repofs. It concems itself with preserving information about the
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hansmitters, such as biographical data, information about their students and

teachers, travels, literary work and anything affecting their reliability.

S fallã llahu'alayhi wa-sallam, God bless him and grant him salvation, an eulogy

after the name ofthe Prophet

çaþãbI the Companion of the Prophet pl. al-çaþãba. At first only those early Muslims

who had accompanied the Prophet, or first generation Muslims, later the term be-

câme to denote anyone who had met the Prophet. The last ofthe Companions was,

according to Goldziher's article in lhe EI2, a small child who died shortly after

100/718, that is to say 86 solar years after the death ofthe Prophet.

çaþifa pl.;aþa'rf, script, page, leaf

tabîb hue, authentic, sound; the most highly appreciated class ofindividual hadiths and

hadith collections

shafã'a intercession

shãf intercessor

sharfa Islamic law

shar¡ pl. shuru¡, condition

al-sunnal-nabawiyya Propheticsunna

sunnat al-nabí sunna oftheProphet

al-sunna l-<ãdi¡rya non-binding habits and preferences ofthe Prophet

al-sunna l-huda binding sunna which is related to the Prophetic mission of Muhammad

tãbi(ün Followers ofthe Prophet

ta(dil declaring'adl, trustworthy

tadwîn recording, writing down, official registration of hadiths in writing

takhr-rj resolving, explaining or rendering a hadith, making the final version of the text

talfrq picking and choosing from legal decisions, 'þatching"

taql-rd blind imitation

tafs-lr interpretation

tarhlb wa-targhîb intimidation and invitation

tarjarna l. Chapter heading, inhoduction ofa hadith report

2. Biography (in a rijøl work)

thãbit well-authenticated

uçûl roots; theory

'ulamä' sg.'ãlim,scholar,religiousauthority

wad' fabrication of hadiths

wahy divine revelation

waþy mailú recited revelation

wøþy ghayr matlú revelation which is not recited





CLASSIFTCATION OF ISN¿DS/HADIIHS

1. al-musnad The contrary of mursal. T\e isnãd is connected uninter-

ruptedly to the Prophet. There are th¡ee t¡pes of musnad

' hadiths: mutawãtir, mashhúr a¡ddþãd.

Unintemrpted, but it might be møwqûf. The opposite of
munqatic.

A saying, deed, or afñrmation attributed by a Companion to

the Prophet. It might be muttaçit or mowqûf.

An isnãd with one or more times the formula fulãn 'an
fulãn. cAn is inserted in case accepted hansrnission methods

have not happened between the two transmitters. An isnãd,

which is mtfan(an is considered çaþ\þ if ft is mutta;il, the

reporters are contemporaneous and trustworthy, and no

tadlls is suspected.

one or more transmitters are missing. It is:

a\ mu'allaq, if a transmitter is missing in the beginning of
the isnãd

b) munqati', if a transmitter is missing in the middle of the

isnãd
c) mursal, if a transmitter is missing in the end of the

isndd

equal to khabar wãþid, single, one of its kind

inserted, an addition by a reporter to the text being narrated

famous: A hadith, which is transmitted and known by many.

It has at least three different isnãds.

2. al-muttaçil

3. al-marft'

4. al-mu(antan

5. al-mu(allaq

6. al-afrãd (sg. fard)

7. al-mudraj

8. al-mashhtir

9. al-gharlb w a-l-' attz

10. al-muçaþþaf

a) gharlb, authorized by one trustworthy transmitter by his

'adãla and /ab¡. It can be ;aþîþ as the gharlbs in al-
Bukhärt and Muslim, or not çaþîþ, which is more

contmon,
b) <azlz, authorised by two to three transmitters

c) mashhar authorized by many transmitters

contains a misinterpretation of diacritical marks in respect

to the rãwî or some detail in the matn

a report in which all the reporters use the same mode of
transmission such as 'an, þaddathanã, elc. repeat any other

The authentic categorY

I l. al-musalsal
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additional statement or remark, or act in a particular manner

while nanating the report.

The weak category

l. al-mawqüf stopped, it might be mutta;il ot munqati<

2. al-maqtü( The isnãd is stopped at the tãbf ún, the hadith comes from

them, thus itis møwqûfand has no legal proof.

3. al-mursal The hadith comes from the tãbicän, but refers to words or

acts ofthe Prophet. It is accepted as legal proofbut not un-

animously. Al-irsdl means a lack of lsnãd e.g., if a reporter

refers directly to the words of the Prophet without saying:

fladdathanã fulãn can rasill Allãh'..
4.al-munqati' Theisnãdisnotmutta;il.
5. al-mu'{al Two or more reporters are missing from the isnãd.

6. al-shãdhdh wa-l-munkar
irregular and obj ectionable
a) shãdhdh: Deviating from the constant or common, e'g',

a different report is told by a reliable transmitter,

shddhdh mardûd, a rejected inegular report

b) munkar, a different report is told by a non-reliable

transmitter.

7. al-mu(allal An apparently logical report but it is not of established

authoritY.
g. al-mudallas Forged: A report, which is ascribed to a higher authority

than it ought to be. E'g. a report, which is ascribed to an

early authority although the reporter has not met him'

9. al-mud¡arib confused, unsettled: The report has several variations.

10. al.maqlüb Reversed: A report, which is known by the authority of
someone is attributed to another authority and, thus, it
seems to become gharlb.

11. al-maw{ä. Invented: It might be judged true, false or doubtful, never-

theless, it must not be reported by those who know that it is

maw(if ,unless it is notifìed that it might be invented.
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